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Lattice points and Fourier expansions. 
By S. BOCHNER in Princeton, N. ]., and K. CHANDRASEKHARAN in Bombay. 
1. Introduction. 
We have recently given [ 4 ] 1 ) a new line of reasoning for proving H A R D Y ' S 
identity [8] in the theory of lattice points in a circle, and for the related 
convergence theorems of HARDY, L A N D A U , [ 8 , 9 ] , W A L F I S Z [ 1 2 , 1 3 ] , O P P E N H E I M 
[ 1 1 ] , W I L T O N [ 1 5 , 1 6 ] , D I X O N and F E R R A R [ 7 ] . We employed a general sum-
mability-theorem, due to B O C H N E R [ 3 , Th. 1 ] , for partial derivatives of multiple 
Fourier series, and we combined it with a theorem of ANANDA-RAU [ 1 ] on 
scales of Riesz summability for general Dirichlet series in which assumptions 
on the magnitude of the coefficients are made explicitly. 
In the present paper we will throw the part due to ANANDA-RAU into 
the differentiability-theorem itself, thus obtaining a much broader theorem 
on multiple Fourier series in general, from which to deduce the particular 
lattice-point conclusions by much shorter steps. Actually in § 3 we will first 
have a relatively simple version of the general differentiability theorem suffi-
cient for the lattice-point conclusions envisaged, and afterwards, in § 5 and 
§ 6, we will' enlarge on the differentiability theorem for its own sake. This 
will bring out its similarity with a criterion of CHANDRASEKHARAN and 
MINAKSHISUNDARAM [ 6 , Th. 4 . 1 ] which was the first attempt towards extending, 
from one to several variables, a convergence-test for Fourier series due to 
HARDY and L I T T L E W O O D [ 1 0 ] in which the order of magnitude of the Fourier 
coefficients is. prescribed; and it will also throw further light on the entire 
problem of localization of convergence and summability for Fourier series 
in general [2]; the latter problem is more delicate for multiple series than 
for simple series, and rather more delicate for formal (partial) derivatives of 
a series than for the original series proper, and the present paper may also 
be viewed as a further contribution towards managing this problem in some 
of its aspects. 
!) Numbers in brackets [ ] refer to the bibliography placed at the end of the paper. 
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2. Notations and Definitions. 
Let f(x) = f ( x u . . x k ) be periodic in each variable with period 2n, 
and Lebesgue integrable in (x). It has then a Fourier expansion which we 
indicate by writing 
f(xu .. .,xk)~Z • • • Z^,...»,e!'(",'TI+•••+"A•a"i>• 
<> o 
«[+•. •. + "f.—" 
and 
a 
Define for / > 0 
Sl(x1,...,xk;R) = Sl(x;R) = Sl(R) = 
n . R 
= 2 (/?2—r)'Ar(x) = 21 f (R2 — u2)'-lS(u)u du, 
r=o • (3 
where 
n = [R] and S(R) = S°(R) = Sn(x). 
Let 
T\R) = S\R)R-2\ 
Define 
fix, 0 = + • • .,xk + fi,)da£ 
a 
where a denotes the unit-sphere Hj2 + . . . -}- £ | = 1 and do¡ its (k— ^-d imen-
sional volume-element. 
3. A Convergence Theorem. 
We shall first state a few lemmas, which are needed for the proof of 
our theorem. 
L e m m a 1. Suppose that 
y A — = 0 ( 0 , 
where {/„} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers diverging to 
and suppose that 2 aJñv is summable by Riesz's means of type l„ and of 
order r, briefly: summable (I, r), y being real. Let 0 < L s < r . Then 2 aJñ" is 
summable (I, s) for 
_ (a+])(r-s) + y(s+\) 
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This has been proved by ANANDA-RAU [1 , Th. 7], and if we choose 
L = n, 7 = 0, it reduces to the following 
L e m m a 1 A. / / £ a„ is summable (n, r) and a„ = 0(na) and 0 <; s < r, 
ihen a„n-" is summable (n, s) for 
( a + l ) ( r _ 5 ) . . 
o > 
r + 1 . 
L e m m a 2. If f(x)—f{x1, ...,xk) is a periodic function of class L, or 
an almost periodic function of Stepanoff class, and 
(3 .1) f(x) «(") (">x) 
n 
where A(n, x) denotes rnx^ +.. .+nkxk, and a(n) = a(nu nk) is the Fourier 
coefficient, and Dq(nu .. .,nk) is, for any non-negative integer q, a homogeneous 
polynomial of total degree q in nlt..., nk, then 
. (i) the operator 
' u \ idx, ' • idxk 
applies to the almost periodic function 
l»ISBl I X ) 
and the resulting function is almost periodic; 
. (ii) ' DqxTi(x)— ^ f l 
(iii) for every x at which the condition 
i 
¡ \ f x ( t ) \ t ^ ' d t = o(t") 
0 
is satisfied, we have 
(3.2) lim DlTl(x) = Q 
M-y a> 
for S + 
This has been proved by BOCHNER [2, Th. 1]. 
L e m m a 3. / / £ ¡ > 1 , 0 s : « < cc, and if the numbers a„u,.„k are arbit-
rarily given for 0<n1<n,...,0^nk<n, then there exists an exponential 
polynomial 
n • n 
¿ , = O ; . A = O 
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such that at the origin 
P r o o f . Obviously, if arbitrary numbers bni...„k, 0 ^ n ^ n , (J—\,...,k) 
are prescribed, then there exists an (ordinary) polynomial 
i*L=0 ,«¡1=0 
such that 
f . _ 
namely, ¿>fll ....«*= " J . . . nk\ <5„,...„,.. Now consider the transformation of va-
riables 
^ = eiXi— 1,.. .,zk = eixi<— 1. 
Obviously it transforms a P(x) into a Q(z) and conversely, under preserva-
tion of n, and for prescribed values ani...„k this leads to values, bni.,.„k by 
ordinary rules of differentiation of a function of functions, and inversely 
from the b's to the a's, and hence the lemma. 
L e m m ' a 4. If f(x) is a periodic or almost periodic function (3. 1), and 
•if in a neighborhood of the point x = x0 the function has continuous derivatives 
k j 
of total order <Lq, then at x = x0 we have for d>—-—|-q: 
lim [DlTl{x)-Dlf{x)] = Q. 
P r o o f . The conclusion is obviously trivial for an exponential polynomial 
P{x). In general we put, by lemma 3, / (x) = P ( x ) + / 1 (x) where for / ' ( x ) 
all partial derivatives of total order <Lq are zero at the point x = x0. But / ' ( x ) 
has also continuous derivatives of order q in the neighborhood of x0. From 
this it follows easily that f1(x) satisfies assumption (iii) of lemma 2 and 
hence (3. 2) follows. 
R e m a r k . The "modification" referred to in lemma 6 of our previous 
paper [4, p. 241] is made explicit now; even there, differentiability has to be 
assumed in a neighborhood of the point in question. 
T h e o r e m 1. / / / ( x ) is defined as in § 2, and if 
(3.3) A„=0{na) 
then at every point x in a neighborhood of which f(x) possesses partial deri-
vatives of all orders, the series 2 A„nh is summable (n, <5) for (5:>0, and 
6>2a+] +2 /z . 
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P r o o f . By lemma 4, if we choose D as the Laplace operator 
Uxf dxl J 
and apply it q times to the function / , where q is a non-negative integer, we 
obtain that ^ A„nq. is summable (n, 6) for 6 > ^ 1 +2q. Since A„nq = 
= 0(n o + 4 ) , it follows by lemma 1 A, that £A„nh is summable (n, i?) for i?;>07 
and 
/t h- + q <5+1 
or 
fa-tKi+D 
a + q+l 
k ] 
Since <5 may be any number greater than — ^ — V 2 q , this implies that any 
(*^)(a+\+h) + h + 2g(d + ±+h) 
is admissible. Given k, a, h since q may be chosen as large as we please, 
the.theorem will be true for rj > 2a-{- 1 +2h. 
R e m a r k s . It should be noticed that there is no restriction on a. 
However, if 
( 3 - 4 ) • f l n ' - " * = 0 ( ( « ? + . . 
then at every point of mean-continuity (etc.) we have convergence o f ^ A „ . 
See [6, p. 741]. The significance of the theorem is that even though only 
something less than (3. 4) is satisfied, a stronger hypothesis on the function 
than continuity will still lead to summability, and, in special cases, to con-
vergence. We will show in the next section how the above theorem is entirely 
adequate to obtain the most complete results on the summation of certain 
series of Bessel functions occurring in the theory of lattice points. 
4. Application to summations over lattice points; 
Let rk{n)= ^ 1 for integral values of nt, representation of n which 
differ only in | s ign or order being counted as distinct. Let 
n g i 
the last term rk(x) in the sum being replaced by \rk{x) if x is an integer. 
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Then it is known that Rk(x) can be "represented" as a series of Bessel 
functions; in particular, if k = 2 , we have HARDY'S identity [ 8 ] : if x is non-
integral, 
(4 .1) R¿x ) = n x - * Z 
Here / ! stands for the Bessel function of order 1. When k > 2 , the 
expansion corresponding to the right of (4. j) is no longer convergent, but 
can be summed by R I E S Z ' S means. W A L F I S Z has proved that the corresponding 
series in Ar-dimensions, namely 
2 ) £ 
¿ 3 k 3 
is summable (n,6) for d > — , and not summable for <5 = — — - . More 
m ¿t 
complete results of this type were obtained by DIXON and F E R R A R [7 ] and 
in a recent paper we obtained the following result [4, p. 248]: if 
rk(n, ti) = 2 e27Ci^+-+ni'hk), 
then 
(4 .3) Z r k ( n , h ) M 2 n ^ ) n l 
3 k v is summable (n, tj) for and — 2 ' f A , > ~ 1 whenever §2 is 
non-integral. (4.3) not only yields W A L F I S Z ' S result when h1=.. . = hk = 0, 
but is actually sharper since ¡i does not depend on k. We will now show 
that a result which includes W A L F I S Z ' S and HARDY'S , can be deduced as a 
direct consequence of theorem 1. 
C o r o l l a r y t o t h e o r e m 1. / / | 3 is non-integral, 
(4.4) H h { n ) h 2 ^ i 2 7 i ^ n ) n l 
is summable (n,r¡) for i j > 0 and — + ^ > ~ 
P r o o f . It is known that the series 
( 4 . 5 ) • 
for suitable constants A and B, is the (spherical) multiple Fourier series of 
the function 
(4. 6) f(xu ...,xk) = Z [ S * - { ( " ! + *?) + • ••• Jr(nl + x\)}f 
at the origin x = ( 0 , . . . , 0), for ¡3 > — l. [4, p. 243 (3.4)]. If is non-inte-
gral, the function given in (4. 6) is infinitely differentiable in a neighborhood 
of the origin, and the terms of its Fourier series (4. 5) satisfy the condition 
(in our notation of § 2) 
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( 4 . 7 ) 4 " 2 " 4 ) = O ( « 4 " 2 J • 1 
since /« (*) = 0(x-1 / a) as x - o o , (i-> — 1 and rk(n) = 0[n 2 J. Hence we 
apply theorem 1, and deduce that ' . ' 
x r rk(n)Jki2+?(27ci Yn) . . ^ nk/4 + iI/2 " * 
is summable (n, rj) for n> —fi + 2p. Setting w e o b ~ 
tain that . . . 
\ E r k { n ) h , 2 + ? { 2 n ^ h ) n x 
3 
is summable (n,y) for ii>2l + k— y which is the required result. 
R e m a r k . The corollary will still hold when the order of the Bessel 
function in (4 .4) is not necessarily y + /3 but any /*> — ] •, in order to see 
that, we have only to refer to the reasoning given in. our previous paper 
[4 , p. 2 4 6 ] , which closely follows that of DIXON and FERRAR [7] . 
5. An improvement on theorem I. 
Theorem l was concerned with the case when the function f ( x ) was 
infinitely differentiable in a neighborhood of a given point ; we shall now 
prove a similar result in the case where the function has partial derivatives 
upto an assigned order which is f ini te; if this order exceeds the number 
\(k— l), (where k is the dimension-number) then we already can reach the 
conclusion of theorem l, without having to assume infinite differentiability. 
We shall however have a restriction on {ani...„k} instead'of on An. For the 
proof of the theorem we need the following 
L e m m a 5. For given £ > 0 and £<Lx<L2e, let ip(x) be a function de-
fined in the following way : 
(i) 1/>(£)=1, < / ' ( 2 < 0 - 0 ; . 
(ii) ip(x) possesses derivatives of all orders in e<x<,2e; 
Let g(y) be defined in the following way: 
(iv) g(y)=l for \y\^e; 
• (v) g(y) = y(y) for £<\yl^2e; 
(v0 ¿i(y)~0 for 2E<,\x\<,rt-, 
(vii) g(y + 2n)=g(y). 
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g(X •. •2bní.:HeÍ{niXi + - + nkXk)--co 
Then for every /?>0 we have: 
(5 .1) n i = o ( ( / j ? + > ) • 
Now let /(*!,.. .,xk) be any periodic function having the period 2n in each 
variable and Lebesgue integrable, and let 
1 (5 .2) ani...„k—,0 
where {ani...ni} are the Fourier co, 
coefficients of the product f . g , then 
a n i . . n i} efficients of f . If {c n i . . . n i} are the Fourier 
( 5 - 3 ) (n^ + . - ' . + n?)" i ' 
P r o o f . An explicit example of a function i/; satisfying our requirements 
is found in WIENER [14, p. 562], where the interval (0, 1) is considered-in-
stead of (f, 2s). 
Since g(xr) is infinitely differentiable, it follows by a well-known result 
in Fourier series that its Fourier coefficient 
for every A > 0 ; from this it follows that (5.1) is satisfied for every / ? > 0 . 
Further, we have 
c, 
00 
I...nk — 2 • • • 2 bmi,,,mka ¿-J Um i . . kUn i-m l , . . , ,nk-mk . 
( m ) = - oo 
Hence 
|c„,...n,[ = O 1 + («i -wi)a + - + (nk-mkf}-«{\ + m\ +... + ml)-?]) 
= O ( f . J {1 + ( f l l - £ ) 2 + • • • + (n k -B k ) 2 }-" { ! + § + • . . + • • • • 
- 00 
If we subject the above integrand to an orthogonal transformation 
s 
with determinant + 1 , and 
i/u : dn :... :dlk = n1: n2:...: nk, 
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then we have 
Hence 
= О ( J . . . J {1 + (х-п.)2 + ... + rfk}-a{ 1 + >й + • • • + Vl}'? ¿Ъ •'• • drjk) 
where x — Y^h2,. Setting — ][2rfr, we have 
|C n i . . .„J = 0 ( J . . . J + { . . . { ) 
where 
j ' - J - o i l ' + i f i n j - J T S F W - 0 ^ " 0 ^ ' 
since ¡3 may be assumed large. Again, 
J . . . J = 0 ( = 
11? | > x/2 1171 > x/2 
= o( J tk~l(\ +t2)^dt) = 0(xk-2?) = 0(x-2a), 
i Г • x 2 " . . . 
к 
if we choose /3 = « + ^ - , and hence the lemma. 
T h e o r e m 2. If f(x) which is defined as in § 2 has continuous deri-
vatives of total order ^ 2<7, where q is a non-negative integer, at a point x, 
and if 
then at that point, the series 2A„ is summable (n, 6), <5^0 and S = max (rj, y) 
where 
m u + l ) - » 
V> v -
к j 
and y>2p + k— 1 ; in particular, if q ^——, then it is summable (n, 6) for 
any 6 > 2/3 +A:— 1, <5s:0. 
P r o o f . Without loss of generality we can assume the point in question 
to be the origin. We write the function f(x) as follows: 
/ f o , . . x 4 ) = / ( * i . • • •,xk)g(xl!..., x4) + [l — g { x l t x k ) \ f ( x l t ...,xk) 
= <Pi (xu • ••,**) + cp2 {x1}..., xk), say, 
where g{xu...,xk) is defined as in lemma 5. It follows from that lemma 
that- <p2(x) is infinitely -differentiable in a neighborhood of the origin (since 
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it vanishes there), while g>i(x) is continuously differentiable 2q times every-
where. If we now write 
rP\ ~ 2 c>h • •. Hk eil+1"'+:Xk' 
and 
by the same lemma 5, we have 
; t ! = o ( ( n i + . . . . + / i 2 ) " ) . ""1 •••»4 J . 
Theorem 1 is now applicable to <¡p2, and so it follows that its Fourier ex-
pansion (summed spherically) is summable (n, y) for 
(5-4) r > 2 ( / ? + ^ ] + l . 
For r/i, we proceed as follows. If we write 
2 cn i , . .„ke^n 'x 2 • 
and apply the Laplace-operator q times, then owing to the continuity of the 
fc i 
derivatives, it follows that 2C„nq is summable (n, ó) for ő > —^—, at the 
origin. [2, Th. VI.] Hence it follows, as in the proof of theorem 1, that 2C„ 
is summable (n, rj) for 
v > d • 
( / ? + ^ ) + <7+i 
or, 
( 5 . 5 ) N > V 2 M - I I . 
' fi+T+q 
The first part of our theorem results from (5.4) and (5.5) . If 2/3—f-A:— 1 < 0 
and t; < 0 , then j? = y = 0 so that <3 = 0. 
In order to prove the second part we note that summability (n, ő) of 
X4„ for some d > 2/3 + /r— 1 could only fail if 
(5 .6) 2 ~ >2fi+k-\. 
If we set 
k—2 k—\ 
q <0 . 
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we see that (5. 6) is equivalent to 
(5 .8) r ( a + l ) > ( a + l ) ( 2 a + l + 2 0 . 
Let us now discuss the following cases separately: (i) a + 1 = 0, 
(ii) a + 1 < 0 , (iii) 0 < a + 1 < , (iv) 
If a - ( - 1 = 0 then the strict inequality in (5 .8) is impossible, and hence 
k 
our theorem is proved in this case. If o .+ l < 0 then — s o that '2A„ 
converges absolutely, and our theorem is true trivially , in this case. If 
0 < a + 1 < y then we have 2p+k~\ = 2a + 1 < 0 ; and since a + 1 + < 7 > 0 , 
£ 1 
and r(a+\)<q if q^ 4 , we also have 
C + y + i " + ' + » 
k: j 
Hence in this case t] = y = 0, provided that q ^ ^ , and we have con-
vergence of ZA„, so the theorem is true. Finally if a + l then 2 a + 1 ^ 0 : 
^ j fa. ] 
and if q ^ — j — then r ^ 2 q \ so that we have ( 2 a + l + 2 g ) ^ 2 which 
contradicts (5. 8 ) ; hence in this case also the theorem is proved. 6. Another convergence theorem. 
We shall now establish a theorem more general than that of CHANDRA-, 
SEKHARAN and MINAKSHISUNDARAM [6 , Th. 4 . 1]. We need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 6. Let W(x) be a positive non-decreasing function of x, and 
V(x) any positive function of x, both defined for x> 0. Let A{t) be a function 
of bounded variation in every finite interval, and 
t 
Ak{t) = k\{t—u)k-xA{u)du, k>0. 
u • 
Then 
+ = y > 0 , t>0 
and 
Ak(x) — o(W). 
together imply 
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U y 
If further, V^W1^ is nondecreasing, then 
(k-r y+r'i . 
v i « r w * + y J 
for O^r^k. 
This is a consequence of a convexity theorem of M. R I E S Z and the 
proof follows on well known lines. See [6, lemma 4. 2]. 
^ j 
L e m m a 7. (i) If d> —-—(- q, we have 
00 00 
(6 .1) DlTi{x) = cR\...\f(x+t)Dqi[V^6{\t\R)]dt1...dtl 
- 00 - 00 
where | f | = ( / ? - f . . . + Va(x) stands for Ji{x)/xd, Jd stands jor the 
Besset function of order d, and D\, f ( x ) have the same meaning as in lemma 2; 
k j 
' (ii) if d > - ^ - + q, then 
00 (6 .2) / ? { . . . ¡\f(x + t)DqlVm+6(\t\R)\dt1...dtk^ 
- 0 0 
MR oo . 
c J | /(x, t) It"-1 dt4- it1*' *" ̂  J 
(¡¡0 if : . ° 
t 
(6 .3) F ( x , / ) = J \f{x, s)\sk-^ds = o(V'+B), 0 > O , 
o 
as t-+0, then 
DlTdR(x) = o[ 
3 
1 ¡R { 2 ' 2 
V? J_L 
Re k j 
as R-+ oo, provided that 6>—^—+ 
P r o o f . Parts (i) and (ii) are contained in BOCHNER'S paper [2, lemma 
6, p. 3 4 9 ] ; the argument for part (iii) runs parallel to CHANDRASEKHARAN'S 
[5, Th. V]. We have only to consider the right side of (6. 2). Assumption 
(6 .3) yields 
MR 
(6 .4) . R,:+i j \f(x, s) | s'--' ds = o (R-°), 
k 1 
and as for the second integral, we split it in two; setting Q = d — q — ^ + 
we have tj CO 
I + J * ] = 9,i + 9>3, say. 
w ' v ' 
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To estimate <p2 we have only to use the fact that 
« 
G(x,u) = $ t*-1\f(x,t)\dt=0(u>) 
• • o 
as oo. See [5, p. 213 (2.11)]. For, 
1 rt^\f(x,t)\dt 1 n G(x,t) r fG(x,t)dn • f 1 \ _ f 1 \ 
ReJ tk+i+e / ? e | ) ' tk+q+Q J I l/?e I 
n . ,. 
provided that 
(6 .5) q>6, or + g + 
As for 9>i, 
^ = J' t'k'edF(t), 
. • l/B 
and we now integrate by parts, and use (6. 3) in the same manner as in 
[5, p. 219 (3. 26)], thus obtaining 
q>1 = o.(jR-e) if Q>e. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
T h e o r e m 3. If f(x) is defined as in § 2 , and. if at a given point x, 
t 
(6.6) ^rj\f(x,s)\sk-l-^ds = o(te), 03=0 
o 
as t->- 0, where q is a non-negetive integer, and if 
(6 .7) A„ = 0(n«) 
then 2Anw is summabte (n,r) for provided that 0, a,q and r satisfy 
the relation 
(6.8) 2 ( ( 5 - r ) ( a + < 7 - j - l ) - 0 ( l + / - ) = O ^ j 
for some d>—- 1-2*7 + 0. 
P r o o f . By lemma 7 (iii), assumption (6.6) implies that 
- Jni(x)- -o(R-°) . 
or 
(6.9) ^ S d R ( x ) = o ( R 2 i - e ) 
k — \ f a2 . , a2 V where <5 > + 2q + 6 and dx\ 1 '" 1 dx\ 
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If we now set 
E 
B„ = A„ n'1,. B(R) = £ Bn, B\R) = 2d f {R9- - B(u)udu, J>0, n<JP (j 
as in § 2, then (6. 9) implies 
< 6 . 1 0 ) . = 
u 1 
for 6> — - — \ - 2 q - \ - 0 . On the other hand, B„ = 0(na+«) and hence 
<6.11) I f i G A ^ H ^ - f l G ^ k £ Bn=0{ 2 na+q) = 0(twtt+q). 
agnSii+f 
From (6. 10) and (6 .11) it follows that we can apply lemma 6 if we 
choose £ ( ! /* ) = ,4 (x), xa+*=V(x) and x6-6'2 = W{x), and then we obtain 
(6.12) Ei{fR) = o{R9) 
-where 0 < r g , d and 
/ f i (a + g ) ( d - r ) (!+/•)(rf-g/2) 
p
 ~ 1 
Let us write (6. 12) in the form 
<6- 14) = = say. 
If ?; = 0, then it follows that 2A„n<l is summable (n, r); this will be the case if 
<6.15) 2(d-r)(a + q+\) —0(l+r) = O 
where + + 
R e m a r k s . (1) Let us write relation (6. 15) in the form 
/fi iftt 2 J ( « + g + l ) - f l 
<6"16) 8 + 2(a + q + \ ) ' 
k J 
Now if 8 = 0 then r = d, where d>—= 1 - 2 q . Thus we obtain BOCHNER'S 
A 
result [2, Th. I] as a special case. 
(2) Let <7 = 0 and k=2. Then it follows from (6. 16) that r = 0, if 
1 B • 
:2<f(« + 1 ) = 0 where <J> 0 + y ; and this will be the case if a < 2 [ — 1. 
Suppose now that 
<6. 17) a ,H n i = o { 1 
{n\ + n\Y 
l '^2+e\ 
ihen A„ = O (/¡"-p) for every e > 0, since rk(n) = 0{n 2 ). Hence under the 
assumption (6 .6 ) with q = 0, k — 2 and the assumption (6. 17) we conclude Q 
that 2A„ converges if £ — p < . ) i . . . — 1 for every e > 0 or if ¿u 1 
<6.18) p>\ 0 
2 6 + 1 ' 
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w h i c h is exac t ly the t h e o r e m of CHANDRASEKHARAN a n d MINAKSHISUNDARAM 
16, T h . 4. 1]. 
(3) T h o u g h in the a s s u m p t i o n (6. 6) w e have q a s an in teger , w e can , 
if necessa ry , d e t e r m i n e the o rde r of s u m m a b i l i t y of ZA„nh fo r arbitrary h b y 
a p p l y i n g A N A N D A - R A U ' S t heorem ( l emma 1 ) . W e c h o o s e not to repea t th is 
k ind of c o m p u t a t i o n . 
(4) O u r hypo thes i s ( 5 . 6 ) d i f fe rs f r o m the hypo thes i s in t h e o r e m s 1 
a n d 2 in a s m u c h a s it g o v e r n s the b e h a v i o u r of the func t i on / ( x ) at a g iven 
po in t x , a n d not in a w h o l e n e i g h b o r h o o d of it. 
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16. 
On the discreteness of the spectrum of a differential 
equation. 
By E. C. TlTCHMARSH in Oxford. 
It was proved by WEYL1) that the spectrum associated with the diffe-
rential equation 
0 ) = 0 ( 0 ^ X < o o ) 
is discrete if q(x) is bounded in any finite interval and tends to infinity a s 
x->- oo. His proof is reproduced in my book Eigenfunction Expansions Associated 
with Second Order Differential Equations (Oxford, 1946), § 5 . 12. Other proofs 
have since been given2). 
The following is another simple proof. Let y (x, A) be the solution of 
(1) which satisfies a given boundary condition 
(2) (p(0, A) cos « + <px(0, A) sin a = 0 
at x = 0. Then it can be proved as in § 5 . 12 of my book that, for every 
real I, either cpix^l) is L2 (in which case <p(x,l) and (fx(x, X) both tend to 
zero as x + oo), or <p(x, A)-»-00, or <p(x, A)-* — co. Consider any finite interval 
and denote the sub-sets of this interval where cp has the above 
properties by E0, Elr and E2 respectively. 
If I' belongs to Eu <p(x,l')-+ oc, yxx{x,l')-+oo (by (1)), and so 
q>x(x,l')-+ 00. Hence for some with q(%)>h', 0 and <px(%,V)>0. 
Hence also y A) > 0 and q>x(g, I ) > 0 if I—I' is sufficiently small. This, 
however, implies that cp(x,l) + 00. Hence any point of Ex is an interior point 
of an interval of points of Elt and so Ex is an open set. Similarly E2 is an 
open set. Hence E0 is a closed set. 
!) H. WEYC, Ober gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen mit Singularitäten und die 
zugehörigen Entwicklungen willkürlicher Funktionen, Math. Annalen, 68 (1910), pp. 220—269. 
K. FRIEDRICHS, Spektraltheorie halbbeschränkter Operatoren und Anwendung auf 
die Spektralzerlegung vonDifferentialoperatoren.il., Math. Annalen, 1 0 9 (1934) , pp. 6 8 5 - 7 1 3 . 
Criteria for the discrete character of the spectra of ordinary differential operators, Studies 
and Essays presented to R. Courant (New York, 1948) , pp. 1 4 5 — 1 6 0 ; a proof by E . C. T I T C H -
MARSH will be published in the Annali di Matematica. 
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The above argument also shows that, if V is a point of Elt then, for 
some r/>(§, /7/> 0, while <p(x, A) is steadily increasing for if I is 
in some interval Hence rp(x,l)^>m for \l — l ' \ I t 
follows as on p. 116 of my book that the function k(l) is constant throughout 
the interval \ l — X ' \ < i ] , and so in fact is constant throughout each interval 
of 
To prove the theorem, we have now to show that E0 consists at most 
of a finite number of points. 
Suppose on the contrary that there is a sequence of values of I tending 
to (but different from) a limit /t, such that these x's and fi all belong to E0. 
Let Xj be such that q ( x ) ^ > n + d (<f>0) for (such an x, exists if 
q{x)-+ oo). Let x 2 > x x be such that <je(x2, (i) + 0, and suppose e . g . that 
<p{xo, /.i) > 0 . As in § 5 . 1 2 of my book, this implies (since <p(x, fi) is L2) that 
(¡p(x, ¡i) decreases steadily to zero for x ^ x 2 , and in particular that cp(x, fi) > 0 
for x ; > x 2 . 
Now rp(x, X) is a continuous function of both variables in any finite 
region (cf. § 1.5 of my book), and so q>(x, l)-+q>(x, fi) as uniformly 
over 0 ^ x < x 2 . Hence : 
lim \rp(x, X) <p(x, (i) c / x = {qp(x, fi)}2dx > 0, 
X u J J ' 
••' 0 0 
and so 
J cp(x, X).rp(x,fi) dx > 0 
o 
if X is sufficiently near to /t. 
Also 
cp(x.2, X)-*tp(x2, ,«)>0 . 
and so (p(x2, A) > 0 if X is sufficiently near to ft. Since q(x) — / > 0 if x : > x , 
and X is sufficiently near to fi, this implies, as before, that cp(x, X)>0 for 
x > x 2 and X sufficiently near to ft. Hence 
00 
J' rp (x, X) rp (x, fi) dx > 0 
•r2 
if X is sufficiently near to fi. Altogether 
0 0 •• 
(3) J <p(x, A) <p (x, fi)dx > 0 
o . 
if X is sufficiently near to fi. 
This, however, is impossible; for on multiplying (1), and the corre-
sponding equation with fi, by rp(x,fi), <jo(x,X), respectively and subtracting, 
18 E. C. Titchmarsh : Spectrum of a differential equation. 
we obtain 
0 
{I —tu) <p(x, I) (f(x, n) = — {<p(x, A) <px(x, n) — (p(x, fi) cp,(x, A)}. 
Using (2) it follows that X 
(A — ( rp(x, A) <p(x, (I) dx = cp(X, A) cpx(X, fi) — q>(X, n) <pj:(X, A), 
o 
which tends to 0 as X-+00. Since it follows that 
00' 
(4) j 9(x,/.)9(x, =•().. 
0 • 
This gives a contradiction, and the theorem follows. 
(Received July 9, 19.49.) 
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On the differentiability of semi-group operators. 
By ElNAR HlLLE in New Haven, Conn. 
1. Let X be a complex (S)-space, A a closed. linear operator on X to 
itself whose domain ©[,4] is dense in .X. Suppose that the operator I I — A 
has a bounded inverse R(l; A) for each fixed real positive value of X and that 
< 1 . 0 ¿ | | / ? ( 2 ; 4 ) | | < 1, ' ¿ > 0 . 
Under these assumptions it is known (see E. H I L L E [1], p. 238 and K. Y O S I D A 
[2], p. 15) that A- is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group S = {7(£)}, 
£ > 0, of .linear bounded operators T(£) with the properties 
(0 T&)T&)=T& + $S), 0, 
(ii) | | 7 < S ) | | < 1 , 
<iii) lim T(t)x = x, 
Here (iii) implies the further property lim T(i)x= T(S,n)x for H„ > 0. Con-
i - h 
versely, if a semi-group © with the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) is given, 
then it has an infinitesimal generator A which is a linear closed operator 
whose domain £)[.4] is dense in Further the resolvent /?(A;j4) exists for 
:){(<*) > 0 and 
<1.2) a\\R(a+ir; A) l , l=a+ir, a > 0. 
For x 6 S [ / l ] we have 
(1 .3) lim i - [ 7 ( ; + d ) x — 7 ( £ ) x ] = T'(Z)x = AT(£)x= T{l)Ax, 
••> . (I o 
in the sense of strong convergence. 
. The assumptions on A stated above imply that T ( | ) is strongly conti-
nuous for t ; > 0 and no further continuity properties! may be asserted in 
general. Similarly, for £ > 0 the operator T' (?) = A T(E) is ordinarily an un-
bounded operator whose domain of definition contains £)[A| and may coincide 
with For the higher derivatives we have a similar situation!; the domain 
•of 7 (n )(£) = i4" T(t) contains which is dense in X for every n and 
n„£>[j4"] is also dense in ,Y. 
Thus if we want to get semi-group operators with stronger continuity 
and differentiability properties, we must impose stronger restrictions on A. 
T w o sets of such conditions were given in § 12 .2 of [1]. The first set give 
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continuity of T(£) in the uniform operator topology for § > 0, but not for 
1 = 0, nor the existence of bounded derivatives, while the second set implies 
the existence of derivatives of all orders for | > 0 but not analyticity. In view 
of this situation we shall investigate the existence of derivatives of semi-group 
operators in the present note. 
2. We start with 
Theorem 1. If for a positive the semi-group operator T(£0) maps 
X upon a subset of £>[.4], then T'{$) = AT(£) exists as a bounded operator 
for Moreover, T(n) (¿) = A" T(t,) exists as a bounded operator for 
n= 1, 2, 3 
P r o o f . AT(£0) is a linear closed operator which is defined everywhere 
in X, hence it is bounded. Since A 7 © = A T(&) 7(2—§,) for § > £0, it follows 
that AT(£) is also bounded. Further, for we have 
(2.1) 7 ( n )(£) = ,4"7(£) = AT\f / 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 , . : . 
so that the higher derivatives exist as asserted. 
C o r o l l a r y . If 7 ( £ ) [ £ ] - c © [ 4 ] for each £ > 0 , then Tin){$) exists as a 
bounded operator on to 2i for each £ > 0 and n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . 
Conversely, if 7 ' (£) exists as a bounded operator for | = ?0, then the 
limit in the first member of (1.3) exists for all x when l = | 0 , that is,. 
7(£0) [X] c S [ i 4 ] so that the condition of Theorem 1 is necessary as well as-
sufficient. 
T h e o r e m 2. If T(t) satisfies (ii) and if T'(?) exists as a bounded 
operator for £ > E0, then || 7 '(£) || is a monotone decreasing function o f t ire 
(So,0 0)- • 
For if d > 0 then || 7 ' ( t + d)|| = || 7 ' © 7(d) | | ^ || T(£) | | . The same con-
clusion obviously holds for | | 7 ( n ) ( | ) | | ' i n (n£0, 
In particular, it follows, that | |7 '(S) | | tends to a finite or infinite limit: 
when £ decreases to S0. If £ 0 > 0 , it may very well happen that lim | |7'(£)| |! 
is finite. In order to see this, we shall introduce a class of operators which, 
will be used repeatedly in the following (cf. [1], Theorems 18. 2. 1 and 18. 4.1).. 
Let X = ¿2 (— °°> °°)> let F{u) be the Fourier transform of f ( t ) 6 3£ and set . 
(2. 2) 7(I) [/] = - J g-fif <»>+«« F(u) du, 
where q(u). is a continuous function whose real part is never negative and 
•the integral exists in the sense of mean convergence. This defines a semi-
group of linear operators in X and | |7(§)| | is the essential supremum of 
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|e-fp(»)| and hence <11. Here we choose 
p ( « ) = | u | + / e a l " l , a > 0 . 
A simple calculation shows that 7 '(§) exists as a bounded operator for s i s « 
but not for § < a. The situation is different for £0 = 0 since 7 ' (0 ) is bounded 
if and only if A is bounded in which case T(%) = exp(£A), that is, 7(S) is 
an entire fiinction of £, of exponential type. 
We shall now consider the case in which ?0 = 0, that is, 7 ' (£) exists 
as a bounded operator for § > 0 . The rate of growth of || 7'(H)|| = g ( £ ) as 
£->-0 is of fundamental importance.for the following. We have observed above 
that can stay bounded if and only if A is a bounded operator. Actually 
a sharper result holds. 
T h e o r e m 3. A is bounded and. T(£) = exp(£A) if 
(2 .3 ) ' l i m s u p £ | | 7 ' ( H ) | | < - i . 
P r o o f . Since 7(2) has derivatives of all orders, we may use Taylor's 
theorem obtaining . 
i 
( 2 . 4 ) R ^ ^ X ^ ^ ^ T ^ + ^ - I ^ J < £ - V R L A " T ( T I ) D V : 
a 
Using (2. 1) and (2.3) we see that the remainder tends to zero when ;;->oo 
provided 0 < a < ; £ < a^l + J - j where q equals e times the left member of 
(2. 3). It follows that the Taylor expansion converges for these values of E 
a 
and represents 7(g). But the'power series converges for — a | < — and in 
e 
this circle it defines a semi-group operator which is the analytic continuation 
of 7(£). It follows that 7(2) is analytic in some neighborhood of the origin 
and this requires that 7 ( | ) is an entire function so that 7(£) = exp (£.4) with 
a bounded operator A. 
C o r o l l a r y . If 7(§) is a proper semi-group operator which has a bounded 
derivative for each positive § then 
(2 .5) l i m s u p S | | 7 ' ( H ) | | ; > l . 
• e 
This is actually the best possible result of its kind, for if we take 
(>(«) = |« | in (2.2) , that .is, if we form the Poisson-Abel transform of the 
Fourier integral, then £ | | 7 ' (£ ) | | = -^- f o r . ^ > 0 . On the other hand, there is 
no upper limit for the rate of growth of | | 7 ' ( | ) | | when £ + 0. ¡n order to see 
this, we have merely to choose Q(U) = |u | -\-ievM where q>(u) = o(u). The 
slower u _ 1 9 ) ( u ) ^ 0 when |«|-*-oo, the faster grows the norm of 7 ' ( | ) when 
E . Hille 
E->-0 and by a suitable choice of q>(u) we can achieve that the norm grows 
faster than a preassigned function of 
3. Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that R(l;A) exists for < j > 0 and 
satisfies (1 .2 ) . Ordinarily no more may be asserted, but if T(£) has deriva-
tives, the resolvent set becomes more extensive. 
T h e o r e m 4. Suppose that T(£) is differentiable for £ > 0 and set 
(3 .1 ) I | 7 v ( D H = ^ ) = i g ; O . 
Let d(x) be the distance of the point 1 -{-ii from ihe spectrum of A. For large 
values of |t| we have 
(3 .2) <5(t)> 1 
3V(t)> 
where r](z) is the unique root of the equation 
( 3 . 3 ) G(ri) = |t|. 
P r o o f . Since 
m A ) = 2 №o, ¿ ) R + 1 i h - w 
11=0 
converges for |A — A0| ||/?(*„; j4)|| < 1, it follows that 
-̂ o — 1 -f-
Thus (3. 2) is implied by 
( 3 . 4 ) U T F O + W M I L L O ^ ) . 
But 
oo J; orj 
/?(A; A) = T® dt = f+J +/2, 
' . .0 0 »; 
where rj = •>](%) is chosen as indicated above. We note that G(§) is strictly 
decreasing from + o o to 0 when | goes from 0 to + o o , so the equation 
(3 .3 ) has a unique root and if \t\ is sufficiently large, j?(t) is less than one. 
Without restricting the generality, we may assume that (2. 5) holds so that 
i]{€) is at least 0(\t\ 2 ) when |T | -VOO. For J x we have the trivial estimate 
l l / i l l^7?- An integration by parts gives 
In view of the choice of >;(r) we see that (3 .4) holds for large values of | t | 
and consequently also the desired relation (3 .2) . 
The resulting estimate is not particularly accurate, mainly on account 
of the crude estimate used for / l v The latter integral is of the same order 
of magnitude as 
>i 
1 dl 
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This suggests that a study of the modulus of continuity of in L(0, ??) 
might lead to further improvements of the estimate. We shall not pursue this 
possibility here, however. The same method as used above leads to 
T h e o r e m 5. / / T(£) is differentiate for £ > 0 and if log g(t) € L (0,1 ), then 
- 1 00 
(3.5) ' j J + J J | | / ? ( l - | - T / ; y l ) | | ^ < o o . 
-00 1 • - . 
P r o o f . If. l og£(£)£L(0 , 1) so does log G (I). Without restricting the 
generality we may suppose that G(£) is absolutely continuous, since otherwise 
we may replace G(£) by an absolutely continuous dominant having the same 
integrability properties. In view of (3. 4) the integral in (3. 5) is dominated 
by a constant multiple of 
00 '7o Vo 
J v(T) = _ J n dV = j log G (r,) drj. 
1 - 0 0 
Here we have used the fact that »/'log G-(»?)0 with rj and that G (»?<,) = 1. 
This completes the proof. 
The condition logg(Ç) (0, 1) is probably- far too restrictive for thé 
desired conclusion. In fact there are transformations of type (2.2) for which 
(3.5) holds and merely loglogg'(E) € L(Q, l ) . 'For this class of transformations 
the condition loglog^(£) eL(0 ,1 ) is the best possible of its kind which will 
ensure convergence of (3.5). In order to prove an improved version of 
Theorem 5 with l o g g ^ ) replaced by loglogg-(£) it would be sufficient to 
prove that 
( 3 - 6 > ' L L ^ - . L ^ M • . 
4. Theorem 4 suggests that if ô(x) grows sufficiently fast with | t | , 
then the semi-group operator T(£) generated by A might be differentiable. 
We shall prove 
T h e o r e m 6. If the operator A satisfies the conditions of section 1, if 
| |7?(/; /4) | ->0 when À->ca in such a manner that the distance of X from the 
spectrum of A becomes infinite, and i f , for .every fixed positive K, the inequa-
lity <5(t) > A'log| ' t j holds except in a set of intervals over which the total va-
riation of %% is finite, then the operator 7(£) generated by A has derivatives 
of all orders for £ > 0. 
P r o o f . We know in advance that T(£) exists and has the properties 
(i), (ii), .and (iii). By Theorem 1. it is sufficient to prove the existence of 
T'(£) for £ > 0 . For this purpose we consider the integral § A ) dl 
taken along a closed contour PQRSP where PQ, QR, and RS are straight 
line segments and SP is an arc of the curve r . : A = 1 — ^ <5(t) + %i, Q= 1 — coi 
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R—l+wi while the imaginary part of P equals that of Q and the imagi-
nary part of 5 equals that of R. We let <y->oo; using the fact that ||#(<i;.A)|| 
tends uniformly to zero on and to the right of r , one sees that the in-
tegrals along the horizontal line segments PQ and RS tend to zero. That 
the integral along the arc P S of the curve r tends to a limit when w->-co 
follows from the absolute convergence of the resulting integral which in its 
turn follows from the absolute convergence of . the integral (4. 2) discussed 
below. It follows that the integral from Q to R along the vertical line tends 
to a limit in the uniform operator topology when «->oo. But fo rx€©[ /4 ] we 
have (see Theorem 11.7. 1 of [1.]) 
1-HOI 
/ 7 ( D * = Iim - J - r - f e^R{X-A)xdl, 
G) -> 00 ¿>711 J 
whence it follows that 
(4 .1) T(Z) = - ^ r § e * i R ( X ; A ) d X . . r 
Formally the derivative of 7(2) is given by 
(4 .2) . 
• • r 
and all we have to do in order to prove the theorem is to show the absolute 
convergence of this integral for £ > 0 . The norm of this integral is dominated • 
by a constant multiple of 
CO 
(4 .3) • e ^ \ x \ e ~ * m , ) d % . 
-OO 
The range of integration may now be split into two subsets El and En. In 
£ j we shall have d(x) > (6/£) log | t | and \x\ > 1 so that the integral over 
05 
converges as J x ^ d x , while the integral over £ 2 is dominated by the total 
I 
variation of x2 over E2 which is finite by assumption. This completes the proof. 
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Some prime-number consequences of the Ikehara theorem. 
BY N O R B E R T W I E N E R a n d L E O N A R D G E L L E R T in C a m b r i d g e , M a s s . 
S E L B E R G 1 and E R D O S 2 have recently shown the Prime Number Theorem 
to be demonstrable by elementary methods1). The present paper is devoted, 
not to elementary proofs of this theorem, but to simple analytical conside-
rations which may throw light on the reasons why such elementary, but not 
easy, proofs may be expected to function. Our fundamental tool is the Ikehara 




where F(z) is monotone; arid if over every finite range of x, 
<2) lim G(x + iy) = H(y), 
«.->-1+0 
where H(y) £ L over every finite range; then 
(3) lim ~F(A) = a. 
oo 
We shall consider the two Dirichlet series: 
• oo 




(5) == \wz\ogii du>(u)— \dz[ jV 2 l ogu dm(uj) = 
0 0 
00 00 00 
= J ' u ^ l o g « d&(u)—jdz [ « - " l o g u dm(u)jv~zlogvdd>(v). 
A. SELBERG, An elementary proof of the prime number theorem, Annals of Math., 
(2) 50 (1949), pp. 3 0 5 - 3 1 3 . 
2) P. ERDŐS, On a new method in the elementary theory of numbers which leads 
to an elementary proof of the prime number theorem,. Proceedings National Academy of 
Sciences U.S.A., 35 (1949), pp. 374-384. 
3) N . WIENER, Tauberian theorems, Annals.of Math., (2) 33 ( 1933 ) , pp. 1 - 1 0 0 . 
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Now, 
OO 00 
— \dz\ í r ' l o g « diő(ii) I t r* logt ; da>(v) = 
' if o 
.00 . 00 




(6) = — j dz \ log ii dw(u)j w-*du. ( log v d<r>(v) = 
0 (') • 0 
If 
00 U= 00 ~ 
= — j dz j W''dw ( log It rfoi(;/)|log?; dn>(v) = 
(1 M=0 • 0 
I—= uu JJ 
= const. + J IV-' dw | l o g u do> (U) | l o g v d'o (v). 
0 ,(=0 u 
Hence, 
00 
(7) — = c o n s t . + J u-*\ogudw(u) + 
o 
u 
00' M;= 00 t) 
0 MJ=;0 0 
Let us now consider 1(2) on the line z=\+iy. It is well known 
that £(2) is analytic on this line, except at 2 = 1, when it is of the form 
fp(z) + z]_ j , where q>(z) is analytic. It consequently has on the line only 
zeros of finite order. Now, if s is real and positive, 
(8) 
1 y P(n) 
5(1 +iy + e) 
so that the zeta function cannot have a pole of higher order than 1 on the 
L' (Z) 
1-line. It follows that cannot have a singularity on the 1-line 
that is not a pole of order 1 with residue — 1 , except for the singularity 
K'(z) 
at 2 = 1 , which is a pole of order 1 with residue 1. Thus either 
t,(z) 
has no other singularity on the 1-line than the pole , at 2 = 1 , in which case 
it 
(9) - i [ l o g u d t a ( u ) - l , 
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or it has a singularity at 1- + /A. In the first case, we may write (9); 
•m 
(10) . l ogms( t f ) 1 f a > ( u ) d u 1 . 
^ ' u u J u ' 
0 
and since it is well known that m(u) = o(u), it follows that 
which is equivalent to the prime number theorem. 
On the other hand, let 
(12) £ ( i + M ) = o. 
Then 
r (z) 1 'C (z + il) 1 _ 
(13) £(2) 2 K(z + il) - 2 C(z-U) 
00 
= I ir'(\ +cos21ogi / ) logw dw(u) 
o. 
will be a Dirichlet series with non-negative coefficients with no singularity 
at 2 = 1 . It is easy to. show that it can then have no singularity on 3 i 2 = l . 
Thus by a very weak form of the Ikehara theorem, . 
u • 
(14) - ^ - J ( l + cos A log«) log u cf «»(«)-> 0. 
o 
This is to say that 
(15) • ' "(«) = « ' l (« )+ '»2 («), 
where 
H 
(16) lim — I log i/ rfco1(iz) = 0, 
It OC U ./ 
0 
and where m2(u) o n ' y increases over the intervals 
(17) 1 - l -cos/ log« < 
or 
(18) . ' / l o g « — n n \ < £ . ~ 
r r"(z) 
On the other hand, — J - ¿ j ^ j - d z is a function which may be shown 
to behave like 2 
( z - i ) * _ 2 (19) 
1 2 - 1 
2 - 1 
at 2 = 1 , and to be analytic elsewhere in 1, except for possible iogarithmic 
singularities where X(z) = 0 . These do not interfere with Lebesgue integrabiiity-
2 8 Ikehara Theorem. 
Hence the Ikehara theorem applies, and 
ti ft ltf=00 
<20) - ¿ - J ' o g " + [ >ogw da>(w) j\ogv dw(v)-»2. 
0 0 & tt=0 0 
Hence 
i/ 
0 0 to 
(21). j" \\ogu dw(u) -f- J l oSw da>(w) ^jlogv (/«>(«) j ~ 
o n 11/ c,\ 




<22) l o g u r f « 3 ( u ) ^ 2 e * e~ * ) . 
| /UOgH-n Ji I < £| 
Combining this with (16), (17), and (18), we see that for large u's 
it _ _ 
I f ' 1 I — - 2up**-" 
<23) - J log« dco(u) <iT [e*-e 
6 
which is asymptotically not greater than 
i _ ii\ 
2 Ve" —• 71 j 
<24) • 
Since ^ is arbitrary, we see that 
tt 
(25) lim — ) log«rfi<>(«) = 0. . 
U 00 « J 
o-
This is however inconsistent with the known elementary Chebychev theorem, 
to the effect that- u 
(26) Hm. — f l o g a t f f S ( u ) > 0 , 
«-KB w J • • 
0 
so that we have succeeded in eliminating the hypothesis that there is a I 
for which £(1-H'A) = 0, and have proved the prime number theorem. 
(Received July 11, 1949.) 
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Die Grenzschichte in der Theorie der gewöhnlichen 
Differentialgleichungen. 
Von R. V. MlSES in Cambridge, Mass. 
Die Erscheinung der sogenannten „Grenzschichte", die in verschiedenen 
Gebieten der klassischen Physik (Hydromechanik, Elastizität) eine Rolle spielt, 
beruht in letzter Linie auf einem mathematischen Tatbestand, der sich in 
seiner einfachsten Form in der Theorie der gewöhnlichen Differentialglei-
chungen aufweisen läßt. Vorgelegt sei die Randwertaufgabe zweiter Ordnung: 
(a) A(x,y)y" + B(x,y)y' + C(x>y) = 0 
(b) y(Xl) = y1; y(xi) = yi. 
Man interessiert sich für das Verhalten der Lösung in dem Falle, daß der 
Faktor A(x, y) im ganzen Bereich gleichmäßig gegen Null geht. Mit ,4 = 0 
wird (a) eine Gleichung erster Ordnung und hat im allgemeinen keine Lösung, 
die beide Bedingungen (b) befriedigt, wohl aber zwei verschiedene Lösungen 
u(x) und v{x) von denen jede eine der beiden Bedingungen erfüllt. Es stellt 
sich heraus, daß unter gewissen Voraussetzungen die Lösung y(x) von (a), 
(b) im ganzen Bereich mit Ausnahme eines schmalen Grenzstreifens . gegen 
u(x) oder t>(x) konvergiert (je nach dem Vorzeichen von A) während der 
Übergang zur Erfüllung der anderen Randbedingung quasi sprungartig in der 
• Grenzzone erfolgt. 
• Zur Illustration kann das Beispiel. ß = C = l , i4 = v = const. dienen. 
Hier läßt sich die Lösung von (a), (b) in zwei Formen anschreiben: . 
•y(x)=yi + xi—x + (y1 + xi—.y1—x1)—eiXi.Xl)lv_ !— = 
Wenn v durch positive Werte gegen Null geht, wird der Bruch im ersten 
Ausdruck für x — ^ ^ £ > 0 gleich 0 und y(x) gleich y.2 + x2—x. Nähert sich, 
jedoch v der Null von links, so hat der zweite Bruch den Grenzwert 0,. 
sobald x 2 — x ^ £ > 0 , und dann > ' ( x ) = y 1 + x 1—x. 
Im folgenden wird das Auftreten der Grenzschicht unter der wesentlichen. 
Annahme, daß A/B constantes Zeichen hat, bewiesen. Ein Zeichenwechsel 
von A/B verändert die Verhältnisse völlig. , 
3 0 R. v. Mises 
1. Behauptungen. 
Wir betrachten einen rechteckigen Bereich 
< 0 R: xa<Lx<Lx2, bi<Ly<b2, x„ — xx = L, b^—bx = M. 
Sei PxiXy^y) ein Punkt der linken und P2fxlt y2) ein Punkt der rechten 
Begrenzung von R. Die Funktionen f(x,y) u n d ^ ( x , y) seien stetig und be-
schränkt in R, überdies sei g positiv: 
<2) \f'.x,y)\^F,. 0 <g(x,y)^G. 
Schließlich werde angenommen, daß es zwei Funktionen u(x) Und w(x) gibt, 
die durch 
<3) » ' = / ( * , u), u(xl)=}\ 
(4) v'=f(x, v), v(x2)=y.i 
eindeutig im Intervall (x1( x2) definiert werden und ganz in R verlaufen. Unter 
•diesen Voraussetzungen, beweisen wi r : 
Satz 1. Wenn die Randwertaufgabe 
(5) ?=--f(x,y) + vg(x,y)?' 
(6) y ( X l ) = y1> y(x2)=y2 
bei kleinem positiven oder negativen v eine Lösung j '(x) besitzt, so ist 
(7) bei v> 0 : lim y(x) = u(x) gleichmäßig in x^ < x < x2—e ( £ > 0 ) 
•(8) bei v< 0 : lim y(x) — v(x) „ „ x, + e- .x<Lx, , (e > 0). 
r->0 
Der Beweis dieses Satzes stützt sich auf den folgenden Hilfssatz, der 
in gewisser Hinsicht mehr besagt: 
S a t z 2. Sei N = FL-\- M. Wenn eine Integralkurve. y(x) von (5) die 
redite Begrenzung von R trifft, d. h. wenn b1<hy(x2)<b2l so gilt für genügend 
kleines |»*| im ganzen Intervall 
<9) . . \ y ' ( x ) - f ( x , y ) \ < 2 ^ ^ ( \ + s ) • ' 
jiir jedes nodi so kleine e>0. Ebenso, wenn ;>(x) an . der linken. Begrenzung 
des Reddecks beginnt, ist 
<9') \ y ( x ) - f ( x , y ) \ < ^ ^ ( \ + e ) . 
Dieser. Satz ist im wesentlichen gleichbedeutend mit dem folgenden: 
S a t z 3. Sei z(x) = y'(x) — f ( x , y). Wenn an einer Stelle einer Integral-
kurve von (5) 2(x„)> 0, so gibt es zu jedem e>0 ein solches > 0, daß 
in x0 x i-' Xu für 0 < v. < r , , 
(10) z(x) (1 — e) z ^x„) , . , ^ . x ' w — v > »/ l in Xl<:xg.x0 für 0< — v<vt 
Analog bei z(xt) < 0. 
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2. Beweis der Sätze 3 und 2 für differenzierbares f . 
Die beiden letzten Sätze — in etwas schärferer Form — lassen sich 
besonders leicht beweisen, wenn f(x,y) als beschränkt differenzierbar vor-
ausgesetzt wird. Wenn angenommen wird 
( 1 1 ) ' \grad f\<LK, 




(11 ' ) 
Wir wählen 
(12) KG{\ +F)-
Dann folgt durch Differentiation von z~y'—/,. solange z>0,'v>0, 
( 1 3 ) Z - Z ( X ^ '. v ' ' dx v1G dx . ' z(x0) 
Diese Differential-Ungleichung für 2 besagt, daß bei z(x0) > 0 die Differenz 
z — z(x0) mit wachsendem x nicht abnehmen kann, daß also 2 — z ( x 0 ) ^ O 
für x>x0 und z—2(x0)<0 für x <x0. Damit ist die erste der vier Aussagen 
von Satz 3 bewiesen; die anderen sind analog. 
Die Differentialgleichung (5) gibt für z ^ z ( x 0 ) und f > 0 
(14) ' = y . vg = vG 
woraus durch zweimalige Integration folgt 
(15) y - y l l - / ( x 0 ) ( x - x o ) S ; | ^ ( x - x , ) ) a . 
Wenn y für x = x3 in das Intervall (b u ¿?3) fallen soll, ist die linke Seite 
von (15) dem Betrage nach nicht größer als M + FL = N, also muß 
<16> 
sein, und dies ist die (verschärfte) Aussage (9) des Satzes 2. 
3. Allgemeiner Beweis der Sätze 3 und 2. 
Es sei 2 ( x 0 ) > 0 , r > 0 . Wenn f(x,y) stetig ist, so gibt es einen Kreis 
Co, mit dem Mittelpunkt in P0(x,,, j'0) so daß in jedem Punkt innerhalb von CB 
(17) \f(*iy)— f(x9,y0}\-S.ez(xe). 
Solange eine in P0 beginnende Integralkurve von (5) innerhalb C0 verläuft, 
kann y' nicht abnehmen. Denn wäre x die erste Abszisse, an der das ge-
schieht, so müßte hier / ( x ) > / ( x 0 ) = = 2 ( x , , ) - f - / ( x , p , j'„) und daher . 
y " = y'(x)~f(x, Jp > z(xn)+f(x0,-yn)—f(x,y) ^ (J — s)z(Xq) 
vg(x, y) ™ vg{x, y) = vg(x, >•) 
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d. h. / ' ( x ) hat einen positiven Wert. Es ist also / im ganzen Bereich C0 
nicht abnehmend und überall 
(18) • — • 
Somit liegt die Integralkurve, rechts von x0, solange sie in C0 verläuft, ober-
halb der Parabel 
(19) y{x) = ya + y' (x0 )(x-xn) + ~(x-x0)2. 
Hierbei ist / ( x 0 ) ; > — F + z ( x 0 , y0). Der Teil der Parabel (19), der zwischen 
dem Punkt P0{x0, y0) und einem Punkt Pt{xt, yt) liegt, für den 
yt—y0 
x t x0 
einen vorgegebenen Wert A annimmt, kann durch Vergrößerung von a, also 
durch Verkleinerung von v, auf das Innere des Kreises C0 zusammengezogen 
werden. Wählt man ein entsprechend kleines v, so erreicht die Integralkurve 
die Ordinate yt an einer Abszisse x ' < x4 und es ist 
> A x '—x 0 
und a fortiori (da / nicht abnehmend ist) 
(20) y'{x')>A. 
Es läßt sich nun zeigen: Wenn in einem Punkt einer Integralkurve von 
(5) einmal y'7>F-\-a bei positivem a, so ist von da an / nicht abnehmend 
und y"^a(vG. Wäre nämlich x die erste Abszisse nach x', an der y' ab-
nimmt, so müßte / ( x ) i j / ( x ' ) ; > F + f l sein, daher 
(21) y ' ( x ) = y ' ( x ) - f i x ; + vg(x,y) ~ Vg{x,y) - vG 
im Widerspruch mit y" <0. Es ist also für alle x > x ' die Ungleichung (21) 
erfüllt. 
Wir wählen nun die willkürlich gelassene Größe A so, daß 
(22) /1 = ^ + 0 - « № „ ) . 
Dann folgt aus (21) in Verbindung mit (18), daß y" ^a im ganzen Intervall 
x ^ x 0 . Also bleibt die Integralkurve dauernd oberhalb der Parabel (19): 
y(x) ~yo ~y'(x0) (x—x0) > ( x - x 0 ) 2 . 
Genau wie bei (15) beweist man daraus, daß 
(23) . a = - 2 N 
vG = ( x 2 - x 0 ) 2 
sein muß, was mit Gl. (9) von Satz 2 übereinstimmt. 
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Hinsichtlich Satz 3 beachte man, daß / innerhalb C0 nicht abnimmt 
und f(x, y) ¿f(x0, y0) + £z(xo) gilt, so daß innerhalb CQ 
( 2 4 ) Z(x)=y'(x)-f(x, y)^y'(X0)-f(X0, y(,) + £Z(Xü) 2: (\-s) z(x0). 
Von der Stelle (x',yt) an ist y' > A, also nach (22) ebenfalls 
(24') z(x)=y'{x)-f(x,y)^(\-e)z(xa) + F-f(x,y)^(\-a)z{x0\ 
was zu beweisen war. . 
4. Beweis des Satzes 1. 
Der Übergang von Satz 2 zu Satz 1 wird geliefert durch das bekannte 
Theorem der Theorie der Differentialgleichungen: Ist \tp(x,y)\ beschränkt im 
Intervall (x1; a2) und besitzt 
y' =f(x,y) + vcp(x,y), y(x1)=.y, 
genau eine Lösung, für jedes v, so konvergiert diese mit abnehmendem v 
gegen die Lösung für v — 0 , gleichmäßig in (XI,ö2). In der Ungleichung (9) 
von Satz 2 ist der Faktor von v beschränkt im Intervall x1<x^x2—s, für 
beliebig kleines e > 0. Ebenso ist der Faktor von v an der rechten Seite 
von (9') beschränkt im Intervall + Damit ist Satz 1 bewiesen. 
5. Asymptotisches Verhalten in der Grenzschicht. 
Die übliche Betrachtungsweise der Grenzschicht-Theorie richtet sich 
nur auf das asymptotische Verhalten der Integrale in der Grenzschicht und 
sieht das im Vorstehenden bewiesene als gegeben an. Ist tatsächlich ein-
mal der Verlauf der Lösung im Intervall (x1 ;x2—e). bekannt, so läßt sich 
leicht der Rest bestimmen. 
Wir beschränken uns auf den Fall v > 0, mit der Grenzschicht zwischen 
x2—•£ und x2, und führen die zusätzliche Bezeichnung 
(25) g(x,y)^y>0 
ein. Der Wert der in (3) definierten Funktion «(x) an der Stelle x2 heiße «2 . 
Wird die Variable x ersetzt durch 
(26) g = X 2 ~ X , 
so erhält die Differentialgleichung (5) die Form . 
(27) f ^ = g ( x * - v l y ) ^ r + v f ( x , - v l y ) . 
Da | / | beschränkt und Mg stetig ist, können wir den oben erwähnten 
Stetigkeitssatz (in seiner Verallgemeinerung auf Gleichungen zweiter Ord-






 1 d y 
' d? g(x„y) d l \ 
E 3 
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Mit der Abkürzung 
(29) h { y ) J \ - p — 
w J g(X2,y) 
wird das Integral von (28), das für £ = 0 den Wert y2 und für £ = oo den 
Wert u2 annimmt, gegeben durch 
y 
drj 
H - h(ut)-hto) ' 
Da die Ableitung von h zwischen 1/G und 1/y liegt, geht in der Tat 
h(u2) — h(r}) mit der ersten Potenz von «2—t] gegen Null. Mithin gibt 
y 
f _dv 
J h(a2) — h(rj] 
• l im-
(30) u (n) v 
den Verlauf von j'(x) in dem Grenzstreifen von x3—e bis x2. 
In der gleichen Weise läßt sich der Fall v < 0 erledigen. 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 
(Eingegangen am 17. August 1949.) 
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Fourier series with a sequence of positive coefficients. 
By R. P . BOAS, JR. in Providence, R. I. 
Let / (0) be an integrable function of period 2n, with the Fourier series 
CP 
2 c„ein9. There are a number of theorems which indicate that if all c„ are 
- 0 0 ' 
nonnegative, then the magnitude of the c„, and hence the behavior of / (0) , 
are controlled by the behavior of / (0) near 0 = 0. We mention two such 
results: if c „ ^ 0 and / (0) is bounded in a neighborhood of 0, then 2 K l < 0 0 
and so / (0) is continuous everywhere1); if c „ ¿ 0 and the pth derivative f^F)(8) 
exists at 0 = 0, then / ( p " 1 ) (0) exists everywhere2). We shall generalize the 
latter theorem by assuming that the c„ are real, and that the changes of sign 
in the sequence {c„} are not too frequent; our conclusion will be t h a t / ( 0 ) 
has at least a ( p — l ) t h derivative everywhere if it has an integrable /7th 
derivative in a sufficiently large neighborhood of 0 = 0. Our theorem is, more 
precisely, as follows. 
. T h e o r e m 1. Let f (0) be an integrable function of period. 2n, with real 
Fourier coefficients c„. Let k„ be the subsequence of integers at which a change 
of sign in the sequence cn does not occur, and suppose that \k„—nB\<L, 
where B^ l and L is a fixed positive number. Let p be a positive integer. 
If f(p)(0) exists and is integrable in the interval (—<5, d), where ó > 7t(l —B'1), 
then fip'l) (6) exists for all 0. More generally, the same conclusion follows i f , 
for some fixed positive A, we count c„ as "positive" if cn>—A\n\~p and as 
"negative" if cn < A\n\'p, i. e., if we count no „change of sign" between c„ and 
c„+1 if either c„>—A\n\'v and cn+l> —A\n+\\'p, or else cn<A\n\'p and 
!) R . E. A . C, P A L E Y : see, for example, G. H . . HARDY and W. ROGOSINSKI, Fourier 
Series (Cambridge, 1944), p. 72. 
2) R. FÔRTET, Calcul des moments d'une fonction de répartition à partir de sa . 
caractéristique, Bulletin des Sciences Math., (2) 68 (1944), pp. 117—131 ; H. CRAMER, Mathe-
matical Methods of Statistics (Princeton, 1946), p. 90. 
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P r o o f . We have 
• a . n -a 
27ic„=lf(t)e-u"dt+\f(t)e-intdt+jf(t)e-inidt, 
-a a -ye 
a :i -a 
(— l)"27rc„ = (— 1)" J / ( / ) e - l B t r f / + J / ( O c - < n ( t - " > f l t f + [ / ( O r ™ * * * ^ == 
-a a 
a o n-&. 
- (— 1)" ) f(t)e-inidt+ [f(t+.n)e-i"tdt+ j f(t—Tt)e-int'dt = 
-d , i-n 0 
K , \ - i n -f—-t-v u •(—//?)* ^ 
+ J /̂ iO*"4"'̂  j + J g(t)e~intdt, 
-a - (rc-a> 
w h e r e g ( t ) = f ( t — n s g n t ) . Hence 
l)»27rcB = 9P(/i) + V(«) , 
where 
a 
(p(n) = {— 1)»/-» f/(J,)(Oe-<B<d/, 
-a ' 
and ^ ( n ) is obtained by putting z=n in 
71-6 
+ (— l)p-' iv \ f * ~ l ) f t - V ( — 6 + [ o-^e-^c/i}. 
. -(n-aj 
Thus cp(n) = 0 ( 1 ) as n-+oo and if>(z) is an entire function s u c h ' t h a t 
const. e ^ ' ^ l ' l . Furthermore, y(x) is real for real x, as follows from 
our assumption that all c„ are real. 
Consider now an index k„. If both ck„> — 1 Ar„|—^ and c,;„+i> — v4|/c„-f-lp:p, 
and (for example) if /r„ is even and positive, we have tp (k n )^—2TcA — (p (k n ) ^ — C, 
and ,ip(k„+ \)<.2nA—</>(£„ + 1 ) ^ C , where C is some constant ; hence 
\ip(m„)\<^C for some number m„, where k„^mn^k„+ 1. If k„+1 = k„+ 1, 
then ckn+1 satisfies the same inequality as ckn and ckn+i, and .we determine 
mn+1 similarly, kn-\-1 <Lm„+1<Lkn + 2. If possible we select mn and mn+1 so 
that 
/ n „ + 1 — — . If this is not possible, we must have for 
1 3 
kn x<Lk„— and for kn +-¡Lx kn + 2, for otherwise we could choose 
either ka<Lm„<Lk„Jr-^- and k„+\ ^m„+1^k„ + 2,' or kn^m„<,k„+ 1 and 3 K+ + 2. Then since ip(km+\)^C, it follows that y(x) has a 
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minimum between k„-f--^- and Ar„ + - y , and so m„ and m„+1 can be chosen 
so that they are separated by a point q„ such that ip'(q„) = 0. On the other 
hand, if £ „ + ! > £ „ + 1 , we have k„<,m„<Lk„-^mn+1^kn + 2, and so certainly 
m„+1 — mn > . Similar considerations apply for odd or negative n, or when 
the inequality satisfied by ckn is reversed. 
Thus xp(z) satisfies |?/>(z)| ¿ c o n s t . and \ip{tn„)\<C, where 
|m„—nB\<±L-\-\ and either \mn+1 — m„\^~ or else ip'(qn) = 0 with q„ 
between m„ and m„+1. Now if ó > 7 t ( l — Z T 1 ) , we have tl — d<n/B and by 
a result of DUFFIN and SCHAEFFER 3 ) , ' s bounded on the whole real 
axis. (DUFFIN and SCHAEFFER require \m„+1 — m„\ > y > 0, but an analysis of 
their proof shows that the theorem remains valid without this restriction if 
i p ' ( x ) vanishes between any two m„'s which differ by less than some fixed y.) 
Since ip(x) is bounded, in particular ip(n) is bounded, and since cp(n) is 
bounded, npc„ is bounded. Hence 2 \ n V ' l c n \ 2 converges and / (0) .has a 
(p— l)th derivative (belonging to Z.2).' 
There is an analogoqs theorem for power series which can be proved 
in a similar way (it would be possible to formulate a general result including 
both theorems): -
c c 
T h e o r e m 2. Let F(z) = 2anz" for \z\ < 1 ar,d suppose that for 
— and 0<r < 1, we have \F(rei0)\ where «>(0) is integrable; 
let F(z) have a radial boundary function F(eie) for —6¿6<ó, such that 
F(el°) has an integrable pVa derivative in —d <L-0<Ld. Let the an be real and 
let k„ be the subsequence of positive integers at which a change of sign in 
the sequence {a,) does not occur. If \k„—nB\<LL, where B^> 1 and L is fixed, 
then a„ = 0{n:1') and consequently F(z) has a radial boundary function, with 
at least p—1 derivatives, for all 0. 
(Received July 17, 1949.) 
3) R. J. DUFFIN and A. C. SCHAEFFER, Power series with bounded coefficients, 
American Journal of Math., 67 (1945), pp. 141—154. 
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Deux exemples singuliers d'équations différentielles. 
Par J . DiEUDONNÉ à Nancy. 
Il est assez généralement connu que la plupart des théorèmes d'exi-
stence classiques de CAUCHY pour une équation différentielle 
(1) x ' = f ( t , x ) 
où t est une variable réelle, x un vecteur dans un espace vectoriel E sur le 
corps R, f une fonction continue dans un voisinage d 'un point de R x £ , 
à valeurs dans E, sont valables non seulement lorsque E est un espace de 
dimension finie, mais même lorsque E est un espace de Banach quelconque. 
Il y a toutefois deux propriétés classiques des équations (1) qui cessent d'être 
valables lorsque E n'est plus supposé de dimension finie, comme nous allons 
le montrer par des exemples. 
1. La première de ces propriétés est le théorème de Peano, qui, lorsque 
f est continue au voisinage d'un point (t0, x0), affirme l'existence d'au moins 
une intégrale de (1) dans un voisinage de t0, prenant la valeur x„ en ce point1). 
Prenons pour E l 'espace (c„) de Banach, c'est-à-dire l'espace des suites 
x = (x«)^o de nombres réels, telles que lim x„ = 0, muni de la norme 
n - » - o o 
||x|| = sup |x n j , qui en fait un espace de Banach. Pour tout x = {x„) dans E, 
n 
désignons par y la suite (y„) définie par 
Il est clair que lim>>„ = 0, donc y € E ; si on pose y = f(x), il résulte 
n - > - 0 0 , 
d'autre part de la continuité uniforme de la fonction Y\x\ dans R que l'appli-
cation x->f(x) est une application continue de l'espace E dans lui-même. 
Cependant, nous allons montrer que l'équation différentielle 
(2) x' = f(x) 
n'admet aucune intégrale à valeurs dans E, égale à 0 au point t = 0. En effet, 
si u(0 était une telle intégrale, on pourrait écrire u(i) = [«„(OL est une 
!) Cf. E. KAMKE, Differentialgleichungen reeller Funktionen (Leipzig, 1930), P. 59. 
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fonction dérivable dans un voisinage de 0, satisfaisant à l'équation différentielle 
(3) 
et telle que u„(0) = 0. Or, il est immédiat que chacune des équations (3) n'a 
qu'une seule intégrale satisfaisant à cette condition, comme on s'en assure 
par intégration effective; on vérifie ainsi que cette intégrale u„ est impaire.et 
définie pour tout R, et que pour t ^ O , on a 2) Cette dernière 
inégalité, valable pour tout n, montre aussitôt l'absurdité de notre hypothèse, 
car si pour / > ' 0 , il faut que la suite [«„(?)] tende vers 0 avec Un 
pour tout / > 0 , ce qui n'est pas possible, comme nous venons de le voir. 
2. Considérons maintenant une équation du type (1), où nous supposerons 
f définie et continue dans IxE, où / est un intervalle d'extrémité finie / 0 ; 
nous supposerons en outre que dans IxE, f est localement lipschitzienne, 
c'est-à-dire que pour tout point (t,x) de IxE, il existe un voisinage Vde t, un 
voisinage M/de x et un nombre 0 tels que ||f(s, x t ) — f (s, x2) ||^A:|!x1—x2 |[ 
pour tout V et tout couple de points x 1 ( x 2 de W. Dans ces conditions, on 
démontre sans peine que pour tout Xq il existe un plus grand intervalle 
/ с / , d'extrémité t0, dans lequel existe une intégrale u de l'équation (1), à 
valeurs dans E et égale à XQ au point t0, et cette intégrale est unique3). En 
outre, si J =f= / et si la dimension de E est finie, on peut montrer que | |u(f)| | 
a une limite à droite égale à -f-°o. à l'origine a de J. C'est cette dernière 
propriété qui, ainsi que nous allons le voir, ne subsiste plus lorsque E est de 
dimension infinie. . . . . 
Nous prendrons pour E le même espace de Banach que dans le n°l.-
Désignons dans E par e„ la suite dont tous les termes sont égaux à 0 sauf 
le terme d'indice n, égal à 1 ; on peut alors écrire tout élément x = (x„) de E 
OO• . 
sous la forme x = 2'oc„e„. Posons, pour tout x = ( * „ ) £ £ 
n=0 
f„(x) = [2(x„ + x n + 1 ) - 1 ] + (e„+1— e„). 
Il est clair que f„ est continue et lipschitzienne dans E, que f„(x) = 0 pour 
et f„(x) = e„+1 — e„ pour x = Ae„.+ ( 1—Я)е„+1 (Л scalaire quelcon-
que). D'autre part, pour tout entier n > 0, soit q>„ une fonction numérique ^ 0 , 
définie et continue dans l'intervalle égale à 0 aux extrémités de 
cet intervalle, et telle que / <pn(t)dt= 1. Soit I l'intervalle ouvert f<Ll dans R; i 
n+1 
définissons dans IxE la fonction suivante f, à valeurs dans E: 
p o u r 7 ^ 0 , x quelconque dans E, f ( f ,x ) = 0 ; 
2) Cela résulte aussi de théorèmes généraux sur les équations différentielles (cf. Kamke, 
loc. cit., p. 81 -85 ) . 
3) Pour .Je cas où E est de dimension finie, voir Kamke, loc. cit., p. 135-136. 
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pour et xiE, t(t,x)=<p„(t)fa(x) ( r t è l ) . 
Il est immédiat que f est continue et localement lipschitzienne en tout point 
(/0, x0) de IxE tel que /0=j=0; montrons qu'il en est encore de même en un point 
de la forme (0, a), où a = (a„) est quelconque dans E. En effet, il existe par 
hypothèse un entier m tel que, pour n ^ m , on ait | o „ | < L j ; pour tout x = (x„) 
tel que ||x—a||<^, on a donc pour n^m, et par suite f„(x) = 0 
pour tout n^>m; on a donc f ( / , x ) = 0 pour O l / ^ l / m et | | x — c e 
qui établit notre assertion. 
Définissons maintenant une suite de fonctions v„ à valeurs dan E, des 
la façon suivante: 1 
. i 
Vx(0 = 0 pour t<±; v 1 (0 = e1 + (e2— e O j V ^ í / s pour 1; t 
i l 1/n i l v„(0 = 0 pour f > - , ¿ c ^ ; v „ ( 0 = ( e „ + 1 - e „ ) j 9 ) „ ( s ) c í s p o u r ^ I T ^ í < - . 
• ¿ i 
Pour tout t tel que 0 < / < L l , posons u( i) = 2^vn{t), somme qui a tou-
>i=i 
jours un sens puisqu'elle ne comporte qu'un nombre fini de termes non nuls ; 
l i V • pour ^p-SLfeL—, on a u ( / ) = e„4-(en + 1—e„)J <p„{s)ds d'où résulte aussitôt 
que ||u(/)||<Ll p o u r O < / < L l , que u est dérivable en tout point de cet inter-
valle et qu'on a u'(i) = — f[i, u ( / ) ] en vertu de la définition de f ; enfin, 
comme u ( l /n ) = e„, u(f) ne tend vers aucune limite lorsque t tend vers 0, 
ce qui montre que 0 est l'origine du plus grand intervalle / d'extrémité 1 dans 
lequel existe une intégrale de x ' = — f(i, x) qui prend la valeur ^ au point 
f = = l ; on a donc J^pl, et u(i) reste bornée dans J, ce que nous voulions 
établir. 
(Reçu le 22 août 1949) 
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Bilinear functionals over CxC. 
By MARSTON M O R S E in P r i n c e t o n , N. J. 
§ 1. F. Riesz's theorem and the Fréchet generalization. 
It is perhaps appropriate in this volume in honor of F . R I E S Z and L. 
F E J É R that a summary account be given of new and unpublished theorems on 
the representation and uses of bilinear functionals over the cartesian product 
C X C . These results were recently obtained by the author and Dr. WILLIAM 
T R A N S U E . The famous theorem of F . R I E S Z on the representation of the most 
general functional / , linear over the Banach space C, as a Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral 
L • • • 
(1.1) ' / ( * ) ' = I ' x ( s ) ^ ( s ) [xeC] 
• . . 0 
(where g is a functional of bounded Jordan variation over the interval [0,1]) 
was followed by F R É C H E T ' S representation of the most .general functional O 
bilinear (including continuous) over the cartesian product C x C . F R É C H E T 
represents <5 by a repeated Riemann—Stieltjes integral -. 
I I 
<1.2) 0(x,y)= | x ( s K \y(t)dtk(s,t) . . [x,yeC). 
Ó Ö 
The distribution function k was required to have a special finite variation 
P(E,k) (here termed an F-variation) over the unit interval £ = [0, 1] X [0, 1] 
on which k was defined. Bearing in mind the celebrated contributions of 
F E J É R to the theory of Fourier series I am happy to include in this account 
the innovation in the theory of the Pringsheim convergence of double Fourier 
series which our new theorems on the nature of the F-variation make possible. 
This report will be restricted to bilinear as distinguished from multilinear 
functionals, and to the F-variation over the 2-dimensional intervals / as dis-
tinguished from the F-variation over the corresponding n-dimensional interval 
/ ( n ) . The major part of our theorems have, however, been extended to the 
/z-dimensional case (see MT 6). There remain outstanding difficulties which 
have been solved only for the case n = 2. 
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We shall recall the definition of P[I, kJ and extend this definition. 
Let E and E" respectively represent the interval [0, 1] on the s and /-axes. 
We admit a partition n of E = E'xE" into subintervals defined by straight lines 
[s = s r] and [¿ = 4 ] - The values sr and tn used to define n shall satisfy the 
conditions 
(1.3) 0 = s0 < Si < . . . < Sr(n) = 1, 
(1.4) 0 = t0 <U <...<*„(„,= 1. 
For r — 1 , . ..,r(n); /2 = 1 , . . .,n{n) set 
(1.5) 4 „ W = ^ ( s r , i „ ) - A : ( 5 r _ 1 , / J - / : ( s r ) / „ _ 1 ) + /:(5 r_1 ,4_1). 
Let e'r be a constant, with \e'r\^\, associated with the rth interval of the 
partition (1.3) of E', and let e'„' with be similarly associated with the 
nth interval of the partition (1.4) of E". We say that the set 
(1-6) . >• '••> < ( n ) ] = e 
is associated with the partition n. 
Then by definition 
(1.7) P(E,k) = sup Ze're'„'Jrn(k) 
e r, u 
taking the sup over all admissible partitions n of E and associated sets e. 
We admit the possibility that P(I, ¿) = + oo. 
One immediately extends the definition of P[l, k] over any closed sub-
interval I=UxV of E, restricting the partitioning values sr to the interval 
U of the s-axis and the partitioning values tr to the interval V of the /-axis. 
We also extend the definition of P[I, k] to the case in which U and V may 
be open at either end point, both end points, or neither end point. In this 
•case we set 
(1.8) P [ / , * ] = sup P[J,k] 
J 
where / ranges over all closed subintervals of I. (MT 6, § 2.) 
So defined P[I, k\ should be compared with the Vitali-variation I/[/, k]. 
This may be defined as 
(1-9) V[I,k] = sup 
.1 r, H . 
in case / is' closed, and as sup V(J, k), taken as in (1.8), in case / is not 
J 
closed. It is immediately obvious that 
(1.10) . P[I,k]^V[I,k\. 
It was known previously that functions k exist for which P(l,k)< oo and 
V[I, k] = oo, but the example given was of a function k which vanished almost 
everywhere in E, and was inadequate for the purposes of our theory. (See 
CLARKSON and ADAMS.) HOW much less restrictive numerical conditions on k 
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in terms of the F-variation are, than corresponding conditions in terms of 
the V-variation, is shown by the following theorem, established i n M T 8 , § 6 . 
T h e o r e m 1.1. Let Ixy be, the interval [0, x] X [0, y] , and let p be an 
arbitrary positive number. There exists a function k mapping E continuously 
into the axis of reals, vanishing on the boundary of E, absolutely continuous 
in the sense-of Caratheodory over every closed subinterval of (0, l ) x ( 0 , 1) 
and such that 
(1-11) V[Ixv,k] = ™, P[Itu,k]^x>y> 
for arbitrary positive; x and y. ' . 
There are other Important respects in which the F-variation differs from 
the V-variation. If / and J are 2-intervals intersecting in a common edge then 
(1.12) V[iVj,k] = V[l,k]+V[f,k] 
while 
(1.13) P[IUj,k]^P[I,k] + P[J,k] 
with the equality in general not holding in (1.13). In addition the decom-
position k = P—N of k into two monotone functions P and N, possible when 
V{I, k)<oo, is not in general possible when P(I, k) < oo. In spite of these, 
considerable differences the F-variation can be used with great advantage in. 
place of the V-variation in many .branches of analysis. 
§ 2. Some basic properties of the F-variation. 
The properties of the F-variation described in this section parallel in a 
remarkable way well known properties of the Jordan variation Tha(g) over 
the interval [a, b] of a function g with .values g(s) defined for s€[a , b}. Assuming 
that T\{g) <oo we list the known properties to which we shall give analogies 
for the F-variation. • 
I. The limits g(s—) and ¿ f ( s + ) e x i s t for s€ (0 , 1] and [0, 1) respectively. 
II. The points at which g fails to be continuous are at most countably 
infinite. 
III. If g+ and g~ are functions defined by setting g+(s) 
.gris)=g(s-)loTse(P, 1) a n d g ( 0 ) = g + (0) = g~(0), g(\) =g+(\) =g~(l) 
then 
Tl(g+) = Tl(g-)^Tl(g). . 
IV. Referring to the Riesz representation (1.1) we have 
' s u p ^ l - = 7 i ( r ) = 7 ; ( | r - ) ( | |x | | =}=0). 
xiC ||X|| 
V. If c<s<s' < 1 then for fixed c and variable s and s' lim T','(g)=0. 
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The analogies of these properties of the Jordan variation have been 
obtained in MT 1 , 2 , 6 and 10. We shall suppose that P\E, k) < oo and that 
on at least one section K of E on which s = const., and on one section of E 
on which t — const., the function k \K defined by /rover / f h a s a finite Jordan 
variation. We say then that A: is in F(E). For k£F(E) the following holds : 
I. Let (a,b) be an arbitrary point in the (s, t) plane and let Sab be any 
one of the four open quadrants . into which the {s, t)-plane is divided by thé 
lines s = a and t = b. For fixed (a, b) and for (s, t) € S„ b 
(2.1) lim k(s,t) = ks(a,b) [ f e O ^ S . » ] 
(M)-Mo, 6) 
exists whenever Sab intersects E. The four limits corresponding to the four 
quadrants may all be different. (MT 1, Theorem 5.1.) 
II. The points in E at which k fails to be continuous lie on a countable 
number of, straight lines parallel to the coordinate axes. (MT 1, Theorem 6.3.) 
III. Corresponding to any one of the variable quadrants Sab of I taken 
with a fixed orientation, we shall define a function ks over E. The detailed 
definition in case s>a and t>b in Sab follows. Let ks(a, b) = ks(a, b) for 
(a, b) <E (0, l ) x ( 0 , 1), with lcs(a, b) = k(a, b) at each corner point of E. Let 
ks(Q,t) = k(Q,t + ) and ks(\,t) = k{\,t+) for f e<0, 1); and let ks(s, 0) = 
= k(s -}-, 0), ks(s, l) = A:(s + , 1) for s £ (0, 1). The remaining three functions 
ks are similarly defined. Then ks(s, t) = k(s, t) at each point of continuity of 
k and for any two quadrant types S and• S', of fixed orientation, 
P[E, ks) = P[E, ks'] ^ P\E, k], 
(MT 6, Theorem 8.2, § 6.) 
IV. Referring to the Fréchet representation (1.2) 
• [0 + x € C ; 0 + y 6 C ] 
where S is any one of the four quadrant types of fixed orientation. (MT 2, 
Theorem 12.1, MT 3, § 3.) 
V. Let Sab be an open quadrant with vertex at (a,b)Ç.E. Let J be a 
variable 2-interval in SalC\E. Then P[J, k] -* 0 as the maximum distance 
of the vertices of J from an edge of Sab tends to zero. (MT 10, Theorem 3.1.) 
Property V has the following important application. If k is continuous 
over E and in F(E), then P[J,k]-*0 uniformly for arbitrary choice of 
JÇ.E as the .area of J tends to zero. (See MT 10, Corollary 3.5.) 
' We add the useful fact that , when k is in F(E), k is bounded and 
measurable over E. (See MT 4, § 2.) 
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§ 3. The Pringsheim convergence of double Fourier series. 
On observing that the Dirichlet integral : 
i f f . sin(m + 4 ~ ) s s in in + ^ - h 
(3.1) ¿ / ( 5 , / ) j^—dsdt 
0 u S m 2 ' s i n " 2 -
which gives the partial sum Sm„ of the Fourier series for / , is really a special 
evaluation @(x, y) of a bilinear functional with 
sin ( m + - i - ) S ' sin(/z + 4 - ) i 
x(s) = -.—• i — , y(t) = - t - , 
sin — s i n ~2~ 
it is clear that the general theory of such func t iona l should be relevant to 
the convergence problem. Just as the second law of the mean is historically 
associated with the 1-dimensional Dirichlet integral, so here there is a gene-
ralized law of the mean which involves the F-variation of / , and is funda-
mental.in treating the Dirichlet integral. As established in MT 10, Theorem 
5.1, this law may be stated as follows. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. Let f and f2 be integrable over [0, 1]. Let I the open 
interval / = ( 0 , l ) x ( 0 , 1). Suppose geF(I) and that g(0 + , t ) = 0 for t £ ( 0, 1) 
and.g(s,0+) = 0 for s6(0, 1). Then 
(3.2) | J' $Ms)Mt)g(s, Í) dsdt | á | ¡Ms) ds 11 ¡f,{t)dt | P[i, 
I c d 
for some choice of c and d in [0,1]. ' 
With the aid of this theorem one can extend the 1-dimensional Jordan 
test as follows. 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let f be integrable over the interval J= (0, 2n) x (0, 2n), 
have the period 2n in each of its arguments, and. be in F(J). Then the Fourier 
series for f converges at each point (a, b) to the mean of the four open quadrant 
limits of f at (a, b). If f is continuous this convergence is uniform over J. 
(MT 7, Theorem 1.) 
As Theorem 1.1 indicates, the class of functions / which sastisfy this 
test is much larger than the class defined by HARDY in extending the Jordan 
test, using the V-variation of / . This theorem of course implies the Hardy 
theorem but not conversely. 
We. have weakened all of the classical two-dimensional tests (known 
to us) which use V-variations. These tests appear to include all the tests for 
Pringsheim convergence except the Tonelli test, and we prove that the Tonelli 
test is more restrictive than some of our "MT-tests". The tests so modified 
include those generalizing the Jordan, Dini, Young-Pollard, de la Valfée 
Poussin, Lebesgue and Gergen tests. (See MT 11.) We shall refer to the Dini 
test as typical. 
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If one' is concerned with convergence at the' origin one sets 
4F(s, t ) = f ( s , t) +f(—s, t) +f(s, -1) + f ( - s , - t ) 
•and then writes (p(s,i) = F(s,t)—c. In the Young-Dini test the Fourier 
.series of / converges to c if 
71 71 
(3.3) • j ' J 
0 0 
A much weaker version of this condition may be obtained as follows. 
Let J be the interval (0, n) x (0, n). If g is defined over / a n d integrable 
•over every closed subinterval of y, set 
o ' • M V 
g(u,v)^ttg(s,t)dsdt [(a) V)ZJ]. 
71 71 
The condition (3.3) may be written in the form 
(3.4) V [ y , ( W ) ] < ~ V p - F - C ] 
and our weakened form of the Dini test is as follows. 
T h e o r e m 3.3. If cp is integrable over J= (0, n) x (0, n), and if 
(3.5) P [ J , ( y B ) ] < ^ , 
ihen the Fourier series of f converges to c at the origin. 
This MT-Dini test is less restrictive than the Young-Dini test, as .we 
show by an example. It is in fact so broad in its coverage that the class of 
functions (p which satisfy its conditions are included in none of the classical 
tes^s, not excepting the Qergen test (MT 11, § 11). We add the following 
T h e o r e m 3.4. Each MT-test is less restrictive than the corresponding 
•classical test. (See G E R G E N for enumeration of classical tests.) In particular 
the MT-tést modifying the Gergen test is less restrictive than each classical 
.test for Pringsheim convergence. (See MT 1.1, Theorem 1.1.) 
The last result is somewhat surprising since there is no proof known 
to us that the Gergen test in its original form is actually less restrictive.than 
some of the other tests of Lebesgue type in the form given by G E R G E N . 
Our MT-Gergen test is, however, shown to be less restrictive than each of 
these tests. . 
Among the many theorems necessary in the.calculus of Fréchet variations 
we shall state three which are typical. 
T h e o r e m 3.5. Suppose g is integrable over every closed subinterval 
of y = (0, 1) x (0, 1) and that P[J, < oo. Let f and f be two functions in 
the Banach space M of functions essentially bounded over [0, 1]. Then the 
function f x f g with values fi(s)f2(t)g(s, t) over J satisfies the condition 
(3-6) P{JAlte)]^\\fMMP[J,g] 
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We point out that g may not be integrable over y so that it is possible 
ihat V(J,g) = jo. In g we really have a Harnack integral with special prop-
erties. Under the conditions of the theorem one can show that g has a 
•continuous extension over ] ; we term this extension of g over J an FL-integral 
•of g and develop its properties (MT 10, § 6). If V[J,g] = cc, then for g in 
the theorem 
P[J,g]<™, PlJ,\g\] = VU,g) = ^ 
• Thus g may have an FL-integral g over / w h i l e is not FL-integrable. 
We refer to a. theorem of LEBESGUE . Let x > 0 , y > 0 be positive 
infinitesimals. If g is in L over / = (0, l ) x ( 0 , .1), according to Lebesgue 
l-x 1-t/ 
(3 7) : f J \zlxyg(s,t)\dsdt = o(\), 
0 0 
where t)=g{s + x, t+y) — g(s, t + y)—g(s + x, t)+g(s, t). 
If Jx" denotes the interval of integration in (3.7), one can write (3.7) in the form 
(3.8) V\J*»,J^¡\ = o{\). 
T h e o r e m 3.6. If g is an FL-integral over / = [0,1] x [0, 1] then 
(3.9) P[Jxu,^g] = o( 1). 
(MT 10, Theorem 8.1.) 
As we have shown, (3.9) can hold without g being integrable over J, 
•or (3.7) holding. (MT 8, § 6.) 
When g is integrable over / = ( 0 , l ) x (0, 1), the mean g/uv, where 
tí ' v 
i(u,v)=\ds\g(s,t)dt [(U,V)ZJI 
0 0 
•enters frequently, for example in the generalized de la Vallée Poussin test. 
The following theorem is then useful. See MT 10, Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.1. 
T h e o r e m 3.7. If g is in L over / = ( 0 , 1 ) X ( 0 , 1) and f ( s ) and f2(t) 
are positive, monotone decreasing and continuous over (0, 1), then 
<3.io) P[JJM^P[J,KKgl 
(3.11) PU,(g/st)]^P[J,g]. 
In this theorem the right member of (3.10) can be finite while f f 2 g is 
not integrable over J. (MT 8, § 6.) 
§ 4 . Variational theory. 
The preceding results are a by-product of the studies of MORSE and. 
TRANSUE in the variational theory of quadratic functionals. For the; purposes 
of this variational theory one considers the product Ax B of any two normed 
4 8 M . M o r s e : B i l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l . 
l inear vec tor s p a c e s A a n d B of which the p r o d u c t s 
L2xl2 j X j 0 X , C X C X C 
are i m p o r t a n t specia l cases . Let u s s u p p o s e he re that the s p a c e s A a n d B a r e 
s p a c e s of f u n c t i o n s de f ined on the interval [0, 1]. G iven a n y d i s t r ibu t ion 
func t ion k m a p p i n g the interval E = E xE" in to the ax i s of reals , a var ia t ion 
h{A,B,k) of k over E is de f ined gene ra l i z ing the. def in i t ion of P[E,k]. T h e 
R i e s z — F r é c h e t r ep re sen t a t i on theory is t hen ex tended a n d a var ia t ional t heo ry 
a n d spect ra l theory ini t ia ted. T h i s spec t ra l theory is no t a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n • 
theory bu t ra ther a direct critical poin t theory wi th the a s p e c t s charac te r i s t i c 
of such a theory . 
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Solution de l'équation pour les nombres ordinaux. 
P a r W A C L A W SIERPINSKI à V a r s o v i e . 
On sait qu'il n'existe qu'un seul système a, /? de nombres ordinaux 
finis « et /?> a, tels que a ? = § a (à savoir a = 2, /3 = 4). Or, il est intéressant 
qu'il existe une infinité de systèmes a, ¡3 dé nombrés ordinaux transfinis, tels, 
que a<jS et a? = ¡ja,. même tels , où « = w. Le but de cette note est de les 
trouver tous. En d'autres termes, nous nous proposons de trouver tous les 
nombres ordinaux ? > « satisfaisant à l'équation 
(1) <ui = | » . ' " 
Il est à remarquer que l'équation (1) n'a pas de solutions en nombres 
ordinaux H<co En effet, le nombre £ = 1 ne satisfait pas évidemment à 
l'équation (1). Donc, si %<<o et w t = £ 6 ) , on a £==«, où n est un nombre 
naturel > 1 , . e t alors on a, comme on sait na = co, d'où w l à « 2 > to = n'°, 
donc, vu que « = §, wl > -, ce qui implique une contradiction. 
Soit une solution de l'équation (1). Soit § = + o)?b + . . . le 
développement normal du nombre Vu que H > <o, on a ici a â 1 et 2 < (oa+l, 
d'où = (puisque, quel que soit le nombre ordinal a, on a 
(a-f 1 )(u = a co). D'autre part, comme (vu que a est un nombre naturel), 
on a '¿a^(oa(0. On a ainsi £u = waw et, d'après ( l ) , on trouve cô  — (oaa>, ce 
qui donne £ = aû>. Comme | > co, il en résulte que a^co (puisque, pour « 
naturels, on a aa> = w < £). 
Soit a = ciP7-f . . . le développement normal du nombre a ; vu que 
ce^co, on a ici y = 1 ? = aii) = ii)>,+l, Or, comme + (le déve-
loppement normal d 'un nombre ordinal étant unique), on trouve a — y + ' \ , 
d'où aco = (y + l) (o = yo) et, comme KW = # 1 ! , on trouve 'y u> — cov+l. Sj 
y = cû^m + . . . est le développement normal du nombre y, on a yco — cof11-1 
donc, vu que yco = coy+1, on trouve cov+1 = <u',+1, d'où y + 1 = ^ + 1 et y — fi. 
D'après y = ù)um-\-... on trouve donc y à 10." = «)"/ et, comme aP^y, on 
trouve iof — y. Ainsi y est un nombre epsilonien. Or, l = a«> = yn). 
Chaque solution £ > c o de l'équation (1) est donc de la forme | = eco, 
où e est un nombre epsilonien. D'autre part, soit £ un nombre epsilonien 
E 
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quelconque. On a donc £ = <»E et, pour £ = £«> on trouve 
et le nombre £ satisfait à l 'équation (1). 
Nous avons ainsi démontré le 
Théorème. Pour qu'un nombre ordinal £ =)='"' satisfasse à l'équation 
(1), il faut et il suffit qu'il soit de la forme g = £<>.), OÙ E est un nombre 
epsilonien. 
Or, il est à remarquer que, quel que soit le nombre ordinal transfini 
a de seconde espèce, il existe un nombre ordinal £ > a, tel que 
(2) a»e = £«. 
En effet, soit e un nombre epsilonien > a et posons £ = £a. Vu que 
a ^ W, nous aurons S — £ « > £ > « , d'où £ > A. Or, comme A < E, on a «•• = £, 
d 'où 
£« == (Ea)a = (a*. a)" = a^*1')« = aect = a" 
(puisque, a étant un nombre de seconde espèce, on a ( £ + l ) a = ca). 
Le nombre £ satisfait donc à l 'équation (2). 
R e m a r q u e . On définit les nombres epsiloniens comme nombres ordinaux 
E satisfaisant à l 'équation W6 = £. Or, on les pourrait définir aussi comme 
nombres ordinaux £ > M satisfaisant à l 'équation 
(3) 
En effet, d 'une part, si £ est un nombre ordinal tel que w c = £ , on a 
E < 2 e ^ c o ! 1 , donc 2c = £. D'autre part, si 2Î = £ et : > w , o n a t = w + o, où 
« S i ! . Comme 2?' = £, on trouve £ = 22Î = 22",+i, = 2w-2e == co 2 0 ^ d1, d'où 
a) + H = ! = to-J-p, ce qui donne £ = p, donc, d 'après (3) : £ = co2Q = a2% d'où. 
'¿ = ÎO', ce qui prouve que £ est un nombre epsilonien. 
Quant à l'équation (3), outre les nombres epsiloniens, elle' a encore la 
solution £ = &. 
.(Reçu le 30 mai 1949) 
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Resolutions of the identity for commutative B*-algebras 
of operators. 
By NELSON D U N F O R D in N e w H a v e n , C o n n . 
In this note we give a generalization of the well-known spectral formula 
f ( T ) — [/(•*) dE;.. The theorem we prove (Theorem 3) is based upon a theorem 
of G E L F A N D — N E U M A R K 1 ) and upon a generalization of F . R I E S Z ' S 2 ) classical 
result concerning the linear func t iona l on the space C. For the sake of 
completeness these two theorems (Theorems 1 and 2) are stated explicitly.but 
without proof. The general idea .of the proof was discovered by F . R I E S Z 3 ) . 
§ 1. Preliminary concepts. 
1.1. The Riesz representation theorem. In what follows we shall 
be concerned ' with a compact ( = bicompact) Hausdorff space A and the 
family C(/I) of complex valued continuous functions defined on A. The space 
C(A) is a complex Banach space under the norm | / | = sup |/(A)| and as such 
n 
determines a conjugate space C*(A), namely the space of all continuous 
linear maps of C(/l) into the complex number system. Besides being linear 
spaces C(A) and C*{A) are partially ordered via the following definitions: 
for / € C ( A ) we say that / ^ 0 if / ( / ) ^ 0 , A-€A;.and for x*eC*(y\) we say that 
if x*f> 0 for every / i > 0. It will be necessary in what follows to have 
a representation for the space C*(A). A representation for C*(A) was ori-
ginally found, in the case where A is an interval of real numbers, by F. R I E S Z . 
R I E S Z ' S theorem has been successively generalized by RADON, SAKS, VON 
!) I. GELFAND—M. NEUMARK, On the embedding of normed rings into the ring of 
operators in Hilbert space, Mat. Sbornik, N. S., 12 (1943), pp. 197—213. See also the very 
•elegant proof of R. ARENS, On a theorem of Gelfand—Neumark, Proceedings National 
Academy of Sciences, 32 (1946), pp. 237—239. 
2) F. RIESZ, Sur les opérations fonctionnelles linéaires, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie 
•des Sciences Paris, 149 (1909), pp. 974-977. 
3) F. RIESZ, Über quadratische Formen von unendlich vielen Veränderlichen, Göttinger 
Nachrichten, 1910, pp. 190—195. 
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NEUMANN, KAKUTANI and others. In order to state here the form of the ge-
neralized Riesz theorem that we shall need, it is necessary to introduce the 
notion of a regular measure on A. A function ¡1 is called a regular measure 
on A if it is a countably additive complex valued set function defined on 
the field B of all Borel subsets of A and in case it also has the following 
property: for e'very Borel set e c A and every e > 0 there is a closed set 
a c e and an open set bz> e such that for every e ' € f i with a c e ' c b we have 
\fi(e)—ft(e')| < s. It is not difficult to see that the regular measures on A 
form a complex Banach space under the norm \fi\ = total variation of n{e), 
e 6 B . For brevily we shall denote this complex Banach space of regular 
measures on A by .the symbol R(A).. The space R(A) is partially ordered by 
the definition /¿^>0 if and only if ,u(e):>0, e£B. With these notions in mind 
then the general form of the Riesz representation theorem may be stated as 
follows. 
T h e o r e m I. For every x*6C*(,yi) there is a uniquely determined point 
¡.itR(A) for which 
x*f=\f ( № < * ) , . / €C( /1 ) . 
A 
This correspondence x* ->,« is an order preserving, isometric isomorphism be-
tween the spaces C*{A) and R{A). 
A proof of the theorem, in essentially this form, may be found in a 
paper of K A K U T A N I 4 ) . KAKUTANI considers only the real continuous functions 
on A and represents the positive functionals. A proof of the theorem as we 
have stated it here may be based upon K A K U T A N I ' S work and presents no 
real difficulty. 
1. 2. The Gelfand—Neumark representation theorem. The particular 
compact Hausdorff space A to which Theorem 1 is to be applied is the space 
of maximal ideals of a certain commutative fi*-algebra. By a 5-algebra we 
shall mean a complex Banach space 21 with the properties 
(a) There is a binary operation defined in 21 with the properties 
x(Ay + nz) = Axy + iuxz, (Xy + tiz) x = Xyx + t-<zx, x(yz) = (xy)z, 
where I, ¡A. are complex numbers and x, y, 2 621. 
(/3) There is a unit e£2t with the property that ex = x, x€2l . 
(r) \xy\^\x\.\y\ for x,y£2T; |e| = l. 
A fi-algebra 91 is called a 5*-algebra in case there is a unary operation * 
in 21 with the properties 
(<J) (X*)* — X, (ax)* = ax*, (xjO* = y*x*, (x + y)* = x*+y*, |x*x| = |x|2. 
A fi-algebra 21 is called commutative in case xy = yx, x,y€l2i. If I is a 
4 ) S . KAKUTANI, A concrete representation of abstract (M)-spaces, Annals of Math 
42 (1941), pp. 994 - 1024; in particular Theorem 9, p. 1C09. 
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maximal ideal in a commutative fi-algebra, G E L F A N D 5 ) has shown that the 
quotient algebra 91/A is the complex number system. The complex number 
corresponding to an element x€3C under the natural homomorphism 
will be denoted by x(A). If in the set A of all maximal ideals of 31 we define 
neighborhoods of a point l0€A to be all sets of the form 
" == [A: AG/l, |x4(A> — < e; / — 
where x ; ( / = 1 , . . . , n) are arbitrary elements of 31 and E is an arbitrary po-
sitive number, then, as GELFAND has shown, A becomes a compact Hausdorff 
space. The functions x(l) are continuous on A and. sup |x(A)| ¿S |xj. In case 
the commutative 5-algeb'ra is also a ZT-algebra, much more can be sa id ; 
namely, 
T H E O R E M 2 . ( G E L F A N D — N E U M A R K ) . Let A be the compact Hausdorff 
space of maximal ideals of the commutative B*-atgebra 91. Then x*(A) = x(2) 
(the complex conjugate of x(i)). Furthermore, the map x + x(A) of 3t into C{A) 
is an isometric isomorphism of 31 onto C(A). 
§ 2. Resolutions of the identity for commutative fi*-algebras 
of operators in Hilbert spaces. 
2. 1. The algebras 91 and 9i(/ /) . Let W be a Hilbert space (not ne-
cessarily separable) and let 3t( / /) be the algebra of all.continuous linear trans-
formations in H. For 7 € 3 ( ( / / ) let T* be the adjoint of 7 and let I T | = sup |7x | . 
M=< 
Then 91(H) is a B*-algebra with unit I. In what follows the symbol 31 will 
be used for any closed commutative B* subalgebra of 3 i ( H ) which contains 
the unit /. The symbol A will be used for the compact Hausdorff space of 
maximal ideals in 91. For a function / €C( /1 ) the symbol / will denote the 
function f ( l ) =f(X). Thus, according to Theorem 2, there is an isometric 
isomorphism, /<-->- T ( f ) , between the algebras C(A) and 31, and this isomorph-
ism has. the property that 7 ( / ) * = 7 ( / ) . 
2 .2 . The resolution . of the identity corresponding to the iso-
morphism f « - * T ( f ) . L e t / , 7 ( / ) be corresponding elements of C(A) and 31 
under some isometric isomorphism. The symbol B will stand for the Borel 
subsets of A. 
T H E O R E M 3 . For e£B there is a uniquely determined Ee£'%(H). with 
the properties 
(i) For x€H the function Eex is countably additive on B. 
(ii) For every pair x, y£H, the sca ar product (E„x, y) is a regular countably 
additive set function on B whose total variation is at most |x | |j'j. 
5) i. GELFAND, Normierte Ringe, Mat. Sbornik, N. S., 9 (1941), pp. 1—24. 
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(iii) For every 1 and e, elt e.,£B 
E$T *T Eq j Ec j —— Ep,2Eel j Ee — , E c — Ec. 
(iv) ( 7 ( / ) x , y) = J " m d ( E i X , y), x,yeH, / € C(/ l ) . 6 ) 
/1 
The number ( T ( f ) x , y ) is clearly linear in / a n d since | ( 7 \ / ) x , y) | <L 
< | T ( / ) | |x | |j/| = | / | |jc| |j>| there is, by Theorem 1, a uniquely determined 
regular measure x, y) on A with 
(a) (T(f)x,y)=\f(l)d1u(l,x,y), feC(A), 
A 
(b) ' \i.i(e,x,y\^:vaT^(e,x,y)^\x\\y\, e£B. 
Since ( T ( f ) a x , y) = a(T(f)x,y) we have from (a) I / ( / ) ax, y) = 
,-i 
= j f(X)da^{l,x,y) and since the regular 'measure is uniquely determined 
.i 
by the functional it is seen that ,u(e, ax, y) = aft (e, x, y). Similarly it may be 
shown that; f t { e , x , y ) is bilinear in x,y. It is also Hermitian symmetric for 
if / is real the operator T ( f ) = T(J)= T(f)m is self-adjoint and [ 7 ( / ) x, y] = 
= (T(f)y,x). Thus by (a), \ f { l ) dp {I, x, y) = J f(X)~d^{X,y, x) for / real, and 
A A • 
again by the uniqueness argument ^{e, x, y) = ( e , y, x). Hence ¡.i(e,x,y) is 
an Hermitean symmetric bilinear form of norm (see (b)) at most unity. It 
follows from the well-known elementary theorem which gives the represen-
tation of such forms that there is a self-adjoint operator E0 of norm | £ 0 | < 1 
with x, y) = (E,x, y). This fact when combined with (a) and (b) proved 
(ii) and (iv). To see that TE„ = E„T let f , g be arbitrary elements of C{A) 
and since T { f ) , T(g) commute we have ( T ( f ) T ( g ) x , y ) = ( T ( f ) x , T(gYy). 
Equation (iv) then gives \ f(X)d{EiT(g) x, y) = J f(X) d(EzX, T(g)*y) and 
since the regular measure is uniquely determined by the integral, 
(E,: T(g) x, y) = (Eex, T(gYy) = {T(g)Ecx, y), i. e„ Ec T(g) = T(g) Ee. 
We now proceed to a proof of the relation E^E,,, = E ^ . For this we 
shall need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. /f f(X)^>0 is continuous and (e) is a non-negative regular 
measure on A and if C is a closed set in A then 
g. 1. b. \ f{X) g (X)d+i(X) = f f(X)d^X), 
A (J . • • 
6) If the algebra is separable, or if the Hilbert space itself is separable, the theorem 
is a corollary of known results. See J. v. NEUMANN, Zur Algebra der Funktionaloperationen 
und Theorie der normalen Operatoren, Math. Annalen, 102 (1929>, pp. 370-427, Satz 10, 
or BELA V. SZ. NAGY, Spektraldarstellung linearer. Transformationen des Hilbertschen 
Raumes (Berlin, 1942), pp. 6 6 - 6 7 . 
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where the g.l.b. is taken over gtC(A) for which g(X)^cp0(X), the character-
istic function of C. 
We shall first prove the lemma in ca se / (A) = 1 . Let G be an open 
set containing C. Since A is a normal topological space, there is a g 'GCi / l ) 
with 
o s g t ^ i ; g ( i ) = i for xec; g(i) = o for A e a 
Thus 
A. 
and since u is regular, differs from ,u(C) by as little as we please. 
This proves the lemma in case f ( l ) = \ . For the general case we let 
i " i ( e ) = J f{X)dft( l ) and observe that ^ is a non-negative regular measure 
e 
which satisfies the equation 
(c) j' g { X ) № d ^ ( ) , ) = \ g ( i ) d ^ ( l ) 
.4 A 
providing g is the characteristic function of a Borel set in A. Since an ar-
bitrary g£C(A) may be uniformly approximated by linear combinations of 
characteristic functions of Borel sets, it is seen that (c) holds for every con-
tinuous function.. The desired conclusion follows then by an application of 
the c a s e / ( / ) = l , already proved, to equation (c). 
L e m m a 2. (Eex,x)^> 0 for e£B, xtH. 
In view of Theorem 1 it will suffice to show that J f(l)d(E;.x, x)^0 
for every continuous positive function / . For such an f , f 2(X) is real and 
JL • J_ — J_ 
hence T ( f - ) is self-adjoint. Thus | 7 ( / 2 ) x|2 = ( r ( / 2 ) x, T ( f 2 ) x ) = 
= ( T ( f ) x , x ) = \f(l)d(Exx,x), q . e . d . 
A 
Now let f , g be non-negative and continuous. Then by Lemma 2 we 
have 
o^ J/(A)£(A) d E,x, x) = ( ; n f g ) x, x) = ( T ( f ) x, T(g) x) = 
= j' f(l)d(E,x,T(g)x). 
Since (Eex, T(g)x) = (T(g)x, Eex) = §g(fi)d(Eax, Eex), the above equation 
may be written as 
(d) 0<jf(l)g(l)d(Etx,x) = $f(X)djg(l*)d(E/tx,E/ix): 
Since / and g are arbitrary non-negative continuous functions, we see 
from Theorem 1 first that j £(,«) d(Elix, Eex)^Q and then that 
(e) (Etlx, Eex)^0 for e, e^B. 
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Let C be a closed set, let r/> be the characteristic function of C and let 
,u(e) = (EcCx, x). Then from (e) 
f £(,u) d{E/tx, E,x) Si (Ecx, EaX), g>.<p, 
and so by (d) 
• j ' • • № g { l ) d ( E i x , x ) ^ l f ( l ) d { E c X , E i x ) i f^O, g^cp: 
By Lemma 1, then 
(/(;.) da (I) = (/(¿) d(E,x, x) ^ [ / ( / ) d(EcX, E,x) 
6 
which gives 
( f ) . (Eocx; x) = n(e) > (Ecx, Eex) = (EeEcx, x). 
Now let £-¡>9?, then by (d) 
| ' / ( A ) du(l) = ] ' / ( / ) d(E,x, x) <L ] /(/)g{l) d{E,x} x) = 
a 
= \№dlg(i>)d(Eta,Exx),-
and since the measures are regular, 
H(e) = {EcCx,x)^jg(f.i)d(E^x, Eex}, e£B. 
An application of Lemma 1 gives {Ea0x, x) <L (Ecx, Eex) = (EeEcx, x), 
which when combined with (f) yields {EsCx, x) = (EeEcx, x). Assume for the 
moment that Ee and E0 commute, then the operator A = Ecc — ECEC is self-
adjoint and since (y4x,oc) = 0 it follows that .4 = 0. For fixed e £ B the two 
regular measures {Eeax,y), (EeEax,y) coincide for closed sets a. They must 
therefore coincide everywhere on B. Thus EeEa = Eca, El = Ee. It remains 
to be shown that Ea,Ea = E0ECl. But this follows immediately from the fact 
that Ee is self-adjoint and commutes with T ( f ) . For from the equation 
(T{f)EHx, y) = (T(f)x, E,,y) we get j f(l) d(E,EClx,y) = j ' / (Z) d(E,x, ECiy) 
and thus (EeEeix, y) = (Eex, E,hy) = (EeiEex, y). Only statement (I) remains 
n 
to be proved. Let en be disjoint, et)€B} e= (Je,t and an = e— U em. Then we 
u t n = l 
must show that E„„x-> 0. But \Eanx\2 = (Ea„x, Eanx) = (Ea„x, x) -> 0 by (ii). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
(Received August 16, 1949.) 
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Die Reziprozitätsformel für Dedekindsche Summen. 
Von H. RADEMACHER in Philadelphia. 
Ich erinnere mich gern an einen Besuch in Budapest vor 20 Jahren, bei 
welcher Gelegenheit ich einen Vortrag vor einer Gruppe von F E J É R S Freunden 
und Schülern halten durfte1).- Die jetzige Gelegenheit gibt mir einen Anlaß, 
auf meinen damaligen Gegenstand, einen Reziprozitätssatz über gewisse 
Summen, die ich kurz Dedekindsche Summen nennen möchte, zurückzu-
kommen. 
1. Eine Dedekindsche Summe s(h, k) ist folgendermaßen definiert. Es sei 
zur Abkürzung für reelle x • 
, .((x)) = x — [x] —1/2 für nicht-ganze x, 
^ ' ((x)) = 0 • für ganze x 
gesetzt. Dann sei für zueinander teilerfremde h und k 
Die erwähnte Reziprozitätsforniel lautet nun 
(2) + é k -
Die Dedekindschen Summen erscheinen zuerst in Dedekinds Kommentar 
zu Riemanns nachgelassenen Fragmenten über die Modulfunktionen2). Dort 
findet man auch Dedekinds Beweis für die Reziprozitätsformel, der auf der 
.Gruppeneigenschaft der Modulsubstitutionen beruht. Die Dedekindschen 
Summen, die eine fundamentale Rolle in der Theorie der T h e t a - u n d Modul-
funktionen spielen, treten auch in der von H A R D Y und RAMANUJAN geschaffenen 
Theorie der Partitionen auf. Die Reziprozitätsformel (2) ist jedoch eine rein 
zahlentheoretische Aussage. Ich habe dafür mehrere von der Theorie der Modul-
funktionen unabhängige Beweise gegeben, zu denen ich hiereinen besonders 
durchsichtigen hinzufügen möchte. 
H. RADEMACHBU, Egy reciprocitásképletröl a módulfüggvények elméletéből, Mate-
matikai és Fizikai Lapok, 40 (1933), S. 24 -34 . 
2) Erläuterungen zu Riemanns Fragmenten über die Grenzfälle der elliptischen Modul-
funktionen, Riemanns Werke (187ö), S. 438 -447, Dedekinds Werke (1930), Bd. 1, S. 159-172. 
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2. Wir benötigen zwei Lemmata: 
Lern m a I. Sind m und 11 zwei teilerfremde positive ganze Zahlen, so 
ist, mit den Bezeichnungen (la), . 
i 
(3) ' J ( ( / » x » ( ( « x ) ) í / x = T ¿ 7 r . « ) 
L e m m a II. Ei seien f(x), g(x), h(x)- Funktionen von beschränkter 
Schwankung im Intervall a<x<b, die paarweise keine Unstetigkeitgemeinsam 
ha^en. Dann gilt die Gleichung 
b ö 
(4) ' íf(x)dg(x)h(x)=',¡mg(x)dh(x)-y¡f(x)h(x)dg(x)-
il a a 
zwischen Stieltjes-Integralen. 
B é m ' e r k u n g. Fü r / (x ) identisch gleich 1 geht (4) über in die Formel 
für partielle Integration 
b h 
(5) lg(x)h(x)l = fg(x)d/i(x)'+fh(x)dg(x) 
a ' . « 
unter den obigen Bedingungen für g(x),h(x). 
Was den Beweis von Lemma II angeht, so bemerken wir zunächst, daß 
g(x)h(x) von beschränkter Schwankung ist und daß dieses Produkt keine 
Unstetigkeit mit f(x) gemeinsam hat. • 




existiert, wenn f(x) und (p(x) beide von beschränkter Schwankung sind und 
keine Unstetigkeit gemeinsam haben4). Die in (4) genannten Integrale 
existieren also alle. 
Haben wir nun eine Einteilung des Intervalls (a, b) 
a-= x„ < x1 < X:2 < . . . < x„_, < x„ = b 
vor uns und haben x;_, < x,- gewählt, so betrachten wir die Identität 
¿ m igt*) h fr)-g(x^) h ( x ; _ , ) } = 
(6) n • > = 1 . „ 
= ¿ f £ j ) g ( * j ) {hW~ h(*,-:)} + ¿Al)h(x;_0{g(Xj) -g(x)_,)}. 
j= i j~i 
Hier verlangen nur die Summen auf der rechten Seite einige Überlegung. 
Wenn man f(x), g(x), h(x) als Differenzen von positiven, monoton wachsen-
3) Einen Beweis findet man in LANDAU'S „Vorlesungen über Zalilentlieorie", Bd. 2 , 
S . 171 ; siehe auch J . FRANEL, Göttinger Nachrichten 1 9 2 4 , S . 199 und E . L A N D A U , ibidem, 
S . 2 0 3 . 
4) Vgl. z. B. D. V. W I D D E R , The Laplace Transform (Princeton, 1941) , p. 25, Theorem !4-
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den Funktionen schreibt, kommt man auf Summen von der Form 
(7a) ' •){*(*,•)-*<*,•-.)} 
und 
(7b) 
wo <p,ip,.% positive und monoton wachsende Funktionen sind, die paarweise 
keine Unstetigkeiten gemeinsam haben. Diese Summen liegen nun offenbar 
zwischen 
X9(Xj-1) </'(*,-!) {X(Xj) — X )} 
und . . . 
2.(p(xi)y(xj){x(xj)-x(xi-,)}, 




konvergieren, gegen welchen Limes daher auch (7a) und (7b) streben. Somit 
folgt aus (6) die zu beweisende Gleichung (4). 
3. Unser Beweis der Reziprozitätsformel (2) ist nun schnell geführt, 
indem wir das Stieltjes-lnfegral 
l-e ' 
(8) / e = J((x))d((Äjc))((Arx», 
auf zwei verschiedene Weisen behandeln. Die Funktion ((x)) ist stetig im 
Intervall £<LX<, 1 — E, und die Funktionen ((HX)) und ((KX)) haben dort wegen 
(h,k) = 1 keine Unstetigkeiten gemeinsam. 
Einerseits ist nun wegen (4) 
l-e l-e -
e s . 
- j ( < * ) > « , z ( $ ) ( ( £ ) ) 
" £< — <1-B e E<— <1-S 
k • , h und daher 
— ^ ( № ) ) +" /< - ̂  ((̂ 1) ((̂ f)) -
Infolge von (3) und (1b) ergibt sich somit 
(9) • =
 + 
Anderseits erhält man mittels der partiellen Integration (5) aus (8) 
1 — £ 
/ . = [((*))((/**)) - J ( ( A x ) ) ( ( A x M ( x ) ) = ' 
e 
l - e 
= - 2 ((£)) ((h e)) ((kB)) - ¡((hx)) ((kx)) dx 
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und. somit 
1 
lim h = —2{l im ((e))}3—{((hx))((kx))dx 
c-y + 0 . c-> + 0 • ö 
oder, infolge von ( la) und (3), 
<10) J i V ^ i - T r i r 
Die Gleichungen (9) und (10) ergeben nun zusammen die zu beweisende 
Formel (2). 
(Eingegangen am 8. August 1949.) 
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The location of critical points of harmonic functions. 
By J L WALSH in Cambridge, Mass. 
There has recently been developed an extensive theory of the location 
of the critical points of harmonic functions, namely the study of the geometry 
of regions containing so.-ne or all critical points of a given harmonic function ;. 
compare a forthcoming volume by the present writer in the Colloquium Series 
of the American Mathematical Society. The most useful method in establishing 
that theory is the interpretation of ihe given harmonic function as the potential1 
due to a.suitable distribution of matter, and detailed study of the corresponding 
field of force. The latter is usually set up by means of G R E E N ' S theorem or 
CAUCHY'S integral. It is to be expected that the classical results of F . R I E S Z 
on the representation of superharmonic functions ') would also be of signi-
ficance here ; indeed, it is the purpose of the present note to indicate the great 
power of his results in this study of critical points when superharmonic 
functions are involved. 
In the plane of 'z = x-\-'iy, a function u(z) = u(x,y) is harmonic at a 
finite point z if throughout a neighborhood of that point the function is 
continuous together with its first and second partial derivatives, and satisfies 
LAPLACE'S equation. A function u(z) is harmonic in a region if it is harmonic 
at every point, of that region. A finite point (x0,j>0) IS a critical point of a 
function u(x,y) harmonic at (x0,j>0) if the two first partial derivatives of 
u{x, y) vanish there. A critical point remains a critical point under one-to-one 
conformai transformation. 
We state for reference only a small part of the results of F . R I E S Z : 
If the function u(z) is superharmonic in the (regular) region R, and if 
there exists a function harmonic in R inferior to u(z) throughout R, then u(z) 
can be represented in R in the form 
(1) u(z)=\g(z,t,R)dfi(e) + h(z), d/i{e)^0, 
• R 
where g(z, t, R) is Green's function for R with pole in z, where as t varies 
F. RIESZ, Sur les fonctions subhàrmoniques et leur rapport à la théorie du potentiel. If, 
Acta Math.,' 54 (1930', pp. 321-360. 
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over R the integral is taken with respect to a suitably chosen positive additive 
set function u(e) defined for t on all open sets e whose closures lie in R, and 
where h(z) is harmonic in R. 
In the particular region R^. | z | < l we shall consider the NE lines, that 
is to say, the lines of non-euclidean (hyperbolic) geometry, namely the arcs 
in of circles and straight lines orthogonal 10 the circumference |z | = l . 
We define NE lines in an arbitrary region- that can be mapped one-to-one 
and conformally onto R1 as the images of the NE lines in R1, and shall 
establish 
T h e o r e m 1. Let R be the interior of a Jordan curve C, and let B be 
a closed set in R which together with C bounds a subregion R' of R. Let 
u(z) be harmonic in R', superharmonic in R, continuous in the closed neighbor-
hood of C in R+C, and zero on C. Then all critical points of u(z) in R' lie 
in the smallest NE convex set II of R containing B. 
We map R onto Ihe interior of the unit circle ¡z| = 1 so that an arbitrary 
preassigned point of R' not in IL is transformed into the origin 0. We preserve 
the original notation, and choose an arbitrary NE line through 0 wholly in R' 
as the axis of reals, with B in the upper half-plane. It remains to show merely 
that 0 is not a critical point of u(z). Equation ( 1 ) is a consequence of RIESZ'S 
theorem: Since both u(z) and /2(2) are harmonic in R', it follows from (1) that 
the integral is harmonic in R', and follows further that we have dp = 0 in R'. 
Consequently the integral may be taken not over R but over an arbitrary open 
set in R containing R—R'. The function g(z,t,R) considered as a function 
of z for t in R—R' can be extended harmonically by reflection across C; the 
values at points mutually inverse with respect to C are the negatives of each 
other, so the integral represents a function of z harmonic in an annular region 
containing C, a function vanishing on C itself. It follows from (1) that h(z) 
is continuous on / ? + C and zero on C, hence identically zero in R. Thus 
equation (1) reduces to 
<2) u{z)=\g(z,t,R)dn(e), z i n / ? ; 
R-R' 
more accurately, the integral is to be taken over an arbitrary open subset of 
R containing R — R'. 
We can write explicitly for z i n / ? 
g(z, t,R) = log | z - ] / t \ - l o g \z-t\ + log | / | , 
so if we set f ( z ) = u(z)Jriv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z) in R', we 
have for z in R for a suitable determination of the multiple-valued functions 
involved, 
№ = I [log (Z - 1 It) - log (2 - 1 ) + log 11, ] dn + const, 
R-h" 
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11-IÏ' H-Jt' . 
of c o u r s e / ' ( z ) is single-valued in R'. 
The conjugate of the number p/(z — a) where ^ is real, represents' 
generically the force at the point z due to a particle of mass ft at the point 
where the particle repels with a. force equal to the mass divided by the 
distance. Thus the conjugate of the second member of (3) represents the 
force at 2 due to a spread of positive mass at the (finite) points 1/7 and nu-
merically equal negative mass at the points . t . The force at the particular 
point z = 0 due to the mass p ( > 0 ) at 1 ft and the mass — n at M s 
„ M - - , 
. — 1 It —t \ t 
which when t lies in R in the upper half-plane is a vector with a non-
vanishing component vertically upward. Thus it follows from (3) that the 
total force at 2 = 0 has a non-vanishing component vertically upward, so we 
have / ' (0) =j= 0 and hence 0 is not a critical point of u(z)\ Theorem 1 is 
established. 
As a special case'of Theorem 1 we have 
T h e o r e m 2. Let R be the interior of a Jordan curve C, and let B 
be a closed set in R which together with C bounds a subregion R' of R. 
Let u (z) be harmonic in R', continuous in R' + B + C, zero on C, and unity 
on B. Then all critical points of u (z) in R' lie in the smallest NE convex 
set of R containing B. 
Extend the definition of u(z) if necessary so that u(z) is defined and 
equal to unity at every point of R— (R'-j-B). Then u(z) as thus extended 
is superharmonic in R, for u(z) is locally superharmonic; it is sufficient to 
note that u(z) is continuous in R, is harmonic at every point of R' and at 
every (interior) point of R—(R' + B), and at an arbitrary point P of B is 
not less than the average of the values of u(z) over any sufficiently small 
circumference whose center is P. Theorem 2 follows. 
The contrast between Theorems 1 and 2 indicates the advantage of 
the methods of F. RIESZ, for Theorem 2 can be proved2) without the use of 
(1) and (2) by establishing an equation similar to (3) where the integral is -
a line integral taken over an auxiliary variable point set B', chosen as a 
level locus of u(z) in R', and consisting of mutually exterior analytic Jordan 
curves. Theorem 1 obviously applies to functions u(z) much more general 
than those of Theorem 2, indeed applies to any linear combination with 
2) J. L. WALSH, Note on the location of zeros of the derivative of a rational function 
whose zeros and poles are symmetric in a circle, Bulletin American Math. Society, 45 
(1939), pp. 462-470 . 
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positive constant coefficients of functions of the type of Theorem 2, each 
such function defined as above throughout R. 
In Theorem 2 we may choose u{z) a constant multiple of — log |/?(z)| r 
w i t h 
: < " l < l -
and where B is a level locus of u(z); the critical points of u(z) are preci-
sely the critical points of R(z), with the omission of the multiple zeros of 
R(z). Theorem 2 then implies that all critical points of R(z) in R lie in the 
smallest NE convex set in R containing the points ak; this theorem is a N E 
analogue of the. classical theorem of LUCAS regarding the zeros of the deri-
vative of a polynomial; well-known beautiful applications of LUCAS'S theo-
rem have been made by L . F E J É R . 
As a further illustration of the method of F. RIESZ we prove 
T h e o r e m 3. Let IIl and TI2 be the upper and lower half-p'anes, let 
R be the region \z\ < I, and let a subregion R' of R be bounded by the unit 
circle C and a closed set B in R not intersecting the axis of reals A. Let the 
function u(x,y) be harmonic in R', continuous in the closed neighborhood of C 
in R+C, zero on C, superharmonic in R • H1, and subharmonic in R. II,,. 
Then 0 is not a critical point of u(x,y). 
We assume, as we may do with no loss of generality, that R' is sym-
metric in A and that we have u(x,y) = — u(x,—y) in R'; for we need 
merely replace a given u{x,y) by the function u1(x,y) = u(x,y) — u(x,—y) to 
obtain these conditions. Moreover we shall prove 0 « i ( 0 , 0 ) / d y =f= 0, which 
implies jdu^O, 0)/dy = du(0,0)/dy =j= 0. We revert to the original nota-
tion, and note in particular that the condition u(x, y) = — u(x,—y) implies 
u(x,0) = 0. 
The function u(z) is superior to the function zero in the region R • Hlt 
so by F. R IESZ 'S theorem we have for z in R • 77 , 
(4) d n ^ O , 
where h^z) is harmonic in R • H^. Throughout the region R' • the func-
tions u{z) artd hx(z) are harmonic and dfi is zero, so the integral can be 
taken over an arbitrary open set in R lJx containing the set (R-R')- Hv 
The function g(z, 1, R • n j considered as a function of z can be extended 
harmonically across A, then across C, so the integral in (4) represents a 
function continuous on A and C and vanishing there. It follows that h^z) 
is continuous in the closure of R - IL-^ on the boundary of R • nit and zero 
on the. boundary of R • Hlt hence identically zero in R • I f . 
From the definitions and uniqueness of the functions involved we verify for 
/ in ( / ? - # ' ) • iZj and zinR the identity g(z,.t, R)-g(z, t, R)=g{z, t, R-ÜJ, 
where the latter function is defined in R • ZI2 by harmonic extension. Con-
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sequently equation (4) for z in R-Ilx can be extended so as to be valid for 
arbitrary z in R: 
"//(*)= f g(z, t, R)dfi — i g(z, t, R)d(i, 
(B-R').JT, 
where the integrals are taken over arbitrary disjoint open sets in R containing 
respectively (R — R')-IIX and (R — R').U2. If as in (3) we now set 
f ( z ) = u(z)-\-iv{z), where v(z) is conjugate to u{z) in R', the conjugate of 
the vector f'(z) represents the force at a point z of R' due to a negative 
distribution —fi on ( R — R ' ) - U i and an equal positive distribution on the 
inverse of (R—R')-IIX with respect to C, plus the force at z due to the 
positive distribution ¡¡i on ( R — R ' ) - n 2 and an equal negative distribution on 
the inverse of (R—R1)-IL2 in C. All these distributions are located on bounded 
point sets.' Consequently the total force at 0 has a non-zero component vertically 
upward, as has the conjugate of f'(z) = du/dxJr idv/dx—'du/dx — idu/dy at 0, 
and the theorem follows. 
In Theorem 3, obviously no point of A in R can be a critical point 
of u(z). 
Theorem 3 can be used in proving 
T h e o r e m 4. Let R be the interior of a Jordan curve C, and lei Bt and 
B2 be two disjoint closed sets in R which together form the boundary of a 
subregion R' of R. Let.u(z) be harmonic in R', continuous in R' + Bt + B2 + C, 
equal to zero on C, to unity on Bt, and to —c(< 0) on B2. If a NE line 
I for R separates B1 and B2, then no critical point of u(z) lies on X in R'. 
Consequently, if such lines I exist, all critical points of u(z) in R' lie in two 
NE convex closed subregions of R containing B, and. B2 respectively and 
separated by each NE line X which separates B1 and B2. 
Map R onto the interior of the unit circle so that a given NE line X. 
is transformed into the axis of reals A and an arbitrarily chosen point of X is 
transformed into the origin 0 ; we take Bx 'mn^ and B2inII2, and we retain 
the original notation. It is sufficient to show that 0 is not a critical point. 
We define u(z) as unity, in the-points of R separated from 0 by Bu and as 
— c in the points of R separated from 0 by B2. Thus u(z) is superharmonic 
in R a n d subharmonic in R-II2. Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4 can be proved without the use of (4), but again the contrast 
between Theorems 3 and 4 indicates the power of the methods of RIESZ. 
Theorems 1 and 3 are presented here not to exhaust the range of the method but 
merely to illustrate the simplifying and unifying influence of the results due to 
F. RIESZ, by enabling us under broad conditions to set up and study a field 
of force corresponding to given superharmonic and subharmonic functions. 
(Received August 22, 1949.) 
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A remark on functions of several complex variables. 
By A. ZYGMUND in Chicago. 
1. Let f ( z ) be a function of a complex variable z, regular for ¡ £ | < 1 . 
The very well known result of NEVALINNA and O S T R O W S K I asserts that, if 
2ji 
(1) j"log+ | /(re , '0) | i/0 = 0(1) , 
o • 
then f ( z ) has a finite non-tangential limit at almost every point of the circum-
ference |z | = l . Condition (1) is equivalent to the fact that the subharmonic 
and non-negative function log+ | / (2) | has a harmonic majorant for | z | < l . 
Since the existence of a harmonic majorant is an invariant of conformal 
mapping, the Nevanlinna—Ostrowski result may be stated for any domain lim-
ited by a simple and rectifiable curve, and even in a much more general case. 
The situation is different for functions f(zu z2,..., zk) of several complex 
variables. Only in exceptional cases are two topologically equivalent domains 
in the space Zk of the complex variables z1 = xl-{-i)\,.. ,,zk = xk-{-iyk equi-
valent through complex analytic mapping. Two simplest examples of such 
non-equivalent domains are the unit hypersphere 
(5) ¡z1|2 + |z2l2 + . . . + | z , p < l 
and the unit polycylinder 
(C) |2,|.< 1,\z2\ < 1, .. < 1. 
As regards the latter, it has been shown (see [6]) that if f(zu z2,...,zk) 
is regular in C and if 
2?T '¿71 
(2) I ' . . . f log+ !/ |(log+ log+1/|)k-1d.91...dOk = 0 ( 1 ) (Q^ru...,rk < 1), 
6 o -
where / stands for f(r1ei°i,r2eie\...,rkewi'), then / has a finite limit for almost 
every (61,...,01) as the point (r1ei6i,...,rkei0i<) approches (ei0°,..,,ei0l) along 
any non-tangential path. Though the problem is open, there seems to be 
little doubt that the factor (16g+ log+ l/l)1"1 in (2) cannot be 'omit ted. This 
factor is analogous to the .logarithmic factor in the theorem on the strong 
differentiability of multiple integrals and the latter is known to be indispensable 
(see [2]. [5]). 
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The purpose of this brief note is to consider the case of the hypersphere 5. 
It turns out that the iterated logarithm does not enter there and the situation 
resembles very much the Nevanlinna—Ostrowski theorem. 
T h e o r e m . Let f(zx, z¡¡,...,zk) be regular in the hypersphere S and 
suppose that the integral 
(3) ij\og+\f(r1e^,...,rke^)\dar 
ar 
is bounded, where ar denotes the boundary of the hypersphere /'? + /f +... +/f ár* 
and dar is the element of volume of this boundary. Then for almost every 
point (z!{,zl,...,zl) of o1 the function f has a finite non-tangential limit. 
The proof is easy, if one uses a recent and important result of CALDERÓN 
(see [1]) concerning boundary values of functions harmonic in a hypersphere. 
This result may be stated as follows. Suppose that uQ,u £2l...,£„) is a real-
valued harmonic function of the real variables f 2 > i n the hypersphere 
+ + i . 
Suppose that for every point p0 of a set E situated on the boundary of this 
hypersphere there is a (finite) cone with vertex af p0, with axis along the 
radius terminating at p0, and such that u is bounded in this cone. Then at 
almost every point of E the function u has a finite non-tangential limit. 
(For n = 2, this is an old result of PRIVALOFF (see [ 3 ] ) , who proved it by the 
method of conformal mapping. For n > 2, however, the proof requires a totally 
different idea). 
Let us now assume the boundedness of the integral (3) for r < 1. The 
function \og+\f(x1 + iy^...,xk-\-iyk)\ is in S a subharmonic function of the 2k 
variables x-L,yl,...,xk,yk. The proof of this is essentially the same as in the 
fimiliar case 1. First of all, l o g + | / | is continuous in It is therefore 
enough to show that for every point p0 in S, and. for every sufficiently small 
sphere S' with center at p0,- the value of l o g + | / | at p0 does not exceed the 
average of l o g + | / | taken on the boundary of S'. If / vanishes at p0 , this is 
immediate, since l o g + | / | is non-negative. If / is distinct from 0 at p0, then 
in a sufficiently small neighborhood of p0 the function log | / | is harmonic in 
each pair of the variables and so also is harmonic in all the variables . 
xu ylt.. .,xk, yk. Hence log + 1 / | = Max.{0, log | / | } is subharmonic in that 
neighborhood, so that the required inequality is satisfied. Thus l o g + | / | is 
subharmonic in S. 
Let ur(xlt ylt...,xk, yk) be the Poisson integral formed with the values 
of . l o g + | / | on ar. Thus ur is a non-negative harmonic function in the interior 
of a r and majorizes l o g + | / | there. By a familiar result from the theory of 
subharmonic functions, H , ^ , . . , , ^ ) is a non-decreasing function of r at every 
point x1 ,...,yk (of course for the values of r such that r2 > x f - f - . . . + y i ) . By 
the theorem of HARNACK, ur tends in S either to a harmonic function u, or 
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to + 0 0 . The latter is impossible since 
(4) [\og+\f\dar v ' meas a r J b ' 1 
represents the value of ur at the origin and is a bounded function of r [the 
boundedness of (4) follows from the fact that it is anon-decreas ing function 
of r and from the boundednèss of the integral (3)]. 
Thus the function l o g + | / ( 2 1 , . . . J z i ) | has a harmonic majorant u(zlt...,zk) 
in 5. This harmonic function being non-negative, it is the Poisson integral of a 
positive mass distributed over the boundary ^ of 5. Hence (as in the case 
k = 1) u(zu...,zh) has a non-tangential limit at almost every point of a^ 
Since « ^ l o g + | / | , it follows that / is at any rate bounded as (zlt...,zk) 
approaches non-tangentially almost every point of a1. Since the real and the 
imaginary part of / are real-valued harmonic functions, an application of 
C A L D E R Ô N ' S result shows that / has a non-tangential limit at almost every 
point of (Tj. This completes the proof the theorem. 
2, Let f (zx zk) be a function regular in S, and let p be a positive num-
ber. As in the case 1, we say that / belongs to the class H", if the integral 
(5) )\f\"dor 
remains bounded for r< 1. Since Iog+ j / | ^ -[- Const., the boundedness of 
the integral (5) implies that of (3). Thus if / is of the class H", the non-tan-
gential limit of / exists at almost every point of a u and is of course of the 
class L" over We shall denote this limit also by / . Let F (z1,...,z„) denote 
the upper bound of | / | on the radius of S terminating at the point ( Z i , . . . , ^ ) ^ . 
It has recently been proved (see [4]) that if f£Hp, then F £ L P on a l . 
From this we immediately deduce the following 
T h e o r e m . If f ( z t , z2 zk)£Hp, then 
• \\f(^,-.-,zk)—f(rzu...,rzk):l"da1->0 as r^ 1. 
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Algebraic formulation óf the problem of measure. 
By M. H. STONE in Chicago. 
Under a similar title, "Algebraische Fassung des Massproblems", A L F R E D 
T A R S K I has shown how the general problem of constructing an additive 
measure can be reduced to an interesting algebraic form1). In this paper we 
intend to carry T A R S K I ' S reduction a little further2). 
We consider, as T A R S K I does, a non-void abstract set X with an arbitrary 
fixed triadic relation R, writing R(x,y,z) to indicate that the elements x,y,z, 
of X are in the relation R. A non-negative real function /t defined on A" will 
be called an /?-additive measure if R(x, y, z) implies fi(x) = fi{y) -{-(i{z). 
A suggestive notation consists in writing x = y-\-z whenever R(x, y, z); but 
the operation + thus introduced need not be defined for all pairs (y,z), need 
not be single-valued, and need not enjoy any special algebraic properties: 
Illustrations and interpretations" of these concepts may be found in T A R S K I ' S 
paper1). A particularly interesting example arises in abstract geometry: let 
the geometrical structure of a space be defined in terms of a-relation of 
congruence among its subsets, let X be a family of subsets Of the given space, 
and let R(x, y, z) if and only if x is the union of disjoint, sets congruent 
respectively to y and to z; then ah 7?-additive measure defined over X will 
in general have the characteristic properties of a geometrical content, being 
additive for the union of disjoint sets and invariant under the replacement 
of a set by a congruent one. 
Since, the real number system can be viewed as a rational-linear space, 
that is, as a linear space with the rational number system as coefficient-field, 
we may regard an /?-additive measure as merely a special instance of an 
/?-additive mapping of X into a rational-linear space. Our first step will be 
to analyze the structure of such general mappings. It is comparatively easy 
to show that any such mapping decomposes into a fixed mapping óf X into 
i) A. TAKSKI, Fundamenta Math., 31 (1938), pp. 4 7 - 6 6 . 
s) Our results were included in Colloquium Lectures delivered before the American 
Mathematical Society at Madison, Wisconsin, in September, 1939. Tliey have also been 
presented in lectures at Harvard University (1945 —46) and the University of Chicago (1946). 
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a certain fixed rational-linear space Lx and a rational-linear mapping of the 
space Lx. The problem of constructing an tf-additive measure is thus reduced 
to the problem of constructing a rational-linear mapping of Lx into the real 
number system, subject to certain requirements of positivity. The latter problem 
can then be solved in terms of the theory of convex sets in a rational-linear 
space. 
The rational-linear space Lx and the natural /?-additive mapping 7 of X 
into Lx will now be constructed. Let L be the rational-linear space of all 
rational-valued functions / on X such 'that the set ( x ; / ( x ) = j = 0 ) is finite. 
Let fx designate that member of L defined by the relations fx{x) = 1, fx(y) = 0 
when y 4= x. The mapping H: x-+fx carries J in a one-to-one manner 
onto a set of rationally-linearly independent elements in L. Let L0 be the 
rational-linear subspace of L generated by the functions of the special form 
fx—fy—fz where R(x, y, z); an element of L belongs to L0 if and only if it 
is a rational-linear combination of a finite number of these special functions. 
Identification of the elements of L modulo L0 in the standard way produces 
a rational-linear space Lx = L — L0, and can be regarded as a rational-linear 
mapping of L on Lx. We shall denote this mapping as G and refer to it 
as the natural mapping of L on Lx. The mapping T=GH is a mapping 
of X into Lx which is /?-additive in the sense that R(x, y, z) implies 
Tx=Ty+Tz: for R(x,y,z) implies that the elements fx and / „ + / are to 
be identified modulo L0 in as much as their difference is in L0; and thus 
Tx^G (Hx) = Gfx = G(/„+/,) = Gf„ +Gf2 = G (Hy) + G (Hz) = Ty+ Tz. 
We now have: 
Theorem 1. If M is a rational-linear space and A an R-additive 
mapping of X into M (in the sense that R(x,y,z) implies Ax = Ay + Az), 
then there exists a rational-linear mapping S of Lx into.M such that A = ST. 
Conversely, if S is any rational-linear .mopping of Lx into M, then the 
mapping A = ST of X into M is R additive. 
P r o o f . Consider the mapping AH_1, which c a r r i e s / , into Ax. Since 
every element of L is a rational-linear combination of the rationally-linearly 
independent elements fx, this mapping has a unique rational-linear extension 
U which maps L into M : U carries the element ^ ctkfx of L into the element 
7 t = l k 
j£akAxt. Now R(x,y,z) implies U ( / , - / „ - / ) = U f x - U f y - Ufz = k—-1 
= Ax — Ay — Az = 0. It follows that U carries every element of the rational-
linear subspace L0 into the element 0 of M. Consequently U can be decomposed 
as a product U—SG where 5 is a rational-linear mapping of Lx — L — L0 
into M and G is the natural mapping of L on Lx. We how have A— UH= 
— SGH — ST, as we wished to prove. The converse statement is trivial. 
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Corollary. .If M is the real number system, considered as a rational-
linear space, then the mapping A of Theorem 1 is an R-additive measure if 
and only if the mapping S is a rational-linear real-valued Junctional which 
assumes only non-negative values on the subset T(X) of Lx. 
From Theorem 1 and its corollary, we see that the problem of finding 
the /?-additive measures for X has been reduced to an algebraic problem 
about rational-linear spaces. We shall now discuss the latter problem in some 
detail. Let V be a rational-linear space with elements u,v,w,...; and let 
V0 be an arbitrary non-void subset of V. Our problem, to state it in one way, 
is to construct a real-valued function I on V with the properties 
(1) l(u + v) = l{u) + l{v), (2) for ueVa. 
To eliminate trivial solutions we shall also require that 
(3) l(v0) > 0 for some' v0£ V0; " 
From (1) we infer at once, in a familiar way, that I is rational-linear., having 
the property that l(au) = al(u) for all rational «. Let us consider what 
implications the existence of such a function I may have for the relative 
positions of and V0 in- the rational-linear geometry of V. For this purpose 
we shall need some simple definitions. First, let us define a subset of V to 
be convex if, whenever it contains u and v, it also contains au-\-(3v where 
« and p are any rational numbers such that « ^ 0 , / 3 ^ 0 , « + / 3 = 1 . Similarly, 
let us define a subset of l/ to be a cone.with vertex «„ if, whenever it contains u, 
it also contains ««-f-,<?i/0 where and /3 are any rational numbers such that 
« ^ 0 , « -{ - /3= 1. A convex cone with vertex at the origin is thus characte-
rized- by the property that, wheneve it contains u and v, it also contains 
ctu + fiv where « and (i are any non-negative rational numbers. In the sequel 
we shall use the term "cone" to mean always a convex cone-with vertex at 
the origin, no other type of cone being required for our purposes. Any non-
void subset of V is contained in a smallest cone, consisting of all the linear 
combinations with non-negative rational coefficients of the element of the 
given subset. Finally we shall define a point u0 beloging to a set U to be 
internal to U if for each « =j= u 0 the element «H + /3U0, where « and /3 are 
rati >nal numbers with « ^ 0 , ¿3^0 , a + / 3 = 1 , belongs to U not merely for 
« = 0 but also for-all sufficiently small « > 0 . Geometrically this means that 
every straight.line through u0 has in common with U a certain segment on 
which u0 lies but of which it is not an end-point. Consider now the smallest 
cone C(V0) containing V0, and the set K= (u ; l(u) < 0). It is clear that A is 
non-negative on C(V0) as well as on V„, and hence that K is disjoint from 
C(Vo). At the same time K is obviously a convex set containing — v
0
. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that — v
0
 is internal to K: for if « 4 = — w e have 
X(au '[¡v0) = aX(u) — [}X(v0) < 0 for all sufficiently small rational « > 0 when 
w-f / 3 = 1. These necessary properties can now be shown to be sufficient as well: 
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T h e o r e m 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a function X with properties ( i) , (2), (3) above is that -v0 be internal to some 
convex set K disjoint from the smallest cone containing V,,. 
P r o o f . Only the sufficiency remains to be proved. ZORN'S maximal 
principle3), is applicable to the .system of cones containing and disjoint 
from K. Thus there is a maximal such cone, say S0 . An important property 
of S0 is that it must contain at least one of the two elements u and —u, 
zieV. To prove this, let us observe that the smallest cone containing the 
element u and the maximal cone S0 consists of all elements of the form 
ceu-f v where « is a non-negative rational number and v£S0• Hence if u is 
not in S0 this cone must have a point in common wi:h K because of the 
maximally of S0; in other words, there exist a positive rational « and an 
element v in S0 such that au + vtK. Similarly, if — a is not in S0 there 
exist a positive rational /3 and an element w in S„ such that —¡3u-j-wEK. If 
neither u nor —u is in S0 we obtain a contradiction as follows: putting a ' = 
= /?/(a /?), ¡3' = a/(a + ft), we see that these positive rational numbers have 1 as 
sum; the convexity of A'thus implies a'v-\-(3'w=a'(c<u + + §'(—^u-\-w)£K\ 
but on the other hand, the convexity of S0 implies a 'v + /?'iv£S0. In particular 
we see that the set —K=(u\ - utK) is contained in S0 and obviously 
contains v0 as an internal point. Hence S0 also contains ?;„ as an internal 
point. A second application of ZORN'S principle provides us now with a maximal 
cone S containing S0 and excluding — v0. Clearly S, like its subset S0, contains 
at least one of u and —u, u£V. Since U— (u; utS, —u£S) is obviously a 
rational-linear subspace of V, we may effect the identification of elements in 
V modulo U so as to obtain the rational-linear space W= V—U. The 
natural mapping of V on W will be designated as X. The space W can be 
ordered by putting X(u)<X(v) if and 'only if v — utS, u—v non eS. In this 
ordering we have ¿ ( i ; 0 )>0 , X(u)^Q ior-uES. Thus, if we can show that the 
order in H/ is archimedean, we can identify VKwith a rational linear subspsce 
of the real number system, ordered in the standard way ; and we can identify 
X as the function which we desired to construct. Hence all that remains for 
us to do is to show that X(u) > 0 implies the existence of positive rational 
numbers « and ¡3 for which aX(va) < X(u) <L(3X(v0). To find «, we observe 
that —u non £ 5 and hence that there exist a positive rational number y and 
an element v in S f o r which -yu-\-v= -v», in accordance with the maximality 
of the cone S. Taking a = ]/y, we have u — «?;0 = — v£S and hence 
Y 
X(u)^X(av0) — aX(v0). To find /3, we note that for sufficiently small positive 
3) This principle asserts that any non-void partially ordered system in which every 
chain is bounded has at least one maximal element. In our case we consider the system 
of cones to be partially ordered by inclusion. 
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rational a we have «(—tz) —f— (1—«)u 0 €5 because v0 is internal t o ' 5 . Then 
taking / ? = ( l — a)/a we have Pv
0
 — u£S and hence This comp-
letes the proof 4) . 
Inspection of the proof just given shows that we can state 
T h e o r e m 3. For the existence of a function I with the properties (1). 
(2), (3) above it is sufficient that the smallest cone containing VQ contain v0 as 
an internal point bui exclude —v0. 
Using Theorem 3 it is easy to see that under certain circumstances the 
p rob len of the existence of an ^-addit ive measure for X becomes a purely 
combinatorial one. We have 
T h e o r e m 4. Let x0 be such an element of X that Tx0 is an internal 
point of the smallest cone containing TX in Lx. Then a necessary and.sufficient 
condition for the existence of an R-additive measure ¡i for X with n(x(t) > 0 is 
that for every finite subset Y of X containing x0 there exist an R-additive 
measure fiy with fiY(x0)>0. 
P r o o f . The necessity of the condition is trivial since we can put'1wr(x) = 
= /u.(x) for all x£Y when the /?-additive measure /i is known to exist. To 
prove the condition sufficient, we derive from it the result that — T x 0 does 
not belong to the smallest cone containing TX; and we can then apply 
Theorem 3. If —TxQ belongs to the indicated cone, we may observe that 
this cone is the image under the natural mapping G of the smallest cone 
containing HX in L and hence that the latter cone must contain an element 
/ which is to be identified modulo L0 with Hx0 = —fXQ. We note that the 
function / i s non-negative and that there exist rational numbers ak and elements 
n 
xk,yk,zk in X with R(xk.yk,zk) such that f„o +f=g=2ak (f^—fyh—fk)eLo--
Let Y be the set consisting of x0, x1,y1,z1,.. .,xn,y„,zn and those elements x, 
finite in number, for which f(x) =(= 0. The rational-linear space of rational-
valued functions defined on Y is -isomorphic to the rational-linear subspace 
of L generated by HYcHX; and the rational-linear space Lv associated 
with Y can be identified with the rational-linear subspace of Lx generated 
by TYcTX. The existence of the /?-additive measure /¿r with /<r(Xo)>0 
implies, by. Theorem 1, the existence of a rational-linear real function ¿T on 
Lr such that lY is non-negative on T F and lv{Tx0) > 0. Observing now 
that G / C Q = Tx0, Gf is in the smallest cone containing TY, and G / c 0 + Gf= 
= Gg = 0, we arrive at the absurd result 0 < ly(Tx0) + l y ( G f ) = Ar(0) = 0. 
4) In this presentation, we have taken advantage of a short paper of J . DIEUDONNÉ, 
Sur le théorème de Hahn—Banach, Revue Scientifique, 79(1941), pp. 642— 643, where the 
author treats the Hahn—Banach theorem in terms of the theory of convexity in a real 
linear space. -' 
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Hence we see that — Tx0 is outside the smallest cone containing TX, a s 
we asserted above. This completes the proof. 
By way of conclusion we may make two remarks. In the first place,. 
G. M O S T O W 5 ) has observed that in terms of a certain "natural" topology for 
rational-linear spaces Theorem 2 may be given the equivalent form : the 
required function X exists if and only if — v0 is not a point of the smallest 
closed cone containing Vn. The topology of MOSTOW is that in which a set. 
is said to be open if and only if each of its points is internal to some 
convex part of the set. We shall not pursue this remark further here. Our 
second remark is the rather obvious one that the general theory developed 
in TARSKI'S paper and in this one needs to be tested on specific examples. 
The discussion in TARSKI'S paper shows that the construction of the space 
Lx conceals apparently difficult combinatorial problems met in determining 
whether or not certain elements in L are to be indentified modulo ¿ 0 ; and 
this fact suggests the difficulties which can be anticipated in trying to ascertain 
the relative positions of Tx0 and TX in Lx in any concrete case. Furthermore, 
the observation that in some simple cases, familiar to everyone, the R-additive 
measure for X is essentially unique leads to an inquiry as to the conditions, 
on TX which will guarantee uniqueness in general terms. 
(Received July 26, 1949.) 
• 5) Mr. MOSTOW was a member of a Harvard class to which 1 presented Theorem 2 
in 1945 - 4 6 . I have since made systematic use of his topology in developing the theory 
convexity relative to an arbitrary ordered field (unpublished). 
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Double points of paths of Brownian motion in «-space. 
By A . DVORETZKY, P . E R D Ő S , a n d S . KAKUTANI in U r b a n a , I l l inois . 
§ 1. Introduction. 
Let (£2, <£?, Pr) be a probability space, i. e. £ 2 = {«} is a set of elements a>, 
8={E) is a Borel field of subsets E of £2 called "events", and Pr (E) is 
a countably additive measure defined on 8 with the normalization Pr (£2) = 1. 
P r ( £ ) is called the "probability" of the event E. 
A one-dimensional Brownian motion [cf. 3,5,6,7] is a real-valued function 
x(t, a>) of the two variables t and «>, defined for all non-negative real 
numbers t, O^t <<x>, and for all with the following properties: 
(BO x(0, «)==() , 
(B2) for any real numbers s, t with 0 ^ s < i < o o , x(t,<o)— x(s,u>) 
is ¿f-measurable in «> and has a Gaussian distribution with mean value 0 
and variance t — s, i . e . 1 ) 
(1) Ex>,,t,a,i> = {<*>'| a <x(t, «>) — x(s, <") < 
a n d ' fi 
(2) P r „ , , ) = = - _ = « 2(i-s) da 
\l2n(t — s) J 
for any real numbers a, § with —oo < a < /3 < 
(B3) for any real numbers sk,tk (k ='\,...,p) with 0^s1<t1^s2< t2^ 
^ . . . ¿ s „ < / p < < x ) , the functions x(tk, a>)—x(sk, co), k= 1,..., p, are indepen-
dent in the sense of probability theory, i .e . 
( 3 ) Pr ( 0 ^a;, , , ^ ) = Pr , t̂ .., ^ ) . 
for any real numbers &k, with —oo < ak < (¡k < oo, k= \ ,.. ., p. 
An n-dimensional Brownian motion is an /¡-system of mutually independent 
one-dimensional Brownian motions,.i. e. an «-system {*'(/, to) | / = 1 , . . .,n) of 
one-dirhensional Brownian motions x'{t,w), i =],..., n, with the property that 
(4) P r t n ^ - E ^ t f i U P r ^ ) , 
where Ei is any subset of £2 determined by x'(t,cjj), i .e . a subset of £2 
which belongs to the Borel subfield & of 8 which is generated by 
{Ex,s,t,a,fl | 0 ^ S < / < o o , —CO<U<P<OC}, i=\,...,n. 
-1) {« | . . . } denotes the set of all o> having the properties . . . , and similarly in other 
cases. 
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If we consider x( / , co) = co) | / = 1 , . . . , « } as a point in an «-dimen-
sional Euclidean space R", then, for each fixed a>, x(t, to) can be considered 
as an R"-valued function of t defined for 0 ^ t < o o . 
• It is easy to see that this definition of an «-dimensional Brownian 
motion is independent of the choice of the rectangular coordinate system, 
i. e. it is invariant vis-à-vis rotations of the coordinate system. 
It is assumed (cf. DOOB [ 1 ] ) that the Borel field 8 is already extended 
by adding null sets in such a way that the subset C of consisting of alj 
«> for which x(t,u>) is a continuous function of t for 0<it<°° is (g'-measur-
able and satisfies Pr(C) = 1. . 
For any y = { y , . . . , / ' } e R" and for any weQ, let us put 
(5) M:Uy;« ' ) = {y + x ( ^ f 0 ) I a&t^b}', 0^a<b<oo, 
(6) ¿ w , (y ; «>) = {y + x ( / , <») | a ^ t < «=}, 0 ^ - a < 
(7) ¿ w ( y ; « ' ) = n : ) »(y ;« ' ) , 
(8) U:;\{a>) = w), = ¿1:U0; «>), = ¿'"»(0; co), 
where y + x(t, <») — {y + x'(t, co) | z '= I,...,«}. L(t"\(y; co) is called the (a, b)-path 
of the «-dimensional Brownian motion starting from y and LM(y;(t>) is called 
the path of the «-dimensional Brownian motion starting from y. 
For almost all <o (i. e. for all meC), L%\(y;to) is a continuous image 
of a closed interval fa, = | a^t^b}, and is hence a compact subset of R". 
x0={xl,...,x"a}Ç.R" is called a double point of y;«>) [resp. of y; co)], 
if there exists a pair of real numbers s, t with a<s<t<±b [resp. a^s < t < <x>] 
such that x0 = y + x ( s , co) = y + x ( i , co) (i. e. = / + *'.(«, « > ) = / + x?(t, «•), 
/ = 1 , . . . , n). It is clear that x„ is a double point of y ; co) [resp. y ; co)] 
if and only if x0 — y is a double point of L (;U0; co) = L{?\(m) [resp. ¿ ^ ( O ; <») = 
It is known that (i) [LÉVY 6] in R-, almost all paths ¿(2>(co) of a 2 dimen-
sional Brownian motion have double points and (ii) [3] in Rr', almost all 
paths L(5)(«>) of a 5-dimensional Brownian motion have no double points, 
(ii) evidently implies that almost all paths in R" with « ^ 5 have no double 
points. Thus the problem of double points of paths of an «-dimensional 
Brownian motion is unsettled only for the cases « = 3 , 4 . These cases do 
not yield to the methods ' used in proving (i) and (ii); it is the purpose 
of this paper to dispose of these undecided cases by showing that (iii) in R3, 
almost all paths Lm(<<>) have double points, while (iv) in R\ almost all paths 
Z/4)(«>) have no double points. 
The proof of these results will be given in § 3 and § 4 respectively. 
Our proof is based on the notion of capacity which plays an important role 
in the theory of harmonic functions in R". The definition of capacity and the 
statement of those of its fundamental properties which we need in the proofs 
of § 3 and § 4 will be found in § 2. 
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§ 2. C a p a c i t y . 
Let F be a compact subset of R"(n^ 3). Let 911(F) be the family of 
all countably additive • measures m(B) defined for all Borel subsets B of F 
with m(F)= 1. Let us put 
m(dx)m(d y) 
(9) . . ^ ( F ) = M J J |x_y|„_2 
where | x | denotes the distance of x from the origin 0 of'/?", só that | x — y | 
is the distance of x and y in /?"; the double integral is extended over FxF, 
and inf denotes the infimum for all measures m €9/1 (F). AM(F) = oo if and 
only if the double integral is for all m€9/£(F) . The: «-dimensional capacity 
C(n)(F) of F is defined by 
| [ i w ( F ) ] " ^ if X*(F)<oo, 
<10> c < W = | o if . 1 » ( F ) = J . 
The notion of capacity is important in the theory of harmonic functions 
in /?", where under a harmonic function / ( x ) defined in a domain D of R" we 
understand a real-valued function / ( x ) with continuous second partial derivatives 
which satisfies 
O O • 
in D. 
In this paper we need the following properties of the capacity: . 
( Q ) [FROSTMAN 2] Let F= {x(t)\a^t^b}dR" be the continuous 
image of a closed interval [a, b] = {t | a<t<Lb} of real numbers through the 
mapping t^x(t). (This mapping need not be one-to-one.) Then the «-dimen-
sional capacity of F is positive if 
bb . • 
„ „ f f dsdt (12) • J J |x(/)-x(S)r .<0°-
a a 
( G 3 ) [PÓLYA—SZEGŐ 9 ] For any compact subset F o f R", let us put 
.(13) '-¿W (/=•) = i n f - 7 2 1 
where inf denotes the infimum for all /^-systems { x 1 } . . . ,X P }G / \ Then 
(14) lim i y ( F ) = X " \ F ) ; . 
p^rtX) 
(C3) [9] The union of a finite number of compact subsets of R" each of 
which has zero «-dimensional capacity has again zero «-dimensional capacity. 
(C4) [2] In order that a compact subset F of R" have positive «-dimen-
sional capacity, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a function g(y) 
harmonic, positive and smaller than 1 in R"-F, and satisfying ^(y)->0 as |y|->-«>.' 
We need also the following resul t : 
L e m m a 1. Let F be a compact subset of R" (n ^ 3 ) . For any y €./?"—F let 
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us put Q(y; F)={m \LM(y;m)C\Ff6}.2) ThenSi(y; F)t£ andPr[Si(y;F)) = 
= f ( y ; F ) is a harmonic function of y defined in R"-F. Furthermore, (i) 
/ ( y ;F) = 0 in R"-F if CM(F) = 0 ; (ii) 0 < / ( y ; F) < 1. in R"-F, and / ( y ; / \ K 0 
os | y h ~ if C{"\F) > 0 . 
In the two-dimensional case the situation is rather different : (i) is still 
valid, but if the two-dimensional (logarithmic) capaci ty3) of F is positive then 
/ ( y ; F ) = l . This r.esult can be found in [4] and the method of proof used 
there yields also our Lemma 1 for n^> 3. This is due to the property (C,) of 
the capacity which holds only for n^>3. 
§ 3. The 3-dimensional case. 
Lemma 2. Let 0<,a<b<oo. Then, for almost all «>, the (a, b)-path 
L't;%(<>i) of a 3-dimensional Brownian motion has positive 3-dimensional capacity. 
P r o o f . Due to property (C :) of the capacity, it suffices to show that 
b b 
.' f f dsdt 
< 1 5 ) 0 T < o ° 
a a 
•for almost all at, and hence it suffices to show that 
b b 
dsdt 
| x ( f , co) — x(s, «01 1- ' a a ]t is easy to see [by (5,) and (Z?a) of § 1] that 
(16) / = dm <oc . 
CO 00 CO / ttS + l̂ +J/;2 \ 
IX(t, «>) - x (s, <<>) I 1 J 2 n11—s\ J J J J \f 112 + V2 + w2 
<17) u • -oo -oo -oo 
1 Y p e x p (-¿ITTTI) 
V2n\trs\) J r. ' \i2n\t 
. 4nr-dr=\-T. .4n\t—s\ = n\t — s\ 
and consequently, by the Fubini theorem, 
b 1, 
(18) / = 1 \dsdt' d"' 
X{t, m) — X(S, (») | 
2 f f dsdt. 
< oo, 71. ' ' " 
We can now prove our first main resul t : 
T h e o r e m 1. In a 3-dimensional Brownian motion, almost all paths 
L&)(io) have infinitely many double points. 
P r o o f . Let < b < c < oo. By Lemma 2, almost all (a, ¿>)-pathsL'a%(w) 
have a positive 3-dimensional capacity. By Lemma 1 and by the property (Bs) 
of Brownian motion, it is easy to see that Pr{n> | Lf\(n>) n L?^(io) =j= > 0. 
Prom this it follows that there exists a real- number d with c <d <oe such 
2) 0 denotes the empty set. 
8) Cf. e . g . R.NEVANLINNA [8]. 
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that Pr{<->! Lfb(w) n Lfd((o) 4 6}= 6 > 0. Let us put ak = a + kd, bt*=h + kd, 
ck=c + kd, dk = (k+\jd,k=\,2,.... Then Pr {«> I L?lh (<») f l L f ^ ( « > ) 4 0 } = 
= <5 > 0, k = 1 , 2 , . . ; , and consequently (since the independence property (B&) 
enables us to reproduce the standard argument of the zero or one law) 
Pr {co | Lf^bk(v.>)nL{cit(«>) 4 B for infinitely many A:} = 1. 
R e m a r k . It is easily seen from the proof that for all 0 ^ a < b < <» and 
for almost all at the (a, b) path Lf\(a>) has infinitely many double points. 
T h u s if we count only the doube points for which 0 < /— s < <5 where 6 is an 
arbitrarily small positive number, then again almost all paths L(3)(o>) have infini-. 
"tely many such double points. Similarly, for any arbitrarily large almost 
all paths Lm(<>>) have infinitely many double points with t—s > (Of course, 
the probability that Lf\(<n) have such double points is always smaller than 1; 
it is zero if ¿l<Lb — a'and positive otherwise.) 
§ 4. The 4-dimensional case. j 
L e n r m a 3. • Let 0<,a < b < Then for almost all <", the (a, b)-path 
¿W («0 of a 4-dimensional Brownian motion has zero 4-dimensionat capacity. 
P r o o f . By the uniform Lipschitz property of Brownian motion [L£VY 5 , 
§ 5 2 , pp. 166—173], there exist a finite constant M and a positive number 
<5(a,b,«>) with 0 < d(a, b, «>) < 1 such that for almost all rt» 
(19) • | x ( t , w)—x(s, m)| < M\f\t—s\ log 1 /]^ 
holds for all s and t with a<^s<t<,b and t — s < d(a, b, «»). Since the closed 
interval [a, ft] is a union of a finite number of closed intervals of length 
<d(a, b, <o), the property (C8) of the capacity inplies that it is sufficient to show 
that L(*\(<o) has zero 4-dimensional capacity whenever b—a<, 1 and (19) is 
satisfied for all s,t with a<^s<t<b. Thus, by property (C2) of the capacity 
it suffices to prove 
L e m m a 4 : If we put 
(20) ' l r = inf , ,7-2--TC 2 " 1 
PiP— l) 'L3SI<i-SL>l'J — • l o g l / l ' i — 
where inf denotes the infimum for all p-systems {tlt... ,tp} of real numbers 
/, ( i — . . .,p) such that .. .<tp<\, then 
(21) lim Xp--= oo. 
j) -*• oo 
P r o o f . Let Nm be the number of pairs t f ) such that 2 - " ^ . — ti<2-"+\ 
m = 1, 2, ... .. Then 
(22) JV,„ = i - p ( p - l ) . 
a " d 2 y 1 ^ 2 ^ , Nm. _ 
P (P - 0 I S m ^ P I h - tiI ' °g 1 /1 h - n = P (P - 1) 2-M + 1 log 2- . 
(23) j „ 2 m N 
pip— l)log2„^i m z. 
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On the other . hand, if we denote by Nm,k the number of t satisfying 
{k—\)2~m^ti<k2-", k= 1 , . . .,2»', then 
2m 
(24) ' Z N m i k = p 
and 2"> 
(25) S W / ^ Z - 5 - A U W ^ - l ) . !=»I+1 /; = 1 i 
This follows from the fact that (k— 1 )2" ' "^ / , < < k2~m implies tj—ti<2-". 
Consequently, by the Schwarz inequality, 
/ 2'" 2m ] 
K = i N i k - 2 X * ^ 
(26) '
= m + 1
 ' 
l i ( 2"' ^ / 2"' ) l / n2 ^ n2 
where the last inequality holds for those m which satisfy 2m+1<Lp, i .e. for 
log/? 
L log 2 
Consequently, by Abel's transformation, we have 
»«=1 m m=i „ ,= iv / f t - r i m j 
2°° t m — 1 1 ^ 2
m TV* 1 -^i 2m D2 
2m A/* > — X '" > _ > _ «=2 / n ( w + 1) " ,== 3 / 7 2 = 3 m 2m+2 
m<m = 1. 
= £ ^ 1 ¿ [log (m, + 1 ) • - log 2 ] ^ EL (iog log p-2 log 2) 12 /72 ~~ 12 6 " 7 & J = = 1 2 
which, together with (20) and (23), imply 
VX\ ' ^ loglogp 1 M 
( 2 8 ) • p Í2log~2 6 " - " ° ° 
as p—>-oo. 
From this it is easy to deduce our last result : 
T h e o r e m 2. In a A-dimensional Brownian motion, almost all paths Lw(<»} 
have no double points. 
P r o o f . In view of (B3), it suffices to show that, for any rational numbers 
a, b, c, d, with 0<La < b < c < d < co, we have Pr {(»\V*\((o) L^d{(») =}= 0 } = O . 
But this last fact is an easy consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3. 
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Une remarque sur les approximations diophantiennes 
linéaires. 
Par VOJTECH JARNÎK à Praha. 
Tous les nombres de cette Note sont réels. En particulier, les minus-
cules a,b,c désignent des nombres entiers, n,ni,k,r des nombres entiers 
positifs. Soit S = { 0 ! 6r} un système de r nombres réels. Je vais donner 
quelques résultats simples concernant la solution approximative de l'équation 
(1) aA + aA + ..-+orer + a0 = 0, | 0 l | + |o2 | + . . . + \ar\ > 0 
en nombres entiers. Pour caractériser le degré de précision avec laquelle cette 
équation peut être résolue, introduisons pour / è 1 la fonction 
(2) Va(0 = V ( 0 = = m i n | M i + . . . + M ; + ûol . " 
où le minimum est pris pour a{ (i = 0, 1,2 ,...,r) variables sous la condition 
0 < max (1^1,..., Si (1) n'a aucune solution, c'est-à-dire si l'on à xp{t) > 0 
pour chaque t ^ 1, nous allons dire que S est un système indépendant. On 
sait que trip{t) < 1 pour chaque t ^ 1. En particulier, pour r= 1 on sait que 
si est irrationnel (c'est-à-dire indépendant), on a toujours 
O i l i m inf iip(t)^-j=, ') — s£lim sup/</>(/) s i 1 ; 2) 
donc, lim tip(t) n'existe pas. Pour r> 1, on a un résultat analogue: une 
limite positive de trip(t) ne peut pas exister. Plus précisément: 
T h é o r è m e 1. Si r^ 1, S = { 0 , , . . . ,6r}, 
lim sup tr ips(t) — B, lim inf trtys(t) = A > 0 , 
t-> + <x> £->- + ce 
on a B> A; d'une, manière plus précise, 
. ( i f -
') A. HuitwiTz. Voir p. ex. J. F. KOKSMA, Diophantische Approximationen (Berlin, 
1936), p. 31, Satz 13 a. 
A. CUINCIN (KHINTCHINE); Voir p. ex. J. F. KOKSMA, 1. c. '), p. 36, Satz 24. 
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Mais, contrairèmént au cas r = 1, on peut avoir lim trips(t) = 0, si 
r > l . s) Pour classifier, dans ce cas, l 'ordre maximum et minimum de ips(t), 
déf inissons: .." 
Soit a (S) — a la borne supérieure de tous les y pour lesquels 
lim stip tyips(t) < ; 
i->- + ce 
soit ./3(S) = /3 la borne supérieure de tous les ypour lesquels 
• • lim inf fips(t) < + c o . t-y + 00 
On .a donc + En outre on a, pour r = 2, le théorème suivant : 
T h é o r è m e 2. Soit S= 62} un système tel que 2 < a < + °o ; alors 
Donc, le cas'-a = p ne peut se présenter que si l'on a ou bien a = p — 2 
ou bien a = / ? = - | - o = . • 
R e m a r q u e . Pour r> 2 on a un théorème analogue, mais moins satis-
fa isant : Soit ., 9 r) ( r - ^ 2 ) un système tel que (b r -y - 1 < a < + <» ; 
r ' 
alors — 3 a > a . Et la borne donnée par cette inégalité est assez pré-
cise. En effet : Soit r > 1. Alors il existe une suite dé systèmes S„{Bh„,. .., 6rn) 
(n = 1. 2, . . .) telle que l'on ait (en posant an = a(S„), & = /?(£„))'. 
& = n +.0 ( t r ) , /?„ = cC + o K ) • pour • « + oc. 
Les.démonstrat ions de ces résultats seront publiées ailleurs. Théorème 2 
est une conséquence immédiate du 
T h é o r è m e 3. Soit S = {B1,62) un système indépendant. Soit cp(t) une 
fonction continue et décroissante pour i ^ l , lim t f ( t ) = 0. Alors: Si l'on a 
í->-+{» 
ips(t) < f f ( t ) pour chaque t>T0, il existe à chaque T un t>T tel que 
^ M e T ^ ) ) ' . 
En posant (p(t) = f7, l <y<a, on obtient aussitôt le Théorème 2. 
D'autre part, en posant cp(t) = lr2 (1>B), on obtient 
T h é o r è m e 4. Si r = 2, on peut remplacer, dans le Théorème 1, l'iné-
galité (3) par l'inégalité A ¿ 3 6 B B (qui est plus précise que (3) si B est petit). 
Passons maintenant aux démonstrations très simples des Théorèmes 1, 3. 
Soit 5 = {6lt. .., 6r} un système indépendant . La fonction 1p( t ) e?t 
donc positive et non croissante pour f â l , constante dans chaque intervalle 
3) On a même le résultat suivant: Soit r > l ; soit <p{t) une fonction croissante et 
positive pour / à l . Alors il' existe un système indépendant S = {Blt..., 8r} tel que 
lim g>(t)ys{t)=0 (A. CHINCIN). Voir p. ex. J. F. KOKSMA, 1. c. !), p. 69, Satz 8. 
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m<Lt<m-1-1 et l'on a lim ip(t) = 0. Il existe donc une suite infinie de 
t-»- + 00 
nombres naturels 
(4) 1 = ii < 4 < 4 < • • • 
telle que -ip[t) = ip(t„) pour tn^t<t„+1, ip{t„+1) < ip(t„). À chaque n, il existe 
r+ 1 nombres o{;„ (/ = 0, 1 , . . , , r) tels que 
(5) + + = m a x ( | û l n | , . . . , | f l r „ | ) = /„. 
Evidemment, le plus grand diviseur commun est égal à . u n : 
(6) (fl
lB>
 a2n ar„,a0ti)= 1. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n du t h é o r è m e 1. Soit 0 < A' < A ¿B < B < ; 
donc 
(7) A't'r<ip(t)<B't'r, 
si t est assez grand. Pour t„^t<t„+1 on a V ( 0 = 1 / ' ( 0 ; donc, pour t = tn 
d'une part et pour t->-tn+1 d'autre part on obtient de (7), si n est assez grand, 
(8) A'C <ip(t„)<B'Cl. 
Posons k = 2 r + 1 et considérons les Ar-J-l nombres (différents deux-à-
deux) 
V( '„+ i) = ai.n+iÉ|i + - • • + ar_n+idr+a0>n+i ( / = 0 , l , . . . , k). 
Ces nombres sont situés dans l'intervalle O c l ^ V i O - Parmi ces nombres 
il y en a donc deux dont la différence J est positive et plus petite que 
xp(t„)/k. On a 4 = c181 + .. . + cr0r + co; puisque 0<J< l, on a 
0 < max(|Ci|, • • -, krl) <2L+k< 
donc <k~^(tn). Mais (8) donne 
V (2tB + k) ^ A' 2 - CU > TrA> 1 C , , AT V t t . ) ^ k'xB'C,, 
donc 
Pour A' + A, B'-+B on obtient le théorème. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n du t h é o r è m e 3. Soit r=2; écrivons 6, r\, an, bn c„ 
au lieu de 0„ 62, aln, a2n, a0„. On a 
(9) m a x ( | a n | , | M ) = /„, + M + = 
(10) (a„, 6 „ , 0 = 
Supposons que pour tous les t assez grands on ait 
(11) y <9(ty, 
il faut en déduire une contradiction. Pour tn^t<tn+1 on a %p(t) = xp(tn). 
Pour t — t„ d 'une part et pour t-+tn+1 d'autre part on obtient donc de (11) 
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si n est assez grand. Il s'ensuit que 
< 
(13) 4 + 1 = 6 /„?( /„ ) • 
En effet, dans le cas contraire, on aurait 
ce qui contredit à (12). 
Posons 
y(tn) <^(p(t„+1) < cp 
a„ b„ cn • 
û/i+i b„+i c„+1 
#>1+2 b„+2 C + 2 
6/„7>(/„) 
a„ bn 
an + l b„+1 
J'affirme que D„ — 0, £'„4=0 si n est assez grand. En effet: En multipliant 
les équations 
(14) a„+ie + bn+iV + cn+i = tp(tn+i), (/ = 0, 1 ,2 ) 
resp. par a„+lbn+2 — a„+2bn+1, an+2b„—anb„+2, A „ Ô „ + 1 - Î Z „ + 1 6 „ e t ' en ajoutant, on 
obtient 
+ 2 n+lAj+2 
donc, d 'après .(13), \D„\ < 1,. D„ = 0. 
D'autre part, si £„ = 0, on déduirait de (14) pour /' = 0, 1 : 
\a„c„+1 — a„+1cn\ = \anip(t„+1)—a„+1ip(tn)\< 2tn+lip(t„) ^2tn+1<p(tn+}) < 1 
si n est assez grand, donc Û „ C „ + 1 — a„+1c„ = 0 et de même Ô„cH+1—bn+1cn = 0, 
donc an+1 = ian, bn+l = -rb„, C„+1 = TC„, |T| > 1, ce qui contredit à (10). 
Choisissons un k qui ya rester fixe de sorte que 
(15) A, = 0, E„4=0 pour chaque n^k. 
Considérons la matrice-infinie 
(16) 
ak bk ck 
1 bk + 1 Ck+i 
Qk+2 bk+2 Ck+2 
En considérant trois lignes consécutives quelconques de cette matrice, on 
voit que la troisième ligne est une combinaison linéaire des deux premières 
lignes qui, à leur tour, sont linéairement indépendantes. Il s'ensuit qu'une 
ligne quelconque de la matrice (16) est une combinaison linéaire de ses deux 
premières lignes. Donc 
(17) 
a, bk h uk Ck 
bk+1 Ck+l 
an b„ c„ 
= 0 pour tout n^>k. 
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En posant 
A = akbk+1-ak+1bk> An = ak+1b,—a„bk+u B„ = a„bk — akbn 
et en désignant par Cu C 2 , . . . des nombres qui ne dépendent pas de n, on 
déduit des équations 
a^ + b^ + c, =V(/.-) (i = k,k+\,n) 
et de (17) aussitôt 
(18) Ay{t n ) + A M h ) + B M ' k + ô ° = 0 -
Ici A'=Ek ne dépend pas de n et l'on a 
¿=1=0, \An\<C,tn, |Bn\<C,tn. . 
Si l'on avait B„ = 0, on aurait d'après (18) ¿„4=0 (car ¿ 4 0 ) , donc 
\Axp(tn)\ = \AMh)\^{tk), 
ce qui est impossible si n est assez grand. 
L'équation (18) et l 'équation analogue avec n + 1 au lieu de n donnent, 
si n est assez grand, 
\Bn+1A,-B„An+1\ = \A\.\Bn+1y(tJ-B„ip(tn+1)\/'>p(tk) < 
(voir (12)), donc Bn+1A„—BnAn+-i == 0, B n + i y ( Q — BnV{tn+0 = 0, c'est-à-dire 
(B,l+ia„-B„an+1) 6 + {B„+1b„-B„bn+i)v + {B„+1c„-Bncn+1) = 0, 
où fîn40, S „ + 1 4 0 . Mais d, rj étant un système indépendant, il s'ensuit 
Bn+1a„—B„an+l = Bn+1bn—Bnbn+l = Bn+1cn - B„c„+l = 0, 
d'où a„bn+1—a„+16„ = 0 , .ce qui contredit à (15). 
(Reçu le 17 septembre 1949.) 
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Uniform Distribution and Lebesgue Integration. 
By J . F . KOKSMA in Amsterdam and R. SALEM in Cambridge, Mass. 
1. If denotes a sequence of real numbers uniformly distribu-
ted modulo 1 and if f(x) is a bounded Riemann-integrable function of the 
real variable x, with period 1, then 
•Km 4 X / o o = [ m a t 
A~->ce ¿V 1 J 
0 
It is obvious that the theorem becomes false if, instead of supposing that / 
is Riemann-integrable, we assume only that / is Lebesgue-integrable, since 
we can change arbitrarily the values of / at all points u„ (mod 1) without 
changing the integral. 
A natural question to ask is whether for f£L, the relation 
I 
(1) . Jim 4 Z f ( x + «„)= ( f ( t ) d t 
X-nx. /V n—i J 0 
holds almost everywhere in x. If un = 6n, where 6 is any fixed irrational 
number, the relation (1) holds for almost all x, under the only assumption 
that / € L. This result, due to KHINTCHINE 1 ) is actually an instance of B IRKHOFF'S 
ergodic theorem2), and one cannot expect a generalization of the argument 
to general uniformly distributed sequences. 
Here, using an argument based on different ideas, we shall give some 
•results of the type (1), confining ourselves to the case /6Z, 2 and to certain 
types of sequences {«„}. 
If, instead of a result of the type (1) we consider convergence in mean, 
we can state the following general theorem3): 
A. KHINTCHINE, ' Eine arithmetische Eigenschaft der summierbaren Funktionen, 
Recueil Math. Moscou, 41 (1934), pp. 11 — 13, 
2) For littérature see 1). 
3) This theorem, the proof of which is very simple, may be known but we did not 
find it in the littérature.' 
• fc 
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T h e o r e m I. Let f(x)£L2 be a function with period 1 and mean value 
i 
zero, i.e. j' f(x) dx = 0. Then, for any sequence {«„} uniformly distributed 
0 
modulo 1, one has 
I 
f 1 K 
lim U T T / ( * + ".) 
N-+ oo J IV n = l 
0 
2 
dx = 0. 
. P r o o f . Let Z c k ^ n i k x be the Fourier series of f(x), (c0==0, c-k = ck). 
- 00 
Let us write 
Sk = -1- +... -I-e2nikuN), 
so that the integral considered in the theorem is. equal to 
2 - i k . H S . I » 
I 
and, since' |S t | ^ 1, does not exceed 
1 h+l 
oo 
If we now choose h such that 2 l c * l 2 < £ ( £ > 0 ) . and then Na such that 
H i 
| S t | a < e for k=\,2,...,h and N^N0 the integral will not exceed 
i 
e \ \ p d x + 2] ' 
0 
for N ^ N 0 , which proves the theorem. 
2. We are unable to state a result of the type (1) without making 
certain additional hypotheses on the function / and on the sequence {u„}. 
(That some additional hypotheses, at least on the' function / , are necessary, 
will be shown at the end of the paper, with the use of an argument due 
t o E R D 6 S ) . 
Let again / € ¿ 2 have period 1 and mean value zero, so that 
00 
Z V 2 i " ' * * (f0 = 0, c_k = ck). 
00 
CO 
Let us denote by R(h) the remainder Z \ c k \ 2 -
h+1 
Let us now denote by S(M, N, k) the sum 
M+N 
Z n = « l 
We can state the following theorem: 
M+N 
£ e2niku„ (M,N and k being integers). 
1 
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T h e o r e m II. Let f í L 2 have period 1 and mean value zero, and be 
such that R(h) =. O ^ j where-a > 1. Let {«„} be a sequence uniformly 
distributed modulo 1 such that 
\S(M,N,k)\^AkeNa(M + N)T (A:Ssl, M^ I, Nisi), 
where A, Q, a, % are constants such that CT + T < 1 and K 1/2. Then, almost 
everywhere in x, 
Km + + + = N-* oo /V 
R e m a r k . As f(x) needs not be bounded, theorem II is applicable to 
certain periodical functions which are only improperly integrable in the sense 
o f RIEMANN. . 
The proof depends on the. following lemma, which is a particular case 
of a result of GÁL and KOKSMA4). We give here a proof somewhat different 
from the original one. 
L e m m a : Let {/„(x)}, « > = 1 , 2 , . . . be a sequence of functions all be-
longing to Lv (p > 1) in the interval (0, 1). Let t](N) be positive monotonic 
decreasing such that Z ^ ^ < °°• Suppose that for all M^O, I 
U+N 
Z f , 
v=ll+l 
1dx á C{M + N)V~XNX r¡(N) 
where I > 1. Then, for almost all x, 
lim — ( / x + / » + . . : + / » ) = 0. 
N-*- œ IV -
Proof of t he l e m m a . Let n be a positive integer. By -/if' (h= 1,2,..., 2*) 
we denote any of the intervals (open on the left, closed on the right) obtained 
by the subdivision of the interval (0 ,2" ) in 2k equal parts. By Skh) we de-
note the sum S f v Where v takes all integral' values contained in / l f \ 
Denoting by j any fixed integer such that and writing j in 
the dyadic system, we find that the interval ( 0 , j ) is thé sum of certain 
intervals J ^ - where A: takes at most once each value 0, 1 , 2 , . . . , « , and each 
h depends on the corresponding k. According to this 
where f, = 0 or 1. 
4) I. S. GÁL and J. F. KOKSMA-, Sur l'ordre de grandeur des fonctions sommables, 
Comptes Rendus Acad. Sci. Paris, 227 (1949), pp. 1321 — 1323. The complete proof of the 
general theorem will appear elsewhere. 
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Let 6 be a positive number larger than 1, to be fixed later on, one 
has, using HOLDER'S inequality, 
3 P Í " 1 
2 7 h d z i 
V = t • l'í=0 V 
k f ^ ^ z ^ r i z n s r i 1 0V ' J V;;=o 
where y + H è n c e > f o r ell j (1 and all x 
.1 
^ fv \ B Z Z e p k \ s £ l ) f , 
f 1 \ P - 1 
where 5 = 2 — , and the double summation is extended to k = 0, 
W=o # J. 
1 , 2 ,...,n, and for each A: to all values of h ( / 2 = 1 , 2 , . . . , 2k). Now, by 
hypothesis, . 
Hence 





d x ^ B Z °pk- 2"C2n(p-*)2<n-kUy(2"-k), 
J t = 0 
where we can suppose that the integer j(x) is any measurable function o f x . 
Supposing now 2" l < j ( x ) ^ 2", one has 
j x) 
Z u v=\ dx = O -z^r Z#pk2k2n(p-*)2("-'£)*rj(2n-k) 
k = 0 
= 0 ] Z ^ r w V ( 2 n - k ) \ . 
x -1 




2 a*V (2"~'!) = 2 + 2 = 0 (v(2"'!)) + 0 (a"), 
° [1] 
k=0 






dx (2 < j(x) g; 2"), 
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that 2I n < oo. In other words, 
1 
00 
2 . max 11=1 . 2"~1<j^2n 
2 7 * »=1 
™y dx < 1 
which implies 
for almost all x. 
Z f » = o(N) 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m II. Writing 
Tu J M, JV • 
Ji+iV |2 
2 /(* + «„) </* n=J/+l 
one has, using the hypotheses of the theorem: 
k-1 
h - 00 
2A2 Z I ck |2 k2i N2a(M + A r)2 l + 2/V2 2 k=h+l 
\A' h2eN2a(M + N)2t + ^ (lOg/2)« 
being a constant. Fix now an £, positive, such that 
(2) 2qt + 2a + 2%<2 
as is clearly possible since a- \-%< 1, and take for h the integral part of Nn 
Then 
„ .„ „ ,x'2 
N2*e+2°(M + N)21-
N 
C being a constant. Writing 
one has by (2) 
(M + N)2tN2-2* 
(log N ) a 
N 
pj2-2i-2ge-2o > (]0gJV)a 
(M + N)2zN2t2v 
D being a constant. Since %< 1/2, a > 1, an application of the lemma (with 
p = 2) gives 
I i m - i - [ / ( x + H 1 ) + / ( x + iii,) + - - . + / ( x + M.v)] = 0 JV-). 00 ^ V 
for almost all x. 
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3. Applications. We propose now to give examples of sequences 
{//„} uniformly distributed (mod I) for which the relation 
\S(M,N,k)\^AkvNa(M + Ny (<t + T < 1 , * < 1/2) 
is satisfied. 
F i r s t E x a m p l e . Let 6 denote an irrational number of the type I, 
that is to say that .for some constant r}> 2, the inequality 
1 8 P 
<7 
has only a finite number of solutions in integers p and q, (q> 1). We can 
take, for instance, for 6 any algebraic number; or any irrational number with 
bounded partial quotients. By a well known theorem the numbers which are 
not of the type I form a null set ( B O R E L ) . 
Let now, r being an integer ^ 2 , • 
un = dnr + a1nr-i + . .. + ar, 
where a u . . . , a , . are arbitrary real constants. We shall prove that for the 
sequence. {«„} using the notations of theorem II, one has 
(3) \S(M, N, k)\^Ak9№ (cr < 1> 
so that theorem II is applicable to such a sequence. 
In fact, this can be deduced from theorems of W E Y L , VINOGRADOFF and 
others. As we do not need the modern results in their sharpest form, we 
make use, instead, of the following special case of a theorem of KOKSMA 5 ) , 
which has the advantage that the wanted inequality (3) follows from it 
immediately: 
Let r denote a. positive integer; put P — 2 r ; 6 is an irrational number 
of the type I, described above, so that a number L = L(6) exists such that 
for all integers q > 1, 






5 0 I ¿ , ? - 1 ( r ! ) " - 1 V p - 2 X"-" + T 
LN 
From this, (3) follows with Q = rj— 1 and o < 1. 
5 ) J. F. KOKSMA, Over stelsels Diophantische Ongelijkheden, Dissertation Groningen, 
1930, Theorem (Stelling) 10, p. 61. 
6) For the convenience of the reader, this, result is obtainéd by taking the one-
dimensional case in KOKSMA'S theorem (see 5)) with 
0 = 0, f—<p = ku„, g=r\ke, t=\, d = rj — \, h = kr\ 
and R=Arf- g = 0. 
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S e c o n d e x a m p l e . Let / ( / ) be a p-times differentiáble function 
( p ^ 2 ) for t ^ l , such that fip)(t) has the same sign for áll t, and that 
c - i fip) - C ( 0 < y < 1, 0 < c < C ) , fi-y — <J ' t l~v 
where c, C and y are independent of t. Then for the sequence u„ = f(n) one has 
(4) \S(M,N,k)\^AkeNa(M + Ny 
with a + T < 1, t < 1/2, so that theorem II is applicable to the sequence {//„}. 
The proof of ( 4 ) is based on the following lemma of VAN DER C O R P U T 7 ) : 
L e m m a . Let M^O i V â 1, p&=2 be all integers, put P=2P and let 
g(t) be a real function for M^t^M + N which admits a derivative of order 
p, say gu>)(t) and suppose that g{p){t) ^ rforall t, or g'p](t) g — r for all t, 
where r is independent of t. Writing 
P= j j \g<*-l)(M + N)-gi*-»(M)| 
one has 
. 1 2 
¿í+tf U . \ P-2 2 r -AT\ P 
(5) 2 e 2 n i 9 ( n ) n=M 
Now apply the lemma to the function g(t) = kf(t), w h e r e / ( 0 satisfies 




= J kfP)(t)dt 
so that 
M+X N 
Ckdt Ckr iy-1 „ Ck 1 d^ 1 f  ^Ckf.ty.xAt I ^ = J —pr^ 17J ' dt — N l ' v 
M o 
We have now, clt c2, etc. being constants: 
; 1 . -
R\ P-2 _1_ ' J-y 2(l~y) 
R t , ^c1kp-2(M+N)p-2 N p-2 , 
. 2 . - 2 2(l-y) _ 2p 
(rNp)'p^c2kp (M + N) p N~ p , ' 
-g-N I á c 3 ( M + i V ) * N * \ v \ 
7) See e. g. J. G. VAN DER CORPUT, Neue zahlentheoretische Abschätzungen. II, 
Math. Zeitschrift, 29 (1929), pp. 397-426. 
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Hence, by (5) 
il+y 
^ e2nikf(n) 
' 2( 1-7) 2(1-y) 
^ctkp-2(M + N) F N ' p-2 , 
the inequality being obtained by remarking that, since 0 < / < 1, p ^ 2 , P ^ 4 , 
one has 
P " = P - 2 
and 
2(\-r) 2 ( 2 — r ) 
P — 2 P P ' 
Wri t ing now g = p i 2 ' g = = 1 ~ 2 p ' r 2 r ) > > w e remark that, 
since P ^ 4 , • 0 < y < 1, one has t<]/2 and 
, 2(1 —y) 2(1 — y) , 
so that 
U+N 
£ e2nikf(n) ;c4 k?Na'(M + NY 
with ff + T < 1, t < 1/2. We conclude that, under the conditions stated for 
f ( t ) , Theorem II is applicable to the sequence u„=f(n). 
4. In view of Theorem II the question arises, whether by imposing to 
the sequence uu u2,. . . sufficiently strong conditions, e. g. with respect to 
its discrepancy8) D(N), one could avoid any sort of condition on the Fourier 
coefficients of f ( x ) and have the relation (1) by merely supposing that the 
periodic function / belongs to Z.(2). The answer to this question is negative, 
as follows from an interesting counterexample due to P. E R D O S who commu-
nicated it to us verbally: For every given positive number e < 1 and every 
decreasing .sequence of positive numbers {6,,} for which 
(6) i > „ < * n=l 
a function fix) on (0, 1) can be constructed, which takes the values 0 and 1 
i 
•only, for which f{x) dx < E, whereas the following assertion holds: If 6 
u2,... is any sequence on (0, 1), then it can be replaced by a sequence 
u[, u2,... such that 
\u'n-un\<dn(n^]) 
8) For the definition of discrepancy see e. g. J. F. KOKSMA, Diophantische Approxi- ' 
.mationen, Ergebnisse der Math, und ihrer Grenzgebiete, IV. 4 (Berlin, 1936), Kap. VIII § 2 , 
p. 90. 
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whereas for all x 
j ^ 
lim sup — 2 / ( » ' , + * ) = 
JV-+O0 /V '„ = 1 
Now it is obvious that, if the sequence uu u2,... is uniformly distri-
buted ( m o d i ) with the discrepancy D(N), we can choose d.2, . . so 
rapidly decreasing that the sequence u[, u2,... is also uniformly distributed 
and has the discrepancy ¿_4D(N). Therefore: 
No matter how fast the positive decreasing function <p(N) may turn to 
zero as /V-*°o, if there are sequences u2,... for which D(N) ^ <f(N), there 
exist a function f(x)£L2 and certain sequences u[, u'2>... satisfying D(N) ¿4 <p(N), 
such that we have . ' 
f f(x) dx < 1/2 and lim sup 4 Z f(u'„ + *) = 1 
(j . . A ' x Jy N = I 
jor every x on (0, 1). 
We give a complete sketch of the proof. Put without loss of generality 
<J„ = = — , where w(l) , w ( 2 ) , . . . denotes .an increasing sequence of positive 
IV ( f l ) 
integers. Put A/a = l, M , = (k2 + k z + ' . . . + k ' " i k ) + l ) Mk_x ( k ^ 2) and 
Nk = w (Mr+ M2 + . . . + AfA.)+'1. (Other sequences Mu M2,.... and Nlt N2,. .. 
would do as well, but it is essential that Mx, M2,... increase rapidly and TV,, N2!..., 
still more). Now for k^ 1 consider in. (0, 1) the set Th consisting of Wj. 
•equidistant small segments ^ ( f r ) ) ' '' = 0 , ' ' ' • 
•Let fk(x) denote the characteristic function of Tk, whereas f(x) denotes the 
characteristic function of 7\.-|-.7^ + . . . . Then 
f ( x ) ^ f ( x ) + f 2 ( x ) + ... 
i 
is a function 6L2 ' and \ f d x <E by (6). 
o" 
We now translate the numbers u„ In the first step we move the first 
Mx elements of u u u2, . . . In the second step the following M2 elements etc.; 
hence after the &-th step Aij-f- . . Mk elements have been moved. In the 
first step we move over a distance 0. Now let the (k—l) th step be carried 
out. Then we carry out the Ar-th step in substeps. In the first substep we. 
remove the first k^M^ elements (n =-Af1 + . . . + Mk_1-\-1,..., M, +... + 
+ Mk._1 + k2Mk_1). In the second step the following k3Mk_x elements, etc, In 
the first substep we replace each u„ by an u'„ in such a way that u'„-f- ^ 
falls in the lefthand endpoint of a at: which is nearest to un+ 1 . . . (mod 1). 
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In the /z-th substep (denoted by (k,h)) we replace u„ by an u'„ in such a 
way that u'n + ^ falls in the lefthand endpoint of a aj. which is nearest 
h 
to u„+ ^ (mod 1). Note that (mod 1) each «. now is moved over a 
distance Now let x denote an arbitrary real number in (0, 1). 
Then x for each lies exactly in one of the Nkw{k) equal parts of length 
^ in which we can divide the segment (0, 1), say in the part 
h... ggx < -/j-"^- (0^h! < Nkw(k)). Nkw(k) Nkw(k) v " 
Now there is an uniquely defined'integer h = h(k) ( 0 ^ h < w(k)) such that 
h = h' (mod w(k)). 
Consider the elements «„, which have been moved by the substep (k, h). 
It is easily proved that the • fractional part of the corresponding numbers 
u'„+x will belong to one of the segments o\. Hence f(u'„ + x)= 1. Denoting 
the total number of elements which have been, moved after finishing the 
substep (k, h) by A(k,h) we clearly find 
by the definitions of Mk^ and A(k, h). Q. e. d. 
(Received July 9, 1949.) 
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On Pôlya frequency functions. II: Variation-diminishing 
integral operators of the convolution type. 
By I. J . SCHOENBERG in Philadelphia, Pa. 
1. Introduction and statement of results'). 
A . real matrix i4 = ||ûj;t|| ( / = 1 , m; k—ï,.. .,n) is said to be 
totally positive if all its minors, of any order, are non-negative. In !9302) 
the author showed that if A is totally positive, then the linear transformation 
N 
(1) ' y i = Z a i k x k ( / = 1 , . . . , m) k=l • • 
is variation-diminishing in the sense that if v(xk) denotes the number of 
variations of sign - in the sequence { x j and v{y{) the corresponding number 
in the sequence { y j , then we always have the inequality v(y
i
)<,v(xk). 
In the same paper of 1930 the author showed that (1) is certainly variation-
diminishing if the matrix A does not possess two minors of equal orders 
and of opposite s igns; also the converse holds to a certain extent: If (1) is 
variation-diminishing, thén A cannot have two minors of equal orders and 
of opposite signs, provided the rank of A is =n. The necessary and suffi-
cient conditions in order that (1) be variation-diminishing were found in.1933 
by TH. MOTZKIN3). Since they will be used in this paper we state them here 
as follows: Let r be the rank of A; then A should not have two minors of 
equal orders and of opposite signs if their common order is < r, while if 
thèir common order is = r then again they should never be of opposite signs 
if they belong to the same combination of r columns of A. 
A function /l(x), — c o < x < o o , is called a Pölya frequency function (ab-
breviated P, f. f.) if it satisfies the following three characteristic conditions : 
1. A(x) is measurable. . 
!) A résumé of the results of this paper has appeared under the same title in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 34 (1948), pp. 164—169. 
2) I. J. SCHOENBERG, Über variationsvermindernde lineare Transformationen, Math. 
Zeitschrift, 32 (1930), pp. 321-328. 
3 ) T H . MOTZKIN, Beiträge zur Theorie der linearen Ungleichungen, Doctoral disser-
tation, Basel, 1933 (Jerusalem, 1936), 69 pp., especially Chap'. IV. 
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2. If jct <x2 < . . . <x„ and 4 <t2 < . . . < / „ then ' det H A f o — O H i ^ O , 
n = I, 2, 3 , . . . . For n = 1 this means that A(x) ^ O . 
3. Finally . 
CO 
0 < j A(x) dx < ¡-oc. 
- 00 
In our previous paper on Pólya frequency funct ions 4) it was shown that 
a P. f. f. A(x) has a bilateral Laplace transform of the form 
00 
(2) He-xsA(x)dx= -yT^y- ' ( - c < < c for some c > 0), 
- 00 
where ?P(s) is an entire function of the type II of Laguerre, Pólya and Schur 
CO / 00 \ 
(3) W{s) = ce-vsi-6° n ( \ + ő v s ) e - d v s c > 0 , y^O, 0 < y + < 00 , 
v=l V. L / 
and that conversely, the reciprocal of a function- W(s) of this type allows of 
a representation (2) where A (x) is a P. f. f. 
All Pólya f requency ' funct ions A(x) are everywhere continuous with the 
single exception of the so-called truncated exponential 
i e-r if x > 0 . 
A(X): 0 if x < 0, 
and all functions arising from it by a change of scale and origin. Further 
notable examples of P. f. f. are A(x) = e-*\ e-lxl, ex-"x, l / c o s h x . 
Let f ( x ) be a real function defined for all real x: The number v ( f ) , 
of variations of sign of f ( x ) in the range (—=o, oo) is defined as fo l lows: 
If 5 : Xi < x2 < ..; < x„ is an arbitrary finite increasing sequence of reals, then 
?;(/) = sup w(/(*;))• ' s 
Let now L(t) be a given real function of bounded -variation in the range 
— o o < i < o o which we normalize by the conditions that L(—co) = 0, 
2L(t) = L(t+0) + L(t—0); we also rule out the trivial case when L(t)=0. 
Let us consider the integral transformation 
00 
(4) g(x)= \ f ( x - t ) d L { t ) , . 
- 00 
where f ( x ) is an arbitrary continuous and bounded function. W e say that (4) 
4) L J. SCHOENBERG, On totally positive functions, Laplace integrals and entire 
functions of the Laguerre—Pólya—Schur type, Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, 33 (1947), pp. 11 — 17. A detailed paper will appear under the title "On Pólya 
frequency functions. I : Totálly positive functions and their Laplace transforms" probably 
in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society. 
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is variation-diminishing if (4) always implies the inequality 
(5) v(g)<v(f). . ' 
Our main result is the following 
T h e o r e m 1. The transformation (A) is variation-diminishing if and 
only if L(t) is either, up to the sign, a cumulative Polya frequency function 
i 
(6) L{t) = e\ A(u)du, 
- OC '. 
where £ = +1 and A(x) is a Polya frequency function, orelse L(t) is a step-
function with only one jump. 
On combining this theorem with (2) and (3) we may restate our result 
without a distinction of two cases as 
T h e o r e m 2. The transformation (4) is variation-diminishing if and 
only if L(t) has a bilateral Laplace-Stieltfes transform of the form 
oo 
(7) f e~stdL(t) = C'ey*2+6s f l \ f ' " I (—c < Rs < c, for some c > 0), -
J v-l 1 + OvS 
- 00 . • 
oo 
where C'^0, r^0, 6, 6V real, Z 6 l < oc-i • . • • 
It should be noticed that the trivial case when y = 6v = 0, which was 
excluded in (3), corresponds to a step-function L(t) with only one jump, 
in which case our transformation (4) becomes 
(8) ¿r(x) = C ' / ( * + <0 
and is evidently variation-diminishing. 
2. Proof of the direct part of Theorem 1. 
If (6) holds, the (4) becomes, assuming c = l , 
(9) g(x) = \ A(x-t)f(t)dt 
- 00 
and we are to. show that (9) is variation-diminishing within the class of 
bounded continuous function f{x). This we shall now do even for the wider 
class of measurable and bounded functions f(x). Indeed if i ; ( / ) = =o then (5) 
is trivially verified. Hence we may assume v(f)<oc, v ( f ) = m say.. 
Let 
t 
(10) F ( t ) = j f ( t ) d t oc); 
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then (9) becomes 
oo 
0 0 g{x) = \ A(x-t)dF{t). 
- 00 
If x0 < < . . . < x„ we are to show that 
(12) v(g(Xi))^m, 
and without losing generality we may assume that v(g(Xi)) = n, that is 
(13). g(x0),g(x1),...,g(xn) alternate in sign. 
Clearly (11) converges uniformly in the n + 1 points x,.; hence we can find 
A such that the quantities 
A . 
(14) g i = \ A{Xi-t)dF{t) ( /==0, I 
-A -
also alternate in sign, i. e. v(gi) = n. 
But (14) are ordinary Stiéltjes integrals. We may therefore divide (—A, A) 
into N equal parts by t0 = — A < tt < . . . < tN = A such that 
"(15) gi = Z A(Xi—tv) (F(tv) — F(tv-i)) 
y— 1 
are all so close to the respective integrals (14) that we also have 
(16)' v(g) = n. 
Since by assumption v ( f ) = m we see, by (10), that the number of variations 
of sign in the sequence F(tv) — F(tv.\) (i>=\,...,N) is But (15) 
is a variation-diminishing linear transformation in view of the total positivity 
of the matrix — /v)| | . By (16) we conclude that n<Lm, hence (12) is 
established. 
3. Proof of the converse part of Theorem I in case when L(t) 
is continuously differentiable. 
Writing X(t) = L'(t) which we assume continuous and clearly also in 
the Lebesgue class L ( — w e now assume the transformation 
00 
(17) g(x)= \ l { x - t ) f ( t ) d t 
- 00 
to be variation-diminishing for bounded continuous f ( t ) and we are to con-
clude that A(x) is, up to the sign, a Pólya frequency function. By obvious 
continuity arguments the variation-diminishing property of (17) immediately 
generalizes to the case when f ( t ) is a step-function with a finite number 
of jumps. 
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Let 
(18) • x1<x2<...<x1;-,t1<t2<...<t„-, 
we want to show first that. 
(19) y ' - = ' Z ^ i - t v ) y v 0 = 1 , . . . ,n) v .1 
is a variation-diminishing linear transformation. To this end, given the yv, 
we define a step-function f ( t ) as follows: if tv—h^t<Ltv->rh, 
f ( t ) = 0 outside the n intervals [tv—h, tv-\-h] which are assumed not to overlap. 
For the values of g(x^ as given by (17) we now find that 
tv + h •• 
(20) ^ ( ^ ^ ¿ ( ¿ j ^ ^ - / ) ^ ] ^ ( 1 = 1 , . . . , « ) - . . 
tv-n 
Since v ( f ) = v{yv), while v(g(xi))<v(g), we have 
(21) ' v(g(x,)) ~r(y,.), 
showing that (20) is variation-diminishing. Letting h-*0, the continuity of 
n 
A(x) implies lim g(xi) = y'i = Z Z(Xi—tv)yv, and, by (21), we have 
h-t-0 v=l 
vjy'd Ss hm vigixM^vjyv). 
' 0 
Thus (19) is indeed variation-diminishing. 
This result implies in particular that A(x) never changes s ign ; for in-
deed, if it did, we could arrange to have / I fo — 4 ) and ¿(x, — tx) of opposite 
signs and this would contradict the inequality v(y'i)<,v(yv) for the values 
^1 = 1, ^ 2 = • • • = J ' » = 0, if substituted into (19). Thus without loss of 
generality we may assume to have that 
(22) ¿ ( ^ ¿ 0 for all x, in particular ¿ ( 0 ) > 0 , 
since the last condition always obtains after a suitable shift of origin. 
Let again {JC,} and {/,} satisfy (18). We wish to prove now that 
(23) Z)„ = det H ^ — . 
This is the main point of the proof. We shall establish it first for n = 2 : 
l(xx—t,) Hx,—t2) (24) If Xi < x2, 4 < U, then D. —tx) HX2~t2) 
0. 
Indeed, suppose we had 
(25) D2< 0. 
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(27) : —t 2 ) HO) + (small quantity) > 0. 
Then let x3 = t3=.rc > max(x2,t2) and consider 
*(Xi — ti) — ¿(x^ — r) 
(26) D3= A(xa —fx) X(x2-t2) X ( X 2 - T ) 
m 
Since ¿(x) > 0 ' a n d the integral 
co . 
J (X(x,-%) + X(x2-%) + X(T-t>)+X(t—t2) d% 
0 
converges, we can certainly choose % > max (x2, t2) such that each of the four 
quantities under the integral sign are as small as we please. But then (25), 
(26) and -1(0) > 0 clearly imply that 
D3 — D2X(0)-{- (an arbitrarily small quantity) < 0 
for some appropriate value of %. Oh the other hand, at least one of the four 
elements of D2 is positive, X(x1 — t2) say, and this implies that 
X(Xi—t2) X(x, — %) 
X(T - t 2 ) X(0) 
But now we have a contradiction with the properties of variation-diminishing 
transformation stated in the first paragraph of our introduction: (26) is the 
determinant of a non-singular variation-diminishing t ransformat ion; as such 
it cannot have two minors, such as (25) and (27), which are of equal orders 
less than its rank 3, and of opposite signs. 
We may now turn to a proof of the general inequality (23). Firstly we 
recall5) that the property (24) means that X(x) is logarithmically concave; 
this fact and the summability of X(x) imply that 
(28) lim X(x) = 0, 
00 
even exponentially. Secondly, let H0, . . . be an infinite sequence of real 
numbers having the following properties: 
1. The sequence {§„} is monotone increasing. 
2. The sequence {£„} contains every element of the finite sequences-
I*,} and {tj} appearing in (23). 
3. For sufficiently-large v, {£„} is made up of consecutive integers. 
N and r being positive integers let 
determinants 
£>v+1 = det ) | | 
(29) D*n = d e t | | ^ r i - £ r , ) | | 
L > ; + 1 = d e t | | / l ( S r i - ^ . ) | | 
us consider the following three 
( U = 0 , 1 , AO. 
(/,/'=0,1,..., n). 
From the property 3 of the sequence {£„}, together with (28), it is clear that 
5) See the paper mentioned in footnote 4). 
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s- , ) -*0 as r ^ o b , provided that i+j. By (29) we have +(>t(0))n 
and D*+1->(^(0))"+1; thus we now see that 
(30) D:>O,D:+1>O, 
provided r is chosen large enough. If we now choose N > rn, then clearly 
D*„ and £)*+1-are minors of Z) v + 1 ; .by the property 2 we' may moreover assume 
also D„ to be a minor of DN+U by further increasing N, if necessary. We 
may now prove (23) as follows: We know from the first result of this section 
that DNfl is the determinant of a variation-diminishing transformation; by 
(30) the rank of DN+1 is ^>-«+1. By MOTZKIN'S theorem of our introduction 
we conclude that the two minors D„ and D*n cannot have opposite signs, 
hence £>*>0 implies that D„^0. But then /.(x) is indeed a Polya f.'f. 
4. General proof of the converse part of Theorem 1. 
L e t / ( i ) be continuous and bounded and let g(x) be defined by 
OO 
(31) g(x) = j f ( x - t ) d L ( t ) . 
-00 
We define two new functions, by 
oc 
(32) H x ) = 7?= { e - W d L ( t ) 




(33) h { x ) = = f ^ j g(x-t)e-*dt. 
- 00 
Now (31), (32) and (33) imply that 
00 
(34) h(x)== \f(x—u)l(u)du. 
- oo 
Indeed, if we substitute (31) into (33) we find 
00 OO « CD 
— 00 , —CD - 0 0 — 00 
Since f ( t ) is continuous and bounded and L(u) of bounded variation it is 
easy to see that we may integrate first under the differential sign du obtaining 
00 - 00 oo 00 
/i (x) = J / ( x — «) £/„ ^ L J z , (« — 0 e- ' V i = — " ) J . ( , < " t ) 2 ^ ( 0 
- 0 0 . ' - 0 0 - o o - 0 9 . 
J f{x-u)duL(u-t). 





_L j of/j = — _L | 2 {u — t)e-("-<r-L(t)dt=: 
- CO - G O 
oo oo 
- 00 ' - 00 
and (34) is established. 
By assumption we have v(g) ^ v ( f ) ; but .also (33) is a variation-di-
minishing transformation by the direct part of Theorem 1, hence v{h)<,v(g). 
It follows that v(h)<Lv(f) and that (34) is therefore a variation-diminishing 
transformation. Since /l(x) is obviously .continuous and summable we learn 
from the previous case already settled, that l(x) is a. P. f. f. Therefore oo , 
(35) = ' . ( - a < * S < a ) , 
- 00 
where C < 0 , y^O, 0 <y-\-2<%<oo. 
Let us consider now the characteristic function of L(t): 
00 
(36) ' . / / ( i f ) = J e-u*dL(x) (— oo < f < oo). 
-00 
The convolution relation (32) now implies the characteristic function relation 
— L _ = e - 7 H ( i t ) (—oo < / <oo), 
of . . 
(37) H(it) = Ce 4 r ) + U * , ( — o o < i < c o ) . 
. v=l 1 T lovl 
Passing to norms we have 
I v=l 
and from this relation we can easily conclude that 
(38) ~ - r < 0 . 
00 
Indeed, let £ > 0 be given and choose n such that 2<$l<e; s i n c e 
n+l 
is bounded, by (36), we have for t2 sufficiently large the relations 
/ 1 \ 11 00 
C*eK'*~r,t = \H(it)\*n 0 + m nO+dX-)<est2eet* = e2°l\ i «+1 
hence j — y< s and thence (38), on letting'£-> 0. With yx = y—r^O 
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we may now rewrite (37) as 
<39) H(it) = C<ryW U ^ d v t ( - 0 0 < t < oo). 
Two cases may now arise: 
. 1. y1 = 0 and <?! = d2== • • • — 0. In this case (39) becomes . 
00 
ff(it)= f e-i"dL(x) = Ceiit, 
- 0 0 
hence 
, , x | 0 if x < — d 
L ( x ) H C. if * > - < ) ' . 
00 oo 
2. r i + 2 > v > 0 , then ?Pi(s) = C" 1e-J ' ' s 2 - a s / 7 ( 1 + ^ s ) e - d » s 
1 v . . 1 
is of the type of (3); hence its reciprocal may be written as 
00 
1 ^—=Je-s*eA(x)dx (—a<Rs<a), 
- oo 
where « = ± 1 and A(x) is a P. f. f. From the last relation, (39) and (36) 
oo oo 
we now obtain the .identity je~itx dL(x) = j e~iixeA(x)dx ( — o o < / < o o ) , 
- 00 - 00 
from which we conclude that L(x) = e j A(u)du. 
-00 
This concludes the proof of our Theorem 1. 
5. The connection of Theorem 1 with a theorem of Pólya. 
In 1915 PÓLYA6) d i scove red the fo l l owing 
T h e o r e m 3 (PÓLYA). Let 
(40) . fo+O) 
' v=0 V ! 
be a given format power series with the following property ( 5 ) ; If f(x) is an 
arbitrary real polynomial, then the number of real zeros of the polynomial 
(41) ' . v=0 V • , • 
should never exceed the number of real 'zeros of the given polynomial f(x): 
A power series (40) enjoys the property (S) if and only if it is the Taylor 
6) G. PÖEYA, Algebraische Untersuchungen über ganze Funktionen vom Geschlechte 
Null und Eins, Journal für die reine und/angewandte Math., 145 (1915), pp. 224-249, 
especially p. 231. 
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expansion of the reciprocal 1 /lP(s) of a function of the type (3), where, however, 
the possibility that y = d] = d, = . . . = 0 is not excluded. 
This theorem is the source of the author's work on "Pólya frequency 
functions" and also explains the terminology. We now wish to point out 
that Theorem 3, combined with the representation (2), (3), for the Laplace 
transforms of Pólya frequency functions, will imply the converse part óf our 
Theorem 1 without much difficulty, provided we make some additional 
assumption concerning the existence of the moments of dL(t). The following 
assumption is perhaps stronger than necessary but applies easily: We add 
to Theorem 1 the additional assumption that . 
00 
(42) f(s) — | e^sldL(t) converges in a strip — a < Rs < a. 
- 00 
Indeed, (4) is now meaningful if f(x) is a polynomial-of degree n, say. Setting 
CO ' 
ilv = j tvdL(t), we find that 
- 0 0 
00 00 
g(x)= \ f ( x - t ) d L ( t ) = ^ Z ^ f fV)(x)dx, 
• - 00 - 00 
which may now be written in the form (41). The variation-diminishing pro-
perty of (4), assumed for bounded functions, is readily shown to hold for 
polynomials. Once, this done, we easily see that the transformation (41) also 
enjoys the property (S) required by Theorem 3. That is seen as follows: 
Consider l(x) as defined by (32). By assumption v(l) = 0. However, = Q 
00 -
would clearly imply j ¿(x)£/x = 0 which contradicts v ( A ) = 0 and the fact 
- CD • 
that (because L ( t ) ^ 0 ) . By Theorem 3 we now learn that 
00 
- oo 
If ^ ( s ) reduces to Ce~ös, then L(t) reduces to a step-function with only one 
jump. If / + - £ ( ^ > 0 , then we have an identity 
oo oo 
\ e-stdL{t)=\ e~steA(x)dx- (—a<Rs<a), 
-00 -00 
where e = + l and A(x) is a P. f. f. This concludes our proof. 
(Received July 15, 1949.) 
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On the Gibbs* phenomenon for Euler means. 
By 0 . SZÁSZ in Cincinnati. 
1. Introduction. 
Consider a Fourier sine series 
00 o " 
(1.1) • / ( í ) ~ 2 é „ s i n n í , ¿>„ = - \ f ( t ) sin ntdt, 
1 o 
and its partial sums s„(t) ( « = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . F E J É R proved1) that if f(t) is of 
bounded variation, and if ntn-+r as + ihen 
T 
o 
For x = 7i J(t) attains its maximal value,and 
71 
l i m s „ ( O = | - / ( + 0 ) f ^ r f f = / ( + 0 ) X 1 , 1 7 8 9 7 9 7 . . . . 
ntn-+n n J ' 
. 0 
Thus the limit-points of the partial sums as /„-*0 cover an interval which 
extends beyond / ( + 0 ) , if / ( + 0 ) 4 = 0 . This is called G I B B S ' phenomenon, 
relative to the partial sums. 
Our aim is to establish the corresponding phenomenon for Euler means. 
For Cesáro means Gibbs' phenomenon was discussed by H. C R A M É R 
a n d T . H . G R O N W A L L . 
2. Euler means of the series 2 % m n t . 
n 
The general Euler means of a sequence {s„} depend on a parameter r, 
and are defined by the triangular transform 
^ = = í u « = 0 . 1 . 2 , ; . . f 
v=0 A J 
We assume 0 < r^ 1, in which cass the summation method is regular.2) 
!) For references see A. ZYGMUND, Trigonometrical series (Warszawa, 1935) ; in parti-
cular pp. 1 7 9 — 1 8 1 . 
2) F o r r = 2 - it is essentially Euler's series transform; its regularity was first proved 
by L. D . AMES in 1901. Subsequent results are due to E, JACOBSTHAL, K. KNOPP and R. P . 
AGNEW. 
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Nevertheless the Euler means of a Fourier series may be divergent at a point of 
continuity of the function. Thus we may expect a Gibbs ' phenomenon. We first 
consider the standard series 2 — / ) , and assume 0 < t < n \ now 
i n 2 
n V s i n v t i ( V 1 1 w ' , f S i n ( n . + -7)* . 
and t 0 0 • ' 2 
ff"= " T + ] 2 ( i ) '-"C - 0 " - " sin (v + ±)xdx. 
0 
The formula 
¿ 1 V \rv(\ — r)n-',eivx=(\—r + rei*)n 
now yields 
+ 4 = 4 " 3 ( — V - 0 - ' + reix,"eixl2dx a) 1 ¿ J s i n T x 0 
Let 1 — r + reix = Qeitt, then 
(2.1) o cos a — 1 — r - f / ' c o s x , i>sino = /"sinx, 
(2.2) C2 = ( l — r)= + r2 + 2 / - ( l - r ) c o s x = 1— 2r ( l —r) (1 — c o s x ) á 1. 
We assume now 
t t t 
/ I f ] f x \ 1 f x • I f 
<7„+- = TT — — £>"sin na + ~ \dx — — c o t - e"sin nadx + - u>" cos nadx. 
I ¿ J s in . T x • \ ¿J 1 z . ) 0 . 0 I) 
Here i 
| j Qn cos n a dx | < /, 
(i • • 
hence 
( 2 . 3 ) 
t 
p ncos na dx = rjt, | » ; ' < 1 , 
t 
, 1 — ? ? ' 1 f 4 x . , <T„ 4- — Y ~ t = y J Q" cot y sin n a dx. 
o • 
We now assume that 
(2.4) t = t„, nt.-+T, O ^ T ^ O O , nty-0. 
We have 
> i - i 
o < i - r = = ( i - p ) 2 e v < n ( \ — Q ) , 
_ _ _ _ _ _ o 
8) 3 means the imaginary part. 
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and from (2.2) -
1—o2 = 4 r ( l — r ) s i n 2 x / 2 . < r ( l - r ) x 2 , 
so that . 
(2.5) i _ ? < / - ( j - r ) x 2 < x 2 / 4 . 
It follows that 1 —g" < nx2/4, of 1 — q" = A/ZX2, 0 < 2 < 1/4, and 
t . t i 
J p"cot-|-x sin nadx = j cot-i-x sin nadx — n\ ¿ x 2 c o t y X sin nadx. 
o o o 
Now 
T. • i • • 
n | J 2x2 cot-^-x sin na dx | < n j x 2 cot jX dx < ^nnti = o( l ) , as rz-*oo, 
0 I) 
in view of (2.4). Thus 
t . t 
(2.6) | (>" cot-g-x sin na dx = fcot-i-x sin nadx + o(\). 
0 0 
Next, from (2.2) r)2 + r2 S: r2, Q ^ r , and now from (2.1) r s i n x = 
= psin a ^ r s i n a, hence a<x. It is well known that. 0 < x — s i n x < x 3 ; 
now, from (2.1) Qa—rx = q(a— sin a ) — r ( x — s i n x ) , . hence — rx\< 
< a3 + x3 < 2x3, and 
\a — r x | ^ | i > a — r x \ + (1 — Q)CC < 2x3 '-f x3 = 3x3, 
o r ' a = r x + itx3,. | H < 3. We now have 
t t: 
/ 2 1 \ J cot-i-x sin na dx—\ cot-i-x sin nrx cos n[ix3dx + 
, o o 
t 
+ [co tyX cos nrx sin n^x3 d x = / 1 + /2 . 
0 
t 






4 4 i 
, f sin nrx , f . | 2 c o s Y x cos/z^oc8 T , M T (2.9) / , = dx I sin nrx j— —j \dx=T1(n) + T2{n), 
J x J ( X S I N ^ - X 1 0 0 2 
say, where • 
2s in j X — x c o s y x c o s n l u x 3 = 2 sin ^x—x cos-^x + x cos j X ( l —cos npx3). 
From the mean value theorem 0 ^ 2 s i n y X — x cos ^ x < ^-x3 and 
i 1 1 4 
f 2 s i n - 2 - x — x c o s ¥ x f f \ 
. . sin nrx j dx = o\ I x d x I = o ( l ) . . 
J " xs in^ -x \J J • II i n 
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Furthermore 
t 
| s i n nrx c o t y x (1 — cos rifix3) dx = 0^riixidx^ = 0(/22/°) = o( l ) , 
o o 
•so that 7"a(/i)-0. . 
Collecting (2.3), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), we find 
In nrtn 
0- 0 
o r rr 
as o a , 4 0 » , a „ d < - 0 . 
0 
T h e complete discussion of the case lim sup nt2„ > 0 is more complicated, but 
we can prove in any case that lim sup a„(tn) < J * dt. This follows from 
o 71 
lim sup <7„(0 < l im sup sn(Q Z (" ) r> (1 -/•>"- = J ^ j t dt. 
o 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 1.' For the Euler means of the series Z we have 
• i " n 
lim as ntn-+x, nt*--+ 0, 
o 
jand always n ' 
lim sup o„(t„) ^ J - ^y -^ - dt. 
. 0 
3. Gibbs' phenomenon of Euler means for a class of Fourier series. 
Suppose that the series (1.1) has a-simple discontinuity at the point 0 : 
f( + 0) = nA/2 > 0, and let 
(3.1) (p(t)^=f(t)^-A(7i—t)/2™ Zfa—An-1) sin nt = 2p„ sin nt, 
so that <p(t) is continuous at ¿ = 0. Suppose further that the series (3.1) is 
uniformly summable by Euler means at / = 0. The behaviour of o„{f,Q is 
then the s ame ' a s for the series ' n particular, if the series (3.1) 
us uniformly convergent at t = 0, then its Euler means present the Gibbs' 
Gibbs ' phenomenon for Euler means. I l l 
phenomenon exhibited in Theorem 1. A case in point is, when 4 ) 
<32) . lim lim s u p - ^ — bv) = 0. . " 
n - v o o n 
Thus we have the theorem: 
T h e o r e m 2. If (3.2) holds, and if f ( i ) has a simple discontinuity at . 
t = 0, then the Euler means of the series (1.1) present the same Gibbs' phe-
nomenon as in Theorem' 1. 
F i n a l r e m a r k . We can discuss in a similar manner the Gibbs' 
phenomenon for certain Hausdorff means and for Borel summability. 
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI, 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS. 
(Received August 13, 1949.) 
4) O. SZASZ, On uniform convergence of Fourier series, Bulletin American Math. 
Society, 50 (1949), pp. 587—595; in particular Theorem 2. 
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Extremum problems for non-negative sine polynomials. 
By 
W . W . R O G O S I N S K I a n d G . S Z E G Ő 
in Newcastle upon Tyne (England) in Stanford (California) 
In various chapters of the theory of Fourier series and elsewhere non-
negative trigonometrical polynomials 
(0.1) 7 ( 5 - ) ^ y O ű + (ű 1 cos^ + ö 1 s in^) + . . . + (o„cosn# + 6„s inn#) 
play an important role. For instance, the non-negative character of the 
arithmetic means of the polynomials 
(0.2) y + c o s # + . . , + cosnd-' 
is the basic fact in F E J É R ' S theory of summability of Fourier series. Similarly, 
certain sine polynomials, non-negative for 0<^d-<LTt (in the range <0, te>), 
are- frequently of importance. As an example we quote G R O N W A L L ' S polynomials 
(0 .3) s in# + y s i n 2 # + . . , + 
In 1 9 1 5 , L . F E J É R and F . R I E S Z [2]1).gave a parametric representation 
of fundamental importance for non-negative trigonometrical polynomials. By 
means of this representation, L. F E J É R ' and others determined in 
(0.4) T(£) y ű 0 ( « + 0 ; 4 + BL< AL cos2 TI + 2 k 
the maxima for such polynomials ' and for their coefficients, when the con-
stant term and the degree n are. prescribed. It should be noted that 
F E J È R ' S problem remains essentially, the same if the subclass of non-negative 
cosine polynomials is considered2). 
The numbers refer to the list .of references at the end of this paper. 
2) Cf. L. FEJfcu [3] where a survey of the relevant literature, can be found.- An 
extension of these results to 'finite' Fourier integrals (which are in a certain sense the 
analogues of trigonometrical polynomials) has been given-more recently by BOAS and KAC [1]. 
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A completely new situation arises if one considers sine polynomials 
(0 .5) . S ( a ) = M n 3 + M i n 2 £ + . . . + A s i n n $ • ( M = 0 ) 
of given degree n which are non-negative in the range <0, ny. It is the class 
of these polynomials we discuss in the present paper. Clearly b ^ O and 
bx = 0 is only possible when 5(5-) vanishes identically. We shall usually 
normalise by assuming that 6 ] = 1 . 
First we determine the maximum of for fixed & in <0, ny, and 
find : 
i ^ i î ï ï ^ {(n + 2) s i n ^ — sin (n + 
(0.6)o S(d) < Max{ ^ (n-|)/2 { ( k + 3 ) s - ] n ( k + ] } d _ ( k + ] ) s i n ( k + m 2 
4 s i n 8 i r :Kk+\){k+3) 
/ cotj» (n^/2 {(k + 2 ) si n (A: + 1 ) » — ( k + 1 ) si n (k + 2) 
(0.6) e S ( ^ M a x 2 « ' + • 
1 t a n T ^ ( " ^ 2 { ( A : - | - 2 ) s i n ( A : + l ) ^ + ( A : + l ) s i n ( ^ + 2)^}2 
V2. s in 2 £ V (A: + 1 ; (A: + 2> 
when n is odd or. even, respectively. In particular, when # = 0, 
¡ t n + l ) ( n + 2>(n + 3 7 2 4 ( n o d d ) 
. l + 2 6 2 + 363 + . . + ^ . ^ j n ( l I + 2 ) ( n + 4)/24- (n even). 
. The determination of the maxima and minima for the coefficients bk 
is rather involved8). We have computed them in the cases b2, b3 and bn_x, bn. 
In other cases, in particular for bi and 65, we discuss relevant methods of 
determination. Our main results a re : 
( 2cos2Ti/(n-(-3) (n odd) 
(0 .7) 1 b : - ] 7 
2cos5-0 .(n even), 
where is the least positive root of 
(0.8) (n + 4) sin (n -f 2) &/2 + (/z + 2) sin (n + 4) 3-/2 — 0. 
Next, • 
(0. 9)e 1—2c0STï/(n' + 3 ) < 6 3 ^ 1 + 2 cos 2in/(«' + 3), 
(0. 9)0 1—2cos S ' 1 ^ 6 s S 1 + 2 c o s 2 ^ / ( n ' + 3), 
according to whether /z' = [ y ( « — l ) ] is even or odd, respectively. Here 
is the least positive root of 
(0.10) . («' + 4) cos.(«' -f 2) •9-/2 + («' + 2) cos (n' + 4) 0-/2 = 0; 
3) The estimate • 
2 I f „,„. . „sinA^ 
0 
is trivial. 
bu\= — \ f s ( £ ) sin 1 n J w sin.# ^kb,-
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Further 
(0 .11) l ^ - i l ^ l , —(n — 2)/(n + 2)<b„_1<\, 
according to n being odd or even, respectively. Finally, in the same two 
cases, 
(0.12) — (a — 1)/(" + 3) <L ¿?„ <; 1, |&J < n/(n + 2). 
The introductory § 1 contains general remarks concerning various 
methods dealing with problems of our kind. In § 2 we determine the maxi-
mum of S(&), in § 3 the extrema for 6„_, and b„, in § 4 for 62, and in § 5 
for the less simple case b3. In § 6 some formal properties of orthogonal 
polynomials are discussed which are useful in dealing with the general bk. 
The last § 7 deals, in particular, with ,Z?4 and bh. 
§ 1. General remarks. 
1. For given degree n and given bx ( = 1) we put 
( t . l ) Bik, n) = Min bk, B(k, n)=Maxbk. 
Now, if the sine polynomial S (# ) is positive in <0,7i>, then so is 
5 ( 7 1 - # ) = = . £ ( — í y - ^ s i n A r t f . Hence 
(1.2) B(k,n) = — B (k, n) (A: even). 
Also 
(1 .3) S*(#) = y { S ( £ ) + S(7r—&)} = ö 1 s i n £ + 6 3 s i n 3 £ + -.. . 
is non-negative. If n is even, then S* is of degree at most n — 1. It follows that 
(1 .4) B(k, h) = B (k, n — 1), B(k, n) = B(k,n — 1) (A: odd, n even). 
2 Let 0 A n y non-negative sine polynomial can be written in 
the form 
n 
(1.5) 5(5-) = s i n 5 - ^ , 6 i.sin/c5'/sin5' = sinÖ' P ( c o s £ ) 
where 
(1 .6) P(coső-) = y ű 0 + ö i c o s ^ + . . . + ű„_1cos(n—1)5-
is a non-negative cosine polynomial of degree, n — 1 ; the converse is also 
true. Here 
(1.7) 2bk = ak_1—ak+1 
where a„ = a„+1 = 0. Now, according to L. FEJÉR and F. RIESZ , any non-
negative trigonometrical polynomial P (cos#) admits of the parametric repre-
sentation 
(1.8) P C c o s ^ . H c o + c ^ - f . . .+c„_1e i("- i)№ |2, 
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where the cv are (arbitrary) real constants. Hence, by (1.7), bk = 0k(co,-c1,...,cn.1) 
is a certain quadratic form of the cv. In particular, 
(1.9) bt = = y (a0—c2) = cl + cl -1-... + cLi—(c0c2+ ctcs +.... + cn_zc^) 
is 'positive definite. 
There are then, theoretically, two possibilities of computing B(k,n) 
and B (k, n): 
(i) We can either form the characteristic equation 
(1.10) | — A | = 0 
and obtain our quantities as the least and greatest roots of this' equation. 
(ii) Alternatively, we may form the system of linear equations in the cv 
corresponding to (1. 10) and solve this system. This method works satis-
factorily in the cases bn_^ and b„. 
In general, however, the method based on (1.10) is not easily adaptable, 
for obtaining explicit results, in particular when n is large. 
3. We prefer to base our actual discussion on the following theorem 
of LUKACS [4,-pp. 4 — 5 ] 4 ) : 
Any polynomial P(x) of degree P= N, which is non-negative in <—1, 1>, 
can be represented in the form 
< l . l l ) e P (x ) = ,42(x) + ( l - x 2 ) £ 2 ( x ) ; . f i ^ ^ p L , 
<1.11)0 P(x) = ( l - x ) C 2 ( x ) + ( l + x ) D 2 ( x ) ; C S ^ 1 , D ^ ^ L , 
according to N being even or odd. 
Now, by (1.5), if we put x = cos#, 
(1.12) S(») = sin.&P(x) = (l—x2yi*P(x), 0 
where P(x) is a non-negative polynomial of degree N = n— 1 in <—1, 1>. 
It is clear that, when N is even, say, we can restrict P to range over poly-
nomials of the type A2 or (1— x2)B2. Max S(#) is then the greater (not 
smaller) maximum obtained in the two cases. A similar remark applies to 
B(k,n) and B(k,n), and to the case when N is odd. 
4. We have 
(1 .13) P(x) = ± bk s i n ^ / s i n £ = ± bk Uk^x). • 
• i i 
Here 
(1.14) Uk(x) = Uk(cos&) = sin(k+ l ) ^ / s i n d = 2 i x l + yi ix i-2 + . ,. 
is the familiar Tchebychev polynomial of the second kind. The polynomials 
4) This theorem can also be derived from the results of FEJER and RIESZ. 
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y ^ - i / t form an orthonormal system with the weight function (1 —x2)I/a over 
the range < — I , 1>. It follows .that 
• 1 
(1.15) • \xkUk(x){\—x2)^dx = n2^k+'). 
Also 
• 1 
(1.16) = jp(x)Ut_1(x)(\-xi^dx. 
We shall also require orthogonal polynomials over <—1, 1> corresponding 
to the weight functions u>(x) = (1 — x2)^ and iv(x) = (l — x) (1 — x2)1'*. The 
former are5) 
.(1.17) 
so that, by (1. 15), . 
O/t+2 
— JC*4-
/f + 3 ' 
i i 
(1. 18) J y « ( x ) (1 dx= - - ^ f * - ) +...) (1 -x2Y"dx 
2 n 
(A:+l)(A:-f-3)-
Similarly, when tv(;t) = (l — x) (1 — x9-)'1', we have the orthogonal polynomials 
with 
(1.20) U42(x)(l — x ) ( l — x2)'i'dx = nXk+\)(k + 2). 
5. Our problem is of the general type of determining the extrema of 
•. a quotient • 
? P 
(1.21) J u2(x)h(x)w(x)dx : j u2(x) iv(x) dx, 
a 1 a 
where iv(x) is a given weight function and h{x) a given polynomial; u(x) 
is an arbitrary polynomial of given degree whose coefficients vary through 
all real values not all zero8). 
In the cases bt and bs we shall have h(x) — x. This is the ' so called 
'problem of the centroid', first treated by Tchebychev. 
5) Compare (6.6). 
6) Actually, we shall have either <* = — 1, p = 1 or a = 0, /? = 1. 
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Its solution is as follows: [Cf. 4, Theorem 7. 72. 1, p. 183; we follow 
(apart from slight changes) the notation of 4.] 
Let w(x) be a given weight function over <«, /?> and the pk(x) be the 
or t honor mat polynomials associated with it. Let / ( x ) run through all polyno-
mials of given degree N and non-negative in (cc, f>Finally, let M and M_ 
be the maximum and minimum of the quotient 
0 ' • 
(1.22) J7(x)xw(x)rfx : [ / ( x ) w(x)dx. 
« •« 
If N=2m, then M_is the greatest and M is the least zero o /p m + 1 (x) . If 
N = 2m +1, then M is the greatest zero of pm+i(a)pm+5(x) pm+i (a)p m + 2 (X), 
and M is the least zero of pm+.AP)pm+1(x)—pm+1(P)pm+2(x).. 
We note that extremum problems of our type are normally treated by 
the Gauss-Jacobi method of mechanical quadrature. We use instead, in.§§ 6 
and 7, certain formal identities for orthogonal polynomials associated with 
w(x) and h(x) vv(x). 
§ 2. The maximum of S($). 
1. First, let n be odd, so that the degree N=n — 1 of P.(x), in (1. 13), 
is even. B y ( l . l l ) e , w e may assume P = A2orP = (\—x2)B2. The maximum 
of S{&) is then the greater of the two maxima obtained in each case. 
(i) Let P = A2 and A(x)=Z cckUk(x), where /? = —(« —1). Since the ' ' 0 <£ 
j/^ Uk are orthonormal with weight (1—x2)1/2, we have, by (1.16), 
i 
(2.1) ^ = [ A 2 ( x ) ( l - x 2 ) V = i / x = 2 ' . « i = l . 
Hence, by CAUCHY'S inequality, 
(2 2) _ 2 ^ ( S i n ( A : + 1 ) ^ T — z 1 —.cos2(£+ 1)# 
1 
sin $ ) ' i f 2sin2 
/2 + 1 , 1 • sin(n + 2 ) # 
2 s in# 2sm2d-
so that by (1. 12) 
(2.3) s ( ^ ) . < _ J _ _ { ( n + 2 ) s i n » - s i n ( n + 2)^}, 
which is the first inequality (0. 6)0, 
Clearly, equality in (2. 2) and hence in (2. 3) can. be attained. 
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h . 
(ii) Let P—(\—x2)B2 and £ ( * ) = 2 PkVk(x) where h = 4 r ( n - 3 ) . 
o 2 
Then, by (1.18), 
(2 .4) ¿, = - | J f i 2 ( x ) ( l — x2yi*dx = 4 £ - Pi 
(Ar-h 1) <Ar + 3> " 
-i 
Hence 
(2 .5) B2(x) -Z(k+l)(k + 3) (*+ 1 )(*+3) V!(x) 
which is equivalent to the second inequality (0. 6)0 . 
2. If n is even we have the two cases P(x) = (1 + x) C2(x). It suffices 
to consider the case of the factor 1 — x, the two cases changing into each 
other on replacing x by — x, that is & by n— 
h 1 • 
Putting C(x) = > ykWk(x), where /z = — ( n — 2),.we have, by (I . 20), 0 ^ 
1 
(2. 6) 6, = | f .C 2 (x) (1 (1 - x 2 ) * rfx = 2 | { k + ] * k + 2 ) = 1 -
Hence 
(2 .7) . C » ( x ) ^ 4 - 2 ( A r + l ) ( A : + , 2 ) H ^ ( x ) f 
. 0 
which is equivalent to the first inequality (0. 6)e . The second is obtained on 
changing 9- into n—9. 
§ 3. The extrema of bn and b„_t. 
1. Let n be odd. Again we have two cases': 
'< | 
(i) Let P (x ) = .42(x) where A{x) = ^ akUk{x) and A = - T ( n - l ) . B y 
u £ 
(1. 14), P(x)=fdt,22''x2/' + . . . Hence, using (1. 15) and (1. 16), 
•i . I 
(3. 1) b, = ^ . J p ( x ) ( / , ; , (x ) ( l - x - ) ' ' V x = ™ a* 2 " j x " £/„(*) (1 -x'T-dx^ 
= — a lT"n2- < i h + l ) = 1, 
by (2. 1). Also ¿?„^0. 
' 1 
. ( i i )LetP(x) = ( r - x 2 ) 5 2 ( x ) = ( i - x 2 ) j 2 A ^ W [ where h ~ ( n - 3). 
Then, by (1. 17), 
22"i+2) 
(3-2) = 
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Hence, as in (3. 1), since n —1 = 2/2 + 2, -
7 T f t ( / î + 3)2 . (/2 + 3)2 = (/2 + 3)2 n + 3 ' 
by (2. 4). Also b„^0. This establishes (0. 12), when n is odd. 
2. If n is even, we may take ' 
\ h i2 1 
P (x ) = ( l - x ) C 2 ( ; t ) = ( l - x ) j Z r M x ) ^ where 7z = y ( n - 2 ) . 
By (1.19), " 
(3 .4) ' = + 
and we find, as above, using (2. 6), 
ur"{h + 2 r n 2 - (h + (/2 + 2)2 .11 + 2' 
which establishés (0. 12), when n is even. 
3. For we may assume that n is odd, since for even n the case 
reduces, by (1.4), to that of the last coefficient. Again, we have our two 
cases. 
. (i) We take 
P(x) = [ Z ,Ut{x) ) = (a„2"x" + a ^ ^ x ' ^ + .. .)«= 
(3 .6) Vo . ; 
= + + .; h = \ { n - \ ) . • 
Hence, by (1. 16) and (2. j), 
i 
= ~ fP(x) U^(x) ( 1-xy-dx = 
(3 .7 ) " J • 
(ii) We take 
" 2h+'2 2h+1 
(3 .8) 
P(X) = ( i _ x 2 ) I Z A Vk(x) I = ( 1 - x 2 ) * v'' 
•0 h + 3 1 /2 + 2 
02(/,+2) 92(;,+2)io /J „; o ^ ,32v2>i+2 - .Hhfh-i „2/.+1 I . U " ° - — x2,'+  + . . . ; h 
(/2 + 3)2 . (/2 + 3) (/2 + 2)" 
Hence, by (2.4), 
2 ff^ft,, . _ 2 ; • 8 A A - . ^ 
(3 9) ^ ( / 2 + 3 ) ( / 2 + 2 ) ' (¿ + 3)(A + 2) = 
> _ 4 + > _ 4 fl-1 , fii :— 1. L/2(/2 + 2) ' ( . / ,+ l)(A + 3)J 
This completes the proof of (0. 11) when n is odd. When n is even, 
(0. 11) follows froni the first formula (0. 12) on replacing n by n— 1. 
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§ 4. The extrema for b»_. 
By (1. 2), it suffices-to determine 5(2,/z). Since U1(x) = 2x we have 
i i 
(4.1) bi:b1^2\xP(x)(\—x*yi>dx:\p(x)(]-x*y">dx, 
-'i . -ï 
which is a special case of the problem of the centroid (1 .2 : ) . If n is odd, 
P=n — 1 is even, and 5(2 , n) is twice the greatest zero of 
ti 4- 3 n 
s i n -^ - t f • _ • . 2 n 
• ¿/„+] (x) = — r \ - , i. e. 5 (2 , n) = 2cos — - . — sin v n + 3 
If n is even, then 5(2 , n) = 2cos5-0, where x0 = cos#0 is the greatest root of 
(4.2) ( / ; « ( - I ) {/¿(x) - i / . ( - 1 ) t / . + i W = 0, 
2 2 2 2 
which is equivalent to (0. 8). 
§ 5. The extrema for b3. 
By (1.3) and (1.4) we may assume that n is odd and that P(x) — Q(x2) 
. 1 
where Q==n' = — (u—1). Since U2{x) = 4 x 2 — i we have. 
i i 
(5. 1) b3:b,= f ( 4 f — l ) Q ( f ) ( l - t^'t'V'dt: f Q(t) (1 - t)*t-*dt=>4T— 1, 
0 o 
say. Thus our problem is again a special case of the problem of the centroid. 
Now the pk{t) U i k { f t ) are, plainly, orthogonal polynomials over 
<0, 1> associated with the weight function (1 — ty'H1!*. 
If n' = 2m, then pm+i(t) = £/„-+2(fÔ and hence 
(5.2) Max 7 = cos2 Min r = c o s 2 ( - J ^ ± 2 . ) = s i n « ^ ^ , 
(5.3) 5 ( 3 , « ) = I + 2 c o s - ^ ~ , 5 ( 3 , « ) = 1 ^ c o s - ^ - y . 
If n ' 2 m + 1, we need the greatest zero of 
(5 4) Uim+<(0)Uim+i{Yt-)-Uim+i{0)U*.+*(Vt) = 
_ m+2 sin(2m + 3 ) # + sin(2m + 5 )# _ _ ' V)1+22sin(3ffl + 4 ) # c o s # 
sin d — 1 l ) s i n£ 
where / = cos2#, which leads to the right half of (0. 9) 0 ; the least zero of 
(5. 5) ' i/2„1+4(l) Uim+i Oft) — Uim+i( 1) Uim+i ( f t ) = 
_ . ( 2 m + 5)sin(2m + 3 ) ^ — ( 2 m + 3)sin(2m + 5 ) ^ 
sin,*> . 
similarly gives the left half of (0. 9)0 . 
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§ 6. Identities involving orthogonal p.olynomials 
I. Let w(x) be a weight function over <«, /?>, and let t h e p m ( x ) = kmxm+..., 
where km > 0, be the associated orthonormal polynomials. We introduce the 
moments 
( 6 . 1 ) cm=\x'Hw{x)dx 
a 
The determinants Dm = [c^+J"' are then positive, and we have, for m > l,7) 
pm{x) = (Dm_xD,;y* [cv+,tx -c„+,+.I""1, 
K = £>„~V', km = (Dm.]/D,„)v\ Dm = (k^ .. . k,,,)-2. 
(6. 2) 
(6. 3) 
We wish to generalise these formulae. 
2. Let «i, « 2 , . . . , a, be real or complex constants chosen so that the 
polynomial 
(6 .4) u (x) = ( « ! — x ) ( « 2 — x ) ... («, — x) 
is real and noii-negative in <«,/?>. This will be, for instance, the case when 
the are sufficiently large positive. We assume, moreover, that the deter-
minants 
P,Ml) Pm + liai) • • • pm + l-l(«l) 
A.. ("2) Pm + \{a2) • • • Pm + r-l(a?) (6 .5) ^ /72 = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , yv, 
• PJai) A „ + i K ) • • • P„,+i-\(ai) 
are positive. Then the orthonormal polynomials qm{x) associated with the 
weight function u(x)w(x) over <«,/?> are, for n=0, 1., 2 , . . . , A/ —1, given 
by the formula 
P„,(x) Pm+\'x) • • • Pm+i(x) 
( 6 . 6 ) ¿¿(x)<7„,(x) = — • • 
^.m + l m m + lv 
A»(«/) A» + l ( " / ) • • • Pm + l(al) 
For the proof cf. 4, Theorem 2 .5 , pp. 28—29, where the orthogonality of 
these polynomials is shown. As for the normalisation we note that the highest, 
term of qm{x).is \ k m k m ^ ( J J z l x m + . , ., and'-that 




(6. , x = j'l 
Y 4 '/2 
1/2 
x m w ( x ) c f x = l . 
') Cf. 4, (2.2 9), p. 26. 
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3: Let h(x) be a given polynomial with real coefficients. We want to 
determine the extrema of the quotient 
(6. 9) j./2(x) f~(x) dx : j f-(x) dx, 
a a 
where the coefficients of the,polynomial f(x), of degree m, take arbitrary 
real v a l u e s ' H 0 , ' « j , . . . , um not all zero. These maxima and minima are then 
characterised as the greatest and least zeros of the discriminant //,„((?) of the 
quadratic form (in the u¡¡) 
? 
(6.10) J (h (X) - e ) [ « o + + . . . + "„ x™Y w (x)dx. 
• a 
In order to compute //„,(?) we choose first the real numbers e and Q so that 
u(x) = s(h(x;) — (>) satisfies the above conditions. The highest coefficient of 
u{x)' in (6.4) has to ' be (—1)', so that e depends only on the highest 
coefficient of h. By (6.3) , 
(6.11) e - ( ^ ) H j Q ) = { K K . . . k ' m y \ 
where is the highest coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial q{(t) asso-
ciated with the weight function u{x)w{x). By (6 .6) 
(6.12) • ^ M M i + < ) v ' ( 4 M + 1 ) 1 / 2 ' 
so that 
(6. 13) = (knk,... W<+i .... k!+J~> 4„+1Mo-
The quotient Am+llzl0 is a symmetric polynomial in a u a 2 , . . . , a, which are 
the roots of h(x) — Ql Hence it is a polynomial of degree m+ 1 in q, and 
the equation (6. 13) is an identity in g. The greatest and least' zeros of the 
polynomial .¿/„,+1/J0 in Q yield the extrema in question. 
4. The two sirhplest'cases are / = 1 and 1=2 (compare (6 .5)) . If / = 1 , 
we have 
(6.14) = 
If / = 2, then . 
( 6 " 1 5 ) K k ^ - a , ) — — 
where Km is the 'kernel function' [cf. 4, (3 .2 .3 ) , p. 42]. 
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§ 7. The coefficients bi and b6. 
(7- 2 ) 
1. In the case we have 
i i • 
(7.1) bi:b1 = jp(x)U3(x)(l— x2y*dx : | p ( x ) ( l — x-f'dx. 
By (1.2), it suffices to consider 5(4 , n) in each of the cases 
P(x) = A\ P(x) = (1 —x 2 ) B2 (n odd ; . 
P(x) = ' ( l ± x ) C 8 ' (n even). 
Now U3(x) — 8xa—4x, so that, on using the method o f ' § 6, we are in the 
case 1 — 3, and we have to solve the equation Am+1/J0 = 0; that is an equation 
of the form 
> , » + I ( « I ) | A 1 1 + 2 - « I ) A . . + S ( " I ) 
Pm + l f a ) Pm + i f a ) A.+sO^) = 0 , ' 
A » + I ( " S ) P,„+ii.u?,) A,.+»,(«:;) 
where the a2, «3 are the roots of t/3(x) — e = 0 ; m = (n — 1), — 3), 
-^-(n—2), respectively; and the polynomials pk(x) are. associated with the 
weights (1— x2)1'2, (1— x2)3!*, ( l + x ) ( l — x* )•''», respectively. 
If we denote the maximal Q by f/3(£) where —1 then 
(7.4) U3(X)-Q = (X-^)(8X2 + 8XL + 8C2-4), 
so that ceu a2 l a3 have the values 
(7. 3) 1 
(«1 «2 ) (a2 — «3 ) (»3 «l) 
(7.5) 
Inserting these values in (7.3) we obtain an equation in 
2. The case. b5 is in some respect even simpler. Here we may assume 
• i 
n odd and P(x) = Q(x2) where Q = n' = — (n— 1) (compare § 5). 
Since t / 4 ( x ) = 1 6 x 4 — 1 2 x 2 + l we have 
j I 
(7. 6) . ¿>4: 61==' j Q ( f ) (16i 2— \2t +'1) (1 —tyi^dt: J Q ( f ) (1 - t y ^ d t . 
Now putting s = 2t— 1, Q(t) becomes a polynomial Q*(s) non-negative in 
<—1,1>. Applying the theorem of LUKACS , we find that we may restrict 
Q(t) to the subclasses 
,42(0, t(\—t)B2{t) (n' even); 
tC2(t), (\-t)D2(t) (n' odd). . 




1 PM+LWL) A „ + O ( « , ) 
A . + L K ) A>+2 ( « 2 ) 
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w h e r e the pk(t) are a s soc i a t ed with the w e i g h t s (1 — ty^t'1*, (1 — ty^t'1-, 
• 1 1 1 
(1 /) '/,/ ' / , , ( i - t f ' - t S respec t ive ly ; a n d m b e i n g y « ' , y ( « ' — 2 ) , y ( « ' — 1), 
respect ively. Also a n d a 2 a r e the roo t s of 16 / 2 — 1 2 f + 1 — q . Hence , pu t t i ng 
. . . 2 
Q = 16F2 — 121 —J— 1, t hese roots a re T a n d — T , SO tha t ( 7 . 8 ) b e c o m e s 
(7 . 9) 
o r / C 
' 3 
T, 




A„ + 2(T) 
3 
= 0, 
t = 0 [ compare (6. 15)]. 
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Neuer Beweis zweier klassischer Sätze über Diophantische 
Approximationen. 
Von OSKAR PERRON in M ü n c h e n . . 
I. VonA. HURWITZ stammt der 
Satz 1. Zu jeder irrationalen Zahl a gibt es unendlich viele rationale 





Von KORKINE, ZOLOTAREFF und MARKOFF stammt der 
S a t z 2. Sind a, b, c reelle Zahlen und ist b2 — 4ac=\, so gibt es 
unendlich viele Paare ganzer rationaler Zahlen x, y, für welche die Ungleichung 
gilt: ' . 
i 
lax' + bxy + cy2] < -=z ' 
' . / 5 ' 
Der Satz 1 ist nicht etwa als der Spezialfall a = 0, b = —1, c = a in 
Satz 2 enthalten. Denn in diesem Spezialfall hat die Ungleichung von Satz 2 
die unendlich vielen trivialen Lösungen x'= beliebig, y — 0, während Satz 1 
unendlich, viele Lösungen mit j>4=0 behauptet. Zu beachten ist auch, daß in 
Satz 1 das'Zeichen < steht, während in Satz 2 beispiielsweise bei der Form 
• • 1 2 l l 1 2 
N X + W X Y - W 
offenbar nur Gleichheit erreichbar ist. 
II. Für beide' Sätze gibt es heute mehrere Beweise, und zwar wird Satz 1 
in [1], [2], [5], [6] mit Hilfe von Kettenbrüchen bewiesen1), in [3], [7] ohne 
Kettenbrüche. Satz 2 wird in [4] mit und in [8] ohne Kettenbrüche bewiesen.' 
Hier soll für beide Sätze noch je ein einfacher Beweis ohne Kettenbrüche 
gegeben werden. Dabei wird das folgende Lemma gebraucht: 
Die fetten Zahlen in eckigen Klammern weisen auf das Literaturverzeichnis am 
Schluß der Arbeit. 
126 0 . Perron 
L e m m a . Sind ö, X zwei Zahlen zwischen 0 und 1, so ist von den drei 
offenbar positiven Zahlen . 
6, Z+ÖX'-, \ - X - Ö ( \ - x y 
wenigstens eine kleiner als Nur in dem Sonderfall ö = y=, X = -—J— , 
also niemals für rationales X, sind alle drei gleich -L. 
• / 5 • 
III. B e w e i s d e s L e m m a s . Man nehme an, es sei 
<2) + 
(3) 
Addiert man dann die mit (1—X)2 multiplizierte Ungleichung (1) zu (3), so 
kommt 1 — ¿¿£[(1 — ¿ ) 2 + l ] / f 5 und nach leichter Umformung: 
] - ' 4 M : 
Daher ist ^ + - y f 5 — 1 y , oder also 
.(4) ' Multipliziert man (2) mit (1 — X)2 und (3) mit X2, so folgt durch Addition 
oder nach leichter Umformung: 
1 A 5 1 
Daher ist 1 —X — X<^ — X, oder also 
45) 2 • 
• ( 5 ) • - 3 + 1A5 ~ 2 " 
Aus (4) und (5) zusammen folgt 
(6) . X = ± ( 3 - 1 / 5 ) , also 1 - . 1 = i - ( / 5 - 1 ), 
•.und nach (3) ist dann 
• V 5 - » ' . ¿ f K L z i ^ J 
2 ^ 2 J . = |A5' 
•oder also 
YS— — 1 1 3 —V5 1 f K 5 - n 2 
" - 2 '. ' ]A5 2K5. K5 l 2 
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Zusammen mit (1) ergibt d a s : 
(7) ' 1 
1 
'
 > = W 
Wenn also nicht (6) und (7) gilt, muß wenigstens eine der drei Annahmen 
(1), (2), (3) falsch sein. Damit ist das Lemma bewiesen. 
IV. B e w e i s v o n S a t z 1. Mit Hilfe des Dirichletschen Schubladen-
prinzips schließt man in bekannter Weise sofort auf die Existenz unendlich 
vieler Paare ganzer Zahlen x, y, für die < 
1 
ist. Triviälerweise 
kann man x,y teilerfremd und j>>0 annehmen. Setzt man demgemäß 
<8) 
6 
i>2 ' a : y r 
wo 0 < <5 < l .und £ = + 1 ist, und bestimmt zwei ganze Zahlen xu yx (ein-
deutig) so, daß 
(9) ' xyi—yx1 = s, 0<y,<y 
ist, so hat man zunächst 
Z L 
УГ 
X — X, 
У—У i 
X X хг 
а~У У 
X — Xj 
1 1 , 1 





У(У-УГ) У y y y—yi 
Die linken Seiten sind also beliebig klein, wenn nur y groß genug ist, und 
daraus folgt, daß es entsprechend den unendlich vielen verschiedenen Brüchen 
X x 
— auch unter den Brüchen — unendlich viele verschiedene gibt, und ebenso 
y . 
unter den Brüchen 
X — Xy 
<10) 
y—yi 
Definiert man. weiter zwei Zahlen d^ 62 durch 
<5: • — _ 
A-~~~YI~E-~Y(' " У—УГ 
so ist mit Rücksicht auf (8) und (9) 
— e 





~ t 1 - я 
£(5 
У' УУГ 
also, w e n n — — l gesetzt wi rd : ' y ö 
Ferner ist, wieder mit Rücksicht auf (8) und (9) 
X —Xj 1 ' , (£Ö 
— EÖi = (y— Ух)2 « — 
У — УГ 
= (У-УУ у—У1 
У (У-УД 
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also, da •y—yi y •A i s t : 
ô2= 1— I — c5(l— I f . 






l + ôT- x—x, 
JV 
_ 1 — l — d ( l — Xf 
~~ (y-y.f 
Da aber l ~ y r a t i ° n a ' ist und ebenso wie d zwischen 0 und 1 liegt, ist 
nach dem Lemma von den drei rechts auftretenden Zählern wenigstens einer 
kleiner als ^ L . 
f 5 * 
V. B e w e i s v o n S a t z 2. Für a — 0, also b — +1 ist nichts zu 
beweisen, weil die Ungleichung des Satzes dann die unendlich vielen Lö-
sungen x = beliebig, y = Q hat2). Sei daher jetzt 0=^0. Wegen b2 — 4ac= 1 
ist dann 
( H ) 
Ist 
ax2 + bxy + cy2 = a\x+ ^)Ù + 'y | = 
•• — a l . + fr 
2 a 
y + x 




rational, so kann man die letzte Klammer durch unendlich viele 
(zueinander proportionale) Paare x, y zu null machen, und es ist nichts 
mehr zu beweisen. Daher sei jetzt * ^ irrational. Setzt man dann 
(12) 1—6 £<5 . , „ , , 2 û f ô — r — y — x = — , also 2 a x + by = y • 2 a y y 
wo y > 0, d > 0, £ = + 1 ist, so gibt es nach Satz 1 unendlich viele Paare 
x, y, für die ö< 1/1^5 ist. 
Führt man jetzt wieder wie beim Beweis von Satz 1 die Zahlen xu yt 
ein und setzt 
(13) ax2 + bxy + cf- = — eö', 
(14) axl + bx1y1 + cy21 = — £Ö'1, 
(15) a(x~x1)2 + b(x-x,){y-yx) + c(y-y1Y = £6'2, 
so wird Satz 2 bewiesen sein,. wenn sich zeigen läßt, daß bei genügend 
großem y von den drei Zahlen |<5'|, |<5il, wenigstens eine ist. 
j/5 
3) Übrigens hat sie auch unendlich viele Lösungen mit .y=t=0, was für rationales a 
trivial ist und für irrationales a aus Satz 1 - folgt. 
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Nun folgt zunächst aus (13), (11) und (12): 
(\ + b , 1— b e<T\ eö , a£2ö2 
eö + - = £«3-v. 2a ' ' 2a ' y ) y y2 ' 
daher : 
,, . öc<53 0 = 0 — . 
y-
S' 
Somit liegt für genügend großes y der Quotient - j- beliebig nahe bei 1, so 
daß wegen 0 < d < y = insbesondere 0 < ö' < 1 ist. 
Aus (13) und (14) folgt durch Elimination von c unter Berücksichtigung 
von (9) 
£(ö[f—ö'yt) = y ) + b ( x y f 1 - x 1 y , f ) = 
= ae {xyi +xiy) + b£yy1=as{'2xy1 — s) + beyyl = (2ax + by)eyi—a. 
Daher . 
¿' = d'iÄX+2ax + by_ y1 a£ _ö,(yl 2ax + by\2 (2ax+by)2 qe 
1 U J y ' y f I j J 4d 'y2 y2 " 
Mit Rücksicht auf (13) ist aber 
(2 ax + by)2 = 4 a(ax2 + bxy) + b2y2 = 4a ( - cy*—eö')+-bsys = y2-4a£Ö', 
so daß die vorige Formel übergeht i n : 
d,_ö,(yL 2ax+hy\2 1_ 
ÖI 2ö'y J 46'-
Setzt man hier für 2 a x + by den Ausdruck aus (12), so kommt schließlich: 
' v - A _ L - i * _ i ü _ ^ Öi~Ö[y+2d' ö'y2) * f ) + [ y i y 
Wenn man c aus (13) und (15) elimin'iert, so führt eine ganz analoge 
Rechnung, wobei lediglich X j , . , durch x, y, — d2' zu ersetzen 
sind, zu der Formel 
= ( y - 1 _ + a E i 
y d'y'J/A y W 
Setzt man nun 
(¡6) 
v ' y 6'y2 
so gehen die beiden letzten Formeln über in ( 1 7 ) Ö; = X + Ö'?2, da'= 1 — X—d'(l-X)2. 
Nun liegt für genügend großes y, wie oben bemerkt, d/d' beliebig nahe bei 1, 
E 9 
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a l so X nach (16) b e l i e b i g 1 n a h e bei y j y . Sol l te a l so X^O se in , so ist \X\ 
s e h r klein, a l so nach (17) g e w i ß |<J,'| < l / | / 5 . Soll te a b e r ¿ > 1 sein, so ist 
\X —1| s e h r klein, nach (17) a l so \<K\<\ff5. D a h e r b le ib t n u r noch de r Fall 
0 < X < l zu u n t e r s u c h e n ; in d iesem ist a b e r n a c h d e m L e m m a von d e n 
drei (pos i t iven) Zah len d", r)y, tf2' w e n i g s t e n s e ine S , l / | ^ 5 . D a m i t ist n u n alles^-
b e w i e s e n . 
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Sur les zéros des polynomes associés à un polynome. 
Par PAUL MONTEL à Paris. 
1. Etant donnés deux-polynomes à coefficients réels P(z)-et Q(z), on 
peut leur faire correspondre le polynome à coefficients complexes 
• . -P(z)-\-iQ(z). • . 
Inversement, étant donné un polynome n{z) à coefficients complexes, on peut 
le représenter d'une manière unique sous la forme précédente. Nous dirons 
que les polynomes P(z) et Q(z) sont les polynomes associés au.polynome 
n(z) et nous appellerons faisceau associé à n(z),- le.faisceau des polynomes 
P(z) + XQ(z), l désignant un nombre réel. ' 
Nous nous proposons d'examiner la nature des liens qui unissent les 
zéros de n(z) à ceux de ses associés. Certains sont déjà connus; par exemple, 
un théorème de M . FUJIWARA montre, que si tous les zéros de n(z) sont 
situés dans le demi-plan $z > 0, ou dans le .demi-plan < 0, les .zéros de 
P(z) et de Q(z) sont réels, distincts et entrelacés ; et réciproquement1). 
2. Nous dirons, qu'un zéro est supérieur ou inférieur suivant que sa 
partie imaginaire est positive ou négative. Supposons que le polynome n{z), 
de degré n, admette p zéros supérieurs et q = n^pzéros inférieurs. Nous 
pouvons toujours supposer p ¡ í q en remplaçant au besoin Q(z) par —Q(z) . 
Soit il, un point du demi-plan supérieur S ^ O - Je dis que le nombre des . 
zéros supérieurs de P(z) + L'Q(2) est invariable et donc toujours égal à p. 
En effet, les zéros de çe!polynome varient .d'une, manière continue avec Ç; 
Tun d'eux ne peut passer du plan supérieur au plan inférieur .qu'en traver-
sant l'axe des quantités réelles. Il y aurait donc un nombre réel x qui serait 
racine d 'úne équátion de la forme 
P ( 2 ) - K Q ( z ) = 0, 
t, désignant un nombre complexe, ce qui est impossible. Donc, lorsque le 
point; Ç se déplace dans le demi-plan supérieur en décrivant une courbe 
9 M. FUJIWARA, Einige Bemerkungen uoer die elementare Theoriè der algebraischen 
Gieichungen, Tôhoku Math. Journal, 9 (19^16), p. 102—108. 
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continue qui ne rencontre pas l'axe réel, le nombre des zéros supérieurs de 
P (z) + ÇQ(2:) est constant et égal à p. 
Supposons maintenant que le point 'Ç décrive le segment, de droite qui 
unit le point i à un point de l'axe réel d 'abscisse l. Tous les zéros varient 
d 'une manière continue avec Ç et, lorsque S est venu en l , les zéros sont 
devenus réels ou imaginaires conjugués. Comme le nombre des zéros inféri-
eurs est toujours égal à q, il ne peut y avoir que q couples de zéros ima-
ginaires conjugués au p lus : il y a donc au moins p — q zéros réels. Je dis 
que ces points- sont distincts. En effet, s'il n'y avait pas p — q zéros réels 
et distincts, il y aurait p — q — 2 points réels distincts au plus, un point réel 
zéro double et q couples de zéros imaginaires conjugués. Faisons varier l 
infiniment peu ; le zéro double donne deux zéros simples, nécessairement 
réels quisqu'il ne peut y avoir plus de q couples de zéros imaginaires con-
jugués. Mais cela est impossible car, le zéro double correspond à un point 
simple de la courbe P(x)+yQ(x) = G, puisque cette courbe, supposée in-
décomposable, n 'a aucun point multiple à distance finie. Or, en un point 
simple, les zéros voisins ne peuvent rester réels pour toutes les valeurs 
voisines de y. Nous pouvons donc énoncer le théorème suivant : 
Si un polynome admet p zéros supérieurs et q zéros inférieurs (p>q) 
chacun des polynomes du faisceau associé admet au moins p—q zéros réels 
et distincts. 
Le n o m b r e q = r sera appelé l'indice du faisceau ou de le fraction 
rationnelle P / Q = P . 
Pour <7 = 0, on voit que a tous ses zéros réels et distincts 
quel que soit l , d 'où l'on déduit aussitôt que les zéros de deux de ces 
polynomes sont entrelacés: c'est le théorème de M. FUJIWARA'2) . 
3. Comment distinguer si un zéro réel de P(z) vient du demi-
plan supérieur ou du-demi-plan inférieur lorsque le point 'Ç, situé dans le 
demi-plan supérieur, vient se placer en A? 
On peut, sans modifier les raisonnements et les résultats, remplacer 
P(z) et Q(z) par deux autres polynomes du fa isceau: prenons par exemple 
Pi{z) = . P ( Z ) + ZQ(Z), Q i (z ) = P ( z ) + f i Q ( z ) , . 
avec l > (i. On voit que 
7 r i(z) = P ( 2 ) + /Q(z) = (t + 0 
Ç étant représenté par un point du demi-plan supérieur. Donc n(z) et n^z) 
ont les mêmes propriétés. 
Soit donc a, un zéro réel de P(z) + ÛQ(z); nous pouvons supposer 
2) Voir aussi P. MONTEL, Sur les' fractions rationnelles à termes entrelacés, Mathe-
matica, 5 (1931), p. 110-J29. 
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que c'est un zéro de Q(z) en changeant au besoin de poiynomes de base; 
nous pouvons aussi supposer que a = 0, en remplaçant au besoin x par 
x + a . On a 
P(z) = P(0) + z P ' (0) + . . . , Q(z) = z Q' (0) + . . . , 
avec P(0) Q'(0)4=0. Lorsque est voisin de 0, l'équation 
-ç-P(z) + Q(2) = - ^ + 2 Q ' ( 0 ) + . . . = 0 
a une racine voisine de 0, dont la valeur principale est 
1 P(0) _ A 
Ç Q' (0) 1 i" 
P 
A désignant le résidu de la fraction -q- pour le pôle 0. Donc : un zéro 
simple réel vient du demi-plan supérieur ou du demi-plan inférieur suivant 
que le résidu correspondant est positif ou négatif. 
Q ' m ) (0) 
Si 0 est un zéro multiple, d'ordre m, on aura Q(z) = 2"" . + . . . . 
L'équation s'écrit 
P ( 0 ) , . „ W O , _ 0 . 
— Ç - + Z - ¡ n T + -—v> 
on voit qu'il existe m racines voisines de zéro et qu'il y a toujours des 
zéros supérieurs et des zéros inférieurs. C'est pourquoi les r zéros réels 
sont distincts et, lorsque <7 = 0, tous les zéros sont distincts. 
4. Supposons maintenant que, le point 'Ç, venant du demi-plan supérieur 
en un point l de l'axe réel, le polynome P(z) + lQ(z) admette o > r zéros 
réels. Les g — r zéros réels autres que les r provenant de zéros supérieurs 
de P(z) +. 'sQ(2), proviennent de — zéros supérieurs et de y (e — r) 
zéros inférieurs qui sont venus se placer sur l'axe réel, car il doit toujours 
rester un nombre égal de zéros imaginaires dans les deux demi-plans puisque 
les n — ç zéros non réels sont deux à deux conjugués. 
Voyons comment se présente dans les différents cas la décomposition 
en éléments simples de la fraction R(z). 
Si q = 0, les n zéros réels et distincts de Q(z) = 0 proviennent de 
zéros supérieurs, on a donc 
" A 
i= l z — «, 
Tous les A, ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) sont positifs. D'ailleurs, lorsque l croît en restant 
réel, chaque zéro de P+IQ varie dans le même sens, sinon un même zéro 
correspondrait à deux valeurs différentes de l , ce qui est impossible. Comme, 
dans le voisinage de «¡, z — est comparable à — A J X , si on fait croître l 
à partir de — oo, z—«,• est positif et 2 croît de «• à «,+a lorsque /. varie de 
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— oo à Donc, chaque polynôme a un zéro et un seul dans l'intervalle 
(«¡,•«,•+!)•; les deux segments (—oo, «j) et («„, sont considérés comme 
formant un intervalle unique. Pour deux valeurs de l , les zéros des deux 
polynomes du faisceau sont entrelacés. 
Réciproquement, supposons que les zéros de P + X Q soient toujours 
réels et distincts. Le développement de R(z) en éléments simples a la 
forme précédente et tous les A,; ont, le même signe. Si, en effet, deux résidus 
Ak et /1,.+1 étaient de signes différents, R'(z) s 'annulerait pour une valeur ¡3 
comprise entre ak et « i + 1 ; on aurait 
PilH=P'Ji)_ = _ ? 
QO?) Q'(pf) 
et ¡J serait un zéro double de P(z) + XQ(z), ce qui est contre l 'hypothèse. 
Donc P et Q ont léurs zéros réels, distincts et entrelacés. Ce résultat est 
d û à M . K A K E Y A 3 ) . ; 
D a n s le cas où le polynome n(z) ne dépend que de z s , on peut rem-
placer le demi-plan par un secteur limité , par deux demi-droites faisant 
entre elles un angle de n/s. On obtient des résultats semblables aux précé-
dents, les rayons d 'une étoile de sommet origine et d 'ouverture n.js se subs-
tituant à l'axe réel. 
5. Examinons encore le cas où < 7 = 1 , p — n—1. Si le point £ décrit 
le segment qui joint le point / au point ¿.de l'axe réel, deux racines au plus 
restent imaginaires conjuguées. 11 y a donc, pour P(2)-J-/ÎQ(.?), n — 2 zéros 
réels et distincts et n zéros réels au plus. Dans le cas où il n'y a, quel que 
soit X, que n — 2 zéros réels, R(z) s'écrit 
i = l z M; 
Si, pour une valeur de l , il y a « zéros réels, on peut les supposer distincts 
en faisant au besoin varier légèrement / ; on peut supposer aussi, en faisant 
au besoin un changement de paramètre, que cela arrive pour Q(z). Alors 
Riz) prend la forme 
i--! A A' 
# ( * ) = 4 , + 2 — — ~ Z — CC; Z «„_! 
Dans le premier cas, I(z) désigne l'élément simple correspondant aux 
zéros conjugués. Tous les A-t sont positifs puisque tous les «, viennent du 
demi-plan supérieur. 
Dans, le second cas, tous les A; et A',^ sont positifs puisque «',_, seul 
vient du demi-plan inférieur. On verrait comme précédemment que R'{z) 
s 'annule pour au moins une valeur réelle et que, par conséquent, R(z) + X 
3 ) C f . M . FUJIWAHA, loc . c i t . 
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ne peut, quel que soit l , avoir n zéros réels et distincts. D'ailleurs nous 
savons bien que, dans ce cas, —A',^ doit être positif. 
Les deux cas précédents peuvent se présenter. Le premier, par exemple, 
pour7i ( z ) = izx-t-z2+(l+i)z-rl et le second pour n{z)=iz*+z2jr( 1 — i)z— 1. 
Dans le cas général, lorsque p et q sont fixés, nous pourrons avoir 
pour R(z) les q-\-1 représentations suivantes. Noiis supposons que l'on à 
pris pour Q(z) l'un des polynomes du faisceau P(z)-i-XQ(z) qui a le plus 
de zéros réels et distincts. Nous désignons toujours par r la différence 
p — q~n — 2q. Tous les numérateurs des fractions simples sont' posit ifs; 
les expressions I,. désignent des fractions rationnelles admettant 2k pôles 
imaginaires conjugués et nulles à l'infini. 
m 
FCT Z — Ct; 
R(z) = 4> + 
r+h A r-VU Al 
NT Ai " V Ai 1 / 
éiZ — tti jéùxZ — a) 
• m NT A, NT Aj 
éi Z—c<; 1 Z — u] 
Cette classification n'est pas purement théorique. On peut construire 
des exemples correspondant à chacune des représentations. En . effet3 les 
», et Î / étant choisis arbitrairement, on peut les placer de manière que les 
résidus aient le signe que l'on veut; en remplaçant ensuite îk par s/k , on 
peut prendre e assez petit pour que le fraction R se comporte comme pour 
Ik identiquement nul puisque cette fraction Ik a un module borné quel que 
soit z réel. 
6. On remarquera que le seul cas où le nombre des zéros réels de 
P(z)JrlQ(z) demeure invariable quelle que soit la valeur réelle de l, est 
celui où le nombre de ces zéros est égal à r. On peut donc énoncer le 
théorème suivant: 
Si le polynome P(z)-\-lQ(z) admet, quel que soit l réel, n — 2k zéros 
P réels, la fraction rationnelle = R(z) est décomposable sous la forme 
¡=1 Z — cck 
les A, étant de même signe. Les zéros sont donc distincts et le polynome 
•jr(z)= P+iQ a k zéros inférieurs et n — k zéros supérieurs. 
Pour & = 0 , on retrouve le théorème de M . KAKEYA. 
Si le nombre des zéros réels des polynomes du faisceau varie entre 
n — 2k et n — 2k' (k' < k), la fraction R peut admettre plusieurs représentations 
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correspondant à des valeurs' de q prises entre k et y , Si n = 2h ou 
/2 = 2 / 2 + 1 , le nombre de ces représentations est égal à h — k J r \ . 
7. Soient P-\-iQ, de degré n, admettant p zéros supérieurs et q zéros 
P 
inférieurs et -¿- — R; P^iQ,, de degré nu admettant px zéros supérieurs 
V p 
et qx zéros inférieurs et j~ = S. Formons la fraction composée /?[S(z)] qui 
* Q i 
est de degré «//,. Posons S(z) = £; l'équation 
( i ) / ? [S (z ) ]+a + t> = o ( / t > o ) ou / ? ( £ ) + ; . + , > = o 
admet p zéros supérieurs Ç,, Ç 2 , . . . , et ç zéros inférieurs ÇJ, Çô, • • -, 
L'équation S(z) — £¡ = 0 admet ^ zéros supérieurs et inférieurs; au total, 
pqx supérieurs et ppx inférieurs. L'équation S(z) — Ç, = 0 admet p, zéros 
supérieurs et qx inférieurs; au total, pxq supérieurs et qxq inférieurs. Finale-
ment, l'équation (1) a ppx-\-qqx zéros inférieurs et pqx + qpx supérieurs. Les 
nombres p' et q' relatifs à 7?[S(z)] sont 
p'=PQi + qp„ q'=PPi + qqi, d'où p'—q' = (p—q) (qx—px) et r' = rrt, 
Ainsi : l'indice d'une fraction composée est le produit des indices des 
fractions composantes. Le résultat est vrai quel que soit 'e nombre des fractions 
composantes. On peut remarquer que ce résultat est indépendant de l'ordre 
des compositions. 
(Reçu le 17 septembre 1949) 
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Return to the self-adjoint transformation. 
By E. R. LORCH in New York. 
We return once more to the theory of the self-adjoint transformation 
in Hilbert space. This subject which was born shortly after the turn of the 
century, has since then attracted wide attention, — particularly so during the 
last twenty years. The central fact is the structure theorem which asserts the 
following: 
If H is a self-adjoint transformation in Hilbert space then there exists 
a resolution of the identity E{1) such that the structure of H is completely 




Many proofs have been given of this theorem.. Some are concerned 
with the bounded case. Others apply to the general situation. Still a third 
variety considers that the unbounded case is best treated by first carrying 
through a complete discussion for the bounded transformation. We shall not 
analyse the methods of these proofs, which are after all well known to those 
interested in this domain. 
In the pages which follow we set down a new proof of this funda-
mental theorem. Our approach is to attack the most general (unbounded) 
situation directly from the start and to assume no knowledge of transformation 
theory except the most trivial facts. We should like to believe that our method 
yields the final result considerably more rapidly than those heretofore ad-
vanced. We obtain formula (1) in the following form : 
Theorem. Let H be a self-adjoint transformation in Hilbert space 
Let {/.„} be a set of real numbers n == 0, +1, +2,..., such that 
a) for all n, b) lim ¿„ = oo; c) lim /.„ = —oe. 
n -*• c o t j - > - o o 
Then there exists in § a set of closed linear manifolds {.№„}, n = 0, 
+ 1, + 2 ; . . . , orthogonal in pairs, spanning S^, and such that H is defined on 
iOi„ and satisfies " 
(2) 
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It will be seen that this theorem gives formula (1) directly, in the first 
place the manifolds 9)1 „ define in an obvious way the projections E{1). 
Secondly, the inequality (2) coupled with elementary facts on orthogonality is 
precisely what makes it possible to define the integral of Riemann-Stieltjes 
type which is in (1). We remind the reader that H ^ l l means ( / / / , / ) > A( / , / ) -
Our methods are based on integrals around simple curves in the com-
plex plane. The general form of these integrals is 
These expressions are strongly reminiscent of the Cauchy integral formula, 
except that in the integrand we find instead of the usual (£—a)- 1 the operator 
(QI — H)'1. It is easy to show that since H is self-adjoint the above operator 
is bounded providing £ is not real. This means that our integrals are improper 
since the curve C cuts the real axis. The reason for this may be put another 
way. If the contour curve over which the integration is performed lies exclu-
sively in. the resolvent set of H we have an operator which was first consi-
dered briefly by F . R IESZ and subsequently was used by the author to study 
the reducibility of normed rings, to investigate the theory of their radical', 
and to define an operational calculus of operators in general vector spaces. 
In the present work,: the path of integration crosses the spectrum of H and 
hence the behavior of the integrand must be subject to a careful examina-
tion. The existence of our integrals rests on very special properties possessed 
by self-adjoint transformations. The fundamental functional equations satisfied 
by the integrals (3) are proved with the help of the Neumann expansion for 
the resolvent and, more important, the functional equation of the resolvent. 
All that is required to carry through the proofs is a little patience to deter-
mine that the operations on iterated integrals are legitimate. One further point 
may deserve mention: The ideas which underlie the procedure are quite 
transparent in spite on the fact that at times they may be slightly submerged 
under a technique and notation which are evoked by the present subject-
matter as well as our approach to it. The reader with experience in this 
subject will wish to omit the reading of sections I and II. 
I. Definitions. 
Let T be a linear transformation which is defined for every vector / 
belonging to some linear set A which is dense in Consider the set of all 
pairs £•*} such that (7 / , g) = ( f , g*) for all /£¿1. The relation g->g* defines 
a linear transformation T*, T*g = g*, called the adjoint of T. If the domain 
of T* is identical with that of T and if T= T* on this common domain, 
we say that T is selfradjoint. 
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A transformation T is said to be closed if it has the following property: 
Let {/„} be a sequence of vectors belonging to the domain /1 of T. Suppose 
that / „ + / and Tf„-*g. Then f£A and T/ = g. It is very easy to see that 
every adjoint, transformation T* is closed. In particular, all self-adjoint trans-
formations are closed. 
II. The resolvent. 
Let H be self-adjoint with a domain of definition A. Let £ be a; complex 
number, £ = a+ ¡ii, with /2=1=0. Then if we write (£I—H)g=f for any 
arbitrary g £ A we have . . 
hence l^ j < | / | / | ,# | . In particular, if £={=0, then /={=0, hence £ is not in the 
point spectrum of H. If the totality of elements / obtained by allowing g to 
vary over z! were not dense in H, t h e n £ = «.— /?/ would be in the point 
spectrum of H* = H. Finally, the elements / a c t u a l l y fill• For if {gn} is a 
sequence such that g„<zA and t h a t / , ^ / , then -{,§•„} is a convergent sequence 
since |/?| | i f , ,—gm \< |/„— /„,|. Since H is a closed transformation, the element 
g to which {¿-„} converges belongs to A and (Il—H)g=f. If we conso : 
lidate these facts we obtain the critically important result that if £ is not a 
real number, the transformation (CI—H)-1 exists and is a bounded linear 
transformation with a bound equal to or less than |/i'j_1 where ¡3 is the ima-
ginary part of 'Q. 
If £ is a fixed point in the complex plane which is not on the real 
axis and if £ is a point near £, then we have 
This expansion is valid for all £ such that | £ — £ | < 1/ | (£7—//) _ 1 | . The rela-
tion (4) implies that the bound of (£ /—H)~ l is a continuous function of £ 
for £ lying off the real axis. • 
The functional equation for the resolvent, valid for non-real 4.and is 
(5) ( , ; / _ / / ) - ! _ ( ; / - / / ) - ' = ( | 7 _ r ) ( c / _ / / ) - 1 {H-H)~\ 
This may be established by multiplying both sides by (£/— H) = (L—£) / + ( £ / — / / ) . 
III. The point spectrum. 
If for a pair { 2 , / } with /4=0, we have Hf—lf,- then I is said to be 
in the point spectrum of H. If the totality of such vectors / spans then 
H is said to have a pure point spectrum. Now due to the fact that charac-
teristic vectors / and / 2 which correspond to distinct characteristic values 
and ¿2 are orthogonal to each other, the fundamental formula (1) is .trivial 
for an H with pure point spectrum. In the methods which we employ in 
what follows the possible existence of the point spectrum causes annoyance. 
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For this reason, we shall remove it. If the space £> is separable, this is not 
necessary since the point spectrum contains at most a denumerable number 
of real numbers and in any neighborhood one may always cut the real axis 
at a point not a characteristic value of H. If § is not separable, the pro-
cedure described below makes it unnecessary later always to amend our 
statements. We shall prove the fol lowing: 
If H is a self-adjoint transformation in '£>, and if ill is the closed linear 
manifold spanned by the totality of characteristic vectors of H, then the 
orthogonal complement of &)i reduces H, and in the space iffi1, H is a self-
adjoint transformation and has no point spectrum. 
P r o o f : Let {q>a} be an orthonormal set which spans 9Ji and whose 
members are characteristic vectors of H. Let f be an arbitrary element in the 
domain of H. Suppose the expansion for / in terms of the set {rpa} is 
f r>u2a a (p a . Let / " —2att(pa- Then since H is defined for / and for each </?„ 
it is defined for /—2 'a a rp , c where denotes a sum containing only a finite 
number of terms. Since H-(Z'aarpa) is well defined and since 
(H(f-2'ancPa), H(Taa(pa)) = (f-Taarpa, H * ( 2 ' a = 0, 
we have 
\Hf\2 = \ H ( f - T ancpa)f + \H{T aa,pa)\\ 
The sum 2a a(p„ contains at most denumerably many non-zero terms. To 
simplify notation we shall write -aaq>a = lim 2"aa<pa. The equation esta-
H ->• 00 
blished immediately above shows that the sequence {H(2" aa(pa)} converges. 
Since H is a closed transformation, f* and also f—f*=f—2aacpa belong to 
the domain'of H. Clearly f—J*£9JlL. 
Thus every element / in /1 is the sum in a unique way of an element 
g in S i and h in aj l1 where both g and h belong to A: f=g-\-h. Clearly, 
since Hg^Wl and since (g, Hh) = (Hg, h) = 0 we see that Hh£±Hi1. Since 
the set d of elements / is dense in the set of elements h is dense in 
It remains to show that in DJi1, H is self-adjoint. If there exists a pair 
{A:, A:*} in DJi1 such that for every h in ¿1 and in a « \ (Hh, k) = {h, k*), then 
for every / in /1, f=g+h, g£ Wi, and h^W1, we have (H(g + h), k) = 
= (Hh, k) = (h,k*) = (g+h,k'). S i n c e / / is self-adjoint, and Hk = k*. 
This shows that considered in the space aU"\ H is self adjoint. That H has 
no point spectrum in S i 1 is obvious. 
To establish (1) for the transformation H operating in it is sufficient 
to establish it for H in a)J and for H in s Jc \ Since the case H in ait is 
trivial, there remains only the case H in 9Jix. In consequence, from now on, 
by virtue of the preceding result, we shall assume that H has no point 
spectrum. 
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IV. On a class of improper integrals. 
We now introduce the integrals which are the key to the structure 
theorem. The path of integration is a curve C which lies in the complex 
plane. For the sake of convenience, C is assumed to be smooth except 
possibly for a few corners. The curve cuts the axis of reals at a non-zero 
angle at two point I and /i. In addition, we shall assume that C is symmetric 
in the axis of reals. The letters ni and n represent positive integers. The 
integral which concerns us is 
(6) = ( £ / - / / ) - d l . 
a 
The integral may be improper at L '=A or 'C — fi: We examine its be-
havior as follows. We alter C by eliminating from it two short segments 
which enclose these critical points. The resulting path of integration will be 
called D. Now the integral (6) over the path D is well defined and exists 
in the uniform topology of operators This is due to the fact that. — 
is a continuous function of £ (see equation (4) in section III). Now since 
m ^ 1 and since C cuts the axis of reals at a non-zero angle the operator 
(C—2)'"(QI—H)-1 is bounded near This type of argument proves that 
the' integral (6) converges in the uniform topology and hence represents a 
bounded operator. Since the path of integration is symmetric about the real 
axis and due to the special structure of the integrand, it is clear that A^„(m, n) 
is self-adjoint. Also by virtue of equation (4) in section II, it is clear that 
the value of the integral is not changed if the path is slightly deformed 
providing that the points "2 and ¡i remain fixed. We now list these and the 
other properties of this operator which are of importance to us. 
The improper integral K;,tt(m,n) converges in the uniform topology and 
represents a bounded self-adjoint transformation. The value of the integral is 
not altered if the path of integration C is deformed slightly providing that 
the points £ = / and 'C = ¡i remain on C. 
The transformation Kia(m, n) satisfies the further conditions: 
a) KZfl(m, n)-K;.a(m',n') = Kxa(m + m', n + n'). 
b) If the intervals (2, ¡i) and (I', ft') have no points in common (or at 
most one end-point in common), then 
Kifl(m,n).Kvtl.(m',h') = Q. 
c) The transformation H—II is defined for every element in the range 
of Kzfl(m, n) and furthermore 
(H—lI)-Kxfl(m,n) = Kx.^(m-1r\,n). 
A similar statement may be made for the operator ¡.iI—H. 
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d) For the elements in the range of K;.r{m, n), H.'is a bounded self-
adjoint transformation which satisfies the inequalities / / < //< a I. 
We start by. proving a). We are concerned with the product of two 
integrals. We may assume that the associated paths of integration C and C ' 
are such that one lies entirely within the other except at the two points X 
and /(-. Then using the functional equation for the resolvent (section II, 
•equation (5)) we express the product of these integrals as an iterated integral. 
Making use of the Cauclty integral formula of ordinary function theory on 
the innermost integral we obtain a). 
. The proof of b) is similar to that of a). Since the two paths of inte-
gration lie each outside the other, the product of the two integrals yields zero. 
To prove c) we note that the operator H is obviously defined for any 
element ( £ / — H ) ~ ' f . Since ' H—lI= (H—CI) + (£ — *)/, the product of 
Kz„(m, n) by H—XI gives two integrals, one of which is A ^ „ ( m + 1 , / ; ) while 
the other is zero by the Cauchy theorem. Careful examination of this argu-
ment shows that use is made of the fact that H is a closed transformation. 
One may. see this as follows. The integral Kz t , (m,n) may be approximated 
by a finite Riemann sum which we designate by n). If we multiply 
- ' (m,n ) by H—X! we obtain essentially an approximating sum •£(//?-f 1,/2) 
for K;.„(m + 1, n). The result c) is obtained by taking limits in the sense- of 
integration and using the closure of H. 
To prove d), we note first that we may write the following relation for 
inner products in ; here / is an arbitrary vector in .v> : 
<7) ( ( H - X I ) Ki;,(m, n)f, K;.u(m, n ) f ) = (K,„(m + 1, n)f KXl,(m, n ) f ) = 
= (K;.„(m, n) K,;i{m + \ , n ) f , f ) = (K;_„(2m 1, 2 n ) f f ) . 
In writing this down, use has been made of relations a) and c). We shall 
show that there, exists a selfradjoint transformation L;.,,(2m + 1, 2 n ) such that 
(8) ¿ ' l„(2m -I- 1,2/;)== AO..,,(2m + 1, 2n). 
This will prove that the inner product in equation (7) is non-negative and 
hence that for g = Kx,l(m, 11)f H^-.XI.. 
Consider to this effect the integral 
The square root of (£—X)'". is understood to be that which is positive 
when \X is real and positive; that^ of (¿t—L')" is positive when- / i—£ is 
real and positive. By arguments similar to those used above, one may. prove 
that the integral Lzfl.(m,n) exists and represents a bounded self-adjoint 
transformation; furthermore one may also establish equation (8). The integral 
(9) introduces a new feature in case m— 1 ; for in that case ( t — / ) ' " / 2 ( £ / — H ) ~ l 
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may have an infinite bound at £ = Л . A routine argument disposes of this 
difficulty. 
This concludes the. proof of the fact that H>__ll. The steps which de-
monstrate that HfL til are similar. 
V. On the linear manifolds associated with Kz„(m,n). 
Associated with every transformation !<;.,,{tn, n) we consider two closed 
linear manifolds: the manifold of the zeros of the transformation and the 
manifold of the closure of the range of the transformation. It is an obvious 
fact that each is the orthogonal complement of the other. In this section we 
develop some properties of these manifolds. 
Let the closure of the range of K;.u{m,n) be denoted by ilVi;.,,(m,n). 
Let the set of its zeros be denoted by Ш;.,,(т, /г). We prove: 
a) 9)b.u(m,n) is independent of ni and n; that is, д)Ь.„(т;п) = Шя,1(пг',п'). 
This common manifold is denoted by хШ„. 
b) // I, u, v are real numbers subject to I < < v then . + = iDi,;,, 
where the operation is performed in the sense of addition of linear manifolds. 
To prove a ) , / c o n s i d e r 9!я,п(т,п). We have (#—7.1) K;.„(ni, n) = 
= Кх„{т-\-1, /г). Since H has no point spectrum, this means that 
iTc;.„(m, n) = 1, n). This type of reasoning yields a). 
Toward b) : By. a) we may 'assume that all integers m, n, etc. are equal 
to 1. Also since the point spectrum is absent we may without changing the 
character of assume that ' i t is defined by an integral operator whose 
integrand is (27ci)-1('C—7.) (£—,«)(£ — V){U—H)~\ The same is true of Ж,,,. 
and а.)Ъ.„. We denote the three operators by T;.„, T„.v, and. T;,„. Now it is 
clear that a possible path of integration which defines T;.v is the sum of 
the paths defining 7 \ „ and T)>*. Thus T;.v = T;.„ + 7,,,.. Also, we have 
Tii, •T„„ = 0. These facts , lead to the conclusion in b). 
VI. Conclusion of proof. 
We recall the method for proving our principal theorem. Let {/„} be a 
monotone increasing set of real numbers such that lim 7,n=co and Iim / „ = — oo. 
n -»• со n->- - со 
For every integer s and for some fixed m construct the transformation 
(ni,m). Determine the closure of its range 9Jls. The manifolds 9)ts are 
orthogonal in pairs (in virtue of b) in section IV) and on Щ8, 7.J<;H<i7.s+iI. 
To complete our proof it remains to show that the manifolds -Ж, span £>. 
This we proceed to do. 
In the first^pTace, the result b) in section V shows that instead of con-
sidering many manifolds, we need consider only one. Going beyond this 
it is clear that we need consider only the single manifold which corre-
sponds to the interval (— r, r). 
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If the manifolds 0 < r < o o , do not span there is a non-zero 
element / orthogonal to each We shall explicitly assume that / is ortho-
gonal to each ^ and subsequently prove that / = 0. Now is the closure 
of the range of K_ r r( 1, 1). Since the latter operator is self-adjoint, we have 
/C_,.,.( 1, 1 ) / = 0 for all values of r. Thus we have for all r 
( 1 0 ) 
a 
Here C is a circle with radius r and center the origin; the first term in the 
integrand yields / by Cauchy's theorem. Now a simple calculation shows 
that except for a constant factor the integrand in (10) is of the form, 
H ( r - — — H)~lf. If we remove the factor H from under the integral! 
sign and perform the integration we obtain an element which we may denote 
by gr. Hence equation (10) may be written in the form f=Hgr. Now, by 
using (3) and standard techniques of evaluation of integrals, it is an easy 
matter to show that | o - r | ^2 r~ 1 | / | . As r-^oo, g-r->0 while Hgr-+f. Since H 
is a closed transformation, / = = 0 . 
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On limit periodic functions of infinitely many variables. 
B y HARALD B O H R in C o p e n h a g e n . 
1. In the sequel the functions to be considered are continuous complex-
valued functions of unrestricted real variables. Furthermore, convergence of 
a sequence of functions is always to be taken in the sense of uniform con-
vergence over the whole range of the variable (or the variables). 
2. Among the a.p. (almost periodic) functions of one variable x, 
F(x)~2A„eiA»x, 
the p.p. (purely periodic) functions P(x) are the simplest ones ; the periods 
of such a function are either all real numbers (in the case of P(x) being 
constant), or the integral multiples of a real number /?0=l=0. Another simple, 
although more general case of a.p. functions F(x) are the l.p. (limit periodic) 
functions G(x) the set of which are obtained from the class of the p. p. 
functions {P(x)} by closing it (with respect to uniform convergence), i. e. 
{G(x)} = Cl{P(x)}. 
As easily seen (II, p. 141), for the 1. p. functions G(x) a kind of period 
still exists since two p.p. functions Pi(x) and P2(x) which approximate 
a non-constant l.p. function G(x) sufficiently well, must necessarily have 
periods with rational ratio. Denoting the class {G(x)} = Cl {P(x)} of all 1. p. 
functions by C, and by Cp(p+0) the closure CI {Pp(x)} of only those peri-
odic functions Pp(x) which have a rational multiple of p as one of their 
periods, we conclude that the set C is the union of all the sets Cp, i. e. 
c= u cp. 
We may express this in the following way : We get the same set of functions 
(and not a smaller one) by closing first, for a fixed p=j=0, the set {Pp(x)} 
and then forming the union of all these closures, as we get by closing.di-
rectly the whole set {P(x)}. As to the Fourier series of the 1. p. functions, 
these are characterized, among the Fourier series of the a. p. functions, by 
having exponents A„ with mutually rational ratios; more particular, the expo-
2u 
nents of a 1. p. function from Cp are rational multiples of the number -^ - . 
E 10 
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3. In the study of the a. p. functions of one variable the 1. p. functions 
of an infinite number of variables play an important role (II, p. 118—163). 
We consider the enumerable-dimensional space of points X = (x1; x,, .. .) 
with arbitrary real coordinates where convergence of a sequence of points 
X', X",.. . simply means convergence in each of the coordinates. A (continu-
ous) function P ( X ) = P(x i , x,, . . . ) is called p p. (purely periodic) with respect 
to the axis, if there exist non-vanishing real numbers pup.,,... such tha't 
for each n the equation 
P (x , , xs,..., xH +P„, ...) = P (x , , x 2 , . . . , x„ , . . .) 
holds good in the whole space. On account of the continuity of the function 
P(>0 we then also have (II, p. 135) 
P(xt + V;P„x2 + Vrfs, . . . ) = = P (x , , x 2 ) . . . ) 
for each choice of the integers vltv,, By closing the set of ail functions 
P(X), p. p. with respect to the axis, we get the functions G(X), I. p. with 
respect to the axis, 
{G(A-)} = C1{P(X)}. 
Furthermore (II, p. 148), denoting for Pi+0, p2+0,... by CP,,p.,.... the closure 
of only those of our p. p. functions PPulh,...(X) which have rational multiples 
of pup<1,... as periods with.respect to the axis, we have just as before 
C = U Cri ,„,,.... 
1>,, Pi, • •• 
Among the Fourier series of the a. p functions F(X) of infinitely many 
variables 
studied by BOCHNER (I), those belonging to 1. p. functions of the class 
CpuVi,.-- a r e characterized by having, for each fixed m, all the numbers AH „, 
2n ' 
in the exponents equal to rational multiples of — . Thus the Fourier series 
belonging to the 1. p. functions of the class C2.%2.t.... are just those Fourier 
series of a. p. functions for which the numbers A are all rational. 
4. We now introduce the notion of a. substitution in our infinite-di-
mensional space as a linear one-to-one bicontinuous transformation T of the 
whole space on the whole space itself. As easily seen (I'll, p. 11 and V, p. 53) 
such a substitution may be written in the form 
x2 = L2(K) = «21;', + «2,y.2+ . . . -\-a2lhx,h 
where the linear forms Lm(Y), each containing only a finite number of the 
coordinates of Y, fulfill the following two conditions. 1°. The Lm(Y) are 
linearly independent, i . e . there exists no linear relation with constant, not 
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all vanishing coefficients among any finite number of them. 2°. Each variable-
yq ( ¿ 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) may be "isolated", i. e. expressed as a linear combination 
with constant coefficients of a finite number of the Lm(Y). For a later appli-
cation we remark that if a (finite or enumerable) set of linear forms satisfies 
only the condition 1° we may always (III, p. 14) add to the set new linear 
forms — and even such consisting each of only one coordinate — so that 
also condition 2° be fulfilled. 
5. The notion of almost periodicity of a function F(X) on our infinite-
dimensional space is invariant under any substitution T performed on X, 
i. e. F(TX) is again an a. p. function of X. In fact the set of the a. p 
functions F(X) may be characterized as the closure of the set of the trigo-
nometric polynomials S(X), and a trigonometric polynomial S{X) is evidently 
transformed into a trigonometric polynomial S(TX). Now, applying a sub-
stitution T to a function P{X), p. p. with respect-to the axis, and denoting 
again the new variable point by X, instead of Y, we obtain a (continuous) 
function which we denote by Pr(X) and abbreviatively call a p. p. function 
with respect to the substitution T (or more correctly with respect to the 
straight lines into which the' coordinate axis are transformed, and which 
again span the whole space). For a fixed substitution T and all the P(X) 
we form the class {P7.(X)} and its closure C r = Cl {PT(X)}, the functions 
of which we call 1. p. funct ions with respect to T. Finally, we form the 
union F of all these classes Cr, r = U C r , the functions of which we simply 
•r' 
denote as 1. p. functions. 
6. Before proceeding, it may be illustrating to consider the notion of 
periodicity in our infinite-dimensional space from a more general point of 
view. A vector V=(vu v2,...) in our space is called a period of the (con-
tinuous) function F{X) if F(X+V) = F(X) for all X. Each function has the 
trivial period (0, 0 , . . . ) . Obviously, on account of the continuity of F(X) the 
set of all periods of F(X) is a closed module. Now, according to a simple, 
but not trivial theorem of E. FOLNER and myself ( I V , p. 3 0 or V, p. 4 6 ) every 
closed module in our space may be transformed by a substitution T into 
a module of the simple type {(v1} v2,..., v„,...)\ where the indices 1 ,2 , . . . , n , . . . 
fall into three classes {n,.}, {«,}, {«,} such that the coordinates v„r indepen-
dently run through all real numbers, the coordinates vn„ independently run 
through all integers while the remaining coordinates v„, are all equal to 0. 
Here we are only interested in the case in which the last class {«,'} is empty, 
as otherwise the module does not span the whole space (i. e. is lying in a 
proper subspace). Thus we see that there exists no other function F(X) 
with a period module which span the whole space than those introduced 
above, i. e. functions belonging to one of the classes {/^.(X)}. 
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7. Returning to the 1. p. functions, there exists in case of functions of 
infinitely many variables a problem which has no analogue for 1. p. functions 
of one variable1) and to which B . J E S S E N has called my attention, namely 
whether the union T of all the closed sets C r = Cl [PT{X)) is identical with 
(or only forms a part o f ) the closure T* of the whole set of all the p. p. 
functions. Since ./'* is closed and T obviously contains all the p. p. functions, 
the problem is, in other words, whether the set r is closed; The purpose of 
this paper is to give the solution of this problem by proving 
T h e o r e m . The set T= U CT consisting of all the I. p. functions of 
T 
infinitely many vàriables is a closed one. 
8. The proof to be given in the next section depends on the conside-
ration of the Fourier series of the 1. p. functions G(X) = G(xu x2,...). From 
what have been said before it easily follows that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a Fourier series of an a. p. function F(X) to be that of one 
of our 1. p. functions is that the linear forms in the exponents 
Mn(X) = A„^xx "I- • • • mnXmn 
can be obtained from linear forms with mere rational coefficients by sub-
jecting them to some linear substitution. From this characterization of the 
Fourier series of the 1. p. functions we shall deduce the following 
Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Fourier series 
2A„eiMi,(-x> of an. a. p. function to belong to an I. p. function is that in any 
relation which expresses one of the linear forms M„(X) as a linear combination 
of a finite number of linearly independent forms of the sequence Mx{X), M.,(X),..., 
the occurring- constant coefficients (uniquely determined) shall all be rational. 
That the condition is necessary can immediately be seen. In fact, as 
a linear substitution does not change linear relations, or linear indépendance, 
among the linear forms in the exponents, it suffices to prove that the con-
dition is fulfilled for a function 1. p. with respect to the axis, for instance 
of the special class Cin.in,...- But in this case all the occurring coefficients 
A„>m are rational numbers and hence the condition is evidently fulfilled since 
a finite number of ordinary linear equations with rational coefficients and 
only one solution can only have a solution in rational numbers. 
.In order to see that the condition is sufficient we proceed in the 
following manner. From the sequence Mx(X), M2(X),... we first select 
(successively) a subsequence of which any finite number- of its terms is 
linearly independent and such that any M„(X) may be expressed as a linear 
J) The problem exists also for 1. p. functions of a- finite number of variables 
xux^,...,x„ (n > 1) and the solution given below is also valid in this case. However, 
in the finite-dimensional case the problem may easily be solved without applying the 
theory of Fourier series. 
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combination of a finite number of forms of this subsequence. To the linear 
forms of this subsequence we may, as remarked before, add new linear forms 
such that the enlarged (enumerable) set Of linear forms may be' used as 
right-hand sides of a linear substitution. By performing this substitution — or 
rather the inverse one — on our Fourier series 2Ane'M,^x'> we evidently 
obtain, from the assumption that the condition be fulfilled, a new Fourier 
series with mere rational coefficients in the exponents. Thus the correspon-
ding function and hence also the function F(X) before the transformation is 
a l.p. function. 
9. We can now easily prove our theorem, viz. that the set F of all 
I. p. functions G(X) is closed. We have to prove that if F(X)^2A,len'"<x'> 
is an a. p., but not a l.p. function, then F{X) cannot be approximated 
uniformly by 1. p functions. According to our lemma there exists among the 
linear forms Mn(X) in the exponent of the Fourier series of F(X) a linear 
relation 
MN{X) = b, M,h(X) + b3MHs(X) + • • • + bsMHl{X) 
with linearly independent M,h(X), M„„(X),..., M„,(X) and not all b's rational.. 
Now, as well-known, uniform convergence of a sequence of .a . p. functions 
towards an (a. p.) function F ( X ) implies formal convergence of tlie Fourier 
series of the functions of the sequence towards the Fourier series 
of F(X). Hence in the Fourier series of any a. p. function H(X) which 
approximates F(X) sufficiently close each of the finite number of linear forms 
MN(X), M,H(X),. .., M„,(X) must necessarily occur as exponents, simply 
because they occur in the Fourier series of F(X). Consequently, using the 
lemma once more, we see that the a. p. function H(X) cannot be 1. p. This 
proves the theorem. 
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Remarque sur le prolongement fonctionnel linéaire 
et le problème de Dirichlet. 
Par M. BRELOT à Grenoble (France'. 
1. Considérons dans l'espace euclidien Rr de dimension un domaine 
i2, par exemple borné, de frontière Q*. A toute donnée / finie continue réelle 
sur i2* correspond la solution du problème de Dirichlet généralisé ou fonction 
de Wiener Hf-, et KELDYCH1) a montré que c'est la seule fonction harmonique 
dans û qui soit, en chaque point, fonction linéaire homogène croissante de 
/ et qui coïncide avec la solution du problème de Dirichlet classique (tendant 
vers f(P) en tout point P de i2") lorsque celle ci existe. C'est-à-dire que, 
si on part de cette solution classique qui définit (avec la notion d'ordre de 
fonctions correspondant à une même inégalité partout) une application linéaire 
homogène'croissante de l'ensemble T de certains / dans l'ensemble ordonné 
8 des fonctions harmoniques réelles dans Q, il y a une seule manière de 
faire le prolongement à tous les / en conservant linéarité, homogénéité, et 
croissance. 
Or, si l'on examine le théorème de Hahn — Banach2) sur le prolongement 
fonctionnel lorsque, l 'espace de la variable étant ordonné, la fonction linéaire 
et la fonction convexe majorante sont croissantes d'où la croissance de la 
fonction prolongée, on va voir qu'il est aisé de l 'adapter à notre application 
linéaire et que l'unicité, connue à priori, entraine l'identité avec Hf de deux 
fonctions harmoniques D f , D f que précise l'énoncé suivant: 
T h é o r è m e 1. Reprenons f finie continue sur la frontière Q' du domaine 
borné £î. Les solutions du problème de Dirichlet classique prenant de ? valeurs-
frontière ont une enveloppe supérieure finie continue soushartnonique S)_r 
M. V. KELDYCH, Sur le problème de Dirichlet, Comptes Rendus Acad. Sci. URSS, 
3 2 (1941), p. 308-309. Au lieu de la croissance en / , KELDYCH suppose d'ailleurs, ce 
qui est équivalent, que la fonction soit comprise (au sens large) entre les bornes de f . 
Il ne précise pas non plus la nature du domaine et le nombre des dimensions de l'espace, 
mais nos hypothèses suffisent et il sera discuté de ce point plus loin. 
2) Voir S. BANACIT, Théorie des opérations, linéaires (Varsovie, 1932), p. 27—29. 
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dont la plus petite majorante harmonique D, est la borne supérieure des solu-
tions considérées dans l'ensemble ordonné 8. De même les solutions ë/f à la 
frontière ont une enveloppe inférieure 2)/finie, continue surha'nionique dont la 
plus grande minorante harmonique D, est la borne inférieure de ces so-utions. 
De plus D, = D, = H,. 
D'abord toute famille de fonctions harmoniques u dans un domaine, 
bornées supérieurement dans leur ensemble, a une enveloppe supérieure 
continue sousharmonique ; car ces fonctions sont également continues en 
chaque point quand on prend sur la droite de leurs valeurs-la structure 
uniforme de la droite numérique achevée,-c'est-à-dire que les e" sont également 
continues au sens ordinaire3) . L'enveloppe est donc continue et la soushar-
monicité est immédiate. D'où l'existence d 'une borne supérieure des u dans 
l 'ensemble ordonné des fonctions harmoniques sur le domaine. Il s 'ensuit les 
résultats concernant séparément 2)f,Df et de même 3)f,Df. 
Cherchons maintenant à adapter la démonstration de Banach en rem-
plaçant la fonction convexe homogène par D, qui satisfait visiblement à 
D,+,^Dt + D„_D„ = tDt ( /s>0), 
est croissante de / e t majore la fonction linéaire homogène Hf prise dans 
l 'espace vectoriel T . 
Quels que soient f t T , / " 6 T , / „ i T o n verra que 
La borne inférieure dans 8 du premier membre pour / ' variable dans 
"C et la borne supérieure dans 8 du second membre pour j" variable dans 
% sont justement Dh et Dh. 
Si elles étaient distinctes on pourrait choisir avec arbitraire une fonction 
harmonique intermédiaire h0 puis faire un premier prolongement défini 
pour les ( p = f - \ - t f 0 ( f ^ T , t réel) selon P9 = Hf + th0 et dont on voit qu'il 
est additif, homogène majoré par D,f. 
Le raisonnement final de BANACH s 'applique encore et nous fournirait 
un prolongement pour tous les / , majoré par Df croissant, donc croissant ; 
et l 'arbitraire de h0 correspondant à /„ serait contraire à l'unicité. On a donc 
bien Df = Df et comme a priori elles encadrent Hr, le théorème s'ensuit. 
2. Ces développements appellent divers commentaires et recherches. 
D'abord on peut songer à étendre notre démonstration de prolongement 
à des espaces vectoriels généraux convenablement ordonnés. C 'est ce qu 'a 
fait M . CHOQUET dans des recherches et ce n'est peut-être pas sans rapport 
avec des résultats récents (à l ' impression) de NACHBIN sur le prolongement 
3) Voir M. BRELOT, Sur le rôle du point à l'infini dans -la théorie des' fonctions 
harmoniques, Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, 61 (1945), p. 201 — 332 et particuli-
èrement p. 315. Cela peut se déduire des inégalités de HARNACK. 
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d 'une application linéaire dans un espace norme, d 'un sous-espace d 'un 
autre espace normé. 
D'autre part on songera à étendre le théorème 1 à un domaine plus général 
(par exemple dans l 'espace compact Rr, Q étant seulement de complémentaire 
non polaire4) ou à un problème de Dirichlet plus général du type "ramif ié" 
ou géodésique5) . Tout dépend des conditions de validité du résultat d'unicité 
de Keldych, résultat qui est conséquence presque immédiate de la propriété 
suivante0) des points réguliers donnée aussi par K E L D Y C H 7 ) : 
(K) : Si 0 est point-frontière régulier de Î2 borné, il existe / finie con-
tinue sur Q atteignant son minimum au seul point 0 et pour laquelle le 
problème de Dirichlet classique admet une solution. 
C'est cette propriété qu'il faudrai t étendre. Notons seulement qu'elle 
entraine, soit directement, soit par l 'intermédiaire du théorème I, et cela ne 
parait pas avoir été encore explicité, que la solution généralisée Hf ( / finie 
continue) est l 'enveloppe supérieure des fonctions finies continues dans 
Î2u£2* sousharmoniques dans £2 majorées par / sur i2*8) 
Enfin on peut se demander avec M . C H O Q U E T , si plutôt et mieux que 
ce dernier énoncé, on n'aurait pas H r = 2 ) f . Il est aisé de voir que c'est 
inexact, avec un seul point irrégulier qui serait point-frontière isolé ( i i cercle 
pointé), mais le résultat parait probable lorsque la frontière est débarrassée 
de sa partie impropre, (c 'est-à-dire est de capacité > 0 au voisinage de chacun 
de ses points) ; on peut déjà s 'en assurer lorsqu'il n'y a qu 'un nombre fini 
de points irréguliers restants. 
(Reçu le 19 octobre 1949) 
4) Voir le mémoire cité note 3). 
.") Voir M. BKELOT, Le problème de Dirichlet géodésique, Comptes Rendus Acad. 
Sci. Paris, 2 2 8 (1949), p. 1 7 9 0 - 1 7 9 2 . 
°) M . V . KELDYCH en déduit en effet que son opérateur est dans Si une fonction 
harmonique bornée qui tend vers f(P) en tout point-frontière régulier P, ce qui l'identifie 
à Hf. 
7) M. V. KELDYCH, On the solubility and the stabilitv of Dirichlet problem, Uspechi 
Mat. Nauk, 8 (1941), p. 171 — 231 et spécialement p. 2 2 6 . (Russian). L'auteur se place dans 
l'espace ordinaire mais le type de démonstration qui s'applique aux espaces supérieurs 
s'adapte au cas du plan. 
8) Cette famille de fonctions sousharmoniques est celle considérée à l'origine par 
O. PERRON, Eine neue Behandlung der ersten Randwertaufgabe fur A u = 0, Math. Zeitschrift, 
18 (1923) , p. 4 2 — 5 4 , avant qu'on ne considère la famille plus étendue des fonctions 
sousharmoniques sur Si et qui, à la fontière ont seulement une lim sup majorée par / . 
Dans ce même mémoire, PERRON, cherchant des critères de. résolubilité du. problème 
classique, introduit sur les points-frontière une condition restrictive dont on peut voir 
seulement maintenant grâce à (K) qu'il s'agit exactement de la régularité. 
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Commutativity and spectral properties 
of normal operators. 
B y PAUL R . HALMOS in C h i c a g o . 
1. The results of this note grew out of a current investigation of spectral 
properties of operators on Hilbert space. While the characterization of the 
spectral manifolds of a normal operator (Theorem 1) appears to be new and 
may be considered to be of independent interest, I present it here mainly 
because it supplies an extremely easy proof of a theorem (Theorem 2) which 
was unknown until a few weeks ago. J. VON NEUMANN has asked whether 
or not it is true that if an operator B commutes with a normal operator A, 
then B commutes with A" also. Well known and quite elementary consider-
ations show that in order to answer the question affirmatively it is sufficient 
to prove that, under the stated hypotheses, B is reduced by all the spectral 
manifolds of A. This has recently been proved by B. F U Q L E D E — he com-
municated his proof to me at the Boulder meeting of the American Mathe-
matical Society at the end of August, 1949. The proof I present below is 
somewhat different from his in spirit and ih method. I should say also that 
, F U G L E D E ' S proof is valid for not necessarily bounded transformations A and 
that, similarly, only minor modifications are needed to adapt my proof to 
this more general case. 
For the orientation of the reader I present here the trivial proof of the 
theorem under discussion for the case in which A has pure point spectrum; 
the proof of the general theorem below uses essentially the same idea and 
method. If I is a proper value, of A and if g is the subspace of all corre-
sponding proper vectors, then the relations A{Bx) = B(Ax) = B(lx) = 'i(Bx) 
show that % is invariant under B. Since to say that A has pure point spectrum 
means that the entire Hilbert space is spanned by orthogonal subspaces such 
as g, it follows that the orthogonal complement of § is also invariant under 
B, and this is exactly what was to be proved. 
2. Throughout this note I shall deal with a fixed complex Hilbert space 
An operator is a bounded linear transformation of § into itself; an operator 
A is normal if it commutes with its adjoint ,4*. If A is normal, then 
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||>1x1,2 = (Ax, Ax; = (A*Ax, x) = (AA*x, x) = (A'x, A*x) = x||2 for every 
vector x; it is easy to see that the identity |!.4x|| = ||v4*x!| is not only ne-
cessary but also sufficient for the normality of A. A subspcice is a closed 
•linear manifold in ; a subspace iW reduces an operator A if both 5i)t and 
( = the orthogonal complement of iOi) are invariant under A, i. e. if 
A c s.Di and A Tl1 c -De1. There are two useful and elementary necessary and 
sufficient conditions that a subspace iUi reduce an operator A; the first is 
that •№ be invariant under both A and A*, and the second is that A commute 
with the projection on iDI. 
L e m m a l.1) If A is a normal operator and if %(A) — {x: ||>4nx|| | |x| | , 
n— 1 , 2 , . . . } , then §(./4) is a subspace and %(A) is invariant under every 
operator B whidi commutes with A. 
P r o o f . Write © for the set of all those vectors x for which the 
sequence {| |A"x| | : n = 1, 2 , . . .} is bounded. Since || A"(«*).ll = ¡«j- | |A'x | | and 
+ + it follows that © is a linear manifold; if an 
operator B commutes with A, then the relation ||A"(Bx)jj = | | B ( A " x ) | | ^ 
sg | |fi | | . | | j4"x| | implies that © is invariant under B. Clearly %(A) is a closed 
set and $ ( A ) c © ; the proof of the lemma will be completed by showing 
that 5(A) = ©. For this purpose it is sufficient to show that if x is a vector 
such that, for some positive integer p, | |A' 'x | | > «| |x | | , « > 1 , then the sequence 
•j ||i4"x||} cannot be bounded. Since « 2 | |x | , 2< | |A"x\ \ 2 =.(A"x , A"x)=(A*pAvx,x)^ 
^| | /4* ' ' i4 i 'x | | . | |x | | = ¡|i42j'x||-||.v||, ' it follows that ||-42j 'x|| > « 2 | |x | | . Since an 
inductive repetition of this argument shows that > «'-k||x|| for every 
positive i n t e g e r t h e proof is complete. 
3. A spectral, measure is a function E from the class of all Borel subsets' 
of the set A of all complex numbers to projections on such that 
(i) E(A) = 1, (ii) E(M n N) = E(M)E(N) whenever M and N are Borel sets, 
and (iii) E(M) = 2 E(Mj) whenever {Af,} is a disjoint sequence of Borel 
J = I 
sets whose union is M (the series being understood to converge in the strong 
topology of operaturs). 
Len t m a 2. If E is a spectral measure and if ( i ( M ) = {x: E(M)x = x\ 
for every Borel set M, then &(M) is the subspace spanned by the class of 
all subspaces of the form <&(N), where N is an arbitrary compact subset of M. 
P r o o f . The assertion of the th'eorem is that, in a sense well known 
in the theory of numerical measures, every spectral measure is regular. The 
proof may be given along lines entirely similar to the numerical case, or it 
') This lemma is proved for Hermitian operators by B . A. L E N G Y E L and M . H. S T O N E , 
Elementary proof of the spectral theorem, Annals of Math., 37 (1936), pp. 853—864; cf. 
in particular p. 858. The following proof is a slight simplification of their proof. 
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may be reduced to that case as follows. All that it is necessary to prove is 
that if x is a vector in ®(M) such that x is orthogonal to (S(/V) for every 
compact subset N of M, then x = 0. Since, however, by the regularity of nu-
merical measures, ||x|,2 = \\E(M)x'\2 = sup ||£"(N)x||2, it follows that there exists. 
x 
a countable class {N,} of compact subsets of M such that | | x | | 2 =sup | |E (N; )x | | 2 , . 
3 
and hence that indeed x = 0. 
. I shall make use below of the spectral theorem for normal operators-
in the following form. If A is a normal operator, then there exists a unique 
spectral measure E, called the spectral measure of A, such that {Ax, y) — 
= j I d(E(X)x, y) for every pair of vectors x and y. 
4. In this final section I shall assume that A is a fixed normal operator 
with spectral measure E. For every complex number A and every positive 
real number E, I shall w r i t e . e ) for % ^"j; for every set M of comp'ex 
numbers and every positive reál number e, I shall write %(M,E) for the 
subspace spanned by all those for which /. and, for every set M 
of complex numbers, I shall write %(M)= C\%(M, E). Let F ( l , E), F(M,E), 
ts>o 
and F(M) be the projections on the subspace E), %(M,E), and %(M)r 
respectively. 
T h e o r e m 1. For every compact set M, %{M) — Cs(Af). 
P r o o f . For any positive number £,• let {M,,} be a disjoint sequence 
of non. empty Borel sets of diameter not greater than E and such. that 
U Mj = M. If x(£(M), Xj = E(Mj)x, and then ||04 — ^)"x/\2=-
= - lj)"]2d{E{X)xit XJ) Á £ 2 " | | X , | | 2 , S O that, for each j, x ^ i , , E) E). 
a J 
Since X = E(M)X = 2JE(MJ)X = Z,XJ, it follows that X£%(M,E). The arbi-
trariness of E implies that x£%(M), and the arbitrariness of x implies, con-
sequently, that ©(A/) a%(M). Note that this argument did not make .use of 
compactness of M. 
Suppose- now that N is a compact subset of A—M, and let <f be the 
distance between M and N. If if 0 < E < d, and if x £ g ( / 0 , £ ) , then 
H04— A 0 ) -x | | á£" | | x | | ; if, on the other hand, x£($(N), then A„)"x||2 = 
= j ' | ( A - 2 0 ) ' f t / (£( ;0x,x)Srd 2" | |x | i2 . It follows that E) n ®(N) = {0}. 
N 
Since E(N) commutes with A, it follows from Lemma 1 that E) is in-
variant under E(N) and hence, since E(N) is Hermitian, that E(N) commutes 
with F(/.0,E). This in turn implies that F(A0, E)E(N) is the projection on 
S(*o ,e)n©(A0, i- e. that F ( l 0 , E)E(N) = Q, and it follows that E) is 
orthogonal to (&(N). The validity of this assertion for every ¿0 in M shows 
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that %(M, e) is orthogonal to ®(N) and therefore, a fortiori, that %{M) is 
•orthogonal to ©(/V). 
The result of the preceding paragraph implies, in view of Lemma 2, that 
•g(AT) is orthogonal to — M). This means that § ( M ) c(@(/l — M))i = Q(M), 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 1 remark that it is easy to construct, 
examples to show that if M is not compact, then ©(A/) may be a proper 
subset of %(M). 
T h e o r e m 2. If an operator B commutes with A, then G(Af) reduces B 
for every Borel set M. 
P r o o f . It follows from Lemma 1 that, for every complex number I 
and every positive number s, e) is invariant under B, and hence that 
%(M, e) and are invariant under B for every set M. Theorem 1 implies 
that (S(7W) is invariant under B whenever M is compact and hence, by 
Lemma 2, that @(Af) is invariant under B for every Borel set M. Since 
{ © ( A f ) ) x = M), it follows automatically that (©(Af))1 is also invariant 
under B and hence that ®(M) reduces B. 
UNIVERSITY OI? CHICAGO. 
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The class of functions which are absolutely convergent 
Fourier transforms. 
By I . E . S E G A L in C h i c a g o . 
We show that if a locally compact abelian group G has the property 
that every continuous function vanishing at infinity on it. is an absolutely 
convergent Fourier transform, then G is finite. More precisely, the set of 
functions on G which are absolutely convergent Fourier transforms is dense 
(in the uniform topology) in the space of continuous functions on G which 
vanish at infinity, and is either all of the space, or of first category in it, 
according as G is finile or not. Thus the difficulties in Fourier analysis 
which appear to arise from the circumstance that not every continuous func-
tion vanishing at infinity on a locally compact abelian group is an absolutely 
convergent Fourier transform are inherent in any generalization from finite 
groups. A point of interest from a more classical viewpoint is that our results 
establish the existence of continuous functions on the reals which tend to 
zero at infinity, but which are not absolutely convergent Fourier transforms,, 
and also the existence of similar continuous periodic functions on the reals. 
These results are well known, by virtue of explicit constructions of such 
functions, but the proof which w e . give is purely existential, and thereby 
avoids the computations required to verify that given functions are not repre-
s e n t a r e as absolutely convergent Fourier transforms. (BANACH has shown in 
a related fashion the existence of nondifferentiable functions.) 
We are indebted to W. AMBROSE , I; KAPLANSKY and D . M O N T G O M E R Y 
for very helpful conversations. 
Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian (abbreviated to: "LCA")• 
group. Then the class of all functions on G which are absolutely convergent 
Fourier transforms is either a dense set of first category in the space of com-
plex-valued continuous functions vanishing at infinity on G, or all of that 
space, according as G is infinite or finite. 
We recall that a function / o n G is said to be an absolutely convergent 
Fourier transform if there is a function F, integrable on the character group 
G* of G, such t h a t / ( j c ) = |x*(x)F(x*)£/x*, for x S G (here and elsewhere 
G* 
dx* represents the element of Haar measure on G',dx that on G, and " in -
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tegrable" means "integrable relative to Haar measure"). A function rp vanishes 
at infinity on a topological space T if for every positive number e, the set 
where <p exceed» E in absolute value has compact closure. By C ( P ) we de-
note the Banach algebra off all complexvalued continuous functions vanishing 
at infinity on the space F , the norm of a function being defined as its least 
upper bound. A statement will be said to be true "nearly everywhere" (ab-
breviated to "n. e.") on a LCA group G if it is a function on the group 
which is true except on a set whose intersection with any compact set has 
Haar measure zero, and a numerical function on G will be called "measurab le" 
if the inverse image of any open set under the function is a set in G which 
meets each compact set in a set which is measurable in the usual sense. 
For any LCA group G, G* will denote the character group of G, and Lv(G) 
will denote the Banach space o f p t h - p o w e r integrable complexvalued functions 
on G, the norm of a function being defined as the pth root of the integral 
•of the p 'h power of the absolute value of the function. 
Lemma 1. If K is a regular finite countably-additive set function on a 
LCA group. G, then its Fourier-Stieltjes transform j x* (x) dK{x) vanishes 
identically (on G') only if K = 0. 
If h is an arbitrary continuous function on G which vanishes outside of 
a compact set, then J h(xy~l) dK{y) defines a function on G which is easi'y 
shown, by means of the Fubini theorem, to be integrable, and whose Fourier 
transform is the product of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of K with the 
Fourier transform of h, and so vanishes identically. By the uniqueness theo-
rem for Fourier transforms (see e . g . [3]), j h(xy~'i) dK{y) vanishes n. e., so 
that being a continuous function, it vanishes everywhere on G. By virtue of 
the arbitrary character of h and the regularity of K, it results that K== 0. 
The following lemma is known, but the simple proof which we give 
i s new. 
L e m m a 2. For any LCA group G, the Fourier transforms of the ele-
ments of Li(G) are dense in C(G*}. 
It is known (the generalized Riemann-Lebesgue lemma) that all Lj . t rans-
forms are in C(G*) (see e. g. [4]), and we prove their density by an indi-
rect argument. Assuming that they are not dense, then by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem there exists a non-vanishing continuous linear functional % on C(G") 
which vanishes on all transforms. By the known form of continuous linear 
functional» on C(.T), where F is a locally compact Hausdorff space, there 
exists a finite regular countably-additive set function A ' ó n G* such that 
-for F € C ( G * ) , X { F ) = \F(x*)dK(x*). Now if F(x") = f x* ( x ) f ( x ) dx, with 
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/ € L 1 ( G ) . then x[F) = 0 = ( [ j x ' f ( x ) / x)dxjdK(x*), which by the Fubini tlieo-
d* (': 
rem is the same as f [ j x* (x) dK{x*) j / ' x dx. N o w / i s arbitrary, in ¿ , G), so 
u <}' 
lhat it follows that j x* (x) dK(x*) = 0 n. e. on G. and since the integral repre-
a*. 
sents a continuous function, vanishes identically on G. Lemma 1 now implies 
K = 0 , which yields the contradiction % = Q. 
L e m m a 3. If T is an open subgroup of a LCA group G, then an ele-
ment of Lx (G) vanishes n. e. outdde of T if and only if its Fourier transform 
is constant on cosets modulo the annihilator T of T in G'. 
It is trivial to verify the "only it" part. Now' if F is the Fourier transform of 
an e lement /o f ¿1(G), .and is constant on cosets modulo T, then F(x*y*) = F(x*^ 
for all y'e T a n d x*eG s . It results that jx^(x)<y* x j —1 )f(x)dx = 0 for x'£G\ 
which by the uniqueness of the Fourier transform implies that fy* .x) — l ] / (x) 
vanishes n. e. If / is continuous, this implies in turn t hat / vanishes except 
on the set of x for which > '*(x)= 1, and since y is arbitrary on T, it fol-
lows that / lhen vanishes except on the intersection over y*€ T of such sets, 
i. e. f vanishes outside of T. Now in general, there exists a sequence ¡»-„J of 
bounded functions in ¿ , ( G j which vanish outside of T and are such that 
{f*g„} converges in L^G) to / . The continuous function/*,§•„ has as its trans-
form tne product of the Fourier transforms of / and g„ and so is constant 
on cosets modulo T. Hence f*g„ vanishes outside of T, and since the set of 
•elements of LX{G) which vanish n. e. outside T is closed, / itself is'in this set. 
It is convenient at this point to introduce the following notation: a 
LCA group G has the prope ty <5, or alternatively G* has property <T>\ if every 
element of C(G) is an Lx Fourier transform. We note that when G has the 
property d>, then the Fourier transform is a homeomorphism of LX(G*) onto 
CyG), by a w.ell-known theorem of BANACH [1]. 
L e m m a 4. If T* is an open subgroup of the LCA group G', and if 
G* has the property <I>*, then so also does T". 
If f i C i T * * ) , then there is a unique function / ' in C ( G / 7 ) . which cor-
responds to / via the natural isomorphism of T** with G/T*, and this func-
tion defines via the inverse of the natural mapping on G to G/T", an element 
/ " of C(G) which is constant on cosets modulo T*. By the preceding lemma 
there is an element F" of L,(G*) which vanishes outside T* and is such that 
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f"(x) =^\x\x)F"(X*)dx*. It follows that f ' ( x T ) = \x*(x)F"{x)dx* and hen-
i* _ i'* 
ce that f(u)= f x * ( u ) F " ( x ' ) d x * for «67** . 
L e m m a 5. If a compact metric abelian group G has the property <!> 
then G is finite. 
Clearly G* is either a finite or a countable discrete group, and so weak 
sequential convergence in Z-i(G*) coincides with strong convergence (see [1]. 
Hence the same is true in C(G) . Since weak sequential convergence in a 
C(JT), where T is compact, is identical with convergence at every point, to-
gether with uniform boundedness (this fact follows easily from the known 
form of continuous linear f u n c t i o n a l on a C(T)), it follows that any bounded 
sequence of elements of C ( G ) which converges at every point converges 
uniformly. Since the characteristic function of a closed set in G is the boun-
ded pointwise limit.of elements of C ( G ) , it results that every such function 
is continuous, so that every closed set in G is open,, i. e. G is discrete. 
Being also compact, it is finite. 
L e m m a 6. ¡ f a compact abelian group G has the property <f>, then G 
is finite. 
For then G' is discrete, an(j is either finite, in which case G is also, 
or contains a countable subgroup H'. In the latter event, Lemma 4 would 
imply that H* has the property 0*, and so by the preceding lemma is finite, 
a contradiction. 
L e m m a 7. If a LCA group G which is generated by a compact neigh-
borhood of .the identity has property d>, then G is finite. 
Evidently any continuous linear functional on /^ (G*) induces via the 
isomorphism between L ^ G ' ) and C ( G ) a continuous linear functional on 
C(G). By the known form for such functionals, it results, that for any boun-
ded measurable function k on G4, there exists a finite bounded regular coun-
tably-additive set function AT on G* such that \k(x*)f(x*)dx*<= J F ( x ) d K ( x ) 
for all / £ L J ( G * ) , where F is the Fourier transform of / (we note that G is 
^-finite, so that the Riesz representation theorem for continuous linear func-
tionals on Lj is valid). It is easy to conclude as in the proof of Lemma 2 
that k(x*)= \x*(x)dK(x) n. e. on G*, and hence everywhere on G*, if k is 
continuous. From this we conclude that every continuous almost periodic 
(c. a. p.) function on G* has an absolutely convergent Fourier series. It suf-
fices to show, that if p{x*) = j x * ( x ) d j ( x ) is a c. a. p. function on G*, where 
J has the same properties as K, and also vanishes on points, then p = 0. 
Now according to a result of LYUBARSKII [2] (stated for connected groups, 
but whose proof is valid for groups generated by a compact neighborhood of 
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the. identity), there exists a sequence {C*} of compact subsets of G* such that 
the von Neumann mean M(q), for any c. a. p. function q on G*, is given by the 
equation M(q) = \\m m-1 §q(x')dx*, where m„ = ^dx*. It results that for any 
G'h* C'/i* 
y£G, M[x*(y)p(x*))=\m:v{\x*(xy)dx*]dJ(x). Since m-1] x\xy) dx* con-
O Cn* Cn* 
verges boundedly to which is 0 or 1 according as or x = y, 
and since J vanishes on points, it follows that Af[x*(>»)p(x*)] ==0. As this is 
true for all y, p = 0. 
Thus every c. a. p. function on G* has an absolutely convergent Fourier 
series. Now it is known that the set of c. a. p. functions on G* is isomorphic 
to the set of all continuous functions on a compact group G' which contains 
a subgroup algebraically isomorphic with G \ and in such a way as to pre-
serve Fourier series (see e. g. [3]). Then G' is a compact group with prop-
erty and hence is finite, from which it follows that G is finite. 
C o m p l e t i o n of t h e p roo f of the theorem. By the theorem of BANACH 
quoted earlier, either G has property O, or the set of Fourier transforms is 
of first category in C ( G ) ; and in any case dense in C(G), by Lemma 2. Now 
if G has property O, let H* be the open subgroup of G* generated by a 
compact neighborhood of the identity in G*. Then H* has property 0* and 
so by the preceding lemma in finite. It follows that G* is discrete, so that 
G is compact, and hence finite by Lemma 6. • 
We mention that the foregoing theorem has an analog for non-commu-
tative locally compact groups G : Let LX(G) be complete relative to thé 
norm 11/11' = || Tf ||, w h e r e / S L ^ G ) and Tf is the operator on L2(G) given 
by the equation Tfg=f*g, g£L2(G); then G is finite. The validity of this 
analog was recently established by the author in collaboration with I. KAPLANSKY. 
A different type of analog, whose validity is an open question, is as follows: 
If G is a LCA group and \<p<2, then the Fourier transform maps LP(G) 
into a dense subset of Lq(G*), where p - 1 + <7_1 = 1, which is of second 
category only if G is finite. The theorem proved here corresponds to the 
limiting case p= 1. We note finally that the separable case of our theorem 
can be established much more briefly than the general case. 
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A new proof of the general ergodic theorem. 
By YAEL NAIM DOWKER in Princeton, N. |. 
The purpose of this note is to give a siiort and elementary proof of 
HUREWICZ'S ergodic theorem [5] (the ergodic theorem without invariant 
measure). Our proof is a modification of a proof of B IRKHOFF'S ergodic 
theorem [ 1 ] given by R . SALEM in his course at M . I . T . SALEM'S proof, as 
well as a proof given by E. HOPF [4], is in turn a modification of one given 
by H . R . P ITT . [8]. All the above mentioned proofs are closely related to 
R I E S Z ' S proof [9] of B IRKHOFF'S ergodic theorem. With the aid of the same 
method we shall also prove a generalization of HUREWICZ'S theorem for 
transfprmations which are single valued but not necessarily one to one. 
Let (S, W, m) be a measure space where 5 is a set of elements called 
points and denoted by x, ) ' , . ., Í5 a Borel field of subsets of 5 and m a 
countably additive non-negative set function defined for the sets belonging 
to 23.• The sets belonging to ® are called measurable sets and the set 
function m is called a measure. We assumé that and that 5 is a union 
of a countable number of measurable sets of finite measure. 
Let 7 be a one-to-one point transformation of 5 onto itself. We shart 
say that 7 is measurable if both 7 and 7 t r a n s f o r m measurable sets into 
measurable sets. Thus if 7 is measurable so is 7 " for n — 0, + , + 2 , . . . . 
We shall say that T is positively (negatively) non-singular if T(T~l) trans-
forms sets of . measure zero into sets of measure zero. Thus if 7 is positively 
non-singular, so is 7 " for n — 2, 3 , . . . . 
Consider now the set functions m„ defined by m„(A) = m(T"A), where 
>4 6® and /i = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . . If 7 is measurable and one-to-one, m„ is a countably 
additive non-negative set function defined for all sets A belonging to 
If, moreover 7 " is positively non-singular, m„ is absolutely continuous with 
respect to m for // = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . . It follows then by the Radon—Nikodym 
theorem that there exists a measurable function w„(x) such that for every 
, 4 w e have m „ ( A ) = j iv„(x)dm, n . = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . . By considering approxim-
A 
ating sums to the integrals in question one can show that 
for n = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . , for any measurable set A and for any measurable function 
(1) 
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/ ( x ) such that either its positive or negative part is integrable. For any 
consider m;+j(A) --= m(Ti+jA) = \w,+j(x)dm. Also 
A 
m(Tl'*A) = m,(T'A) == (iv,(x) dm = j w,{T'x)\v (x) dm. 
l'i A A 
It follows that 
(2) wi+J(x) = w:(Tjx) iv;(x) almost everywhere on S, 
and it can be assumed with no loss of generality that the equality in (2) 
holds everywhere on S, for any i,j==0, 1, 2 , . . . . 
Consider now any integrable real-valued function q(x) and let 
<7"(x) = q(x) w0(x) + q(Tx) iv,(x) + . . . + q(Tn~lx) wu_,(x) = Z q(T'x) w:(x). 
;=u 
We shall now state and prove HUREWICZ'S ergodic theorem in a form given 
to it by HALMOS [2]. (For the relation between HUREWICZ'S theorem and 
Theorem 1, see [7].) 
T h e o r e m I. If T is a measurable, positively non-singular, one-to-one 
transformation of S onto itself, if f(x) is integrable and if h(x) is non-negative 
and sudi that lim/z"(x) = co almost everywhere, then / " ( X ) / / J " ( X ) converges 
almost everywhere to a finite limit. 
R e m a r k . Our proof of theorem I. like that of HALMOS [2] and the 
corresponding proofs of HUREWICZ [5], KHINTCHINE [6] and H O P F [3], depends 
essentially on the following inequality: 
L e m m a 1 . Let q(x) be aiy measurable function sudi that either its 
positive or negative part is integrable. Let E be the set of points x sudi that 
</"(x)^0 for some n. Then ) q(x)dm^0 
In fact, the difference between our proof and those mentioned above 
lies essentially only in the proof of the inequality. We shall therefore restrict 
ourselves to the proof of Lemma 1. 
L e m m a 2. Let //„, be an infinite sequence of real numbers, and 
N a fixed positive integer. Suppose that > 
max Z 0 for all j^O. 
Then 
l '- l v-KV-J 
Z for all V^ l, 
•i= U /'= v 
where (u:)+ = max (u,., 0). 
P r o o f of t h e L e m m a 2. By assumption, there exists an increasing 
sequence of integers nQ = 0, nlt n2, . . . . such that 0 < n^ — n^ ^ N, «„^ + 
+ ...-)- //„,., ^0, k= 1 , 2 , . . .. For any v, let p be such that np^ <v^np. 
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Then rtv<v-\-N and consequently 
v-l V+.V-l n¡2-l v+X-\ 
2it¡+ z («.•)+2= ¿ "•>+ 2 ( « . . , _ ! + . . . + « „ , - , ) + Z M + ^ O . 
¿=0 t—v /=0 i—np h= 1 i=n¡, 
P r o o f of L e m m a 1. Let q(x) be any measurable function such that 
either its positive or negative part is integrable. Fix a positive integer N, 
and let En be the set of points x where q"(x)^0 for some n, \ 
Since it is clear that EjV<=EjV+] and that the union of all the sets ,EN (N= 1 ,2 , . . . } 
is equal to E, it suffices to prove that 
§q(x)dm^0. 
*>N 
Let us put g(x) = q(x) if x£EN and ^ ( x ) = 0 if x£S—EN. We first 
notice that ^g(x)dm — ^ q(x)dm. Thus it suffices to show that ^ g(x)dm^0. 
s en A 
Next we notice that g(x)^q(x) for all x£S. This is clear if x£EN, and 
g(x) = 0 > Max qu(x)^q1(x) = q(x) if x£S — EN. From this follows that 
\-£¡n-¿N 
« - I 
(3) • Max zg(Tix)Wi(x)= Max g"(x)-^0 for all x£S. lánSiVfcü lgná.V 
In fact, Max g"(xMax q'l(x)^0 if x£E,v and Max l^iiá-V lgnSJ ' l^n^N 
if xtS—E*. 
If we replace x by T ; (x) in (3) and multiply both sides by u>y(x), we 
obtain from (3) and (2) that 
• «-i 
Max for all x £ S and all j ^ z 0 . 
I G N S I V F C O 
We can thus apply the lemma to the sequence u-. — g i T ' x ) w,(x) and obtain 
G v ( x ) ^ Z S i T ' x ) iv,(x) -I- . ¿=0 i=v 
for all x£S and all v ^ l . Hence § Gv(x)dm^0. But from (1) we see that 
•S 
j Gv(x) dm =.v [¿-(x) dm + Afj (g(x))+ dm. Hence 
J g(x) dm + ^ - j (g(x))+ dm^O. 
Now if (g(x))+ is integrable, we see by letting v tend to °o that j g { x ) d m ^ 0 . 
s 
If (£(*))+ is not integrable, then (g(x))~ = M a x ( — g ( x ) , 0) is integrable 
and jg(x)dm=- °° > 0. (Notice that while in the course of the proof we 
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have used the fact that T is only positively non-singular, it is true that the 
assumption that T is so together with the assumption that lim/i"(x) = co 
almost everywhere implies that T is also negatively non-singular.) 
We turn our attention now to transformations which are single-valued 
but not necessarily one-to-one. We will state and prove a generalization of 
Theorem I. Let (5, 33, m) be a measure space and let T be a single-valued 
transformation of 5 onto itself. We assume that T is measurable, i. e that 
both TA and T~x A are measurable if A is measurable. We also assume that 
T is positively non-singular, i . e . that m ( T " M ) = 0 implies that m(A) = 0. 
Consider the set functions m„{A) = m{TnA) for n= 1, 2 , . . . . and for every 
measurable A. We see immediately that m„(A) is not necessarily additive and 
hence is not a measure on (S, 23). Thus the procedure for defining the weight 
functions w„(x) cannot be followed here as previously and has to be modified. 
In this modification we are governed by the fact that our proposed theorem 
must reduce to the known special cases, i. e. to Theorem I in case T is 
one-to-one and to B IRKHOFF 'S theorem in case T is measure preserving in 
the sense that m(T'xA) = m(A). (Cf. F . R I E S Z [ 9 ] . ) IN fact let 33, be the 
collection of all sets which are full inverse images of sets belonging to S3. 
It is quite easy to see that 23, is a Borel field of sets. It is also quite easy 
to see that m1(A) = m(TA) is a completely additive set function on and 
thus both m and mx are measures defined on (5, S3,). Moreover mx is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to m on {S, 58J ) . Thus by using the R A D O N — 
NIKODYM theorem we see that there exists a 23,-measurabIe point function 
(x) such that 
m1(A)—\)wx{x)dm, 
A 
for any ,4£23,. iVi(x) is positive almost everywhere and without loss of ge-
nerality we can assume that Wj(x)'is positive everywhere. 
Let us now define wn(x) = w(Tn~x x).. . w(Tx) w(x), « = 2 ,3 , By 
considering approximating sums to the integrals in question one can see that 
J / ( x ) d / n = J / ( 7 * ) : w 1 ( x ) d / n 
s s 
for every measurable function / (x ) such that either its positive or negative 
part is integrable. It follows that 
(V) \f(x)dm = $f(T"x) w„(x)dm 
s s 
for n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . and for every / (x ) which is described above. By definition 
we have 
(2') iv1+,(x) = w , ( P x ) Wj(x) for /,y' = 0, 1 , . . . . 
With w„(x) as weight functions we form for every 23-measurable function 
q(x) the sum 
q«(x) = q(x) + q(Tx)w1(x) + ...+q(Tn-lx)w,^(x). 
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Theorem II. If T is a single valued measurable and non-singular point 
transformation of (S, 33, m) onto itself, if f ( x ) is integrable and if h(x) is 
non-negative and such that h"(x)-*oa almost everywhere, then f"(x)/h"(x) 
converges almost everywhere to a finite limit. 
The proof of Theorem II follows exactly the same lines as that of 
Theorem I and we shall therefore omit it here. 
The question now arises as to when is it true that h"(x)-+cv almost 
everywhere if, for instance, h(x) is positive almost everywhere. In case T is 
one-to-one it was shown by H A L M O S [ 2 ] (p. 1 5 7 ) that for h(x)> 0 almost 
everywhere, hn(x)->-°o almost everywhere if there are no wandering sets of 
positive measure with respect to T, i. e. T'A n A = 0 for /' = + 1, +2,.. • 
implies m(A) — 0. Thus the condition that h"(x)->-co can, at least for the 
case of a one-to-one transformation, be replaced by a condition which reflects 
directly on the nature of the transformation. In the more general case of a 
single valued transformation which is not one-tó-one we have not been able 
to replace the condition h"(x)-- oo by one directly bearing on the nature of T. 
We have been able to show that if there exists a measure /i on (S, $3) which 
is invariant under T (/i(T~lA) = fi(A)) and if T admits no wandering sets 
of positive measure then if h(x) > 0 almost everywhere, we have /?"(x)-<-c«. 
But in general the question of whether the condition that there are no 
wandering sets of positive measure under T (or some similar condition) 
yields /i"(x) oo for h(x) > 0 almost everywhere is still open. 
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Une généralisation du théorème tauberien de Wiener. 
Par S . MANDELBROJT et S . AGMON à Pa r i s . 
1. Nous désignons par L la classe de toutes les fonctions K(x), mesti-
00 
rabies sur (— et telles que | |I<(x)\dx < Nous désignons par 
- 00 
g(u)=-S(K) la transformée de Fourier de K: 
00 
g (m) = -¡7=L- I K(x)e-'«*dx. 
\i 2'ji .1 
-00 
L'ensemble des racines de g(u)<= 0 sera désigné par £2 (AT). E étant un 
ensemble linéaire fermé quelconque, nous désignerons par E, la frontière 
de E, c'est-à-dire l'ensemble de tous les points non intérieurs de E. Nous 
désignerons enfin par B la classe de toutes les fonctions mesurables et 
bornées sur (—<*>,<«). 
2, Le théorème tauberien général de N. W I E N E R est bien connu : 
T H É O R È M E W , . Si la relation 
co 00 
(1) Itm I KB(y—x)h(x)dx = A I K0(x)dx 
il — o c J so - co 
a lieu pour une fonction K{)£L avec Q (K0) vide, et une fonction hÇB, la relation 
co 00 
(2) lim I K(y — x) h (x) dx-=A\ K(x)dx 
I ¡ <xj J 
- co -00 
a lieu pour toute fonction K£L. 
Par contre si S2(K0) n'est pas vide il existe une fonction h de B et 
une fonction K de L telles que (1) ait lieu sans que ( 2 ) ait lieu. W I E N E R 
a démontré que le théorème résulte du théorème suivant : 
T h é o r è m e W,,. Soit {£„} une suite partout dense sur (—«•-, et soit 
K0£L avec £î(K„) vide. Soit K£L. A tout e > 0 correspondent un entier N et 
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des constantes auait... ax tels que 
00 
(3) ( ! K(x) - V a,. KH(x - ¿„) I dx < c. 
- 00 
Nous lions posons le problème général suivant: la fonction KU£L étant 
donnée, déterminer le sous-espace n(IQ de L, tel que pour louie fonction 
K da n(K0) une inégalité de la forme (3) ait lieu pour tout e > 0 . On voit 
immédiatement qu'une condition nécessaire pour que K€n(IQ est que 
(4) ii(K) D S2(IQ. 
Cette condition, est-elle aussi suffisante pour que Nous n'avons 
pu le démontrer qu'en ajoutant une hypothèse portant, soit sur £i (K), soit 
sur la croissance de K (pour ne citer qu'un c is particulier d'un théotème 
plus général : la réponse est affirmative si xK(x)^L) 
Il résulte de la méthode générale de F . RIESZ qu'une condition néces-
saire et suffisante pour que (3) ait lieu pour tout s > 0 est que le système 
infini d'équations 
00 oc 
ÎA-(x)rA,(jc)i/jc = l, \KQ{x-ïn)<fn{x)dx = 0 (/zkrl) 
- 00 - 00 
n'ait pas de solution y ^ B . 
La suite {§„) étant partout dense sur (—co, œ), on voit ainsi qu'une con-
dition nécessaire et suffisante pour que K€JI(K0) e s t toute fonction 
%Ç.B vérifiant l'équation 
OC 
(5) ¡<r0(x)Ka(y-~x)dx = 0 
- 00 




3. A la fonction cpÇB faisons correspondre, avec CARLEMAN1), les fonc-
tions suivantes 
o 
F+(z) = \<f.(t)e-n-dt, l(z)>0 
œ 
F (z) = —\cf (t)e "> dt, I(z) < 0 
ù 
respectivement holomorphes dans le demi-plan supérieur et demi-plan inférieur. 
D'après un théorème de CARLEMAN, si <p€B est une solution de (6) (KÇ.L), 
les fonctions F+(z) et F"(z), définies par (7) sont aussi régulières en tout 
1) T. CAKLHMAN, Intégrale de Fourier et questions qui s'y rattachent (Uppsalc, 1944). 
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point qui n'appartient pas à Q(K), et chacune d'elles constitue le prolonge-
ment analytique de l'autre à travers tout segment ne contenant pas de points 
de Si{K). 
Nous allons maintenant démontrer le lemme suivant: 




Si Q(K0) contient un intervalle (a, §), chacune des fonctions F+, F~ définies 
par (7) à partir de la fonction <f donnée,par (8) (cette fonction est continue 
et cp ^B) est le prolongement analytique de l'autre à travers (a, §). 
La fonction continue J(x) définie par: -/(JC) = 1 — |A"| pour |X|Ï=.1, J(x)—0 
i 
pour |x | J , est la transformée de Fourierde <)(x) où À(2X)=(2TT,) " (sin x)2/x3. 
La fonction Jtl(x) = J[(x — £)//] où i = (a + p)/2, • l = ( ) — a)/2, est par 
conséquent, la transformée de Fourier de ô0 x) = le^'dQx). 
Or on a 
oc oo os 
1 r<r(t)ôo(x-t)dt^—}— \ô0(x-t)dt (Vo(u)K{t-u)du = 
\2JX J ] 2 N . 
/ q \ - 0 0 - 00 00 
00 00 00 
= j %(u)duj â0(x — t)K(t—u)dt= | (f0(u) K* [x — u)du 
- 00 - oc - 00 
où K* est le produit symbolique ("faltung") de âu et K. Comme g'"(u) = 
= S(Kf)=^g(u) 4 , (a), où g(u) = S([<), on voit que g \u)—0, donc K'(x)niO, 
et (9) nous permet d'écrire 
00 
- ai 
Comme J 0 (u ) ne s'annule pas dans (a, §) le résultat énoncé résulte immé-
diatement du théorème cité de C A R L E M A N . 4. Nous pouvons maintenant démontrer le théorème suivant : 
T h é o r è m e 1. Soient cpu£B, K0dL, K<zL, cp0 et Ku étant liés par (5). 
Supposons que (4) ait lieu. La fonction <p définie par (8) satisfait alors aussi 
¿1 l'équation (8), appartient à B et est continue; et la fonction définie par 
q 
(10) F(z) = \<r(t)e-"dt, I(z)> 0, 
- 00 
est holomorphe dans tout le plan excepté un ensemble qui est un sous-
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ensemble parfait de l'ensemble 
(11) I(KH,K)--S).f{lQnilf{K).«~) 
La fonction F peut aussi être définie par 
(12) F(z) — — I (p(t)e~"'dt, I(z) < 0. 
o 
L'affirmation concernant </> est évidente. Il résulte alors du théo-
rème de CARLIÎMAN cité et du lemme I que -ï c l(l{0, K), la fonction F 
étant uniforme. Il nous reste à démontrer que l'ensemble .2 est parfait. Comme 
cet ensemble est fermé il faut démontrer qu'il ne contient pas de points 
isolés. Posons M — borne |</>(x)j. Il résulte de (10) et (12) que pour \y\ > 0 : 
(13) \F(x + ly)\£-
Supposons, contrairement à notre affirmation, qu'il existe un point isolé 
£ de Il résulte alors de (13) que S, est un pôle simple. Soit / O > 0 tel que 
l'intervalle \x—£| /0 ne contienne d'autres points de .2 que soit 
0 <l<l0 et soit a le résidu de On a pour a > 0 : 
|K ¡il 00 
J J № + ict)—F(x -/«)]</*=J dx [r/>(t)e-*l e-V" dt = 
g-I S-l -oo 
00 5+i oo 
= j f ( t ) e - < l ' d t j j J ^ ~ ^ e - i u d x = i y 2 ^ j e ' a V ^ ( t ) e ~ ' ^ â ( l t ) d t . 
-00 -00 
Comme rp(t)ô(lt)£L, on peut écrire 
ta 
(14) l i m j rp(t)e-^<ô(lt)dt. 
i-l 00 
Mais, en écrivant F(z) =a(z—'¿)~1 + G(z), on sait que G(z) est holQmorphe 
pour \x—1| -=¿1 On a donc 
i j w m « - S 
(15) -
2ai C dx . 
Y2 a J 1 + 
- c d 
En tenant compte de de (8) et du fait que ££Î2(AT), c'est-à-dire 
00 
I â(lu) e-w K(t-u)dt=â(lu)e it»g(g) = 0 (g=S(K)), 
2) C'est-à-dire que I(K0,K) est l'intersection des ensembles ilf (Kn) et Sif (K). Cet 
'ensemble est donc fermé, partout non-dense. 
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on obtient : 
00 00 00 
/ ! vfîe-'i'âavdt^l [e -f ô{lt) dt ( K(t-u)%(u)du = 
(16) •' J V / -00 -00 -00 
00 co to oo 
-M - ÇO -00 -00 Il résulte alors de (15) et (16) que 00 00 
1' | a I M l J" dII j' | ô (lt ) - (fil u) \ IK(t - II) \ d t = 
- 00 - 00 
00 00 
= M j I K(t) ! dtj | ô(y+lt)- â(y)\dy, 0 </</„. 
- 0 0 - 0 0 
En faisant tendre / vers zéro, on obtient a = 0, ce qui prouve que £ n'appar-
tient pas à 2 et notre théorème est démontré. 
Comme un ensemble parfait dénombrable est vide, il résulte du théo-
rème I que si (4) a lieu et si I(K,K) est dénombrable, F(z) est une fonction 
entière, et d'après (13) F(z) = 0, c'est-à-dire <p(;t)=0. On a ainsi le théo-
rème suivant : 
T h é o r è m e II. Si À"0£ L, KÇL, si (4) a lieu et si ïensemble I(K(I, K) 
défini par (11) est dénombrable, la fonction K appartient à n(K0). Donc chaque 
solution <p„ de (5) est aussi une solution de (6) ; (3) est satisfait pour chaque 
£ > 0 ; et si pour une fonction hkB on a (1) on a aussi (2) (généralisation 
du théorème tauberien de Wiener). 
5. Le théorème précédent peut être généralisé de la manière suivante : 
T h é o r è m e III. Les conclusions du théorème II subsistent si, en con-
servant les autres hypothèses de ce théorème, l'hypothèse aue I(K0, K) est 
dénombrable est remplacée par la suivante : Il existe un ensemble ouvert O 
contenant &(K0), sauf peut-être un sous-ensemble dénombrable de &(K0\ et 
possédant les propriétés suivantes : 
a) à tout point § 6 0 on peut faire correspondre un a > 0 tel que 
g(u) — S(K) soit absolument continue sur \u — 'î\:<a. 
b) on a 
ê+œ 
(17) J V ( i / ) | 2 r f « < ~ 
s-'« 
[de a) il résulte que g'(u) existe p .p . dans \tx — S|sS«]. 
Les conditions a) et b) sont satisfaites si, par exemple, g est loca-
lement lipschitzienne d'ordre un, donc si g'(u) est une fonction continue et, 
en particulier, si xK(x)€L. 
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Pour la démonstration du théorème remarquons (nous conservons les 
notations de la démonstration du théorème II ) que F{z) est holomorphe en 
dehors de l'ensemble & ( / Q Nous démontrerons que cette fonction est aussi 
régulière en tout point de 0 , elle ne pourrait donc être singulière qu'en un 
ensemble dénombrable, et la conclusion du théoièmc III résultera, comme 
celle du théorème II, du théorème I. 
Si donc § et « sont définis comme dans l'énoncé, définissons wa{u) de 
la manière suivante: ы„{и)— I pour \u—a/2, ю„(н) = 0 pour |»— 
<o„(u) est linéaire pour a/2 й \ u — Й a . ««(«) ebt la transformée de Fottrier 
d'une fonction Pa{x) appartenant à L. Posons gu(u)—g(ii)(o„(ii). g«(u) est 
la transformée de Fourier de la fonction 
00 




(19) <fa(x) = icro(t)Ka(x-t)dt. 
-ОЭ 
La fonction ga(u) satisfait aussi aux conditions a) et b) et l'on a ga(u)= 0 
pour |и—Çl ' ^a . Désignons par i2„ la partie de Й(А'„) située dans \ u — | | s ; a et 
soit M(£2a) sa mesure. Quel que soit E > 0, on peut couvrir £2a par un nombre 
fini, n, d'intervalles [af, # ] (/ = 1 n) : 
| — a . ^ « ! < Д < a2 . . . < < /3, < . . . sS § + a, 
tt 
dont les extrémités appartiennent à ii„ et tels que ">) < + 
î 
Posons ¡S0 = i—a, « „ + ) = £ + « et soit g«,t(fl) la fonction définie de la 
manière suivante: ga,e{u)=0 pour \ u — g „ c ( u ) = 0 pour feutrai*.i 
(/ = 0 , . . . , n), gcc,A")=g«(") P o u r aisSMÏS/>', ( / = 1 , 2 , . . .,n). La fonction 
ga,t{u) possède une dérivée p p., égale à g'a(u) p .p . dins les intervalles 
,fti) et égale à zéro ailleurs. Comme, d'autre part, ga(u) = 0 p .p . dans 
S2a, on voit que ¿f^ f (") =r 0 seulement sur un ensemble Es donbla mesure 
ne dépasse pas E. D'ailleurs ga,e{u) ne diffère, elle-même, dCzero que sur 
un ensemble de mesure non supérieure à E. Cette fonction est la transformée 
de Fourier de la fonction 
00 ; tfi 
(20) Ka,c(x) = -^[g„.r(u)elurdu = T L r Ig«, t (u)e u* du. 
| 2 n .1 I ¿71 .1 
-oo £-« 
En intégrant cette intégrale par parties on obtieni (car £«,*(£ + «) = 0 ) : 
Î + « 
Ka. с (x) = -]rL ( g'fL ,(и) é«' dx. 
'2 nx J 
¡-a 
Et, en utilisant l'inégalité de Schwartz et l'égalité de Parseval, on a 












dx\ = I ^ . W r f " ! 
! lh 
I g'a(")*du\ . 
lie 
La même inégalité est valable pour | \ K a > r ( x ) \ d x , et l'on a aussi \K«,C(X)\^EH 
- 00 
où H= (2n)"'/2 Max\g(u)\. Il en résulte que 
(21) lim I* |K l u l (x ) \dx=^0 . ii i o 
Or il résulte du théorème II et de la manière même dont la fonction ga,c(u) 
a été définie que 
00 , 00 
<Pa (X) = J % (X -t)Ka(t)dt = \ <p0 ( X - Î ) Ka,e(t)dt. 
- 0 0 -00 





Comme la transformée de Fourier de K(x) — Ka(x) est nulle pour |u — 1 | < — , 
on voit d'après le lemme I que la fonction F(z) est holomorphe dans cet 
intervalle, d'où le résultat cherché. 
6. Démontrons maintenant les lemrnes suivants : 
L e m m e II. Soit KiL, et posons 
(22) 
1 
On a G£L, xG{x)£L et, en posant pour N> 0: 
00 
(23) Ky (:x) = N j K(t) G[N{x — t)]dt; 
- CO 
on a pour cpx£B: 0 
00 00 
lim --Lr-1 ( P l ( x ) K x ( x ) d x = [ <pi(x)K(x)dx. 
3f=oo ]'2/t J J 
i 
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Le 111 m e III. Soit P> 0. Il existe une constante C (ne dépendant que 
de P et K) telle que, quelle que soit la fonction positive mesurable v4(x) 
avec / l ( x ) ¿ | x j / r , oh T>P, A(x)<A ( — ^ <x on ait: 
oo T 00 X 
(24) \\K(u)\dn+\\K{u)\duy 
- oo () ,r — oo 
La démonstration du lemme II est immédiate; quant au leitime III, on a, 
«n désignant le premier membre de (24) par Bu) 
00 00 -'/' 00 
B„ ;Nj\I<(ii)\ L ' A ( x ) | G [ J V ( X — M ) ] , ' Í / X Í / " Ci[\\K\duf \K\du) + 
- 00 
r 
C, ̂ - j | tf(«)| 11G[Af(x—w)]x|dxdu-j, C i | \\K\du+^\K\diï\-\-
—V —oo —oo r 
T r — T oo T 
^J \K{n)u\du+Çjr\\K(u)\du&c[\+j\K\du+ XT\\K(ii,u\du}. 
—r 
Il suffit d'intégrer par parties la dernière intégrale dans le dernier membre 
pour avoir le résutiat cherché. 
7. E étant un ensemble situé sur la droite et / étant un intervalle, 
partageons I en n parties égales, et désignons par fi„(E,I) la longueur totale de 
«eux de ces intervalles qui contiennent des points de E D I . Quelque soit « < 1, 
il existe un ensemble parfait E tel que pour tout I, \im[in(E,I)na~0. Ainsi 
oo H=00 
•l'ensemble composé de tousles points x = ^Cv/q" où qiz3 est un entier, 
et où les cv prennent de toutes les manières possibles, k valeurs entières 
positives: « 1 < « a . . .<ak<q, est un ensemble parfait avec ¡iqm(E,l) = 
(ç"")"î5f7-1 pour tout intervalle I contenant [0, 1]; autrement dit 
on a litn n„(E, l)n"=0 pour tout « < \ — \ogk/logq. L'exemple de CANTOR 
correspond au cas q = 3, k = 2. 
T h é o r è m e IV. Soient K0£L, K£L. Supposons que la condition (A) est 
satisfaite. Désignons par Ix f intervalle |x| ^ N, et posons K), 7V). 
Si pour chaque N>0 on a 
n 00 —ft* 
(25) lim fiir J 'dx( J |K(u) | du + J | K(u)\ du) = 0 
»1=00 o .f —oo 
les conclusions du théorème II subsistent. 
~r 00 
Ainsi, si lim /ti«/j« = 0, il suffit que \+\\K(u)\du=0(xt>) (0<x—>-) 
»»=- 00 - 00 x 
,avec ¿¡^.a— 1 pour que (25) soit satisfait. 
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Soit, pour N>0, KN la fonction définie par (23) et posons EX—I(K„, K) n IN. 
On a ES — I(K0,KX). Partageons / v en n parties égales, désignons par y!,V) 
l'ensemble de ces intervalles partiels qui contiennent des points de Ex, et 
soient itL< «2 < . . . « , les abscisses des extrémités et des milieux des inter-
valles de Ji'}. Soit p„ le nombre d'intervalles de /¡/V). 11 est clair que q^,3pn. 
Posons 
4 , Au) = 2 ^ N ( u - u ) 
la fonction A étant définie comme dans le n° 3. 11 est clair que .v(«) = 1 
pour u appartenant à un intervalle de J\p, J l l A r ( « ) = 0 lorsque u est à une 
distance non inférieure à N/n d'un tel intervalle, et <4,,.v(") est une fonction 
linéaire ailleurs, Soit gx(u) la transformée de Fourier de K x , et posons 
3= 1 ( N + 
+ J 
m y - -, 
<26) 
Or le premier membre de l'accolade est la transformée de Fourier de V ' 00 
= -£= [¡<x(x-y) e'»,* ô f f f l û f y - —gx(iij) e'V <>'№) = 
n\ ¿n.) V n ) n { n ) 
n] 2nJ 
N (x-y) -d N KAy) dy, 
et le second membre de cette accolade est la transformée de Fourier de 
<27) Rx^ e'V <*(T*J' 
Mais, d'après la définition de Uj, il existe un point u] tel que 
.avec = 0. Par conséquent: 
00 
\gx («,) HI g» (U,) - gy («;) I sa f | K, (x) (e* «, * - e-«',» ) | dx 
2 N 
Comme j e - 'V—e - i u ' , x \ ¡¿{(tij—iQx|sS 2N |x| et ' g - 'V — e~i'l'Jv[si2 on voit, 
d'après le lemme III, avec A(x) = \e~-"','—e-i"'i!e\l2(N+l), T = n que 
\gx(u,)\&CB(n), où l'on a posé 
T 00 —i 
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Il résulte donc de (27) que 
00 
(28) ï Rx„lJxydx: -,QB(n). 
00 
00 
Il résulte aussi de (26) et du leninie 111 avec /i(x) = « j rf ~ x J — <5(j/) dy, 
oii a est une constante convenablement choisie, que 
(29) 
. . K 
— 00 — 00 — 00 
00 00 
dy dx--
dydx -.', CsB(n). 
Ainsi G.v,„(H) est la transformée de Fourier d'une fonction KXi„(x) telle que 
00 N —X 00 
, Il KXl.(x)\dx^Ciq„B(n) C:,pnB{n) = \dx(j\K\du +j\K\du). 
J -00 Ô — 00 i 
Il résulte donc de nos hypothèses que 
00 
(30) • lim f |yV i . (3c) | r fx=0. 
n=ooJ 
00 
La fonction Ol,„(u)=S.\(u)-~0NiU(u) (où gN(u) = S(KN)) s'annule dans un 
ensemble d'intervalles qui, dans leur réunion, contiennent I(K0,Ky). Si 
K*\,ÀX) désigne la fonction dont 0*Ni„ est la transformée de Fourier, l'ensemble 
ne contient que des points isolés, et d'après le théorème II 
00 
J^v.n (У~ x)<f-0(x)dx=0. 
— 00 
La relation ^30) fournit alors 
00 
J Ky(y—$r,(x)dx = 0, 
— 00 
et le letnme II permet alors d'écrire 
00 
J K(y—x)cp0(x)dx = 0. 
(Reçu le 24 septembre 1949) 
177. 
Valeurs propres et vecteurs propres 
d'un endomorphîsme complètement continu d'un espace 
vectoriel à voisinages convexes. 
P a r JEAN LERAY à P a r i s . 
Dans son célèbre Mémoire [ 7 ] , M. F R É D É R I C RIESZ a étendu la théorie 
de FREDHOLM aux équations linéaires des espaces de Banach; cette extension 
fut si utile qu'on désire l 'adapter aux tendances. actuelles : substituer les 
espaces topologiques aux espaces métriques et en particulier les espaces 
linéaires à voisinages convexes aux espaces de Banach. C'est cette adaptation 
que nous allons effectuer. L' "alternative de Fredholm" résultera d'un théorème 
de topologie, dont la preuve utilise essentiellement des applications non 
linéaires : le théorème de l'invariance du domaine ; B R O U W E R l'établit pour 
les espaces euclidiens; il a été étendu aux espaces abstraits par le profond 
mathématicien polonais J . SCHAUDER , qui fut victime des massacres nazis; 
je l'ai récemment prouvé pour un type d'espaces englobant les espaces à 
voisinages convexes. Les autres théorèmes seront obtenus par les raisonne-
ments-mêmes de F. R IESZ , tels que la connaissance de l'alternative de Fred-
holm permet de les simplifier; mais nous devrons justifier ces raisonnements 
par des lemmes autres que ceux de F. R IESZ. 
I . E S P A C E VECTORIEL À VOISINAGES CONVEXES. 
1." Déf init ions . Par espace vectoriel nous entendrons espace vectoriel 
sur le corps A des nombres réels ou complexes, au sens de [1]. Soit X un 
tel espace. Le segment joignant les points x et y de X est l 'ensemble des 
points a x - j - ( l — a ) y ou (« réel); une partie de X est dite convexe 
quand elle contient le segment joignant deux quelconques de ses points. 
Un espace vectoriel à voisinages convexes est un espace vectoriel X muni 
d 'une topologie possédant les trois propriétés suivantes : a) cette topologie 
est séparée au sens de [2] (elle est même régulière, car X est uniforme) ; 
b) les applications x + y et «x (a^A) sont continués par rapport à leurs 
arguments; c) le point 0 (et par suite tout point de X) possède un système 
fondamental de voisinages convexes. 
E 12 
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Les espaces euclidiens, c'est-à-dire les produits d'un nombre fini -de 
droites (réelles ou complexes selon que A est le corps des nombres réels 
ou complexes), constituent un exemple d'espaces vectoriels à voisinages 
convexes. 
N o t a t i o n s . A est le corps des nombres réels ou complexes ; X est un espace-
vectoriel à voisinages convexes. Soient B une partie de A ; Y et Z des parties de X; BY 
est l'ensemble des points fly tels que fi Ç. B, y 6 Y; Y+ Z est l'ensemble des points y ±z 
tels que y£Y,z€Z. Y et Y désigneront l'adhérence et la frontière de Y. La négation de 
€ est désignée par G 
2. Part ies compactes . L e n r m e 2. 1. Soient un voisinage V du point 0, 
une partie compacte K de X. et une suite .r,, x2,. ... de. points de K tels que 
xvTx„-j- V si !< <r; cette \uite est finie. 
P r e u v e . Sinon la réunion des points A',, X.2, . . . serait une partie fermée, 
non compacte de K, contrairement à [2], ch. I, § 10, proposition 4. 
. L e m m e 2. 2. Soient un espace topologique T, un espace' compact K, 
une .application continue </>(t, k) de TX K aans X et une partie fermée F de X 
étrangère à <P(t, K); le point t a un voisinage V tel que F. soit étrangerv) 
à </5(1/, K). 
P r e u v e . Soit k^K-, il existe des voisinages V(k) de t et W(k) de k 
tels que F soit étranger à rp(V(k), W(k)); on recouvre K par un nombre 
fini de W(k)\ V est l'intersection des V(k). correspondants. 
L e m m e 2. 3. Étant donnés une partie compacte K de X et un voisinage 
V du point 0, il existe un voisinage A du nombre 0 tel que 4K<zV. 
P r e u v e . On applique le lemme 2 . 2 à <p — a'k. 
L e m m e 2. A: Si F est une partie fermée et K une partie compacte de 
X, alors F-[-K est fermé. 
. P r e u v e . Soit xTF-\-K; F est étranger à x — K; d 'après le lemme 2. 2, 
x a un voisinage V tel que F . soit étranger à V—K; V est donc étranger, 
à F-\ K. 
3.- Parties fermées et ouvertes. Lemme 3.1. Si B est un ensemble 
fermé de nombres =)=0 et si F est un ensemble fermé de points de X^pO, 
alors B F est fermé. 
P r e u v e . Soit .r . la partie compacte de A que constituent lé nombre 0 
et les nombres tels que soit x~BF; F est étranger à Tx; d 'après 
le lemme 2.2, x possède un voisinage V tel que F soit étranger à FV; 
V est donc étranger à BF. 
L e m m e 3 .2 . Si W est un voisinage du point 0 et A un voisinage du 
nombre 0, l'intersection des r>W tel, que est un voisinage V du point 0. 
') "étranger à" signifie "sans point commun avec"; 
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P r e u v e . On applique le lemme 3. 1 aux complémentaires-Z? et F de 
et W, supposés ouverts. . . 
Le lemme suivant et évident: . 
L e m m e 3 .3 . Si P est une partie quelconque de X et G une partie 
ouverte de X, alors P-\-G est ouvert. 
4. S o u s - e s p a c e s . Par sous-espace de X nous entendons sous-espace 
vectoriel: tout sous-espace de X contient le point 0 et est espace vectoriel 
à-voisinages convexes. 
L e m m e 4. 1. (Adaptation de [7], Hilfssatz 1 ,2^3) . Supposons que le 
point 0 de X possède un voisinage ouvert V tel que V soit compact; soit Y 
un sous-espace fermé de X, différent de X; il existe x Ç tel que x~ V. 
R e m a r q u e . D'après le lemme 4.3 , X est euclidien ; donc tous ses 
sous-espaces sont fermés. 
P r e u v e . Soit ztX tel que 2~ëY; puisque Y est fermé, il existe un 
voisinage W du point. G tel que zTY+W; le lemme 2 . 3 donne un nombre 
« + 0 tel que a Va W; donc z'Y+ctV; ct^zëY+V; 
(4.1) X+Y+V. 
Supposons VcY+V; on aurai t : K-f Y+ V; Y-\-V est fermé d'après 
le lemme 2 . 4 ; Y-\- V est ouvert d'après le lemme 3 . 3 ; X est connexe; donc,' 
contrairement à (4. -1), X—Y+V. 
L e m m e 4. 2. Soit Y un sous-espace de X ayant une dimension finie, 
au sens de la théorie des espaces vectoriels: [1], ch. II, § 3 , n° 2 ; a) Y est 
euclidien ; b) Y est un sous-espace fermé de X. 
P r e u v e d e a). Soit (y^, y<lt..., une base de Y ; soit E un espace 
euclidien de dimension ©; en associant au point de E de coordonnées. 
(%> • • • Vu) Ie point Viïi + • • • - W o de F ; on définit une application <p 
linéaire, continue et biunivoque de E sur Y; il s'agit de prouver qu'elle est 
bicontinue, c'est-à-dire qu'elle applique toute partie ouverte de E sur une 
partie ouverte de Y. Soit U ia boule |»h|2 + - • • 2 < 1 ; •• suffit de prouver 
que <p(U) est un voisinage du point 0 de Y. Or Ù est compact et 0 "ë t / ; 
donc rp(Û) est compact ([2], ch. I, § 10, th. 1) et O ë ^ t ^ ) ; le point 0 de Y 
a donc un voisinage V convexe et étranger à (p(Ù)\ <p(V) est convexe, 
contient le point 0 et est étranger à la sphère U, dont le centre est ce point 0 ; 
donc (p(V) c U; donc V<z(p(U): (p(U) est bien un voisinage du point 0 de Y. 
P r e u v e d e b). Supposons qu'il existe z € F tel que z~ëY; soit Z le 
sous-espace de X ayant pour base (z,yx,... j v ) ; y serait un sous-espace 
non fermé de Z, qui serait euclidien d'après a ) ; c'est impossible. 
L e m m e 4 .3 . Tout sous-espace localement compact Y de X est fermé 
et euclidien. (Voir un théorème plus général-: [10] § 2 9 . ) 
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No. ta . Y est localement compact quand le point 0 a, dans Y, un voisi-
nage compact. 
P r e u v e . Soit V u n voisinage ouvert de 0 dans Ktel que V soit compact. 
Définissons par récurrence une suite de sous-espaces fermés et euclidiens Y„ 
de V: y0 = 0 ; si Yv-i 4= Y, le lemme 4 . 1 donne un point y,.6 V tel que 
yv€Yv-i + V; Yv sera l'espace vectoriel de dimension v contenant Yv-\ttyv-, 
dfaprès le lemme 4 2, Yv est un sous-espace fermé et euclidien de Y. On 
a yv£V et, si fi<v, yvTyll+ V; vu le lemme 2. 1, la suite des Y„ est donc 
finie: son dernier terme est Y; F est donc sous-espace euclidien de X; 
Y/ est un sous-espace fermé de X d 'après le lemme 4. 2 b. 
I I . ÈNDOMORPHISME D E X COMPLÈTEMENT CONTINU. 
Adaptons comme suit la définition, due à F . R I E S Z , des applications, 
complètement continues ([7] "vollstetig") : 
5. Définit ion. Soit v(x) un endomorphisme de X, c'est-à-dire une appli-
cation linéaire de X en lui-même; v(x) est dite complètement continue si elle 
est continue et s'il existe un voisinage que v(x) applique dans un compact: 
on a 
(5 .1 ) v(W) c K, 
W étant un voisinage ouvert du point 0 et K un compact. 
N o t a t i o n s . Étant donné un endomorphisme de X complètement 
continu, v(x), nous étudierons l 'endomorphisme, dépendant du paramètre 
réel ou complexe ¿ÇA, 
(5.2) u(x) = Ax—v(x). 
Nous noterons parfois cet endomorphisme: u = À — v. Nous poserons 
u?(x) = « ( « ( * ) ) , . V U " + 1 ( X ) = H ( « " ( X ) ) ' , . . . ; « ( y ) sera l 'ensemble des points 
x tels que uv{x)=y. 
• Nos conclusions' permettront de discuter, quand ¿=J=0, l'équation d'in-
connue x£X, de paramètres ¿ÇA, y£X: u(x) = y. 
L e m m e 5. 1. Si Y est un sous-espace fermé de X que v applique en 
lui-même, la restriction de v à Y est complètement continue. 
P r e u v e : v(Yn V/) c Yn K; Vn K est compact. 
6. u(X) e s t fermé. L e m m e 6. 1. Si F est une partie fermée de W, 
u(F) est fermé. (Voir un théorème plus général: [5] n° 91, théorème 29 bis.) 
P r e u v e . Soit y eu (F); il s'agit de construire un voisinage de y étranger 
à u(F). Soit Kun voisinage fermé dey , étranger au compact « ( F n K))\ 
soit FJ = Fnu(V) ; il suffit de construire un voisinage V, d e y étranger à u(F,). 
Or F / e s t fermé et étranger à ^ ( y + K ) ; v i F J c K d'après (5 .1 ) ; donc 
t 
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yTÀFi — K et, vu (5.2), u(Fx) a l F ^ K-, d'après le lemme 2 .4 , XF1—A'est 
fermé; VT sera son complémentaire. • 
L e m m e 6 .2 . ([7], Satz 5) u(X) est un sous-espace fermé de X. 
P r e u v e . F1 = uu(W) = W+u{0) est fermé, vu le lemme 6 . 1 ; 
Ox = u u(W) = W - H / ( 0 ) est ouvert; vu le lemme 3 .3 . Soit F2 le complé-
mentaire de Ox dans F , ; F.2 est fermé ;. Fx c f , . un point étranger à Fi; 
le point 0 est intérieur à Fy; le segment joignant 0 à x, étant connexe, contient 
au moins un point de F^. en notant B l 'ensemble des nombres réels 
nous avons xdBF^BF.,; d'où X= F^v BF.2 et par suite 
(6 .1) n(X) = u(F1)vBu(F.i) 
u(F1)==u(W) est fermé d'après le lemme 6. 1 ; u(F2) est le complémentaire 
de u(W) dans u(W); donc U(F2) = II(FS), FS étant le. complémentaire de 
WnO, dans W; u(Fs) est fermé d'après le lemme 6. i ; u(F, ) est donc fermé; 
0"6«(F,) car Fo est étranger à w'(0); donc, vu le lemme 3. 1, Bu(F.2) est 
fermé. De (6. 1) résulte donc que u(X) est fermé. 
I I I . VALEURS PROPRES. 
7. L'alternative d e Fredholm. D é f i n i t i o n . Les valeurs propres de 
v(x) sont les nombres Z tels que l'équation z/(x) = 0, c'est-à-dire Xx = v(x) 
possède des solutions JC=|=0. 
T h é o r è m e 7. 1. ([7], Satz 7) u(x) est une applica'ion bicontinue de 
X sur lui-même, quand À diffère de 0 et des vdte rs propres de v(x). 
Ce théorème résulte de l'extension du théorème de l'invariance du 
domaine aux espaces convexoïdes ([5], n° 95 et 96 ; théorème 36 et corollaire 
36) ou, plus directement, aux espaces à voisinages convexes: [6] 
R e m a r q u e . Le théorème 7. 1 implique l'alternative de Fredholm: Sup-
posons o u bien l'équation u(x) = 0 possède une solution x=j=0; ou 
bien l'équation u(x) = y possède une solution x unique, quelque soit y Ç X 
8. L'ensemble d e s valeurs propres. T h é o r è m e 8 1. ([7], Satz 12) 
Les valeurs propres de v(x) sont en nombre fini ou consùt ent une suite ayant. 
pour limite 0. ' 
P r e u v e (empruntée à [7]). Soit une suite ? n , . . . , l v , . . . de valeurs 
propres distinctes, étrangères à un voisinage A du point 0 ; soit xv=j=0 tel 
que 
(8. 1) lvxv = v{xv). ; 
Si x,, dépendait linéairement de xu xit... x„_i, on aurait 
a1x1 -f-.. . «„-ixv-\ == xv ; 
d'où, vu (8. 1), en transformant les deux membres par ?.y — v: 
— ^i) Xi - f - . . . «„-i (<?„—iîv_i) Xv-i = 0 ; 
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il existerait donc u<v tel que x„ dépende linéairement de X j , . . . x / t_i; d'où, 
par récurrence, Xj = 0 ; or x ^ O ; donc xlt Xo,... xv sont linéairement indé-
pendants. Soient Xv le sous-espace qu'ils engendrent ; Xv est fermé et 
euclidien (lemme 4. 2) ; . 
=J= Xv+i ', Xx c Xn c . . . c Xv c. Xv+l c . . . ; 
d 'après le lemme 4. 1 il existe yv tel que 
(8 .2 ) yv£XvnW, (8 .3 ) yvTXv.\ + W; 
de (8. 1) et de la définition de Xv résulte, p u i s q u e . y v £ X v , 
(8 .4) lvyv — viyjÇXv-i ; v{yi)£Xv-\ • pour .w <v; • 
de (8. 3) et (8. 4) résulte 
XvyvJ Xvyv—v(yv) +v(y^ + Àv W. 
c'est-à-dire v(y„)"ëv(yH) + XVW. D 'après le lemme 3 .2 , le point 0 a un voisi-
nage V tel que VcZ„W; donc v(yv)Hv{y,ù + V. 
D'autre part, il résulte de (8 .2) et (5. 1) que v(yv)^K. Donc, en vertu 
du lemme 2. 1, la suite h doit être finie. 
IV. VECTEURS PROPRES ET VECTEURS PRINCIPAUX. 
Donnons à /Lune valeur propre de v autre que 0. 
9. Les s o u s - e s p a c e s u ( 0 ) e t uv(X). L e m m e 9 , 1 . ([7], Satz 1) «'(O) 
est un sous-espace fermé et euclidien ; ù(0) n W est dans ce sous espace un 
voisinage comi act du point 0. 
P r e u v e . Y = l i { 0 ) est _fermé car f/(x) est continu. D'après (5.2) , 
x = A~1w(x) sur Y; d 'où YnW=YnÂ~iv(W); vu (5.1) , Kn W est donc 
un voisinage compact du point 0 de Y; d 'après le lemme 4 . 3 , Y est donc 
euclidien. 
L e m m e 9. 2. ([7], Satz 1') u( 0) est est un sous-espace fermé et eucli-
dien; u (O)nVK est dans ce sous-espace un voisinage compact du point 0. 
P r e u v e . On peut dans le lemme 9. 1 remplacer u par. u" car lv — u'l, 
étant un polynome en « . s a n s terme constant, est complètement continu. 
L e m m e 9 . 3 . ([7], Satz 2) Il existe un entier a tel que 
Î / 1 ( 0 ) C « 2 ( 0 ) C . . . C U ( 0 ) = . . . = = « ( 0 ) = ' . . . . (ctîST). 
- 1 - v 
P r e u v e (empruntée à [7]). Soit v > 1 ; ou a u ' (0) a u (0) car u"-1 ( x ) = 0 
entraîne uv(x) = 0. Supposons 
(9 ,1 ) "« ' (OX+u iO) ; . • 
il existe d 'après les lemmes 4. I et 9. 2 un point xv tel que 
—V -t>4*l 
(9 .2 ) xv£u (0) n U/; (9 .3 ) x„~ u (0) + U/. • 
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D'après (9. 2), 'nv(x„) = 0 ; donc / 
(9 .4) u(xv)Ca\0). • 
Pour fi<v il résuite de /.-"(x^ = 0 que 
(9 .5) x ^ ' u ^ O ) , . u(xj£~ÏÏl(0). 
De (9.3), (9 .4) et (9. 5) résuite 
Xx,,~u % ) + / x,( — u (xa) + XW, 
c'est-à-dire, vu (5.2), v(xv)'ëv(xll) + 2W.. 
D'autre part, d 'après (9.2) et (5. 1), v xP)^K. 
En vertu du lemme 2. 1, la suite des v vérifiant (9. 1) est donc f inie; 
. a est le dernier terme de cette suite. 
L e m m e 9 .4 u (0) n-u"(X) = 0, quel q'ie soit v > 0. 
P r e u v e (empruntée à [7]): Soit. x £ u(0) n ua(X) : i l ex i s te . y£ X tel 
que x = ua(y); «"(x) = 0 implique uv+a(y)=0, c'est-à-dire y£ ïia(0) = u(0) 
(lemme 9 . 3 ) ; d'où ua(y) = 0, c'est-à-dire x == 0. 
L e m m e 9 .5 . ([7], Satz 6, 11) uv(X) est un sous-espace fermé ; 
u est une application bicontinue de u"(X) sur lui-même. 
P r e u v e . u(X) est fermé (Femme 6 .2 ) . Soit « > 0 ; supposons prouvé 
que u".(X) est fermé ; le restriction de va uv(X) applique hr{)() en lui-mêrne 
car vuv = uvv; elle est complètement continue (lemme .5. 1) ;. uv+l(X). est 
donc fermé (lemme 6: 2). La restriction de v. à ua(X) n 'a pas A pour valeur 
propre ( l emme.9 .4 où v=\)\ donc (théorème 7 .1) la restriction de. u à 
u°(X) est une application bicontinue de u"(X) sur lui-même; en particulier 
u"A(X) — u"(X). .. ' 
L e m m e 9 . 6 ([7J, Satz 8). X = u (G)-\-ua(X), cette somme étant directe. 
P r e u v e (empruntée à [7]) Soit x£X: d'après le lemme 9 . 5 il existe 
3 ;6X tel que u2a(y) = i,a(x 1; d'où u"(x — ua(y))=0, c'est-à-dire x € u ( 0 ) + u a ( X ) . 
Cette somme est directe d 'après le lem.me 9 .4 , où l'on fait v = o... 
10. Vecteurs propres et principaux. Soit 'X une valeur propre de v ; les 
points x de X tels que u(x) = 0 sont nommés vecteurs propres de v.corres-
pondant ..à la valeur propre À; les points x de X auxquels on peut associer 
un entier v > 0 tel que u"(x)=0 ont été nommés .par GOURSAT vecteurs 
princifa x de v correspondant à ta valeur propre l. 
Soit v x) un endomorphisme d'un espace euclidien E; le déterminant 
de la matrice de l 'endomorphisme (>x—v(x) € >4), par rapport à une base 
de E, est un polynome x(ç), indépendant du choix de cette base; on nomme 
X(Q) fonction caractéristique de v. On a ([9] chapitre XV, § 112): 
(10.1) : - *(>;)=-• 0. , 
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Le m m e 10. 1. Soit u un endoniorpliisme niipotent*) d'un espace euclidien 
E de dimension à; sa fonction caractéristique est x(p) = Qô-
P r e u v e . Si x(s) = 0, il existe x€E tel que ox = u(x^, x4=0; d'où, 
puisque «" = 0, «"x = 0, c'est-à-dire p = 0 ; x(°) se réduit donc à son terme 
de plus haut degré, qui est évidemment o&. 
Le lemme 10. 1 a pour conséquence évidente le lemme que voici: 
L e ni m e 10.2. Soit V un endomorphisme d'un espace euclidien E de 
dimension <t; si // = /.— v est niipotent, la fonction caractéristique de v est 
X(i>> — — 
- Le • le m me 10.2 permet de résumer et compléter comme suit les lemmes 
du n° 9 : • 
T h é o r è m e 10.1. ([7], Satz 1', 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13) Soit À une valeur 
propre de. v autre que 0. 
a) L'ensemble des vecteurs principaux de v qui correspondent à À est un 
sous-espace fermé et euclidien Y. de X. La restriction vy de v à Y est un 
endomorphisme de Y ; la fonction caractéristique de vy est 
(10.2) x(q) = (q — ¿y où d ' = d i m Y; 
sa seule valeur propre est 2; 'ses vecteurs principaux et propres*-sont- ceux de 
v qui correspondent à ?.. 
b) Il existe un sous-espace fermé Z de X tel que v(Z) c Z, X== Y+Z, 
cette somme étant directe. La restriction vz de v à Z est un endomorphisme 
complètement continu de Z; les valeurs propres de vx sont les vale rs 'proi res 
de v autres q ie A; ci ces valeurs correspondent, pour vz et v, les mêmes 
vecteurs- principaux et propres. 
R e m a r q u e : On a, vu (10. 1) et (10.2) 
(10.3) w5(Vr) = 0. ' .' 
P r e u v e d e a). Le lemme 9 . 3 prouve que Y—u\0); donc, vu le 
lemme 9 .2 , Y est un sous-espace fermé et euclidien. Soit uY — Z-vr; 
d'où, vu le lemme 10.2, la formule (10.2), qui prouve que là seule 
valeur propre de vy est les vecteurs principaux et propres correspondant 
à l sont les mêmes pour -w .̂ et v, puisque ù (0) c Y quel que soit v > 0. 
P r e u v e d e b). Soit Z=i.a(X); les lemmes 9 . 5 et 9. 6 prouvent que 
Z est fermé et que X=Y-\-Z (somme directe). Le lemme 9 . 5 prouve en 
outre que /1 n'est pas valeur propre de ?;z. Soit W ( X ) = QX — V(X), O Ù ' ( > 4 = ^ 
posons x — y + z, où j>€y, z € Z ; l'équation wv(x) = 0 implique ivv(j') = 0 
donc, vu a), y = = 0 : les vecteurs 'principaux et propres, ne correspondant pas 
à de v et vz sont donc les mêmes. 
2) u est niipotent quand il existe un entier v > 0 tel que uv—0. 
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V. ENDOMORPHISMES TRANSPOSÉS. 
11. Notations. X et X* seront deux espaces vectoriels à voisinages 
convexes"; <x, x*> sera une application bilinéaire de leur produit XXX* dans A. 
Nous dirons que la partie F de X est orthogonale à la partie Z* de X* 
quand 2*> = 0 quels que soient y£Y, z*€Z*. Nous supposerons que Ô 
est le seul élément de X (de X*) orthogonal à X" (à X) : X pourra être 
identifié - à un sous-espace du dual ([1], chapitre II, § 4) de X* et vice-versa ; 
;les sous-espaces Y et Y* de X et X* seront dits duuls quand Y s'identifie 
au dual de Y* et Y* au dual de F. 
v et fv seront deux endomorphismes de. A" et X* complètement continus 
et transposés l'un de l'autre: <v(x), x*> = <x, *v(x')y quels que soient x£X 
et x'tX*. 
Soit À£A, >Î4=0; ' e théorème 10.1 définit des sous-espaces Y et Z de X, 
si Â est valeur propre; sinon, nous définirons: Y= 0, X = Z. À h; et À sont 
attachés de même deux sous-espaces Y* et Z® de X*. 
L e m m e 11.1. Y et Z" (Z et Y*) sont orthogonaux. 
P r e u v e . K = 0, si l n ' e s tpas valeur propre de v. Sinon : uà(Y) — 0, vu 
< 1 0 3 ) ^ Z * = ' U ( Z ; ) = ' Î ^ ( Z * ) vu le théorème 7. 1 ou 1 0 . 1 B ; par suite, si 
yÇY et z*£Z\ 
<yX> = <y,tu5(x*)> = <uô(y),x*y = < 0,x*> = 0. 
L e m m e 11.2. Y et Y* sont duals. 
P r e u v e . Soit Y orthogonal à Y*; d 'après le. lemme 11.1, y est 
orthogonal à Y*-\-.Z* = X'; donc y = 0. Par suite T e s t un sous-espace du 
dual de Y*; donc, vu [ '], ch. II, § 3 . proposition 6 et § 4 , proposition 6: . 
dim F=£ dim F*; F et Y* sont duals, si l'égalité est réalisée. Or c'est le cas, 
car, en intervertissant F et F*, on obtient: dim F ' ^ d i m F. 
L e m m e 11.3. uv(Y) et <uv(Y*) sont'duals (v > 0). 
v.. P r e u v e . [I],. chapitre II. § 4 , n° 9, th. 4. 
L e m m e 11.4. à (0) et 'u( 0) ont même dimension ( ^ > 0 ) . 
P r e u v e . On a ([I], ch. II, § 3 , proposition 10): dim /7(0) + dim uv(Y) = 
= d i m F ; dim fu (0) + dim luv(Y*) = dim F" ; or F et uv(Y) ont mêmes di-
mensions que leurs duals Y" et luv(Y*)\ ([1], ch. II, § 4 , proposition 6). . 
L e m m e 11.5. u{X) est l'ensemble des points de X orthogonaux à 'u (0). 
P r e u v e . D'après le théorème 7. i ou 10. 1, u (Z) = Z e t « (A) = u ( F ) + Z ; 
u(Y) est l 'ensemble des points de F orthogonaux à fu(0) •([!], ch. II, § 4 , 
th. 3 ) ; Z est orthogonal à '¿/(0) (lemme 11. 1). 
Ces cinq lemmes prouvent le théorème suivant: 
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T h é o r è m e 11: 1. Le< valeurs propres non nulles des deux endomor-
phismes v et lv sont les mêmes. Les vecteurs principaux de v et 'v corre pondant 
à l'une de ces valeurs propres constituent deux sous-espaces de X et X*, auals. 
Les vecteurs propres de v et 'v corres ondaut à l'une, de ces valeurs propres 
constituent deux sous-espaces de X et X* ayant même dimension. Pour que 
l'équation d'inconnue x 
. lx—v(x) = x' (¿4=01 
ait au moins une solution, il faut et il suffit que x' soit orthogonal aux 
vecteurs propres de 'v qui correspondent a l . 
12. Problème. Soit 'v le transposé, dans le dual topologique de X, d'un 
endomorphisme com: lètement continu v de X; ¡our que 'v soit complètement 
continu, est il nécessaire et suffisant que v le ±oit? J . S C H A U D E R [8] l'a prouvé ' 
quand X est un espace de Banach. 
N o t a . Le dual topologique de X est l'espace vectoriel à voisinages 
convexes que constituent les applications linéaires et continues de X dans A. 
Par définition 0 est le seul point du dual top''logique de X orthogonal à X', 
0 est le seul point de X orthogonal au dual topologique de X (conséquence 
aisée de [1], ch. II, § 3 , th. 2). Si la réponse à la question posée est affir-
mative, le théurème 11. 1 peut être appliqué, quels que soient X et v, au 
dual topologique X" de X et au transposé lv de v da'ns X*. 
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The asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients 
of certain power series. 
' By G : SZEKERES in Adelaide (Australia). 
1. The purpose of this paper is to derive an asymptotic expansion (as 
k-»x) for the' coefficient' Ak = A,. (K, a) in 
(1) = = K= — k + T, 
,«=o t1 • a 
where a, % are real constants, a > 0 , and f ( z ) is analytic at e = = 0 . 
Under certain assumptions on f ( z ) one can easily obtain a principal 
term for A,, by a method introduced by . P. DEBYE1), called the method of 
steepest descent'(Sattelpunktmethode). Using the theorem of residues we have 
k\ 2JIIJ z . 
taken 
over a small circle* surrounding the origin. By CAUCHY'S theorem- we 
can displace the contour so that it shall pass through the "saddle point" z<> 
at which — / ( a 2 ' ) ) — & 2 ' ) = 0 or> z ^ o + a Z v f (ccZq). It can be shown 
that if the contour passes through zQ in a suitable direction end f ( z ) behaves 
appropriately on the rest of the path of integration, thyn the chief contri-
bution to the integral is furnished by the neighbourhood of z0 and has the 
form . ' 
(2) (¿nek) ' 
for a certain constant c which depends . on the particular conditions of the 
problem. The difficulty of the method lies in the proper choice of the path 
Of integration which has to be determined individually for each function f(z). 
If we cannot make sure that the contribution due to the complementary part 
of the path is negligible then the method has a rather heuristic value. 
In the present paper I shall .obtain a full asymptotic expansion for ^ 
by an entirely different method which avoids complex integration altogether. 
' ) See e. g. G. SZEGŐ, Orthogonal polynomials (New York, 1939), p. 215 ff. ( am 
indebted to P . TÚRÁN for having called my attention to this method. 
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.'The method has a more or less formal elementary character and does not 
require a knowledge of the functiontheoretical properties of f ( z ) except that 
it has a power series at z = 0. in fact, I shall prove the following 
00 j 
T h e o r e m 1. Let f ( z ) = \£—cvzv be an arbitrary power series with 
positive radius of convergence and constant term zero2); Ak shall be defined 
us above. Let u = u(t) = ^ dvtv+l, d0 = a, denote the inverse function of v=U 
<3) «= 'K IH 
go 
and let v = v(t) = 2 D„tv+\ D„=a be defined by 
i > = 0 
(4) ' . « = ' ( * + Z V v ] . 
Then 
<5) = ( L + i y ' - M ^ O i k -
. o '' 
for every m 0 and certain functions tpfl(a), analytic in \a\<o,.„yvhere q de-
notes the radius of convergence of v(t). The~expansion- (b) is-uniformly valid 
for\a\^Qn<q. 
The constant in 0(k'M'x) depends, of course, on p0 and on m and a 
« r 1 . J i M-similar remark pertains to all O-notations injthe paper. J and u 
denote the principal branches of the functions, which have the value 1 at 
« 
a = 0. No ambiguity is involved in . j — ^ — d t for complex values of a since 
o 
the integrand is obviously regular for | / '<L|a | . 
The range of validity of (5) is not necessarily confined to the circle with 
radius Q. In fact, it might be possible to "continue" the expansion into new 
regions of the complex plane by varying the coefficient c,. It is quite possible 
that (5) always holds in the interior of the circle of convergence of u(t). 
Using S T I R L I N G ' S formula, we obtain from ( 5 ) for . the coefficients of 
the power series (1) 
(6) „ 
X exp j i L Z - f i . r f / j (l + Zk~!'^,(a) + 0(k-m-1) 
s) Obviously this last assumption can be made without loss of generality. 
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where the ¿„(a) are analytic for | a | < p . The principal term in (6) is identical, 
with (2) if we put z0 = — , c — 1 — a 2 4 / " ( « z 0 ) since 
a 
P u(t) — ot u (a) , , U(a) 
— — f(u(a)) — fflog '- — o: 
J t - a w ° a a 
ü 
To have a simple application put T=^> f(z) — ^ 
«( / ) •=• « = ( c o s h y ) - \ Obviously A = 
x==(2Ar+ l ) 2 cosh<p, where H,.(x) is the k-Vn Hérmite polynomial. We hav& 
u 
= y (<P + y e - 2 ^ - l o g (2 cosh r/.)), 
u ' ( « ) . = (1 - f a - 2 (1 — a2)" Y = J ^ coth % 
hence from (5) 
AK~(2K+ l ) i ' ( 2 s i n h 9 ) ) " T ( 2 c o s h 9 ) ) - / ' e x p j^f t + y j ^ r l - y e _ 2 < i 0 ) J x 
X (1 + A:-1 I P ^ R L & K - ^ ^ P ) + . . . ) , 
e~ Hk(x) — 2 ^ ( s i n h q>). T exp j ^ + y j [ y - y sinh 2 ^ X 
x f i + l ^ f r W + o r 1 - 1 ) ) 
_ L - ' • 
for x — (2k +1)2 cosh (p, (p>e> 0. This is a well known result due t<>r 
PLANCHEREL and ROTACH3), who obtained it for real values of cp. The above 
proof is valid for any complex tp with |cosh</?|^£. The corresponding result: 
_L 
for the "oscillating region" x = ( 2 « + l ) 2 cos cp, s^ip^n — s cannot be ob-
tained by our method. 
There is another important application of Theorem 1 to which I intend: 
to come back in another paper, namely, the problem of the asymptotic eva-
luation of certain partition functions such as the number of partitions of an 
integer n into exactly k parts. They depend on. asymptotic developments of 
the same type as discussed in the present paper. 
3) M.. PLANCHEREL—W. ROTACH, Sur les valeurs. asymptotiques des polynomes-
d'Hermite, Commentarii Math. Helvetici, 1 (1929), pp. 227—254. These authors use the 
method of steepest descent in their work. Regarding above form of the formula (with. 
m = 0) see G. SZEGŐ, 1. c., p. 195. 
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2. P r o o f .of t he t h e o r e m . We have from (1), 
' g ' ( z ) = K\\ — 2 cvavzv-x W z ) 
hence 
( 7 ) • • V . • 
w = 2 
W e assume that Ap^=0 for p = 1, . . A : 4 ) and write ' 
(8) r/>Ä = s for s > 0, .y, = 0 for s ^ O . Pis ' 
Then 
- ' = J 
and by (7) and (8) 
00 
(10) g>„ = P + 2 . . . for p > 0. 
7; 
From (9), — log = — log /c! -J- log r^ , hence 
i>=i . . . 
The right hand side of (11) can be expressed in a very simple manner by 
<pk{aX in consequence of the following differential — difference equation: 
The formula is obviously true for p—l, since <jp0(/) = 0, cp1(t) = -^F.(\—cxt)~\ 
• K 
hence we may assume its validity for 1 <Li<p. Summing.(12) for i=\,...,r 
we obtain <r 
<13) ~£t<PTx<P\ = K(p—r for r<p. 
i=l -
r-1 
Let us write nv= II (pp_t. Then from (10) •isl 
t(P7*(f,.= 2 vcvtvnv+ cvtvnv 2 tcp~lt<p'p_: v~l v=l Ï—U 
P P P ' 
= 2 VCvtVnv 4 - ¿£cvtv nvUp-^p'v + \£cvtv nv(K(<pp_x — (pp_v)-(v-\)) 
by the induction hypothesis, hence 
4) This assumption in convenient but not really essential .for the proof. We can 
always enforce the condition by slightly changing the value of the parameter a . 
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Cvtvnv t c p = 2 . . C,tv71 v{K{(p],_x-rpp_v) + .1) = 
= y^c„tvnv(K((Pp-cpl,_„)-f<(cpp-cpp^)+ 1) = 
. p' . 
KCvtv:(9P<PP-i • ••• 9,-v+i—T/.-1 • • • 9p~p) — •£c»tvJtv(K(rpJI-cpp.1)-\) = l'=l 
i = / r 
Î' 
— cvf' 7lv{K{(Pp— — 1) = 
1 > = 1 
l - i c . r ^ K ^ , , . - - ^ ) - ! ) 
whence our assertion follows |since (1 — ¿ c v t v T i v ) = ^ + Oj. Hence (13) 
is valid for r = p, ^ L f o r = 1, 2,... and 
d^ 
da l o g ^ . ( a ) 
= ~ | y , ( a ) — A | by (11). Integrating and noting that, by (9), = ^ 
and j4i(0) = K':, we obtain 
<14) = K" exp j — K,| ^ 9k(t) - | t-'dt | : 
This relation reduces the problem to the asymptotic evaluation of rpk(t). 
03 ' n ' 
Write cpp(t) = %dp(v) f where d„(v) = 0 for p < 0, dp(0) = ^ r f o r p > 0, and 
v—0 
<15) dp(\)t + d„(2)t" + . . . = Z c J r n [ Z ( W for p >0. r=l r=l Vi=0 
The idea naturally suggests itself to compare <pp{t) with the function 
= defined by the equation <p = + 2 c„tv cpv . Generally let 
<16) <p(lt) = 2 - d { l v ) t \ d(t 0) = H 
p=o . • 
be defined for £ > 0 by 
(17) c p ( l t ) = i + Z c J v < p ' \ l t ) = l + t c p ( i , t ) f ( t c p ( l t ) ) . 
From (16) we have 
(18) d(l \)t+-d(l2)t*- + . . . = icvtv[£ + d{l \)t + d(i,2)t* + ...]v v.=l 
whence dg, L ) = C ^ , d& 2 ) = C2£2 + CI£, .. 
(19) d(l,v)= 2 Hr,]:..,^) cri . . . cr-lv'M for v > 0 
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where the b{rlt..., r<) are positive absolute constants and the summation 
runs over the (unrestricted) partitions of v. 
Comparing (17) and (3) we see that 
(20) u{t) = UP{o, t), dv = d{<J, v)= Z , . . ., r ;) cr, . . . cn &>-*' 
r ,+. .' -rl'l — V 
and \dr\St-1E b{r-i,---,ri)\cri...cr.]o>'-i* = Dv. This shows that \d(i,v)\^Dv 
if '¿¿<7 and v ) j < Dv if S><J. Hence, if «(§) denotes the radius 
of convergence of (16), then if l ^ a and if ? > a. In. 
particular 
^ H i ^ K ' - ^ K 1 - ^ ) * • 
and (p[j(>t) ' s certainly convergent for sufficiently large k if 
(We only have to take k>—-—o\t\.). It follows that y y-, a is convergent: 
o — q0 \K > 
for every p<±k. Comparing' the coefficients d„(v) and f o r p < £ , . 
v = 0, ],... we find from (15) and (18) ¿„(0) = </(-£., o ) = , 
— + j for every fixed v. This shows that the error 
commited by taking <p (J^r, tj instead of rpk(t) is small; in fact, <pr(a) = 
— (p a) -}- O (^r) provided that h(v) is not increasing too.rapidly wi thy. . 
In order to have an estimate for h(v) we introduce .the following notation ^ 
For r > 0, /;> 0 write 
(1 _ ix) (1 _ (/ 1) X)... (1 _ (/ + r _ 1) X) = 2 (-1 )" S(i, r; v) x", 
v = 0 
where S(i, r ; 0 ) = = l , and denote by Pp(i,r), p > i an arbitrary expression 
00 
(21) P„( ' , r ) = Z ( - l ) v < * » p - v 
i>=0 
where a„ = .l and the coefficients av satisfy for v > 0 
(22) 0 ^ a v < ^ S ( i , r \ v ) 
(hence «„ = 0 for v > r ) , and • ' 
00 
(23) Z (— 1 ) " « « + . < f o r s = 0, 1 , . . . . , r. . 
v=U 
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The second condition clearly implies 
00 
(24) 1 ya s + v p- s - "<cc s p-> for s = 0 , . . . , r . 
f=0 
]f Oi > 0, a2 > 0 then 
(25) a1Pp(i,r) + a2Pp(i,r) = (a1 + a2)P„(i,r). 
In this formula (like in others which follow) each Pp(i, r) may. denote a 
different expression of the form (21). The formula is to be read from the 
left to r ight: if > 0, flo>0 and both expressions P„(i,r) on the left satisfy 
(22) and (23) then the Pp(i, r) on the right (which is uniquely determined 
by the left hand side) also satisfies these conditions. The proof is obvious 
The following formula is less trivial: 
(26) Pp(i,r)PP(j,s) = Pp(i,r + s) if j ^ i + r. 
Write PP(i,r) = 2 (-\yavp->-, P;(j, s) = ( - l)»pvp-~ and 
Pp(i, r) Pp(j, s) = 2J (— 1 Yrvp-V where = «0 A, + . . . + avfJ(). , 
Comparing (1 - ix)... (1 — (/' + r — 1 )x) (1 — j x ) . . . (1 — ( / + s — I)*) with 
v 
(1 —ix)... (1 —(/+/"+-s—1) x) we see that ^ S(i, r; fi) S(j, s; v—fi)< 
f<-=o • 
¿S(i, r + s;v) if j < L / - f r hence yv = a0Pv + • • • + a „ / i 0 ^ 5 ( / , r + s; v) which 
proves condition (22). Condition (23) is a consequence of the following 
• L e m m a . Let {a0, au ...}, {b0, blt.. .} be non-negative sequences with 
finite sums. Let us form the alternating series Z (— \ )vav, )vbv and 
suppose that the remainders of the two series themselves form an alternating 
sequence, i. e. av—av+1 + av+2 — . . . 0, bv — bv+1 + bv+2 — . . . ^ 0 for v ;> 0" 
Then the remainders of the Cauchy product cv = a0bv +.. . + avb0 also form 
an alternating sequence: cv — cv+\ + c„+2— . . .¿j O. 
The lemma is notably true if both {a„}. a r ) d {bv} are finite. 
P r o o f . ¿ ( - l ) r c ^ = ( Z ( - l ) , a r ] ( Z ( - l ) r 6 w ] + -r=0 Vr= 0 J Vr=U ) 
CO OS CO 
+ bv. 1 z (-1)" fli+r + bv~2 Z (—1 Yai+r + • • • + ¿0 Z ( - 1 )r<w^ 0 
r=0 r—0 . . '—0 
since each term is ^ 0 . 
. Applying the lemma to av=avp~v, bv = ftvp-v, a, = yvp-v, we imme-. 
diately obtain condition (23) for the right hand side of (26). A repeated 
application of the lemma also shows that 
i1 - i) • • • (1 - ijtrr1)=5 1 )vp'v S{i> r>v)=p>(i>r)• 
l E 13 
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We shall now show that for p>i^>0, v>0 
(27) dp_M = 2 b(rlt :.., O c , , . . . 1+1 P„(/, *) 
summed for the partitions rx + . . . + '"; = ' v . For the expression on the right 
we use the shorthand notation d{~, v j x P„(i, v), the symbol x reminding us 
of the fact that is a sum of terms ( l9) each term being; multiplied 
by a Pp(i, v). 
Writing p — i instead of p in (15), we obtain by comparing the coeffi-
cients of = l) Pp(i, 1) for. i<p 
which proves (27) for v= L. We note that dp_i(0) = £ j ^ - = d\£, o)/>„(/, 1), 
hence assuming thé induction hypothesis, 
(28) drUr) = d { ^ , / j X P„(i, /--1-1) for ,i<p, 0<Lr < v.5) 
Equating the coefficients of tv in (15) and writing again p — i in the place 
of p, we obtain 
(29) dp.;(v) = Zcu . Z dp_i(s1)dp-l_1(sï)...dp.H»l(slt), 
the summation extending over every composition of v—fi with su ..., su^0. 
Since $! + . . . -)-s/e < v, we have by (28) for every non-zero term of the sum 
(30) dp_i(si). . . dp-i-^i(sa) — • 
s , ) . sJ ()X P„(/,1 )P„(z+1, s2+1 ) • • •P„(/-f/t-1,S/«+1 ) = 
since 
P,M> Si+ 1) Pp(i+ 1, s 2 + 1 ) . . . Pp(i+fi- 1, + 1) = 
= Pp(i,s1 + sa+2)Pp(i+2,sB+ 1 ) . . . />,(/-1-^-1, S/,+ i ) = 
= ... = Pp(/, S, + S 2 - I - . . . + S„ + p) =-- Pp(/» ' 
by a repeated application of (26). The same is true if /? —z — 1 <:0, that 
is, the left hand side of (30) is zero, since then p < i + (i i + v and ob-
viously 0 = Pp(i,v) if i<p<i-\-v. Now from (18) we have for £ = p/K 
(3 , ) ' 
where the summation is to be taken for the same compositions as. in (29). 
5) Here we'have used the obvious-equation Pp(/,/) = Pp(i, /•-}- 1). which should be 
read from the left to the right. 
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This shows that to each term T = C u d ^ , S j ) . . : . fy] in (31) there is 
a corresponding term 7* in .(29) with T*=TxPp(i,v) by (30). The precise, 
meaning of this relation is that if we substitute (19) |with H = for each' 
d j j r , s.) in T and carry out term-by-term' multiplication then each of these 
terms appears in T* multiplied by a Pp(i,v). Collecting terms belonging to 
the same cr,...cri we have by (25), since the multiplying constants 
b(rj,..., r ;) are positive, dp„i(v) = d{~, x Pp(i, v), i. e. (27). In particular, 
0 ,*) and dk(v) = d{kR,v)xPk(Q,v). Therefore 
c o c o r , \ -
9*(t) = 2 P„{ o, V) t'= 
(32) V'ft J • ' . 
(kY~i+i 
= Z Z 6 ( / - 1 J . . . , / - i ) c , , . . . c J 4 O-k-'pir,,..,,^ 1) + v=0 rl+...+ ri=v J • 
+ . . . -F- C— 1 R A : - / ? ^ . . . . • 
where 
(33) 0^fi(r1,...,ri;J)^S(Q,v;j)<1fl',. 
(34) O S 1 - r 1 / ? ( r l f . . . , r ;; 1) + . : : + ( - \ ) v k ~ v l S ( r 1 , v ) < 1. 
This shows first, that the radius of <pk(t) is not less than — j. p, 
hence <pk(a) is convergent if k is sufficiently large. Secondly, 
(35) <Pk(t)=<P[^, f) + 
m oo f ( k ; ) 
+ Z ( - l T k - ! l Z \ 2 b{rl,...,ri)Crl...Cri £ Pfa,...,ri;ft))t" + 
/ 1 = 1 r = H + + ) • , — ! ' V * W J 
00 [ / yr \ V - 4+1 f V ' 
+ Z Z b(r1}..., r-) Cri./.Cr\-jy\ z (-l)"^"/?^,...,/-^) v=m+l ' ri+...+ri = v V** J \/(=m+l /) 
for For, each of the series . 
Z\Zb(ri> --->ri)cri--rcn\j<) /?(r,, ...,/-,; M ) j V , / t = 1, ...,m, 
is absolutely convergent for by (33), and also the remainder since 
z ( - ' y m , - ^ ^ ) i /(=»t+1 
by (24). Hence the remainder term in (35) can be written in the form 
k~m~lt%(t), where %(t) is absolutely convergent for 
k ( k •) 
Finally we replace by a, by rp(o, t) in (35) by putting 
: r " - 1 ^ , • • 1 ) < r " - V 2 r a + 2 
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III ij-Ul . /t"1+1 \ 
+ 1)"' ^ + ( - Om+1 - 1 and 
K 1yt + r V At 7 ; r v 7 
collecting terms belonging to equal powers of k. As a result we obtain the 
asymptotic development 
(36) /-' (.-mo- 4 ) =t~\<p(°, t)-a)+ ¿ > - ' > ; e ( o + o ( r - ' ) 
valid for hence for f = = a . 
(14), (36) and (20) give 
(37) Ak = / f f c e x p dt-±-$y\{t)dt-
' 0 i O 0 
M-l ce r , \ j 
- Z i ^ + (k~m ) . 
/1=1 o V a J ) 
It remains to determine the explicit expression for We have from 
(36), if we pu t .u ( f ) = f9>(ff,0 and y>.(t) = — t^*1(t)+.<fix, 
^ , " ( 0 , * ./.x " ( 0 1 
where ~ indicates that the difference of the left and right hand sides is 0(k'2). 
Using equation (12) we obtain 
1 /« I » I " 1 . A ¿u' 
<Pk-1 ==% — (1 + ~ — ~k ,p~~k ~u' 
1 /i i * - i ' \ " 1 , 2ff u ' ft-! = + i f t - 1 J - X J ( 7 ' 
generally — — T ^ z T ' c a n P u t t h e s e e x P r e s s ' o n s > purely 
formally, into (10) since we know that the asymptotic expansion (36) is valid 
i . k . ^ ^..r-Uu l " 1 . * . v ivrr 11 1 , i f f , « 
~<T c„zzv— - , - 2 , vcju^ip — — Z U\cvfuv-2ur « v=i fc v=i k w 
whence 
From (3), u ^ Y + t Z v C v i i ^ u ' , 1 - Z vcvtuv~ l = - ~ t 
2 ( 5 ) C J ' U - ^ _ J L - , + £ hence + , , 
Theorem 1 follows from this and (37). 
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It would be possible to obtain, in a similar manner, the next term 
but the general term i/>*t(f) could hardly be obtained in that way 
explici t ly. The method of steepest descent gives heuristically, in the case 
o = 1, t — I, the following expressions for i / v ( a ) i n 
Put Ь Л а ^ ^ ^ ^ У + ^ Г ' М а ) ) , 
exp 2 bv+2{a)n= 2 ЛД1, «)£", ha(e, «) = 2 a,lv(a) Г , . [1=0 v=0 
then 
2n Г III + V + i ) 
•ФЛ«)=2 - ^ т — (2 ц ' ( « ) Г " . 
3. The following additional remarks might widen the field of applica-
bility of Theorem 1. Throughout the previous proof, a was considered a fixed 
parameter. Now it is clear that nothing will change in the proof if we assume 
that a is not fixed but depends on k, of course subject to the condition 
In particular, Theorem 1 remains true if a tends to 0 as k-+oo. 
For example, the formula of PLANCHEREL and ROTACH for Hermite polyno-
mials holds uniformly if r/i->oo as k-+<x>. 
If we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of Ak when к tends 
less rapidly to oo than K, we have to assume that a is not a constant but 
к tends to 0 as к »?. In that case it is preferable to put т = 0, a = a ( k ) — - ^ 
К 
so that u(t) — u(o, t) depends on k. Again, Theorem 1 remains true, with 
the additional remark that the ^ ( a ) now depend on к and tend to 0 as 
к k + oo. As a matter of fact, we can always put ' yfl(a) = — %u(a) as readily к 
seen from (35). 
Finally let us consider a particular case when the function f ( z ) itself 
depends on k. We assume that the coefficients cv have an asymptotic de-
velopment of the form0) 
(38) cv = Cv[ 1 + 2 X V ) E ' ' K ~ l l + 6 ^ ( I ' ) И 1 + Й 1 
where Cfl,Efl,a^>0 are constants (not depending on k), and |cF„| < I_ 
Let m be fixed and put M = maxflE«! ' ' ) , ( i = \ , . . m , so that 
6) This case is important from the point of view of partitions to which I have 
referred above. 
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^ + £,„ Mil = the coefficient of K i n (l . Then if 
rt + .. , + r{ = v, 
(39) c c,,^C,,...Cr:U(l ^ / ^ — [ l +£)"') 
/t=i 
where | < 1 and 
( 4 0 ) . . | = 
Let us write U(t), V(t) for the u, ^-functions belonging to F(z) = 
= Z — Cvzv and o for the radius of 1/(0, then g ^ o 1 by (19), 
v = l V \ K ) 
(39) and (40), hence q>(a,t) is convergent for if k is large. Also 
the expansion (36) remains valid as seen by put t ing. (39) into (35) and 
noticing that the power series belonging to a fixed Af'", ¿ t = l , . . . , m, is ab-
solutely convergent by (40). 
T h e o r e m 2. If in Theorem 1, the coefficients cv have, an asymptotic 
00 . r nJ \ 
development (38) and we put F(z) = Z ~C"zV> u = t + Z CvU" , 
v=l v ^ . V—1 J 
V=t^a^rX\Cv\Vv^ then 
log /1, = k log A"—kJ di~rX + O (k"n-1) r" U(t)-ot 
0 t f t=o 
uniformly for |a|<L(>0<(> if Q is the radius of V{t). Also 
Vo(«) = ( « , * _ ! ) log ( - 1 U'(a) 
•if. £! = 0 in (38). 
(Received September 21, 1949.) 
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Remarks on power series. 
By G. PÓLYA in Stanford (California). 
•The following three sections are independent of each other. Each section 
begins with the statement of a theorem and ends with its short proof. These 
theorems throw sidelights on various aspects of the theory of power series 
to which the author devoted much of his work almost - since the time that 
he had the privilege to study under the guidance of Professor L E O P O L D F E J É R 
and to make his first contacts with Professor F R E D E R I C K R I E S Z . 
1. Assume that f ( z ) = e~czf(z) where c>0 and fx(z) is an entire function 
of genus 0 having positive zeros only. Let y be the first zero of f ( z ) and put 
(1) - Z f ( z ) / f ( z ) = SlZ. + ^ + S,z» + . . . 
(2) 1 / f ( z ) = t0 + t1z + t32r- + t8z* + . . . . 
Then s„/s„+l decrease; and tjt„+1 increases monotonicaily so that 
(3) A < A < A < . . . < 7 < . . . < i i < i i . w t,= /„•= tt=" = / = = s 3 = s 2 -
The term "entire function of genus 0 " denotes a function of the form 
z V , z 
(4) r*j\ n 
C, m, y^ y2, ys,... are constants, m an integer, m^O, 0 < | / j | < \y2\< . . . , 
- W - 1 convergent ; y.x is called the first zero of f { z ) . We d o ' n o t exclude 
the case in which the sequence yu ys,... is finite or even empty so that, 
in very special cases, f ( z ) can turn out a polynomial- or even a constant. 
If the y„ are all positive and c ^ O , f ( z ) = e-°:f1(z) represents the most general 
function that can be a limit of polynomials with only positive zeros.1) 
!) G. PÓLYA, Über Annäherung durch Polynome mit lauter reellen Wurzeln, Rendi-
conti del Circolo Mat Palermo, 3 6 (1913) , pp. 2 7 9 - 2 9 5 . To the theory of these functionsj 
started by LAGUERRE and developed by I. SCHUR and the author, I. J. SCHOENRERG added 
recently an important new chapter; see I. J. SCHOENBERG, On totally positive functions, 
Laplace integrals and entire functions of the Laguerre—Pólya—Schur type, Proceedings 
National Academy of Sciences Ü. S. A., 3 3 ( 1 9 4 7 ) , pp., 11 — 1 7 ; On Pólya frequency func-
tions. 11: Variation-diminishing integral operators of the convolution type, these Acta, 12 B 
( 1 9 5 0 ) , pp. 9 7 — 1 0 6 . Prof. SCHOENBERG, communicates me a more general theorem which 
he found some time ago and from which the present result easily follows. 
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The hypothesis of our theorem requires that C=j=0,m = 0 and the 
sequence yt, y2,... has at least one term yl — y. To the conclusion of our 
theorem we could give a sharper, but heavier, form by listing the cases of 
equality in (3) which are few and trivial and will be completely cleared up 
by the proof. 
From the hypothesis of our theorem it follows also that 
(5) lim lim— 
) ( - > c o ' l i + l n - > - c o s n + \ 
These relations are not new. They are due essentially to D A N I E L 
BERNOULLI 2 ) whose classical method consists precisely in approximating the 
minimum root of an equation ( a s / ( z ) = 0) by the ratio of successive coeffi-
cients (as sjsn+1 or tjt„+j of an appropriate power series (as (1) or (2)). 
Our theorem brings into Bernoulli's method a twofold specialization. First, 
it chooses a narrow, although quite important, class of functions. Second, 
it chooses the series (1) and (2). At the price of these specializations, it 
obtains (3) that is, precise lower and upper bounds for / at each step of 
the approximation. Notice that (5) in itself yields no definite estimate for the 
error of approximation. 
E x a m p 1 e : Let 
/(*) =/>(2^) = = ! - * • • H f - S + W - - - ' 
Using just the coefficients displayed, we find 
/4 211 < r < 33 — s4 
and so for the first root of J0(z) 
2.4006 < 2 / 2 <2 .4121. 
P r o o f . S i n c e / ( 2 ) is of genus 0, s„, defined by (1), is, for h2> 2, the 
sum of the n-th powers of the reciprocal zeros of f(z). Therefore, as well 
known3) 
For / 7 ^ 2 equality can be attained only if y is the only, possibly multiple, 
zero of f(z). Equality for n= 1 requires, furthermore, c = 0. 
We start discussing t„. 
L e m m a . Assume that a„ > 0 for n ¿g 0, that 
(6) a l ^ a „ _ x a n + 1 
-) See L. EULEII, Jntroductio in Analysin Infinitorum, Opera Omnia, ser. 1, vol. 8 , 
p. 339. 
3) See e. g. G. H . HARDY, J . E . LITTLEWOOD and G . POLYA, Inequalities (Cam-
bridge, 1934), p. 28., theorem 18. 
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for.n^ 1 and that p> 0. Put 
c o c o 
Ü u 
Then, for n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . , 
A"„ ~> ^n-l^n+l-
Changing anp~", Anp~n and pz into an, A„ and z, respectively, we reduce 
the theorem to the particular case where p= 1, which we assume. Then 
A, = 00 + ^ + .. . + an, 
Al—An_,An+1 = A2„ - (A„—an) {A„ + an+1) = A„a„—A„a„+1 + a„a„+1 = 
= a0a„ + a1a„ + . . . + o„a„ — a0a„+, — a1a„+,—... —an^an+^aQan > 0, 
for it follows from the hypothesis (6) that, for 1 i^k^Ln, 
ö o < Ö 1 < < < < Q„-i < a,, 
a, = a, = " ' = ak = ' ' ' = a„ = u„+1 ' 
Now, is defined by (2). If f ( z ) is a polynomial of the first degree, 
' » = 4+1- By repeated application of the Lemma, we derive hence that 
( 7 ) 
for polynomials of degree I>2. By a limiting process, we pass, not to f(z), 
but to f(z)/(z — y), which is also a limit of polynomials with only positive 
roots. If f(z)/(z—y) is not a constant, the coefficients in the expansion of 
its reciprocal in powers of z are all positive and satisfy, if not (7), an in-
equality which we obtain from (7) by substituting I> for > . Now, by another 
application of the Lemma, we obtain (7) unweakened. In short, (7) holds 
unless f ( z ) is a polynomial of the first degree. 
2. Let 
(1) " • fl0 + O1Z + OaZ2 + . . . + f l . 2 » + . . . 
be a convergent power series but not a polynomial. Then there exists an infi-
nite sequence E0, eu £,,..., where £ „ = 1 or — 1 for n > 0, sudi that the function 
represented by 
e0a0 + e^z + s2a2z2 + ...-(- £„a„z" +... 
satisfies no algebraic differential equation. 
This theorem is similar to a theorem stated by FATOU which I proved 
first4). 
P r o o f . The theorem is a corollary of an important, almost forgotten, 
theorem of GRONWALL5) . 
4) A; HURWITZ and Q. PÓLYA, Zwei Beweise eines von Herrn Fatou vermuteten 
Satzes, Acta Math., 40 (1916), pp. 179-183. 
5) H. GRÖNWALL, Sur les fonctions qui ne satisfont à aucune équation différentielle 
algébrique, Öfversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Förhandlingar, Stockholm, 1898, 
p. 387—395. 
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Since the series (1) is not a polynomial, there exists a sequence of 
positive integers llt /,, / 3 , . . . such, that 
/„1 + 1>m/„„ tf,m4=0, 
for m = 1, 2, 3 , . . . We set e„ = 1 if n = lx or 4 or l3; . . . , £ „ = — 1 if n is 
different from all terms of the sequence llt 4, ls,..., and 
00 c o 00 
• f{z) = Z g(z) = Z WnZ'1, h (z) = 2 Z ai,nZh". U 11=0 )H=1 
Then 
(2) № + g(z) = h{z). 
Now by G R O N W A L L ' S result, h(z) cannot satisfy any algebraic differential 
equation. Therefore, at least one of the two functions, f(z) and g(z), cannot 
satisfy any algebraic differential equation, since, in the opposite case, their 
sum h(z) would also satisfy one0). 
3. A power series which satisfies an algebraic equation formally is 
necessarily convergent (and so it must satisfy that equation actually). 
The term "formal" must be accurately explained. We are given a fixed 
positive integer q. A formal power series in z ! / i (abbreviated in the following 
as f. p. s.) is defined by an infinite sequence of complex numbers atl, 
(1) a_2, a^,a0, ax, a2,... 
which, however, begins with an infinity of zeros. That is, there is a A: such that 
(2) a / t = 0 for n < k. 
The f. p. s. defined by the sequence (1) subject to (2) may be written in 
either form 
00 
' Z A!TZ"LQ, Z GAZ-"1''. 
A f. p. s. may be written as a finite sum if only a finite number of the afi . 
differ from 0, or even as the monomial a0 if <7̂  = 0 for l ^ | > 0 . • Observe 
that the integer k arising in (2) may be different for different f. p. s. Equality, 
addition, multiplication and differentiation of f. p. s. are so defined as sug-
gested by the particular case in which the series are convergent: 
(3) = Zbftx-Ul'< means a„ = bfl for ¡i = 0, + 1, ± 2 , . . . 
(4) + Zbaxt'!'> = 2 (aft + b/t) x^i", 
(5) Zazx;-i'i 2bnx-"i'i = 2cvx"ii 
where 
cr> 
(6) c „ = Z axbv-x 
z = — c o 
6) See E. H. MOORE, Concerning transcendentally transcendental functions, Math. 
Annalen, 48 (1897), pp. 49 - 7 4 for general statements about the field formed by the functions 
satisfying an algebraic differential equation. 
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(7) (ZaftxKliy = 2 ( / z / q ) a f l x ^ ' ' r ' . 
Observe that the sum in (6) is actually finite, by virtue of the condition (2) 
and of the analogous condition for the bfl. With these definitions, the f. p. s. 
form a ring in which the rule holds : If a product is 0, at least One of the 
factors is necessarily 0. In fact, assume that neither factor on the left hand 
side of (5) is 0. Then there exist an 7 and an m such that 
öu = 0 for l<l, 0,4=0; ba = 0 for ¡¿<m, bm=j=0. 
Then, however, according to (4), 
and so the product is different from 0. (Observe that 0 denotes the f. p. s. 
for which all terms of the sequence (1) are 0.) 
Let P(x, y, yx,y2,.. .,y„) be a polynomial in its n+2 variables and w 
a f. p. s. On the basis of our definitions, the meaning of the equation 
(8) P(z, w, w', i v" , . . ., wW) = 0 . 
is completely clear. If (8) holds, we say that w satisfies the differential 
equation (8) formally — Only formally — if w diverges, also actually if u> con-
verges. For instance, the f. p. s. 
w=l + l! ZJr2\z2 + 3\z* + ... 
satisfies the differential equation of order 1 
z2w' + (z— l)w+l=0 
formally and only formally, not actually. It is thinkable that a f. p. s. w 
satisfies an algebraic equation 
(9) P (z ,w) = 0, 
which can be regarded as a differential equation of order 0, only formally. 
Our theorem asserts that this thinkable situation cannot actually arise7). 
P r o o f . Let it be the degree of the equation (9). Let w l t u> 2 , . . . , wn 
denote the convergent Puiseux expansions of the n roots of (9) in the neigh-
borhood of the origin and w a f. p. s. which satisfies (9): We can find a 
suitable integer q such that wu w2, .. xvn and w are all f. p.. s. in •z l lq. We 
write (9) in the form 
(10) A(z) {w — w j (w— w 2 ) . . . (w—wn) = 0 
where A (z) is a polynomial - which does not vanish identically,. Yet, if the 
product (10) "equals 0,-one of its factors must eqüal 0; That is, w coincides 
with the convergent Puiseux expansion of one of the roots. Q. E. D. 
(Received.November-, 20, 1949.) 
') The theorem is an extreme case of results announced elsewhere (G. PÓLYA, Sur 
les séries entières satisfaisant à une équation, différentielle algébrique, Comptes Rendus 
Acad. Sci. Paris,- 201 (1935), pp. 444—445), the proof of which, however, has notyet been 
published. 
2 0 4 . 
Méthodes de sommation des séries de Fourier. I. 
P a r B É L A S Z . - N A O Y à S z e g e d . 
§ 1. Matrices de type F. 
Étant donnée une matrice triangulaire infinie 
A = {lnk) (/2 = 0 , 1 , . . . ; * = 0 , I n) 
de nombres réels ou complexes dont ¿ n 0 = l , attachons à chaque fonction 
périodique f(x) de période 2 n , intégràble1) et ayant la série de Fourier 
cc 
f ( x ) ~ Z ck(x), ck(x) = eos kx + bk sin kx, 
; . = o 
ies sommes 
n 
°n(x) = o„(A,f-, x) = Z'^Mx)-
fc=U 
Nous dirons que la matrice A est de type F lorsque les sommes a„(x) 
tendent vers f(x) en tout point de Lebesgue de f ( x ) et cela uniformément dans 
l'intérieur de tout intervalle où J(x) est continue. 
Le prototype d 'une telle matrice est celle qui correspond à la méthode 
classique de F E J É R de sommer la série de Fourier par le procédé de la moyenne 
arithmétique: yl = | l — y ^ y ) • H e n e s t de même pour toutes les matrices 
de C E S À R O d'ordre r > 0, A = {A^f A?) où A™ = + r) ' . 
En généralisant ces résultats classiques, H I L L E et T A M A R K I N 2 ) ont montré 
que toute matrice de N Ô R L U N D A = (P„_k¡Pn), formée à partir d 'une suite 
m 
{Pi.} de nombres réels ou complexes en posant Pm--=ZPh, est de type F, 
h=0 
à condition qu'il existe une constante C telle que 
Dans un intervalle de période et dans le sens de Lebesgue. 
S) E . H I L L E — J . D . TAMAKKIN, On the summability of Fourier sériés. I, Transactions 
American Math. Society, 3 4 ( 1 9 3 2 ) , p. 7 5 7 - 7 8 3 . 
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(1) 2 \ P k \ | 
(2) n\pn\ | 
(3) ± k \ p k - p U ' \ < C n 
(4) ) 
Ces conditions sont d'ailleurs seulement suffisantes et non pas nécessaires. 
Les conditions (1)—(3) sont vérifiées en particulier lorsque p„>p„+1>0 
(n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) (ce qui est le ca s ' pa r exemple, pour les matrices de CESÀRO 
d'ordre r tel que 0 < r < 1 où l'on a ph — La condition (4) se trouve 
alors même nécessaire pour que A soit du type F. 
En généralisant ce dernier résultat, NIKOLSKY 3) vient de montrer que, 
A = ([Xnk) étant une matrice de nombres réels tels que la suite ¿„0, Ki, • • o 
est convexe ou concave pour toute valeur fixée de n, les conditions 
(5) l i m A s t = l (&=== 1, 2 , . . . ) , 
(6) K * . | < c , 2 - < c m n—k+i 
sont suffisantes et . nécessaires pour que A soit de type F.4) 
Malgré sa généralité, le theorème de NIKOLSKY n 'embrasse évidemment 
pas celui de HILLE et TAMARKIN, les matrices envisagées par ces auteurs ne 
satisfaisant pas en général à l 'hypothèse d'être convexes. 
Voici un théorème embrassant, en tant que conditions suffisantes, tous 
ces théorèmes comme cas particuliers: 
T h é o r è m e . Pour que la matrice A = (/„,.) soit de type F, il suffit 
qu'on ait 
(A) l i n a n i = l ( ¿ = 1 , 2 , . . . ) n ->- CO 
et 
( B ) 2 Î 2 ^ V J < C 5 ) 
k=0 \i=n-k l ) 
où 
¿L = Ku~2K,*+i +.Kl+2 (k = 0,...,n-]); 2„0 = 1, „tl = 0. 
3) S. M. NIKOLSKY, Sur des méthodes linéaires de sommation des séries de Fourier, 
Izvestiya Akad. Nauk SSSR, série math., 12 (1948), p. 259-278 (en russe). 
4) La nécessité résulte d'une part du fait qu'une suite convergente d'opérations 
linéaires est bornée dans la sphère unité de l'espace fonctionnel en question, et d'autre 
TL 
part de ce que les fonctions cos nx et vn(x)= ^ [cos/tx—cos(2n-f-2 — k) x]l(n--k-^-l) 
restent inférieures en module à une même constante. 
5) On désignera par C, Q , . . . des constantes ne dépendant pas de n. 
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La condition (B) est évidemment équivalente à 
( B ' ) 2 ( n - k ) L O G - ^ - R K , | < C . • 
/.=o n — K 
Dans le cas où, pour chaque n fixé, les /¡lk sont de même signe, le 
premier membre de (B) se réduit par deux transformations abéliennes à 
H 
la condition ( B ) est donc das ce cas une conséquence de celle (6) de NIKOLSKY. 
Dans le cas des matrices de N Ô R L U N D nos conditions prennent la forme 
( A n ) lim p„-m/P„ = 0 (m = 0 , 1 , . . . ) , .. ' 
t» ->• oo 
<B>) ¿ { i ~)\pm-pm-A<c\p,l\. »1=1 \i~w ' } 
Elles sont moins restrictives que celles de H I L L E et TAMARKIN citées plus 
haut, (AN) étant une conséquence de (2), (3) et (BN) une' conséquence de 
.(3), (4). En effet, (3) entraîne que 
Ji, £ . Q 
Z\Pk~Pk-ï\^ Z „ m \Pk—Pt-il<—~\P»\, 
n-m k=n—m n — m n — m 
•donc | p „ _ m — / ? „ _ , „ _ ! | 0 (11-+00), et cela pour m — 0 , 1 , . . . . Comme 
iPJP«->-0 par (2), il en résulte de proche en proche,que pa-JPn-+Q, pn-<JPn + 0 
-etc. D'autre part, (3) et (4) entraînent que , 
. Zni\pm-pm-1\<c\pi\, .yic\PMi<c-\pn\, . 111=1 ¿=1 1 
-donc 
2 , [ZM\P,,-P»,-,\)l<<C-\PN\, 
•ce qui est équivalent à (B^). 
n 
Pour la matrice A = ((P„— P^jP,,) où Pn = 2Pt> P-i = 0, qu'on 
.appelle aussi matrice "progressive" pour la distinguer de celle "rétrograde" 
•de NÔRLUND , nos conditions prennent la forme 
<AP) lim [P„| = 00, 
( B p ) 'É{ Ê ~ F ~ \ PK PK+\\ <C\P„\. 
k=0 \i=n-k l J 
Comme 
n » 
. . , : • z ^ ï + i • t=ii-k ' 
•(Bp).est vérifiée-en. particulier si l'on a (3).°) 
Le fait que les conditions (Ay), (3) et (2) assurent que. la matrice "progressive'/ 
A soit du type F, est connu; cf. E . HILLE, Summation of Fourier series, Bulletin American 
Math. Society, 38 (1932); p. 505-528, en particulier p. 513. ' ' ' 
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Observons enfin que si Xnk = X ( ^ y - j - j où X(u) ( O ^ u ^ l ) est une 
fonction absolument continue telle que Â ( 0 ) = 1 , A(l) = 0, la condition (B) 
se réduit à ce que l'intégrale 
existe.7) 
§ 2 . Quelques conséquences immédiates des hypothèses (A), (B). 
Désignons par v, dans tout ce qui suit, le plus grand' entier compris 
dans n/2. Au lieu de Xnk, zlnk = Xnh — Xnik+4?,k = Jni — 4„ik+1nous écrirons, 
pour abréger, aussi /i^, J k et ¿¡\. 
Observons d'abord que 
k + \ p o u r O ¿ k ^ v , 
{n-k)Z -r^ in-k) , 
n-k ' n \~(n — k) pour v^k^n; 
donc l'hypothèse (B) entraîné 
<7) C, Z(n-k)\^î\<2C.-
k—0 k= v' 
On obtient par deux transformations abéliennes : 
L'-L V-.L 
<8) /.„ = X0 — (X0—XV)= \ - Z ^ = i - Z ( k + l ) Al ~ 
k=0 1.-0 
ou encore 
(9) K = = = + 
• h=v, k=v , 
On déduit de (8) et (9) ' la relation 
; 1 ; I " 3 _ 
n~v+1 «—.»'4-1 ^ ' ' V ' 
•Grâce à. (7), cela donne 
(10) 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 + 4 0 = ^ . 
7) Nous avons étudié des procédés de sommation engendrées par de telles fonctions 
"sommatoires" À(u) (et même par d'autres plus générales) dans un Mémoire précédent : 
Sur une classe générale de procédés de sommation pour les séries de Fourier, Hungarica 
Acta Math., 1, n" 3 (1948), p. ,14-52. Nous avons déterminé les constantes de Lebesgue 
et les constantes d'approximation correspondantes. 
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Écrivons (8) sous la forme 
V-L 
/¡=u 
Il en résulte, par (7) et (10), que 
( 1 1 ) \ V / I v \ ^ 1 + C 1 + 2 C = C 2 . 
Montrons enfin que 
n-1 
(12) ^ = 2 1 ^ 1 - 1 - 0 lorsque n + «>. 
/i=o 
Pour le voir, commençons par observer que, quel que soit l'entier 
r > l , on peut déterminer n0 — n0(r) de façon qu'on ait 
A l 
2 ~ > r P o u r tout n ^ n 0 et pour tout m ^ r . 
m l 
On a alors pour r i ^ n 0 : 
/.•=(J • ' h=r 
1 n " r 1 n-1 / n « \ 
. + { I M ) K 2 I + T 2 Z ^ W / T ;£=n-r+l \î—u-k l J 
En vertu de l'hypothèse (B) et de ses conséquences (7), il en vient que 
A ~ 0 R 
Étant donné £ > 0 arbitraire, on détermine r de façon que 5C/r<e/2; 
grâce à l'hypothèse (À), on peut déterminer ensuite ^ (è/70) de façon que 
pour n ^ r t j et pour k = 0, ],..., r—1 on ait \A-lk\<e/2r. On aura alors. 
< E, ce qui prouve (12). 
§3 . Démonstration du théorème. 
Partons de la formule 
(13) on(x)-f{x) = ^ - i K n { t ) 9 M ) d t 71 (J 
OÙ 
<pAt)=f(x + 0 + f ( x - t ) - 2 f ( x ) et tf„(0 = v + i X c o s A : / , 
^ k=i 
On obtient par deux transformations abéliennes : 
K(t) = 2Mk(t)AÎ + M„(t)A„, 
ou encore 
(14) K„(t) = 2 Mk(t) A\ + 2 m ) + Mn{t) Av 
k=0 k=v 
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Mk(t) = • Nk(t) = Nnk(t) = Mk(i)- M„{t). 
Envisageons un intervalle (â, n), ô > 0. Les fonctions \Mh(t)\ et JN*(0I 
y restant inférieures à a>(ô) = sm~2â/2, on a 
\k=u ! 
d'où il s'ensuit par (11) et (12) que 
(15) /«„(d) = max | /< :„ (0 | -0 (n -oc) . 
(à, n) 
Montrons que |/Ç,(OI admet dans (0 ,n) une majorante décroissante 
K(t) telle que 
(16) ¡K:(t)dt<C3. . ; o 
Pour \Mk(t)\ on a évidemment la majorante décroissante 







. |cosfo + 1 ) i — c o s ( f r + l ) f | \sin(n + k + 2)t/2.sin(n-k)t/2j 
! Mk{t)\— . 2 si na i/ 2 " sin'2 //2 
admet la majorante décroissante 




i(n + k + 2)(n — k) 0^/ï 
n + k + 2) ' 






et on a, pour 0 ¿ k < ± n , 
n + k+2-
2 
n — k! 
71" 
Nk(t)dt=-^-(n — k) 
o ^ 
2 + log 
n + k + 2 
n — k — 7l< 
< ^ ( n - k ) 2 + l o g 2 - f l o g ZL±1 
n—k 
donc 
(18) dt<(n- k) (c6 + C Z . 1 :=n-k l ' 
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Pour | /C(0I o n obtient ainsi la majorante décroissante 
v-l 
fc=0 
K(t) = 2 X * ( 0 K l + Ë W(t) K l + M'A 0 1 ^ 1 -
• ~ FC=V 
Par (17) et (18), 
v-1 ll-l 
ïK;it)dt<c<2(k+i)\Ji\+2in-k)\a+ctt Z - S - M i + c ^ + o ^ u 
• i;=0 k=v V. t=n-k « J 
d'où il résulte par (B) et par ses conséquences (7), (11), l'inégalité (16). 
Or les propriétés 
m„(d)-> 0 (« - <*>), j V „ ( 0 | ^ < C 3 
o 
suffisent à établir la convergence uniforme de an(x) vers f(x) dans l'intérieur 
de tout intervalle (a, b) où f ( x ) est continue, on n'a qu'à se servir de (13) 
et de l'évaluation 
iKn(t)<pAt)dt 1 max \q>At)\$\K«\M + mM ÏWAt)\dt. 0 0 . 0 
Pour montrer que o„(x) tend vers f ( x ) en tout point de Lebesgue, ou 
d 'une manière plus précise, en tout point x tel que 
t. 
<DAt) = ï\q>As)\ds = o(t) pour / - 0 , 
0 
on fera usage aussi des majorantes décroissantes et de (16). Pour un tel x, 
on aura <ï>x( t)^£ t dès que 0<U<L<5 = â(e) et par conséquent 
¿ K ( 0 < p A 0 d t s i K'At) 19 Ai) I dt = i*At) K*At)i + $®At)d l-/C(/)l : 
: [e* K(t)i + f et d[-/£(*)] = £.( K(t) dt < cs£. 
o o 
; D'autre part, pour n assez élevés, 
i KAt) y A*) dt ^mAà)]\<pAt)\dt<e. 
On a donc 
$KAt)9At)dt < ( 1 + C»)e. 
Comme e était arbitraire, cela achève la démonstration du théorème. 
Dans une seconde communication on traitera des problèmes analogues 
pour la sommation des séries conjuguées. 
(Reçu le 25 juin 1949) 
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Sur les nombres de Lipschitz approximatifs. 
Par ÁKOS CSÁSZÁR à Budapest. 
( 
F(x) étant une fonction réelle finie d 'une variable réelle x, on appelle 
suivant B E S I C O V I T C H [ 1 ] nombres de Lipschitz d'ordre « ( 0 < A < 1 ) de F(x) 
au point x0 les limites suivantes : 
r+nv \ ,. F(x) — F(xu) ,+ „. . .. . , F(x) — F(xn) L„F(x0) = hm sup — b r ^ , F(x0) = litn inf-.»:o+0 (X X0)a x-*.x„+0 (X X0)a 
I"F(Xo) = Hm sup F M ~ F{itX) , LZFKx0) = lim i n f F ( X o ) ~ F ( x ) ^„-0 (*0-*)B ' ~ x-bxo-0 (X0 — X)a 
Nous définissons les nombres de Lipschitz approximatifs ÂtF(xg), 
•AtF(xJ, /Î«F(x0), AâF(x0) par les mêmes formules, en y remplaçant la 
limite supérieure (resp. inférieure) par la limite supérieure (resp. inférieure) 
approximative1). 
Dans son mémoire cité, B E S I C O V I T C H démontre le théorème suivant: 
Pour toute fonction mesurable F(x), l 'ensemble des points x pour lesquels 
on a LZF(x) < LtF(x) < +oo , est de mesure nulle. Dans cette note, nous 
donnerons une démonstration plus simple de ce théorème, valable pour des 
fonctions arbitraires (mesurables ou non). D'autre part, nous établirons une 
proposition analogue pour les nombres de Lipschitz approximatifs. 
T h é o r è m e 1. (Généralisation du théorème de B E S I C O V I T C H . ) Pour 
toute fonction finie F (x), l'ensemble des points x pour lesquels on a 
L~F(x)<LtF(x)< + oo, 
est de mesure nulle. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . On a. D~F(x) = — oo pour tout point où on a 
LâF(x) < 0, de sorte que cette inégalité ne peut avoir lieu que dans les 
points d'un ensemble de mesure nulle. Il suffit donc évidemment de montrer 
La limite supérieure approximative à droite d'une fonction f(x) au point x0 est 
la borne inférieure des nombres y pour lesquels l'ensemble des valeurs x satisfaisant 
à l'inégalité f(x) > y a la densité extérieure à droite 0 au point x0 . 
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que pour 0 <p<q<r l 'ensemble Ep¡q¡r des points x satisfaisant à l'inégalité 
O^L~F(x)<p<q<LÏF(x)<r 
est de mesure nulle. Désignons par rj un nombre positif tel que pJrrif<q. 
Supposons que ,<r | > 0. En désignant par l 'ensemble des points 
x£EPi,hr pour lesquels + Y entraîne F(t) — F(x)<r(t — x)a et 
entraîne F(x)~ F(t) <p(x-ty, on a £„,,,„ = ¿ £„,„P,,„ de " n —1 
sorte que pour une valeur de n on a \EP.,„1 > 0 . x0 soit un point de densité 
extérieure de EPi,hri„. On a alors en vertu de l'inégalité L.tF(x0) > q la relation 
0 ) F(x)-F(x<l)>q(x-x()y< 
pour des valeurs x > x 0 arbitrairement voisines de x0; xa soit une de ces 
valeurs assez voisine de x() pour que Xj —x0 soit moindre que et que la 
mesure extérieure de la partie de l'ensemble EP:,hr¡„ située entre x0 et xx 
dépasse le nombre »?(xv—x0). On peut alors trouver des points de £ p , , , , , „ 
entre j q — ^ ( x , — x 0 ) et x ^ x2 soit un tel point. On a donc les inégalités 
F(x,) - F(xa) < p (Xjj - x0)« ^ p (x, - x0)« 
et 
F(xi)-F(x2) < r(xi-x2Y<rna(xx—xaY, 
et par l'addition dé ces deux inégalités 
F(X1) — F(X0) < (p + rV») (*,—x„)u < q(x\—xiiy, 
ce qui est impossible en vertu de (1). 
T h é o r è m e 2. Pour toute fonction finie et mesurable F(x), l'ensemble 
des valeurs de x pour lesquelles on a 
ATtF(x) < AÍF(x) < + 
est de mesure nulle. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Comme ÂZF(x) < 0 entraîne D~,F(x) ==—oo, on 
a presque partout ÁñF(x)> O.2) il suffit donc de montrer que, Ep¡q¡r désignant 
l'ensemble des points x satisfaisant aux inégalités 
0 S À~F(x) <p<q<ÂtF(x)< r, 
on a \EP> „ , = 0 pour 0 < p < q < r. 
Considérons à ce but pour 0 < U < ; 1 la fonction 
G ( f ) = p ( l — t)a + rta—q. 
On a G(0)=p—q <0, G(\) = r—q>0 et une discussion facile montre que 
G(t) atteind une valeur maximale pour une valeur t0 située entre 0 et 1, 
et qu'il croît dans l'intervalle 0 e t décroît dans l'intervalle t 0 ^ t < 1. 
2) Voir p. ex. SAKS [2]. 
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On a donc une valeur unique l = X(p,q,r) pour laquelle G (A) = 0, 0 < ¿ < 1 
et G(t) est monotone croissant pour 
Ceci établi, désignons par £„.,,,,„ l'ensemble des points xç.Ep„,. pour 
lesquels entraîne les inégalités 
| E [ F ( 0 — F(x)>r(t—x)a; x<t <x + h]\<-^-h, < >J 
| E [ F ( x ) - F ( t ) >p(x—t)";x—h<t<x}\<4-h. 
t >3 
( f î [P] désigne ici l'ensemble des points t jouissant de la propriété P.) 
t 
Désignons enfin par E„jVjT¡„tl l'ensemble des points x£Ep¡q¡r¡n dans lesquels 
¡a densité extérieure supérieure à droite de l'ensemble 
E[F(t) — F(x)>q(t—x)"; x<t] 
t 
dépasse le nombre \¡k. On a évidemment 
00 00 
E =- y y E ^ p, q, T ' ' x ' /), 7, r , n , /.- j n=l ïc= 1 
de sorte qu'on n'a qu'à démontrer que \EP_îirilUj = 0. 
Supposons donc que A = EPot,h,r0,«„,7.-„ soit de mesure extérieure posi-
tive pour certaines valeurs p0, q0, r0, n0, k0. Désignons alors par x0 un point 
de densité extérieure de A appartenant à A. On trouve alors des nombres h 
arbitrairement petits tels qu'on ait 
(2) | E [ F ( t ) - F ( x , ) > q ( t - x a ) « - x, < t < xa +h]\> ^ h . 
Soit h0 un de ces nombres assez petit pour que les inégalités 
(3) 0 < h0<-^- et |M*o ,*o + / ? o ) | > ( l - ¿ j A o 
soient satisfaites. F(x) étant mesurable, l'ensemble figurant dans le membre 
gauche de (2) est mesurable, de sorte qu'on a 
(4) \E[F(t)-F(x„)¿q(t-x0)«; x0 < t < x0 + /*o]| < (l - y ) h0. 
En vertu de (3) et (4), un point xx existe tel que x 0 < x 1 < x 0 + A0> et 
(5) F(x1)-F(x0)>q(x1-x()y. 
x0 et X! appartenant à A, on a en vertu de 0 < x, — x0 < les inégalités 
(6) | E [ F ( 0 - F ( x „ ) > r ( / - x 0 ) « ; x0 < / < x j | < y (x,-x0), 
(7) | E [ F ( x l ) - F ( t ) > p ( x 1 - t ) « ; x0 < t < < y (x . -x , , ) . 
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(6) et (7) entraînent qu'un point x¡ existe tel que 
. X„ < < X 0 + 2 ( x , — X „ ) 
et 
F(xi)-F(x0)¿r(x,-x0)a, Fix,)—F(x2)<p(xí— 
En écrivant x2 — x0 = ,«(x1—x0), on a alors 
F i x O - ^ X o i S p i ^ - x ^ + r i ^ - X o ^ ^ ^ i l - ^ + r ^ i X i - x J « . 
Mais 0 < fi < À entraîne en vertu de ce que nous venons d'établir sur la 
monotonité de la fonction G(t) que G(fi)<0, c'est-à-dire que p(l — ,«)" + ru<q, 
ce qui donne enfin 
F(X1)-F(X0) < 9 ( x 1 - x 0 ) « , 
ce qui contredit à l'inégalité (5). C. Q. F. D. 
C o r o l l a i r e . F(x) étant une fonction finie et mesurable satisfaisant aux 
points d'un ensemble E aux inégalités ÀtF(x) < - foo, À7,F(x) < -\-<x>, on a 
F(x) presque partout dans E. 
Ouvrages cités. 
f l j A. S. BKSICOVLTCH, On Lipschitz numbers, Math. Zeitschrift, 30 (1929), p. 514-519 . 
¡2] S. SAKS, Theory of the integral (Warszawa-Lwów, 1937), p. 295. 
(Reçu le 14 septembre 1949) 
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On the geometry of conformal mapping. 
B y A L F R É D R É N Y I i n . B u d a p e s t . 
Introduction. 
Let us denote by 5 the class of analytic functions 
(1) f{z)=z + a,zi + . . . + a„z» + ..:- ' 
which are regular and schlicht in the circle \z\ < 1. Let us denote by D(r) 
the domain of the iv-plane onto which the circle \z\<r (r < 1) is mapped 
by the function w = / ( z ) , and by C(r) the boundary of D(r). Let A(r) denote 
the area of D(r) and L(r) the length of the curve C(r). We put z=-re^ 
and denote by s = s(r,(p) the length along C(r) from the point w=-f(r) to 
the point f i j e*? ) in the positive direction. We have evidently 
(2) . : " ^ T — 
71 '' 
Let us put a r g f ' ( z ) = % and •</> = z + f jP-f -^- ; clearly tp denotes the angle 
between the tangent to C(r) in the point f i r é f ) and the real axis of the 
w-plane. Let us denote by R = R(r,<p) the radius of curvature of C(r) in 
the point / ( r e ' > ) and let us put y = y(r, = R(r q>) ' ^ f ° " o w s 
(3) y - d * . V l R { Z № 
ds r \j'(z)\ 
Here and in what follows we denote by /?(£) the real part, and by the 
imaginary part of the complex number f. We denote by S ( / ) = S ( f ( z ) ) the 
invariant of S C H W A R Z 1 ) 
f'"(z) 3 C / '"(2)f 
( 4 ) 5 ( / ) 2 l / ' ( , , 
The invariant of SCHWARZ is the differential form of least order which remains 
invariant with respect to every linear transformation effected on f (z ) ; cf. H . A. SCHWARZ, 
Gesammelte Math. Abhandlungen. II (Berlin, 1890), pp. 351-355. 
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It is known, that for any / (z) , belonging to S, C(r) is convex for 
0 < r < rc — 2— f 3 = 0.26 . . . , and star-like with respect to the point w = 0 
for r < r,= tanh -^- = 0.65 . . .2). In Part I we shall investigate in detail the 
form of C(r) for r < rc\ it is evident that when r decreases, the form of 
C(r) approaches more and more the form of a circle, our aim is to express 
this fact in a precise manner. For this purpose we have to introduce some 
quantity measuring the degree of dissemblance between C(r) and a circle; 
for this quantity we choose the total variation of y along C(r), i. e. we put 
dy 
dcp 
dep.*) (5) x d(r) = 
The following theorem will be proved: 
Theorem 1. For any function belonging to S we have 
W * . o{r)-< ( i _ r ) « • 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 (Corollary II) we shall prove that C(r) 
is contained between two circles with radii r—0(r3) and r+0(r3). This is 
an improvement compared with the distortion theorem4), from which it follows 
only that C(r) is contained between two circles with radii r+0(r-). (Here 
and in what follows we denote by 0 ( r 2 ) , 0 ( r 3 ) etc. quantities which are 
bounded uniformly (i. e. independently of r as well as of / ( z ) ) when divided 
by r2, r8, etc.) To prove the mentioned result we need the following 
L e m m a 1. For any f ( z ) belonging to S we have 
(8) L{r) = 2Tcr+0(rs). 
' Clearly Lemma 1 can be expressed also by stating that 
The radius of convexity has been determined by R. NEVANLINNA, Über die schlichte 
Abbildungen des Einheitskreises, Oversigt av Fmska Vet. Soc. Forhandlingen, 62 (1920), 
pp. 1 — 14;, the exact radius of starlikeness has been found, after long series of trials, by 
H.' GRUNSKY, Zwei Bemerkungeri zur konformen Abbildung, Jahresbericht der Deutscheii 
Math. Vereinigung, 5 (1933), pp. 140-143. 
3) The use of this quantity has been kindly , suggested to me by Dr. István FÁRY. 
It must be added, that the quantity defined by (5) gives a measure of the dissemblance 
of a curve from the circle only if ' the knowledge of the size of the curve (f. e. its length 
is presupposed; an absolute measure of dissemblance is furnished by the product of (5) 
with the length of the curve. 
' 4) The distortion theorem asserts that C(r) is contained between the two concentric 
circles with centre at the origin having the radii -—•——- and 
(1 + ' ) - 0 - ' ) 2 
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It may be mentioned that (8) is by no means evident, as from the distortion 
theorem6) applied to the formula 
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<10) L(r) = r\ \f (2)I dtp 
it follows at the first sight only L(r) = 2nr + 0(r-). 
In Part II we investigate the form of C(r) for rc<r<rs. We define 
K(r), the set of those (interior) points o f D ( r ) , with respect to which C(r) 
is star-like; we shall call K(r) the star-kernel of D(r)b). According to the 
theorems mentioned above, and taking into account that a convex domain is 
star-like with respect to every of its interior points, it follows that K(r) — D{r) 
for r<Lr'e and K(r) not void for ' /"¿Jr . . The question arises what can be said 
regarding the size of K(r) for rc<r<r,. Theorem 2 is a first attempt to 
answer this question. 
In the present paper we do not consider the range of values r,<r < 1, 
we refer only to the interesting .results obtained by G O L U S I N 0 ) . \ ; ; ; 
i Part I. 1 
We shall need the following . 
L e m m a 2. For any function f ( z ) = 2 + a.2z- + a;r +... belonging to S 
we have \ a \ — T h i s inequality is best possible as equality stands for 
f ( z ) = Z 2 . This lemma has been 'proved by G O L U S I N 7 ) and S C H I F F E R 8 ) . 
V' Z) ' 
Using Lemma 2 we obtain the following estimation of the invariant of 
SCHWARZ : 
L e m m a 3. For any f ( z ) belonging to S we have , . . 
<15) \S(f)\ f"(z) 
3 f r ( z ) 
2 V / f W 
This is a "best possible" result as for f ( z ) 




and z-- •• r we have 
'") It is easy to see that K{r) is a convex domain. This has been mentioned first 
by Thekla LUKÁCS; cf. G . PÓLYA and G . SZEGŐ, Aujgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Ana-
lysis. I. (Berlin, 1925),"p. 277. -
, v °) For the mentioned .results. and for further literature we refer to the excellent 
survey article of G. M. GOLUSIN, Interior problems of the theory of schlicht -functions, 
Uspekhi Mat. Nauk, 6 (19^9), pp. 2 6 - 8 9 . 
') G M. GOLUSIN, Einige Koeffizientenabschätzungen für schlichte Funktionen, Mat. 
Sbornik, 3 (19:8), pp. 321-330. 
8) M. SCHIFFER, Sur un problème d'extrenium de la représentation coníorme, Butletin 
de la Société Math, de France, 66 (1938),-pp.- 48—55. > 
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To prove Lemma 3 let us introduce the function 
0 6 ) m - v ; / ^ . ) • 
A simple calculation gives 
(17) ( l - / - 2 ) 2 S ( / ) = / / " ' ( 0 ) - - | ( / i " ( 0 ) ) 2 . 
As /i(£) belongs evidently to S, putting (D = £ + c 2 £ 2 + c s £ 3 + - • • and applying 
Lemma 2, we have (1 — r 2 ) 2 \ S ( f ) \ = 6 | c 3 — w h i c h proves Lemma 3. 
Lemma 3 has been proved recently in another way (without using Lemma 1) 
b y N E H A R I 9 ) . 
Let us calculate now the variation of y along C(r). We have by some 
calculations 
n r o 7[z2S(/)] 
{ ' dcp - r | / ' ( z ) | • 
Using the distortion theorem, according to which 
1 - r 1+r < (19) 
and using Lemma 3, Theorem 1 follows immediately. 
Before considering the consequences of Theorem 1 we prove Lemma 1. 
We start by the decomposition 
2it 2-T 2ji 
(20) L(r) = r\f'(z)ri*d(p = r\f'{z)dq> + r\{eri* — \)dtp+ 





(21) = = 
O. 
further 
2 n. 2:c 2 ;c 
(22) r j (e~i* — \)d(p = — i r \ + r —1 + ix)dtp. 
0 0 0 
As l og / ' ( z ) is regular in | z | < 1, x = / ( l o g / ' ( z ) ) is a harmonic function, and 
2it 
thus $%d(p = x(0) = 0 ; using the elementary inequality \e-ix+ix—\\ = 0(x!) 
o 
and the rotation theorem: 
9) Z. NEHARI, The Schwarzian derivative and schlicht functions, Bulletin of the 
American Math. Society, 55 (1949), pp. 545-551. 
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(23) 
we obtain 
'¿71 . . . 
(24) r jV'*— \)drp = 0(r). 
o 
; As regards the third term of (20), we have by (19) and (23) 
2it 2 it 
(25) r | ) ' ( / ' ( z ) - 1) ( g - ' z - \ ) d c p \ ^ r \ \ f ' ( z ) - \ Md<p = 0(?). 
0 0 
Thus, using (20), (21), (24) and (25), it follows 
(26) L(r) = 2nr+0(r') 
which is Lemma 1. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 we mention that the isoperi-
metric deficiency of C(r) is 0(r*). As a matter of fact, we have by a well 
known formula 
' A(n = nr2+Z n2\a„\-r2" 
n—2 • . 
from which, combined with (26) it follows ' 
(27) L2(r)—4Tr>l(/-) = 0(r4) . 













and thus, for sufficiently small r, -
( 3 1 ) 1 + & ( / • ) = * = i - w r . . 
According to (26) we have R0 = r+O(rs) and by Theorem 1 it follows 
d(r) = 0(r), thus we have from (31): 
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C o r o l l a r y l . If R(r, rp) denotes the radius of curvature of C(r) in the 
point fire'r) we have 
(32) R{r,<p) = r + 0(r») 
uniformly in cp, r and f(z) 6 5. 
Let us denote by RM and rm the maximal resp. minimal value of R on 
C(R). According to a theorem of BLASCHKE10), if the convex curves CX and 
C2 have a common tangent in one point and the radius of curvature of Cx 
exceeds the radius of curvature of C2 in points with parallel directions, it 
follows that C2 is contained in C,. Thus C(r) contains a circle with radius 
Rm and is contained in a circle with radius RM\ if Qm resp. Q,„ denote the 
radii of the least circumscribable resp. the greatest inscribable circle of C(r) 
it follows R m ^ e „ , < QM^RM , and thus, using (32) we obtain 
C o r o 11 a ry II. 
(33) ' ; " • t > M - Q m = = 0 ( r ) . 
As remarked in the introduction, the distortion theorem g ives 'on ly 
— Qm—0(r2). (Of course the least circumscribable and the greatest inscri-
bable circle are generally not concentric.) 
Finally we mention that RM always exceeds r. This follows from the 
fact, that ^ is a subharmonic function.. As a matter of fact, it suffices r 
R to show that l o g — is subharmonic. As regards the latter function, we have 
(34) i o g ^ = /?( log/ ' (2r)) —Iog /? [ l 
The first term on the right of (34) is a harmonic function, and the second 
— being the negative logarithm of a harmonic function — is subharmonic, 
R " R and thus log — , and therefore also — . itself are subharmonic; as the r r ' 
maximal value of a subharmonic function can not be taken in an interior 
R point and as — = 1 for r = 0, it follows Rk>r. 
Part II. 
Let r(l) 1) denote the least upper bound of those values of r for 
which, for any f ( z ) 6 S, the star-kernel K(r) contains D(lr). According to the theo-
rems on' the radii of convexity and starlikeness, cited in the'introduction, we have 
r( 1) = 2 —J/3 and r(0) = t a n h - ^ - . Evidently r(l) is a continuous decreasing 
function of I. In what follows we shall prove the following estimate for r(l): 
1 0 ) W . BLASCHKE, Kreis und Kugel (Leipzig, 1 9 1 6 ) , p. 115 . 
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T h e o r e m 2. We have for 0 <l< 
( 3 5 ) 
(36) 
7t e< 
r { l ) > t a n h j ^ - — 
2e"12 
en!2 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that 
arg-
z f ' ( z ) < 71 
\№-№ 
for z =/•£»>, 0<L(p < 2n, is the necessary and sufficient condition for C(r) 
a — z 
being star-like with respect to the point w = f ( a ) . Let us put l'—.-^ _ a ^ > 
it follows a = • 
W e need the following theorem, valid for any f ( z ) £ S, which has been 
proved first by G R U N S K Y : 1 1 ) 
(37) arg № < log 1 + 1*1 l - \ z \ 








arg| f ' № 
S l o g I + I A 
i - i e i 
The circle \z\ = r is mapped by £ 
S l o g i + m 








and radius rQ-\a?) 
1 — r 2 | a | 3 
. As |C,| = |£ | it follows that for \z\ = r 
9 + r 
and for any a with \a\ = Q we have • W e h a v e f u r t h e r f o r 
| z | = r and [a | = Q 
arg 
1 - -
arê \—az = arctg r + arctg9r = arCtg 
^ r + l ) 
l - i > 2 
Thus it follows that for \z\ = r and | a | < A r (A > 0) 
(40) - z f ' i z ) a r g № - № 
â l o g - P Y + l o g ^ + a r c t g 1 
1 —lr 1 — AV 
1 - f x 
Using the elementary inequalities log j — 
2x 
\—x T
 and arctg x ^ x we obtain 
» ) S e e H. GRUNSKY, 1. c. 2). 




arg ,, . ^ ' o g T ^ + l o g 7 = 7 + * 7 = 7 
n 
Taking into .account that we0may suppose, r < t a n h - j - , we obtain 
zf'(z) a r g T 
thus if r < t a n h 
31 
m - m 
71 
l e 2 
1 A-r -
M g ^ - ^ + l e 2 1 —r 
4 , i. e. if log 
< 7T. 
any a w i t h ; | a | ^ r 
(43) arg - 7 -
zf'(z) 
1 + / " 
1— r = 2 
= T 
•¿e 2 , we have for 
m - m 
which proves Theorem 2. 
We may deduce from (41) also the slightly more precise result 
x(X)-\ <44) 
x ( A ) + l 
where x(A) is the only positive root of the equation 
<45) " \ogx + k x = ^ . 
These estimations are not the best possible, nevertheless they give rather good 
approximation for small values of I. 
(Received August 6, 1949, revised November 10, 1949.) 
223. 
Sur la convergence et la sommabilité presque partout 
des séries de polynomes orthogonaux. 
P a r G E O R G E S A L E X I T S à B u d a p e s t . 
1. Étant donné dans l'intervalle fermé [—1, 1] une fonction non-néga-
tive w(x) intégrable, elle y détermine — comme on sa i t—exac temen t un 
système {p„(x)} de polynomes orthogonaux et normés. Soit 
<0 №~Zcnp,,(x) !I=U 
où -
+1 i . ; . 
Cll=\w{x)f(x)p„(x)dx, 
ïe développement formel suivant les polynomes p„(x) d 'une fonction f(x). 
On ne sait que très peu sur la convergence et la sommabilité presque 
partout du développement (1), excepté le cas où la nature de la fonction de 
poids w(x) est restreinte par des conditions de continuité assez étroites qui 
permettent de ramener ces problèmes aux problèmes analogues concernant 
île développement en série de Fourier de la fonction / ( c o s 0 ) où 0 = a r c c o s x . 
Dans ce qui suit, nous allons rechercher ces problèmes sans supposer beaucoup 
sur la nature de la fonction iv(x), mais en introduisant certaines conditions 
concernant les coefficients de Fourier de la fonction / ( c o s 0 ) . Il en résulte 
•que, même si l'on ne satt rien sur l 'équiconvergence de la série (1) e t -de 
la série de Fourier de / ( cos0 ) , il y a une analogie entre le comportement de 
•ces deux espèces de développements et on peut dire que la série de Fourier 
de / ( c o s 0 ) joue, en certain sens, un rôle déterminant dans le problème de 
la convergence et de la sommabilité presque partout du développement ( l ) . 
2. En introduisant, au lieu de x, la variable 0 = a r c c o s x , la fonction 
/ ( c o s 0 ) définie dans l'intervalle [— n, n] est paire, la/z-ième somme partielle 
>) En ce qui concerne les théorèmes respectifs, voir par exemple G . SZEGÔ, Ortho-
gonal Polynomials (New York, 1939). 
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de son développement de Fourier est donc de la forme 
Oo 
OÙ 
sH(0) = Q+2atc oskd 
ak = ^rjf(cos6)cosktíde (£ = 0, 1 , . . .)-
"o 
L e m me . 2 ) Si O á w(x)S W(\ —x2)~ 2 où W est une constante arbi-
traire, on a 
00 Ï I / OO 
(2) 
;¡=)i ¿ k=n 
et, d'une manière plus générale, 
( 3 ) È ^ Ï S ^ - Z X A L 
k—1 k= 1 
pour toute suite croissante (i„j de nombres positifs. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Désignons par S„(x) la/i-ième somme partielle du 
développement (1). Il est connu que 
+i +i 
j IV ( X ) [ / ( X ) - S„_1 ( X ) ] 2 dx j H> ( X ) [ / ( X ) - P„_! (x) f dx, 
quel que soit le polynome P„_i(x) de degré n— 1. Choisissons pour P„_¡(x) 
le polynome de degré n— 1 qu'on obtient de s„^(6) en y posant 0 = arc cos x. 
Il s'ensuit de l'inégalité précédente : 
2 c\ = I H; (X) [ / (x ) — 5„_,(x) f dx< j w (eos tí) sin 0 í / (eos 6) — s„_, (0) F 




et l'inégalité (2) est démontrée. 
Pour démontrer l'inégalité (3), désignons les deux membres de (2) par 
C„ et A„. On a cf = Ck-Ck+1, al = Ak-Ak+l. D'après (2), on a C;<An ; 
-) Qu'il nie soit permis d'exprimer mes remerciements à M . BÉLA SZ. -NAGY à qui 
je dois cette forme de mon lemme et un raccourcissement de ma démonstration originelle^. 
Sa remarque permet aussi une amélioration de mes résultats antérieurs concernant la 
convergence absolue et l'ordre d'approximation des développements en série de polynomes 
orthogonaux (G. ALEXITS, Sur la convergence des séries de polynomes orthogonaux, 
Commentarii Math. Helvetici, 16 (1943), p. 200—208). On peut notamment montrer que 
mes résultats respectifs restent exactes même si l'on y remplace l'hypothèse originelle 
_ 
0 < w(x)<W par l'hypothèse plus large 0 < w(x)<L U^(l —x2) a . 
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il en résulte par une transformation abélienne (en posant /l0 = 0 ) : 
S = È {h-h-.) C . - K C ^ Z (Xk - Xk_,) Ak = k= 1 fc— 1 k=1 
z. ï£=l £ \k=l k=n J 
ce qui prouve (3). 
3. T h é o r è m e 1. Si — x2)-1'» et si l o g ! « < 0 0 re-
spectivement Z a l C°g n)~ < la série (1) est presque partout convergente, 
respectivement presque partout sommable (C, 1). 
Pour le démontrer, on n'a qu'à appliquer le lemme avec ¿„ = log2 n, 
respectivement avec X„ = (log log n)2 et à rappeler que la convergence des 
séries 
2 c n l o g 2 « , resp. 0 °g l o g n ) 2 
entraîne la convergence, respectivement la sommabilité (Ç, 1) presqué partout 
de la série (1)3). 
T h é o r è m e 2. 5 / 0< i w (x) < W( 1 —x2)-v* est si les polynomes p„(x) 
sont uniformément bornés, la convergence de la série Z dj log n entraîne la con-
vergence presque partout de la série (1). 
En posant ¿„ = log n, on 'obtient de (3). la convergence de la série 
O r c e fa't> combiné avec l'hypothèse que les p„(x) soient unifor-
mément bornés, implique, d'après un résultat antérieur de l 'auteur4), la con-
vergence presque partout de la série (1). 
(Reçu le 31 décembre-1949) 
3 ) S . KACZMARZ—H. STEINHAUS, Theorie der Orthogonalreihen (Warszawa—Lwôw, 
1935), p. 164, [535] et p. 190, [586]. 
4) L. c.3), p. 201. 
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On the mapping of the unit-circle by polynomials. 
By E . EQERVARY in Budapest . 
1. Consider the set {II} of rational polynomials P(z), which have the 
following properties: 
1. The degree of P{z) is not higher than n, 
2. P (0 ) = 0, 
3. 9lP(z)^> — 1 for \z\^\. 
As an application of his theory of non-negative trigonometrical polynomials 
L. F E J É R has proved that1) 
(1) — 1 
Somewhat later O . SZÁSZ proved the complementary inequality2) 
<2> • 
Hence all the maps of the unit-circle generated by the polynomials P(z) of 
the set {27} lie in the rectangle 
— 1 < 9 I w ^ n , — c t g 0 , * ctg n 2 ( n + l ) = ° = 2 (/z -f-1) 
In the present article I wish to determine the precise field of variability 
of the maps of the unit-circle which are generated by the set {II}. The chief 
results may be stated in the following theorems: 
T h e o r e m I. The point-theoric sum 2 of the maps of the unit-circle 
which are generated by the set {II} is a convex region which coincides with 
the convex hull of the map of the unit-circle generated by the polynomial 
(3) P*(z) = -ir^T{nz + (n-))z*+...+ \ .z"}, P*(z) c {H}. 
Theorem II. The supporting function of 2 with respect to 0 is given by 
(4) P(0) = s ^ - — j j s i n - ^ , - n ^ O ^ n . 
!) L. FEJKR, Über trigonometrische Polynome, Journal für die reine und angewandte 
Math., 146 (1913), pp. 53 -82 . 
2) O. SZASZ, Über harmonische Funktionen und ¿-Formen, Math. Zeitschrift, 1 
(1918), pp. 149-162. 
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For the special values 0 = 0 and 0 — t h ' s yields the above-men-
tioned results of FEJÉR and SZÁSZ. 
The excentricity of a bounded region with respect to an interior point 
C may be measured by the ratio of the maximum and minimum of the 
supporting function of its convex hull with respect to C. Adopting this defi-
nition we deduce from our former results the 
T h e o r e m III. The excentricity of the map of the unit-circle generated 
by an arbitrary polynomial Q(z) of degree n with respect to Q(0) cannot 
exceed n, this maximal excentricity being attained only for a + bP*(£z) (a, b.. 
are arbitrary complex numbers, |e|=l). 
2. The proof of these theorems will be based on the following theorem 
of L . F E J É R 1 ) . 
' The set {77} of the polynomials P(z) of degree n 
• 1 ' P{z) = c1z + c2zi+... + cnzn 
which map the unit-circle on the half-plane. 3 i ( z ) ;>—1, admits the repre-
sentation 
TL 
(5) P(z)= Z (ron + 7in+i+- • •+rn-irn)zk, 
lc=1 , 
where y0, y1... yn are arbitrary complex parameters subjected only to the 
restriction 
(5') |7op.+ | r i | 2 + - - - + l r „ | 2 = l . • 
Hence if au a2,..., a„ denote arbitrary constants, the maximum (mini-
mum) of the linear form . . . . • 
^¿akck! ¿ckz*c{II} 
is equal to the greatest (least) root 1* of the characteristic equation 
—1 fli'' a-i • • a 
dt — X űi • . a 
02 öi --X . . a 
a„ 1 a„_2.. 
The maximum (minimum) of 3i 2 fl*c* will , be attained for the po-
i 
N 
lynomial P*(z) = Z (r*orl + r*rt+i+ • • • +fUr:) z\ where yl, yi, ...,yl are i 
determined by the system of equations . 
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. ay, + ...+ a„r* = 0 
(6) 
a „ r ; + a n _ , r ; + . . . - = 0 
ini2 + i n i 2 + . . . + i r : r = 1. 
3. We prove first the following 
Lemma. The point-theoric sum 2 of all the maps of the unit-circle 
generated by the polynomials P(z) of the set {11} is a convex region. 
Indeed, if wx and iva belong to the region 2 then there are polynomials 
P^(z) and P2(z) such that 1 
PMciE}, w ^ P M , 
P2{z) C {II}, U>2 = P2(?2), \z2\^\. 
Consider now the polynomial Q(z) = + ; ^ > 0 . Obviously 
Q(z)cz{n} and Q ( l ) = = , consequently, if ivx and I ~T~ f1 ' "T fi 
w2 belong to the region 2, then the segment of straight line joining them is 
contained in 2, q. e. d. 
4. In order to determine the supporting function p(6) of the convex 
region 2 with respect to 0, I will make use of the following representation 
of the supporting function 
(7) p(0) = max 91 {e~i9w}, — n^O^n. 
wcS 
The set of the points i v ' c l is given by 
w = P(z); P(z)<z{II}, | z | < : l , 
hence 
p(B) = max 9i {e~i6P{z)}, P(z) c {II}, \z\^\. 
But the harmonic function 9l{e-ieP(z)} attains its extremal values on 
the boundary, therefore 
p(0) = max 91 {e-i6P(eu)}, P(z)c{II}, —n^t^n. 
Suppose, that the maximum will be attained for a P*{z) c{27} and for 
z = euThen P**(z) = P*{zeili) c {11} and P " ( l ) = P*(e^), consequently 
•p(fl) .= maxSH'{«-"/>(I)}, P{z)<z{II}. 




p(6) = max3fl{e_ < 0P(l)} = maxDi je-* Z ( f 0 n + • • • +Y»-uYn)\ J Z W 2 = 
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We conclude herefrom that the supporting function p(B) will be given 
by the greatest root of the characteristic equation 







— X . . . ei0 
e~ie . . . —X 
= j jn+1 e~ie(X + eiB)"+' —ei6(X + 
e - , D -e tb :0.
3) 
The roots of this equation are 
nd—knl. e ' + k n 
x k ( d ) = sin- 11 • 6 -1 - / s i n — 
I n-
(k = 0 ,1 . . . • . , / ! ) , • /3+1 I "" n + I 
and it is obvious that 
1 0 (8 )>X 1 (6 )> . , . > X n ( 6 ) for — n ^ 6 < n . 
Consequently, the supporting function of the region 2 is given by 
<8) p(e)=Md) = s m j ^ l s i n j ^ T , - n ^ d ^ n , 
and an easy calculation shows that the boundary of the convex region 2 
2 jt 2n ' 
consists of the arc — — , , of the curve 
(9) w-
/z + 1 = =?= /z + 1 
2 neit—(n + i)e2ii + e(n+2)it 
/7 + 1 (1 — e i l f 
TC TV 
and of the segment — c t g ^ - p y S ^ S c t g - ^ - p y of the straight line 
<10) 
n + 1 = - = : " » n + 1 
W=— 1 -{-it. 
By the determination of the extremal polynomials we avoid the direct 
solution of the equations (6) and proceed as follows. 
Consider the arithmetic mean 
2 P*(z). 
/ z + i 
{nz+(n — l )z ä + . . . + 1 .z"} 
of the partial sums of the geometrical series 
2z 
1 —z 
= 0 + 2z + 2z2 + 2z3 + . . . 
This polynomial maps the unit-circle on a simple, starshaped 
region, whose supporting function (with respect to 0) is given by 
max 9i {e-ieP*(z)} = 3t {«-<«/>* = s i n s i n = p { 0 ) . 
I'l n + 1 n + 1 
p. 99. 
3) See f. i. PÓLYA—SZEGŐ, Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Analysis, II (Berlin, 1925), 
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Consequently, the map generated by w = P*(z) of the arc z = eu 
2n 2n 
<it<L——- coincides with the arc (9) of the boundary of the con-
/ i + l = = n + l 
vex region 2. 
We have proved in this way that the region 2 is identical to the con-
vex hull of the curve w = P*(eit) on which the unit-circle z = ea is mapped 
by the polynomial 
P*{z) = j ^ { n z + ( n - \ ) * + ...+ \ .z"}. 
Those points of the boundary of 2 which belong to the line-segment 
(10) will be attained for 
, 2ni\ , 2ni \ 
. P*[ze^j + pP'yze r m , n Q*(z) = i Lc{n}'> Z=l,0<ll<oo. 
5. It is evident that the supporting function of a convex region with 
respect to a point C cannot be constant unless the region is a circle whose 
center coincides with C. Hence it seems to be natural to define the excen-
tricity of a region (with respect to an interior point) as the ratio of the maximum 
and minimum of the support ing function belonging to its convex hull. 
Now let Q(z) be an arbitrary polynomial of degree tx. Replace Q{z) ' 
by P(z) = r{Q(ez) — Q(0)} where P and e are so chosen that 
min [max9 i{e i 0 P(z )} ] = 3 f i{P(l)} = — 1 
consequently 
9 i { P ( 2 ) } ^ - l for 
From our former results we infer that the supporting function p(0) 
belonging to the convex hull of the region u> = .T{Q(ez) — Q(0)}, | z |<Ll 
verifies the following condit ions: p(O) = minp(0) = 1 and 
\ . n6 \ . 6 \ • 
m a x p ( 0 ) < m a x sin , , sin——r- =n = n minp(0) . 
^ [ n+11 n + l ) 
But the excentricity of a region is obviously invariant under the ho-
mothetic transformation P(z) = r{Q(ez)^Q(0)j. Thus the inequality 
• maxp(0)<L/z min/?(0) 
is generally proved. 
(Received January 17, 1950.) 
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Sur quelques propriétés des dérivées des fonctions 
d'une variable réelle. 
Par NlKOLA OBRECHKOFF à Sofia. 
Dans ce travail nous démontrons quelques inégalités pour les dérivées 
des fonctions réelles définies sur le demi-axe ou sur tout l'axe réel et des 
inégalités pour les différences des suites de nombres réels. Nous en dédu-
irons aussi quelques propriétés nouvelles pour les fonctions réelles. 
1. Fonctions définies sur le demi-axe réel. 
T h é o r è m e I. Soit / ( x ) une fonction réelle telle que f{n)(x)^>0 pour 
x > a. Supposons qu'il existe une suite 
(1) l i m ^ = oo, 
oc 
et un entier m (0 <^m<n) tels que 
(2) l i m / ( ^ ) = 0 . x ' m yn 
On a alors pour x> a 
(3) (—l)"~m / ( m ) (x) ¡>0, ( — l ) " " m _ 1 / ( m + 1 ) ( x ) ^ 0 , . . . , —/ ("_ 1 ) 
(4) lim = 0 (0<i£m— 1), Jim / ( 0 (x ) = 0 (m^i^n— 1). 
0Î-+-00 X X-+-Q0 
De plus, si la fonction f(i) (x) (m <,/'<;/z — l) s'annule pour un x = b>a, elle 
s'annule pour tout x>b. 
Supposons que le théorème soit déjà, démontré pour n — 1. Puisque 
/ n ) ( x ) ^ 0 , la fonction /<B_1)(x) est non décroissante pour x > a. Supposons 
que pour un nombre cé on ait / ( n" 1 ) («) = C > 0 ; alors fin~x)(x)^C pour 
x l > « . On en obtient par intégration que 
x n - 1 
où P(x) est un polynorhe de degré <L/i—2. Donc on aura 
r f ( r \ r 
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ce qui est en contradiction avec (2). Par conséquent / " " ' ' ( J Î J I O pour x>a. 
Si m = n—1, la première des inégalités (3) est démontrée. Soit m<n — 1 ; 
le théorème étant vrai pour n - 1 , on a 
( — l ) B - l J m i - / ( x ) ] ( m > > 0 , donc ( — l ) " - " / M > ( * ) ^ 0 pour x>a. 
Les autres inégalités de (3) découlent d'ici puisque, par (2), 
lim 1 ^ = 0 pour k^m+l. 
Â ->- cc y^ 
Si n—m est pair, les deux premières des inégalités (3) assurent que 
la fonction fm)(x) soit non négative et non croissante. Par conséquent, elle 
tend vers une limite B lorsque x-*oo. D 'après la règle d'Hospital , on aura 
lim (f(x)/xm) = m\ B, d 'où .et de (2) il suit que fi — 0 . Si n — m est impair, 
ÎC-VQO 
fm)(x) est non positive et non décroissante et on a le même résultat. Les 
autres égalités de (4) découlent d'ici immédiatement. 
Supposons , enfin que /<*)(£>) = 0 pour un i, m<±i<n. La fonction 
(— l ) "" 1 / 1 ' ^* ) étant, en vertu des inégalités (3), non négative et non crois-
sante pour x > a , s 'annule nécessairement pour x ^ t b . Cela achève la dé-
monstration du théorème. 
Soient maintenant <p(x) et tp(x) deux fonctions réelles qui admettent 
pour x>a les dérivées ^ " ' ( x ) et i/X">(x) et supposons que pour une suite 
(1) et pour un nombre entier m ( 0 < L m < n ) les limites 
(7) l i m ^ = B, lim ^ = C 
\ / ni ' rn Z-*-CO yn X-I-OD yÀ 
existent. Si 
(6) V / ( n ) (^)S<P (" )W ( x > a ) , 
on aura 
(7) ( - i r m [ v ' m ) W - / n ! C ] S ( - i r m [ 9 ' ( " , ) W - / « ! f i ] ( * > f^-
Cette proposition découle immédiatement du théorème I, en considérant la 
•fonction auxilière f(x)=(p{x)—i}>{x)—(B — C) xm pour laquelle lim f(yz)/yx= 0 
et / ( ' l ) ( x ) ; > 0 . La remarque pour le signe d'égalité dans (7) reste valable. 
Si au lieu de (6) on a 
(8) \yM(x)\£\<pM(x)\, 
la fonction 9>(n)(x) ne changeant pas de signe pour x>a, on aura au lieu 
de (7) l!inégalité suivante 
| V ( M ) ( * ) - ' " ! C| < |<P<'">(JC>—m\B\. 
En effet, si par .exemple pour x>a, l 'inégalité (8) est équi-
valente à —<pln)(x)<±yjin)(x)S<p(")(x) et on aura 
(-1)"-"" V m ) ( x ) - m ! \)n~m[ip{m)(x)—m ! C] S ( - l )""m[^ ( m )(x) - m ! B}. 
On a la même remarque pour le signe d'égalité. 
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2. Fonctions définies sur tout l'axe réel. 
T h é o r è m e II. Soit /(x) une fonction réelle telle que f<n\x)^0 pour 
— °o < x < oo. Supposons encore qu'il existe une suite à deux côtés 
(9) {yx}-œ, hm yi = — oc, lim'3/4 = 00, 
Z-y - oo X-*- oo 
et un entier m (0<^m < n) tels que 
(10) lim = 
¿-O + CO J;™ 
Alors la fonction / (x) est un potynome de degré <Lm—1. 
En effet, de la condition (10) pour A-*-oo et du théorème I il suit 
que / " ' " ( x ) <10 pour tous les x. Considérons maintenant la fonction 
9>(x) = (—1)"/(—x). O n . a ç> ( n ) (x )= / ( n ) (— x ) ^ 0 pour - o ° < x < ° o . D e l à 
condition (10) pour 1-* — oo et du théorème I on conclut alors que 
/ ( n _ 1 , ( — x ) : > 0 . Donc fn'])(x) = 0 pour tous les x et / ( x ) est un polynome 
dont le degré, à cause de (10), ne surpasse pas le nombre m— .1. 
Ce théorème a les corollaires suivants: 
a) Si f(n}(x)^0 et | / ( x ) | < A r ( l + | x r ) pour —aa<x <<*>,' alors f ( x ) 
est un polynome de degré <m. 
b) Soit (p(x)> 0 pour — o o < x < o o et soit f(x) une autre fonction réelle 
qui pour — oo < x < oo admet des dérivées jusqu'à l'ordre n. Supposons encore 
que pour chaque x réel on ait (x) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ < tétant une 
constante. Alors f(x) = K^cp^x) où Kx est une constante. 
Prenant en particulier <p(x) = ex, On obtient la proposition suivante: 
Les inégalités \f{x)\<Ke* et ( - l ) " î ( ï ] ( - l ) 7 M ( x ) ^ 0 pour 
chaque x entiainent que f ( x ) = K1ex, K1 étant une constante. 
T h é o r è m e III. Soit / ( x ) une fonction réelle telle que /< 2 n )(x) :> 0 pour 
— oo < x < oo. Supposons encore que pour une suite infinie {yz}-«, de type (9) 
on ait lim f(y*)ly\n~l = 0. Alors / ( x ) est un polynome de degré 2n — 2. 
La fonction f-2n~l)(x) est ' non décroissante. Supposons que pour 
un a on ait / ( 2 n _ 1 )(œ) = C > 0. Alors on conclut comme plus haut que 
C 
pour x >a on a / (x ) > ^ ^ __ ^ x 2 " ' 1 +mx) où R(x) est un polynome de 
degré < 2 n — 1, ce qui est en contradiction aves nos hypothèses. Donc on 
aura 
/ ( 2 n _ 1 ) (x) <10 pour tous les x. Considérons maintenant la fonction 
<p(x)=f(—x). Comme on a r/>(2n,(x) = / ( 2 n ) ( — l e même raisonnement 
vérifie que. (¡pi2"-1*^) <10, c'est-à-dire f(2nl)(x) pour tous les x. Donc 
/ 2 , " 1 ) ( x ) = 0 et le théorème-est démontré. 
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T h é o r è m e IV. Soit y(x) une fonction réelle qui admet pour tous les 
x les dérivées jusqu'à l'ordre 2 n et tdle que 
( i i ) ¿ ( - i r p ^ j ^ W ^ o 
pour tous les x. Supposons encore que pour une. suite {yz}l%, de type (9) 
on ait 
où Q(x) est un polynome de degré 2 n — 2. La fonction tp(x) est alors égale 
à Qi{x)ex où Qi{x) est un polynome de degré 2n — 2. 
Ce théorème découle immédiatement du précédent en l 'appliquant à la 
fonction f(x) = ip(x) e~x. 
D 'après S . BERNSTEIN , une fonction réelle f ( x ) est dite absolument 
monotone dans un intervalle (a, b) si elle y est indéfiniment dérivable et si 
f(n\x)^0 (a <x< b; « = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ) . 
On sait bien que pour une telle fonction on a / " ( x ) — 2 / ' ( x ) + / W ^ 0 . 
Donc on obtient du théorème II; comme cas particulier, le résultat suivant: 
Si la fonction f ( x ) est absolument monotone dans (—oo, oo) et si pour 
une suite {yz}-a> on a f{y>) < éJi-, alors la fonction f(x) est égale à Cex où 
C est une constante. 
Remarquons que, dans le cas où f{x)<ex, — o o c x c o o , ce résultat 
peut être obtenu du théorème de Liouville en se basant sur la propriété 
connue que la fonction f(x) est régulière dans chaque domaine fini du plan 
des nombres complexes et que l'on a pour le module de f ( x + iy) l'inégalité 
\f(x + i y ) \ ^ f ( x ) . 
De cette proposition on peut tirer la suivante: 
Soit f{x) une fonction absolument monotone pour x <a et satisfaisant 
pour un b <a aux conditions • 
)(n\b) < K (n = 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . ) , f(x) <e* (x ^ b). 
où K est une constante. Alors f(x) est égale à Cex, où C est une constante. 
En effet on a pour x>b 
m = Ê ( 3 C T f ) W f(n) (b) < Ke*-» < f(n) (x) >0 (n = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . ) n=o n ! 
et la fonction f ( x ) est absolument monotone pour tous les x. 
La proposition suivante se démontre d 'une manière analogue. 
Supposons que pour la fonction réelle <p(x), deux fois dérivable pour 
tout x, on ait (p"{x)—4nxcp'(x) + (4f^x3 - 2p) (p(x)^0 et <p(y*) < eu»2* 
pour une. suite {yx}-x de type (9), /t étant une constante réelle. On a alors 
(p(x) = Cefx\ où C est une constante. 
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Par la même méthode, on peut démontrer des théorèmes analogues pour 
les différences des fonctions. On peut généraliser aussi le. théorème IV et 
les résultats analogues pour les fonctions satisfaisant à une inégalité d i f fé-
rentielle. 
3. Inégalités pour les suites de nombres. 
T h é o r è m e V. Soit {£?„}" une suite infinie de nombres réels et suppo-
sons qu'il existe une suite {kx}T d'entiers indéfiniment croissants et un nombre 
entier ml>0 tels que ak;Jkl1^ A lorsque X^oo. Désignons par 
les différences de la suite {a,,} et supposons que pour un p>m les différences: 
Ap a„ soient non négatives pour n > na. On a alors 
(—])p-m(Aman-rn\A)^0 et ( - 1 ^ 0 (m + l ^ / ^ p ) 
pour n> n0. Comme conséquence on aura pour n-> =o 
lim irma„ = A, lim nl~mJa„ = m A,..., lim Aman = m\A, 
Y\m Aia„ = 0 (m + \ <p). 
La démonstration est complètément analogue à celle du théorème I. 
T h é o r è m e VI. Soit {a„}îS 11 ne suite à deux côtés dénombrés réels et 
supposons qu'il existe une suite d'entiers 
(12) { h } t Z lim kx = — » , lim kz = <x>, 
Z-B - OO Z-+ 00 
et un entier m ¿ïO tels que akzlk"' -y 0 pour À-± + 00. Supposons encore que 
pour un p> m les différences '4" a„ (—°° < n < ^o) soient non négatives. Alors 
an est un polynome de n de degré < m. 
T h é o r è m e VII. Soit une suite de nombres réels et supposons-
que les différences d'ordre pair d2pa„ soient non négatives pour toutes les va-
leurs ae n. Supposons encore que, pour une suite 0 2 ) , ûk.jk2/'1 0 pour 
X-> + 00. Alors a„.est un polynome de n de degré <L2p'—2. 
T h é o r è m e VIII. Soit {a„}!°oo une suite de nombres réels telle que pour 
un nombre pair 2p et pour tous les n on ait A2p(q-na„)^>0, où q est un 
nombre positif arbitraire. Supposons encore que pour une suite (12) on ait 
ak;_ < P(kz) qk* où P(x) est un polynome réel de degré 2p—2. Alors a„ = Q(n)qn 
où Q(n) est un polynome de degré <L2p—-2. 
Ce. théorème découle immédiatement du précédent en l'appliquant à la. 
suite q~nan. 
(Reçu le 3 janvier 1950) 
236. 
Elementarer Beweis und Verallgemeinerung 
einer Reziprozitätsformel von Dedekind. 
Von L. RliDEI in Szeged. 
Wir setzen 
<l) = + (m > 1). 
Nachher bezeichnen m,n(> 1) teilerfremde natürliche, Zahlen und m',n' eine 
ganzzahlige Lösung von 
( 2 ) mm' -\-nn' — \ . 
Auch die Polynome Fm(x), Fn(x) sind teilerfremd, und so ist die Gleichung 
(3) Fm(x) Xmn{x) + FJx) Xnm (x) = 1 
in Polynomen Xmn(x), X„m(x) lösbar. Der Grad dieser Polynome kann man 
kleiner als n — 1 bzw. m— 1 wählen, was wir im folgenden tun wollen, und 
dann ist die Lösung von (3) eindeutig definiert. Meines Wissens hat man 
sich mit der expliziten Auflösung von (3) bisher noch nicht beschäftigt, ob-
wohl die Wichtigkeit dieser Aufgabe nicht abzusprechen ist. Ich habe vor 
einigen Jahren die gesagte Lösung von (3) bestimmt, sie aber noch nicht 
veröffentlicht. Sie lautet: 
/ v , v ¡km' | . \ (k— \)m' j , j — m' 
wobei 
< 5 ) = 
und [z] die größte ganze Zahl <Lz bezeichnet. Der Grad von (4) ist wirklich 
kleiner als n—1, denn der Summand verschwindet für k — n—1. Selbst-
verständlich hat man X„m(x) so zu bilden, daß man in (4) nicht nur m und n 
miteinander sondern auch m' mit n' vertauscht.) 
Es wäre unschwer die Richtigkeit der Lösungsformel (4) durch Ein-
setzung in (5) auszuweisen. Ich nehme hier davon Abstand und führe den 
Beweis in einer anderen -Arbeit aus. ((4) bleibt -gültig und wird etwas ver-
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einfacht, wenn man [ ] für { } schreibt und rechts mit — 1 multipliziert, aber wir 
behalten (4) in der angeschriebenen Form.) 
Aus der durch (3), (4) angegebene Reziprozitätsbeziehung lassen sich 
verschiedene weitere Folgerungen ziehen. Insbesondere entsteht aus ihr der 
quadratische Reziprozitätssatz (für Primzahlen m,n), so daß man x ——1 
einsetzt, was ich hier ebenfalls nicht ausführe. 
Eine Reziprozitätsformel von DEDEKIND 1 ) lautet s o : 




n ) | n |' 
Außer dem Originalbeweis von Dedekind hat RADEMACHER2)3) früher zwei 
Beweise für (6) mitgeteilt4), ferner teilte er in diesem Band einen weiteren 
recht kurzen Beweis mit6). Ich beweise hier (6) ebenfalls sehr leicht und 
elementar.. Mein Verfahren besteht im wesentlichen daraus, daß ich in (3) 
x = l + / einsetze und beiderseits die Koeffizienten von t2 miteinander ver-
gleiche. (Auf ähnlichem Wege ließe sich eine Fülle von Reziprozitätsformeln 
von der Art (6) gewinnen, weshelb wir (3) eine Verallgemeinerung von (6) 
ansehen können.) 
\ k ) Wir bemerken zunächst, daß 1—1 bei festem n nur von der Restklasse 
In 1 
k (mod/t) abhängt. Deshalb darf im Summand von (7) k durch m'k ersetzt 
werden, und so geht (7) bei Berücksichtigung von (2) in 
(8) ' ! — ! ! - ! w • { n ){n\ 
über. Ferner bemerken wir, daß aus (5) wegen 
(9) I 4 M - T ( Ä - 1 . . . . . H - 1 ) 
sofort 
<'°) I I t I -0 
1) R. D E D E K I N D , Gesammelte Math. Werke, Bd. 1 (1930), S. 159—172. . 
8) H. RADEMACHER, Zur Theorie der Modulfunktionen, Journal für die reine und 
angewandte Math., 167 (1932), S. 312—336. Hier auf Seiten 318—321 findet sin ein Gitter-
punktbeweis. , ; 
3) H. RADEMACHER, Über eine Reziprozifätsformel aus der Theorie der Modulfunk-
tionen, Mat. ¿s Fiz. Lapok, 40 (1933), S. 24—34. (Ungarisch mit deutschem Auszug.) 
4) Vgl. L. REDEI, Bemerkung zur vorstehenden Arbeit des Herrn H. Rademacher, 
Ebenda, S. 35—39. (Ungarisch mit deutschem Auszug.) 
5) H. RADEMACHER, Die Reziprozitätsformel für Dedekindsche Summen, diese Actat 
12 B (1950), S. 5 7 - 6 0 . . 
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folgt. Hier darf der Zähler k durch m'k ersetzt werden, und so folgt aus (8), (9) 
(11) Sm 
1 J /n 'A. , 
— 2 , 1 - — U -n iST f n 
"Endlich schicken wir noch die Formeln 
• (12) J — m' + 
) 
— ri 1 
( n m mn 
— 2m' +i — 2 ri ( 2 m mn (13) 
-voran. Um diese zu zeigen, schreiben wir (2) in der Form 
•(14) 





m'~ + ' — ri' ' — 2m'' i ' —2 ri' n m n 1 m = - 1 , ' Ii 
-woraus und aus (5), (14) sofort (12), (13) entsteht. 
Um nunmehr (6) zu beweisen, führen wir den Operator S definiert 
durch 
<5f(m, n, m', n')=f(m, n, m', n')+f(n, m, ri, m') 
• ein. Mit dieser Symbolik schreibt sich (3) s o : 
®Fm(x)Xmn(x)=\. . -
::Setzt man hier (4) ein, so folgt aus (12), (13) wegen (1) 
(15) <SFm{x) • Z 1 X fcü ( n * + Z \
{ k ~ ] ) m ' ' X» /(=0 f 11 
1 
".Die zweite Summe schreibt sich (wegen (5)) so : 
n - 2 
2 
km' n - l km' 
k = -l [ n ) . ;t=o ( n 







^F„,(x)(x-l)Z j-^-jx*=l - ¿ ^ W Fn(x) - ^ (x~))FJx) Fn(x). 
"Wieder nach (1) gilt also 
n - l 
' k= 1 n 1 - ¿ - ^ W ^ W + y ^ - O + y . ^ - i ) , 
jvobei man das zu k = 0 gehörige Glied auf die rechte Seite geschafft hat. 
.'Setze man hier x = l + i ein (beachte (1)) und vergleiche die Koeffizienten 
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. von /2 miteinander: 
"-1 \m'k\, . im) ^ \m'k\ 
1 im 
-ei \  KI , , /// "v n 
v m i n ) i z ) m I n 
S) + ( f ) ( ? ) + ( f ) " + - ( S ) + ( 2 ) " ) + T ® + i ß ) -mn 
Die zweite Summe verschwindet, und so gilt nach ( I I ) 
+ 1(21 + 1©. : 
Die rechte Seite berechnet sich zu 
~^(m2 — 3mn + n2 + 1). 
Das beendet den Beweis von (6). 
(Eingegangen• am 20. Januar 1950.) 
Erratum. 
the paper of J . F . KOKSMA and R. SALEM , page 8 8 , line 4 , 
read -rL- instead of ~ . 
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